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Abstract

This thesis has two flavors:

1. A theory of universal multi-user communication with fidelity criteria: We prove the opti-
mality of digital communication for universal multi-user communication with fidelity
criteria, both in the point-to-point setting and in the multi-user setting. In other words,
we prove a universal source-channel separation theorem for communication with a dis-
tortion criterion, both in the point-to-point setting and the multi-user setting. In the
multi-user setting, the setting is unicast, that is, the sources which various users want to
communicate to each other are independent of each other. The universality is over the
medium of communication: we assume that the medium might belong to a family. Both
in the point-to-point setting, we assume that codes can be random: the encoder might
come from a family of deterministic codes and the decoder has access to the particular
realization of the deterministic code, and finally, an average is taken over all these de-
terministic codes. In Shannon's theory, random-coding is a proof technique. However,
in our setting, random codes are essential: universal source-channel separation does not
hold if codes are not allowed to be random. This happens because we are asking the uni-
versal question. We also show the partial applicability of our results to the traditional
wireless telephony problem.
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2. An operational theory of communication with a fidelity criterion: We prove the source-
channel separation theorem operationally: we rely only on definitions of channel capac-
ity as the maximum rate of reliable communication and the rate-distortion function as
the minimum rate needed to compress a source to within a certain distortion level. We
do not rely on functional simplifications, for example, mutual information expressions
for the proofs. By operational, we do not mean that what we are doing is "practically
operational". The view that we have can also be viewed as a layered black-box view: if
there is a black-box that is capable of one form of communication, then the black-box
can be layered in order to accomplish another form of communication.

Thesis Supervisor: Sanjoy Mitter
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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When things become manifest

To the ardent meditating brahmin,

All his doubts vanish

Because he understands [each] thing with its cause.

-Mahavagga Pali 1

In his influential book The Structure ofScientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn argues that a field
of scientific inquiry is made up by paradigms and puzzles. He describes paradigms as models
for research, a general problem area sharing a common formulation, a framework in which
it becomes possible to ask 'valid' questions. Puzzles are concrete applications, conjectures,
open problems. Most scientists piece together puzzles and it is this activity which Kuhn calls
normal science. The term puzzle suggests spielerei - playing games. This negative connota-
tion is - so it said - unintentional. By formulating puzzles, a scientist can focus on specific
questions, questions lead to answers, answers are the products of scientific research.

This structure of scientific inquiry is very much present in (applied) mathematics in general
and in the theory of dynamical systems in particular. However, there has been an unfortunate
unexplicable total domination of puzzle solving. Paradigms have been muted, supressed, not
spoken about, let alone scrutinized, rejected, updated. Examining and formulating paradigms
has achieved a reputation in mathematical circles as being soft: it leads to too many defini-
tions and not enough theorems. Solving puzzles, on the other hand, is considered a serious
activity, requiring intelligence, mathematical culture, virtuosity. The ultimate of mathemat-
ical achievement is to solve a puzzle (a conjecture) formulated by someone else preferably in
another century. Thus, we have attained a complete reversal in which posing paradigms is
considered spielerei, we find ourselves in a situation in which proving theorems, not building
theories, appears to be the aim of mathematical research.

-Jan Willems in his paper Models for Dynamics
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Digital communication
architectures, why or why not?

What many of us fail to realize is that the last four hundred years are a highly special period
in the history of the world. The pace at which changes during these years have taken place is
unexampled in earlier history, as is the very nature of these changes. This is partly the results
of increased communication, but also of an increased mastery over nature, which on a limited
planet like the earth, may prove in the long run to be an increased slavery to nature. For the
more we get out of the world the less we leave, and in the long run we shall have to pay our
debts at a time that may be very inconvenient for our own survival.

-Norbert Wiener

* 1.1 Introduction

Communication is a basic need of most (if not all) living beings. For humans, verbal language
has developed as a very important form of communication and language is supposed to be the
reason why humans have dominated other living species on this planet [Hay05]. With the
advance of technology, communication has flourished over long distances in some form of
language, be it speech, images or text. Also has flourished communication over long distance
between machines or between humans and machines using some form of language.

This thesis is concerned with a theory of communication in scenarios where communication
is desired over long distances between many users. There are various sources which various
users want to communicate to each other with various guarantees over a communications
medium. Examples of such media are wireless and internet. In the example of traditional
wireless, telephone, the sources are voice of various users and the medium of communication
is the atmosphere. In the case of the internet, the sources can take various forms, for exam-
ple, text, audio, video, etc., and the medium of communication is the internet architecture.
Wireless communication over the atmosphere or communication over the internet requires
communication technology in the modern sense of the word, and not in the sense of smoke
signals and drum rolls that primitive societies used as technological aids to communication.
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In what follows in this chapter, I have taken material directly, on various instances, from
the first chapter in Gallager's book [Gal08], a version of which can also be found on MIT
OpenCourseWare [Gala] and the first and second video lectures of his course on Digital
Communications which can be found on the MIT OpenCourseWare [Galb].

Also, in what follows throughout the thesis, when I use the word "wireless communications,"
I would be referring to traditional wireless telephony. Wireless communication is used today,
not just for voice communication, but also for transmission of various kinds of data.

* 1.2 Chapter outline

This chapter is a high-level discussion of analog and digital architectures and factors which
determine which technology (analog or digital) should be implemented and which should
not, and whether or not any technology should be implemented. We also discuss the contri-
butions of this thesis, which are partly motivated by the factor of cost / performance which
determines in an important way, which technology is implemented.

In Section 1.3, we discuss analog and digital point-to-point communication systems.

In Section 1.4, we discuss the reasons for which technology (analog or digital) is implemented
and which is not. We also discuss reasons which should be considered when determining
which technology is implemented, or whether a technology should be implemented at all,
and which are not considered. These reasons belong to various categories as discussed in this
section. One very important reason is cost / performance.

In Section 1.4.2, we discuss, why the reason of cost / performance is a very important reason
which determines which technology is implemented. In this section, we also consider the
reason of human nature and how it determines what exists in this world. In Section 1.4.3 we
discuss that the reason of cost / performance, just by itself is not well understood in multi-
user settings. Understanding this is one of the motivations for this thesis.

In Section 1.6, we discuss multi-user analog and digital communication systems. Another
motivation of this thesis is to undertand why digital architectures are good on a conceptual
level. These are the two flavors of this thesis: understanding digital architectures from the
point of view of cost / performance in multi-user communication systems and understanding
why digital separation based architectures are good on a conceptual level.

These two flavors are discussed in Section 1.7.

At the end, Section 1.8 discusses the organization of the rest of this thesis.
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Figure 1.1. A general point-to-point communication system

E 1.3 Point-to-point analog and digital communication systems

For simplicity, consider a point-to-point communication problem: there are 2 users, and one
user wants to communicate a source to the other user over a medium (which is synonymous
with a channel in the point-to-point setting) with some guarantee. In the point-to-point set-
ting, the medium will be called, the channel. For example, a person in Boston wants to send
an e-mail to his parents in Mumbai over a simplified point-to-point internet channel. The
guarantee is that the e-mail should have no errors in that it should be received exactly as it
was sent. Another example is that a person in Boston wants to talk to his parents in Mum-
bai on the phone over a simplified point-to-point wireless channel. The guarantee is that the
parents should be able to hear what the son spoke and make sense out of it even though the
reproduction might not be exact.

This is done with the help of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder encodes the source. The
encoded source is the input to the channel. The channel communicates the input with errors.
The decoder reconstructs the source from the erroneous channel output. In the example of
wireless, a cellphone acts as both an encoder and a decoder.

* 1.3.1 A general/analog point-to-point communication system

A general point-to-point communication system is the composition of an encoder, channel,
and a decoder, see Figure 1.1.

* 1.3.2 A digital point-to-point communication system

Modern day communication systems are usually digital. Digital communication systems are
communication systems which use a digital sequence as an interface between the source and
the channel input, and similarly, between the channel output and the final destination.

A digital sequence is a sequence made up of elements from a finite alphabet, for example,
the binary digits (bits) {0, 1}, the decimal digits {0,1,2,...,91, or the letters from the english
alphabet. Binary digits are almost universally used for digital communication and storage,
and hence, when we say digital communication, we would mean that the interface is binary.
Communication sources, for example, speech waveforms, image waveforms, and text files, are
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Figure 1.2. Placing a digital (usually binary) link between source and channel. The source encoder converts the
source output to a binary sequence and the channel encoder (usually called a modulator) processes the binary
sequence for transmission over the channel. The channel decoder (demodulator) recreates the incoming binary
sequence, and the source decoder recreates the source output

represented as binary sequences. The binary sequence is then converted into a form suitable
for transmission over particular physical media such as a cable, twisted wire pair, optical fiber,
or electromagnetic radiation through space.

Thus, a point-to-point digital communication system is a special case of a general communica-
tion system where the encoder is the composition of a source encoder and a channel encoder,
and the decoder is the composition of a channel decoder and a source decoder. See Figure 1.2.

The idea of converting an analog source output to a binary sequence was quite revolutionary
in 1948, and the notion that this should be done before channel processing was even more
revolutionary. By today, with digital cameras, digital video, digital voice, etc., the idea of dig-
itizing any kind of source is commonplace. The notion of a binary interface before channel
transmission is almost as commonplace. For example, we all refer to the speed of our internet
connection in bits per second.

The input to the channel encoder is a digital sequence, usually a binary sequence.

Note, finally, that digital schemes are a special case of analog schemes.

encoder U

source -... source channel
encoder * encoder

channel

source source channell
reconstruction decoder 0 decoder

decoder

digital

link
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M 1.3.3 A note on digital point-to-point communication systems

In general, an analog source can be converted into a digital sequence as follows: sample the
analog source very finely and quantize the sampled source very finely. The finer the sampling
and the quantization, the closer, the digital sequence is a replica of the original analog source.
In the limit, the digital sequence completely represents the analog source.

In this thesis, we would consider questions related to the optimality of digital architectures:
that is, whether digital architectures can perform as well as analog architectures.

Since, by very fine sampling and quantization, the digital representation will approach the
analog source as closely as we want, it seems that digital architectures can be made to perform
arbitrarily closely to analog architectures. This is not necessarily that direct because usually,
there is a limitation on the resource consumption in the system. Very fine sampling and
quantization can consume a lot of switching energy and thus, the digital scheme, built this
way, might end up consuming a lot more energy than the analog scheme. Thus, it is a priori
unclear whether digital schemes will perform as well as analog schemes.

Another very important point is that we do not want the digital interface to be of very large
cardinality. In fact, we want that cardinality to be independent of the source. If the source
quantization is very fine and depends on the source, this can lead to a very large cardinality
of the digital interface, and we would like it to be as small as possible: as stated before, we
prefer if it is binary.

M 1.3.4 Separation based architectures

In practice, digital architectures are built in the following manner:

1. The source encoder compresses the source to within an allowable distortion level. The
output is a binary sequence.

2. The channel encoder and decoder help to communicate the binary sequence reliably
over the channel. By "reliably", we mean that the error probability in the detection of
the binary sequence is "very" small.

3. The source decoder reconstructs the source from the original binary sequence

Separation based architectures are called so because they separate the source and the channel:
the source encoder and decoder are independent of the channel and the channel encoder and
decoder are independent of the source. In addition, however, when defining separation based
architectures, we require "reliable" communication of the binary sequence over the channel.
A general digital communication scheme may or may not be a separation based scheme with
the above definition.
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Separation based architectures are thus, a special case of digital architectures. When proving
results concerning the optimality of digital communication, we will always do it by the use
of separation based architectures.

N 1.4 Factors which determine which technology is implemented and fac-
tors which should be considered when determining which technology
is implemented or whether a particular technology should be imple-
mented, but are not

In Subsection 1.4.1, we discuss the reasons which determine which technology is imple-
mented and factors which should be considered but many times, not, when determining
which technology is implemented, and whether a technology should be implemented in the
first place. These are a whole variety of reasons: cost / performance (in other words, profit
motive), architectural, social, etc. These reasons are discussed in subsection 1.4.1.

Among all these reasons, there is one very important reason determines whether a technology is
implemented. This is the reason ofcost /performance. The reason why this is the factor of cost
/ performance is the a very important factor, is speculated on, in Subsection 1.4.2. Another
consideration is human nature, and its effect on whether a technology is implemented or
which technology is implemented, and this is also speculated on, in Subsection 1.4.2.

In Subsection 1.4.3, we argue that the cost / performance reason, just by itself, without the
other reasons, is not well understood in multi-user settings. This leads us to one of the moti-
vations for this thesis: understanding cost / performance in multi-user scenarios.

* 1.4.1 The reasons, both, which determine and do not determine which
technology is implemented

There are a number of reasons why communication systems now usually contain a binary
interface between source and channel (that is, why digital communication is now standard,
and has replaced analog communication). The reasons mentioned below all into to two cate-
gories:

" those which drive what finally gets implemented in practice. In my opinion, one of the
main factors here is cost / performance. This is a simplification, but still very true.

" reasons concerning simplicity of architectures, understanding related to the functioning
of the communication system arising from the simplicity of architecture, and social
reasons. This can be sub-catagorized into various reasons.

These reasons are discussed below:
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Cost / performance considerations

1. Cost /Performance characteristics: This has three components

(a) Cost ofdigital hardware: Digital hardware has become so cheap, reliable and minia-
turized, that digital interfaces are eminently practical. This has been possible be-
cause of 20/30 generations of Moore's law. Very roughly, since the number of tran-
sistors that can be placed on a particular area of a chip doubles every 18 months (or
two years): the cost to put a transistor on a chip decreases and thus, the cost for
obtaining the same performance decreases. Things are more complicated than this,
but this is the rough idea.

(b) Standardization: Digital communication is a general way of communication irre-
spective of the source and the channel: the source is first converted to binary and
these binary sequences are then communicated over the channel. Analog design
can be much more complicated, and much more of an art than digital design, and
hence, it costs more: an analog designer usually gets paid much more than a digital
designer! The cost of a chip is approximately related to the cost of development
divided by the number stamped out. Standardization leads to lowers cost of devel-
opment, and thus, cheaper chips. This is partly elaborated on in Gallager's first and
second video lectures in the series [Galb].

(c) Separation theorem: One of the most important of Shannon's information theo-
retic results is that if a source can be transmitted over a channel with certain distor-
tion guarantee in any way at all, it can also be transmitted using a binary interface
between the source and the channel, without any significant change in the use of
system resources like energy and bandwidth. This is known as the source/channel
separation theorem. Thus, given an analog architecture which achieves some perfor-
mance, the same performance can be achieved with the same energy and bandwidth
consumption by using a digital architecture. As a result, the best possible digital
architecture will cost the same from the point of view of energy/bandwidth con-
sumption as the best possible analog architecture. This does require assumptions
that delay in reception of the source is not a concern, but making this assumption
is probably an okay approximation.
Note 1.1. The above optimality of separation based architectures was proved by
Shannon in [Sha48]for reliable point-to-point communication. In [Sha48], Shan-
non also stated the optimality of separation based architectures for communica-
tion with a fidelity criterion (distortion criterion), and proved it in [Sha59].
Separation, in fact, does not hold in the most general possible multi-user scenar-
ios. This point of whether separation holds in multi-user scenarios is commented
on in Subection 1.7.1, and proving optimality of separation in certain multi-user
scenarios is one of the main foci of this thesis.
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Other reasons

The other reasons are classified as technical/technological reasons and social reasons.

Technological reasons:. This can be categorized further, as follows:

" Layering and hence, simpler conceptualization: This is the same as the standardization
reason, but viewed very differently. Digital architectures give a simple conceptual way
of building architectures: first convert the source into binary, then, communicate the
binary sequences over the channel, and finally, get a reconstruction of the source. In a
digital communication system, the action of the source encoder is independent of the
channel (that is, depends only on the source) and the action of the channel encoder is
independent of the source (that is, depends only on the channel). This is not necessary
from the definition of a digital communication system, but this is how digital commu-
nication systems are constructed. in practice. A most general analog communication
scheme would be a complicated non-linear function of the source and the channel. Dig-
ital communication linearizes this into source coding followed by channel coding, and
hence, conceptually much simpler than a most general communication scheme. This is
elaborated on in [Gal08] (or the equivalent course notes [Gala] )and first and second
lectures in the series [Galb]. What is questionable about this point in terms of being a
reason why digital architectures are used is that layered schemes can be built even in an
analog way, and hence, this cannot be a fundamental reason for why architectures are
digital. I will add that others might disagree about this last point.

" Simpler networking: A standardized binary interface between source and channel simpli-
fies networking, which now reduces to sending binary sequences through the network.
This is elaborated on in [Gal08] (or the equivalent course notes [Gala]). This point is
very important, for example, in the case of the internet because the internet architecture
consists of a series of links and it is good to have a standardized interface for the input
and output of each link. This point is questionable in the sense, again, that one can also
have a standardized analog interface. Probably, what is good about a standardized bi-
nary interface is that its cardinality is the smallest possible cardinality that an interface
can have, that is 2, instead of a standardized analog interface which will have infinite
cardinality.

. Physicalperformance: This performance is different from Reason 1, which discussed the
cost/peformance characteristics. This reasons refers to the "physical" performance of
the system.

Copying directly from [OPS48], which talks about the advantages of PCM (pulse code
modulation) over analog systems, in particular, frequency modulation:

"In most transmission systems, the noise and distortion from the individual links cu-
mulate. For a given quality of over-all transmission, the longer the system, the more
severe are the requirements on each link. For example, if 100 links are to be used in
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tandem, the noise power added per link can only be one-hundredth as great as would be
permissible in a single link.

Because the signal in a PCM system can be regenerated as often as necessary, the effects
of amplitude and phase and non-linear distortions in one link, if not too great, produce
no effect whatever on the regenerated input signal to the next link. If noise in a single
link causes a certain fraction p of the pulses to be regenerated incorrectly, then after m
links, if p < 1, the fraction incorrect will be approximately mp. However, to reduce
p to p'= -} requires only a slight increase in the power in each link as we have seen in
the section on threshold power. Practically, then, the transmission requirements for a
PCM link are almost independent of the total length of the system. The importance of
this fact can hardly be overstated."

The above refers to the section on threshold power, part of which basically says that in
a PCM system, as the signal power is increased, after a particular point, even a slight
increase in signal power will decrease the probability of error by a huge amount. The
reader is refered to [OPS48].

In a usual analog system, however, such performance cannot be achieved. This is because
a usual analog system uses amplifiers to amplify the analog signal and noise is amplified
in the same proportion as the signal is amplified.

I wonder, however, if there are smart ways of building analog systems which achieve the
above performance of a PCM system.

These reasons are a mixture of my own understanding synthesized with talking to some
experts and the reasons which I have taken from [Gal08] (or equivalently, [Gala]), [Jr.a],
and [OPS48]. The reader is refered to the first chapter, each in [Gal08] or equivalently, the
course notes [Gala], and the first two videos of the corresponding course [Galb] , lecture
notes [Jr.a] and the first video of the corresponding course [Jr.b], and [OPS48], for a more
detailed exposition.

There are societal reasons which should drive which technology gets implemented, they are:

Societal reasons: Some of them are the following:

" Health: World Health Organization has declared that cellphone radiation might cause
cancer [WHO]. Thus, the communication schemes should also be designed in a way
such that they reduce such risks. Potentially, some particular electromagnetic wave-
forms are more harmful than others, and this can potentially determine, what architec-
tures to use

" Is it interesting?: Digital design is more modular than analog design. However, fact
is also, that digital design is much less interesting than analog design. Analog design
is much more of an art, whereas digital design is more, just a process which needs to
be implemented. Another way of saying this is that digital design is a much more auto-
mated process (the automation might be done by human, and not necessarily, a machine)
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compared to analog design. I wonder about the ramifications of this in the workplace.
Because of the modularity got out of digital design, and the division of labor it can

produce, what is the effect of this on the individual working in the workplace? Is the
individual just playing the role of a nail in a big machine, or does the individual see work
as a whole, and a process of human growth?

There are further societal reasons, which should drive whether technology like wireless com-
munications or internet gets implemented in the first place or not, whether in an analog or a
digital manner. The reasons of health also falls under this bullet.

" Health: Again, let us take the example of wireless. As we said above, the World Health
Organization has declared that cellphone radiation might cause cancer. It is totally pos-
sible that this means that wireless radiation at radio frequency, but with the amount
of energy needed in the cellphone radiation is going to cause cancer irrespective of any-
thing else, and this factor should be taken into consideration when determining whether
a technology like wireless should be implemented or not. This is a reason for whether
wireless technology should be implemented or not, and not a reason for whether analog
or digital.

" Concentration: There are unverified studies which show that concentration can suffer
in the presence of too much electromagnetic radiation from computers and potentially
cellphones, and this should determine, whether a technology is implemented or not.
This is a reason for whether wireless technology should be implemented or not, and
not a reason for whether analog or digital.

" Environment: Again, let us take the examples of wireless. The environmental impact of
manufacturing cellphones, managing the base-stations, the waste dump produced in the

process, etc, is another factor which should be taken into consideration.This is a reason
for whether wireless technology should be implemented or not, and not a reason for
whether analog or digital.

* Ramifications of living in a globally interconnected world: The internet has made the
world very connected and fast paced. Is this the kind of super-globally connected, fast
paced, multi-tasking way of living conducive to human happiness or not? This is a
reason for whether wireless technology should be implemented or not, and not a reason
for whether analog or digital.

This list of societal factors is incomplete. However, the point is that as we said before, Reason
1 is the primary (and probably the only) reason which determines whether a technology is
implemented and which technology is implemented. The reason for this is speculated on, in
the next sub-section.

Just as a note, reasons like effect on health can definitely be studied before a technology gets
implemented. Reasons like ramifications of living in an interconnected world can probably
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only be understood in hindsight unless someone really wise with a lot of vision ends up
looking at the problem. This is another discussion, for another day.

* 1.4.2 A very important reason for which technology is implemented: cost
/ performance, and human nature

Reason 1, that is cost/profit motive, is unfortunately a very important reason which ultimately
drives which technology gets implemented. This is due to the fact that we live in a partly
dysfunctional capitalist society where empathy takes a back seat. Capitalism can, in general,
be good. Here, I am commenting on the present capitalist structure, and not saying that
capitalism is bad in general. The way present day capitalism is structured really might be
a physical manifestation of the brain anomaly known as psychopathy [Roni 1]. The bigger
picture of what is good for the world is lost many times because of the overemphasis on
monetary gains. This is just my opinion and that of some others, and others might disagree.

I should add that things are more complicated than what I have written above. Technology is
a process, and what gets implemented tomorrow is a function of what exists today. However,
in my opinion, the fact still remains that at the fundamental level, a lot of things happen in
the society because of some kind of monetary motive. One might want to package things in
a way that it is not just monetary motive, but in my opinion, it is monetary motive which is
at the base of a lot of things. Others disagree with me.

Questions like the above bring us to some of the most fundamental questions in economics,
and I would leave any further discussion here.

There is one reason which might be more fundamental than cost / performance, and that is
human nature: many of us want to be someone and do something, and monetary urge beyond
what one needs, is but one facet of this urge. This is not a negative urge. But it can become
negative without wisdom. For example, with the question of wireless communications, one
can argue in a positive way that it helps people keep in contact, and hence, it is a good thing.
On the flip-side, are the negative effects to health and environment, and questions about
ramifications of living in a global interconnected world. Evidently, the reason of people being
able to keep in touch, won. I wonder, why? I wonder whether the people who made the
initial breakthroughs, both theoretical and implementation in wireless systems, really cared
about people being able to keep in touch or whether their real motivations lay somewhere
else. I would like to believe that their real motivations lay somewhere else: doing something
exciting, fun, making something out of their life, making money, and being famous. They
might make themselves "feel good" by telling themselves that this system will do something
good by helping people keep in contact with each other. If this were not the case, I would
like to believe that there would have been more of a debate on whether systems like wireless
got implemented. I am just speculating here. Also, things, of course, are more complicated
than this. The point however, is that "I am" is a huge factor in many bad things happening in
this world.
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Questions like the above bring us to some of the fundamental questions about human nature,
and I would leave a further discussion here.

There are various other reasons. I am taking the view of a skeptic here, and stating only the
negative reasons. I should say that in my opinion, these negative reasons are very fundamental
reasons, probably the most fundamental.

A corollary of the fact that Reason 1 is a very important driving motive behind which tech-
nology gets implemented is that if someone came up with an analog architecture which saved
billions or trillions of dollars compared to a digital architecture, and thus, someone find ways
of making money, then some one would find a way of implementing the analog scheme, irre-
spective of anything else. Again, things are more complicated than this because overhauling
a huge existing system is a non-trivial matter.

N 1.4.3 The cost / performance reason, even just by itself, is not understood
well enough, in multi-user settings

Also, as regards Reason 1, it is Reasons la and lb and not Reason ic which have been crucial
in replacing analog technology with digital technology. Reason 1c is in fact not understood
in the biggest communication problems like wireless and internet. Shannon proved ic under
two assumptions:

1. The setting is point-to-point: there are two users and one user wants to communicate a
source to another user

2. The action of the channel as a transition probability is known

Real situations, for example, wireless or internet, do not follow this paradigm. Let us consider
the example of wireless:

1. Wireless is a multi-user problem and not a point-to-point problem.

2. The wireless medium is time-varying and only partially known, that is, its action cannot
be modeled as a known transition probability. Of course, the channel state can be
ascertained to some extent by exchanging messages between the users but still, the fact
is, that the action of the channel as a transition probability is only partially known.

Thus, it is unclear, for example, in the wireless communications problem whether digital
communication is the best thing to do as regards cost / performance related to point 1c.
It might well be the case that one comes up with an analog architecture which saves bil-
lions/trillions of dollars in energy costs in the electromagnetic waves that cellphones emit,
and leads to much more than the energy savings from reason 1a and 1b, and enough to over-
haul the wireless communication system to analog. It takes a lot to overhaul such a big system
like wireless, but the prospect of enough profit might well, do it.
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In fact, it is known that in certain multi-user communication problems with correlated
sources, digital communication is not optimal in the sense of reason 1c, see, for example,
[Gas02].

Many people believe that the most fundamental problems in wireless communications are
related to reliable communication of binary sequences over the wireless medium, in particu-
lar, for example, understanding the effect of fading. Another important question is to model
the propagation of electromagnetic waves through random media.These are definitely a very
important question irrespective of whether the architecture is analog or digital because fading
will have to be dealt with in either architecture. However, this is a question, which is impor-
tant irrespective of whether one wants to use analog architecture or digital architecture. In
my opinion, an even more fundamental question is whether one wants to build architectures
digitally for wireless communications in the first place. Others would disagree because they
would say that things are digital, and that is how things are going to be. There is truth to that,
too.

The previous discussion leads us to one of the motivations for this thesis.

0 1.5 Analog or digital from the point of view of cost / performance: one
of the motivations for this thesis

From the above discussion, it follows that from the perspective of cost / performance, it is
not entirely evident that digital communication systems should be used in multi-user com-
munication problems. This was one of the questions I had in mind when I started working
on this problem. I would not say that I have answered this question, but this thesis does pro-
vide some understanding of point 1c in multi-user scenarios when the medium action might
only be partially known.

Cost /Performance: If it turned out to be the case that the energy consumption by an analog
architecture in certain multi-user problems like wireless are much less compared to a digital
architecture, in the long run, compared to the cost of building digital architectures, then, the
system might possibly get overhauled. In other words, it is possible that an analog architec-
ture exists for which the cost savings from reason ic are more than the cost savings of reasons
1a and lb of the best possible digital architecture By optimality, we mean the following: dig-
ital architectures are optimal if, given an analog architecture which consumes some amount
of system resources for some performance, a corresponding digital architecture exists which
consumes roughly the same or lesser system resources and provides roughly the same or bet-
ter performance. Others disagree with me on this point, in that it is almost next to impossible
to overhaul a big system like wireless.

Another flavor of this thesis is intellectual/conceptual understanding of why separation holds,
and this is discussed in Section 1.7 and Subsection 1.7.2.

Before I go into a description of our results, I'll first look at multi-user networks.
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N 1.6 Multi-user analog and digital communication systems

Let there be N users. N might vary with time. User i wants to communicate source X;; to
user j, 1 < i, j 5 N to within some guarantee G;1, over a medium m. X;/ is reconstructed
as Y;; at user j. This is accomplished with the help of modems (modulators/demodulators)
h; at user i, 1 < i < N. In the example of wireless communications, the medium is the
atmosphere and the modems are cellphones and base stations (the cellphone towers). This
is a general multi-user communication system. See Figure 1.3. A more elaborate high-level
description and rigorous description is in Chapter 3.

The guarantee depends on the particular situation. When talking on the phone, the guarantee
is that communication should happen to within a distortion level. When sending an e-mail,
it is the e-mail is received perfectly (this is not possible in a noisy system, and the way this is
abstracted is by building systems where the probability of error is very small).

At time t, the modem hi at user i takes inputs X;I(t), Xi 2(t), ... , X;;, ... , XiN(t). At time
t, h; produces an output Og (t) which is an input to the medium of communication m. The
various inputs 0;(t),1 < i < N into the medium "mix" and noise is added on top of it. The
medium produces an output I;(t) which is an input to the modem hi. Based on 0;, the
modem produces outputs Yi;, Y2, ... , Yj, ... i,N where ji is the reproduction of Xj;,

the source that user j wants to communicate to user i. X1j, Ye,, O;, Ii, are evolving in time.
The story is the same at each user i.

In a digital multi-user communication system, each modem is digital. A digital modem h; is
portrayed in Figure 1.4. At user i, the sources X;l, Xi2, --. , XiN are first converted to random
binary sequences by the source encoders. These binary sequences are communicated reliably
over the medium with the help of medium modems at the various users. Finally, at user i, the
source decoders help produce the reproductions Yjj1;, . YNj, of X1g, ... XNi, respectively.
The story is the same at each modem hi.

Next I discuss the two flavors of this thesis.

* 1.7 The questions asked and answered in this thesis/ the two flavors of
this thesis

This thesis, as stated in the abstract, has two flavors, and here, they are stated in the order
which is the reverse of the order in the abstract:

1. Optimality of separation from the perspective of cost/peformance: Understanding reason
ic, that is, whether source-channel separation holds in multi-user communication prob-
lems when the medium description as a transition probability is only partially known.
This has already been stated in Section 1.5. Discussion on the nature of our results
concerning this point is there in Subsection 1.7.1
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2. Intellectual/Conceptual There is no fundamental understanding, as regards a separation
theorem, even in the point-to-point setting, when the channel behavior as a transition
probability is only partially known. Also, there is no fundamental understanding, as
regards a separation theorem in multi-user problems. We will make some statements
about separation in both the point-to-point case when the channel is only partially
known and also in the multi-user case when the medium is only partially known. Also,
Shannon's proof of source-channel separation for a known channel in the point-to-point
setting is, in my opinion, not very transparent, and we believe that our proof, more gen-
eral in setting in many ways, is also more transparent. Thus, we want to understand,
why separation holds, on a conceptual level. This is discussed in Subsection 1.7.2.

N 1.7.1 Understanding reason 1c: does separation hold in multi-user com-
munication problems?

Recall the multi-user communication problem discussed in the previous section. We consider
the problem of communicating soures X;;, 1 < ij < N, from user i to user j within a
guarantee G;j over a medium m. The guarantee that we will use is that the source Xj is
communicated to within a distortion level D;j under a distortion metric di,. The medium m
is only partially known. Mathematically, this is abstracted out by saying that the medium m
might belong to a family of transition probability matrices.

We will make the following assumptions:

1. The sources Xi, are independent of each other

2. The users can generate random codes

3. In order to prove rigorous results, we will assume that the distortion measures dig are
additive. However, as we shall see from the nature of the proofs, the results should hold
for permutation invariant distortion measures also. Permutation invariant distortion
measures are those for which rearranging the input and the output in the same way does
not change the distortion between the input and the output

4. Delays do not matter: more precisely, an arbitrary but finite delay is allowed between
the transmission of the sources and their reception

Under these assumptions, we prove that digital communication is optimal from the point of
Reason 1c: that is, we will prove that assuming random-coding is permitted, if there exists
some architecture to communicate independent sources X;/ over a partially known medium
m to within a distortion D;/ under a distortion metric d;j, then, there exists a digital com-
munication scheme which accomplishes the same, and has the same bandwidth requrements
as the original scheme and essentially the same energy/power consumption as the original
scheme.
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Thus, from the point of view of reason 1c, for communication problems which satisfy the
above assumptions, digital architectures are as good as analog architectures. Since digital ar-
chitectures are already better from point of view of reason la and 1b, and since, it follows
that from the view-point of cost / performance, digital architectures are optimal.

Assumption that the sources Xj are independent of each other is necessary. Gastpar [Gas02]
provides examples of multi-user problems where sources are correlated and separation is not
optimal from the point of view of reason 1c.

In Chapter 2, we will prove the optimality of digital communication in the point-to-point
setting. This has been done by Shannon in [Sha59]. Shannon, however assumed that the ac-
tion of the channel as a transition probability is known. We do not make this assumption. In
Chapter 3, we prove the optimality of digital communication in the multi-user setting under
the above assumptions. This is done by reducing the problem to a point-to-point problem
and an inductive argument. In Chapter 4, we will see, how this result is partially applicable
to the wireless problem. The wireless problem is complex, and we can only capture some
features into a mathematical abstraction. As we shall see, the assumption of independence of
sources only holds partially. Also, delays matter. However, our modeling does offer partial
justification in terms of reason ic for the use of digital architectures.

I'm not claiming that I'm solving a practical problem or that I am solving the wireless prob-
lem. To summarize my view-point:

1. First I claim that the question, "Are digital architectures optimal from the point of view
of cost / performance in multiuser settings, for example wireless" is a question that is
not entirely well understood. As I have said some others disagree with me in that they
believe that the implemented architectures, for example, in the wireless problem, will
be digital, no matter, what, and hence, this is not a question of any concern at all.

2. Then, I prove that under various assumptions (stated before), digital architectures are in
fact optimal from the point of view of reason 1c, and thus, from the point of view of
cost / performance. Finally, we see, to what extent the assumptions hold in the wireless
example.

Next, we come to the second point of this thesis, which is, why does separation hold in the
first place, on a conceptual/intuitive level

* 1.7.2 Why does separation hold on a conceptual level?

Shannon proved the optimality of digital communication in the sense of Reason 1c (source-
channel separation) for reliable communication in [Sha48] and communication with distor-
tion in [Sha59] in the point-to-point setting.

The very important contribution of these works was not just proving source-channel sepa-
ration but also, simple expressions for the information content of a source, the minimum
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number of binary sequences needed to compress a source to within a distortion level (the
rate-distortion function) and the maximum rate of reliable communication over a channel.

The problem of maximum rate of reliable communication over a channel is an infinite di-
mensional optimization problem for which, Shannon provided that a corresponding finite
dimensional optimization problem expression (called single letterization) exists. This is a
mutual information expression. The enormous importance of this expression is that it can in
fact be calculated by a machine (or by hand using pen and paper), and thus, it can be figured
out, which channels allow reliable communication at which rate. This view has been taken
in practice, and a lot of research has, for example, been devoted to finding capacity achieving
codes over the AWGN channel, as is clear from Dave Forney's course notes and video lectures
[Jr.a] and [Jr.b], respectively.

Similarly, the problem of the minimum number of binary sequences needed to compress a
source to within a particular distortion level is an infinite dimensional optimization problem.
Shannon provided a corresponding single letterization, the rate-distortion function, which is
a mutual information expression, and which can be calculated by machine or by hand. Thus,
we know the minimum number of binary sequences needed to represent a source.

The disadvantage of reliance on mutual information expressions in my view (and the view
of some others, and there are others who disagree with this view) is that the proof of why
separation holds is not evident. As a mathematical proof, one can see the correctness of the
result, but on a more intuitive level, it is unclear why separation holds. This is especially true
for the rate-distortion problem, and Shannon's proof can be found in [Sha59].

In short, in my view, mutual information expressions and proofs based on mutual informa-
tion expressions are good to make calculations on which sources can be communicated over
which channels but they do not lend much insight into the nature of separation.

Reality can be understood at various levels. A very good example is gravity. The various
levels of understanding are:

1. Newton came up with a formula for the force of attraction between two bodies. This is
helpful in terms of making calculations and predictions. However, it is totally unclear,
how, this action at a distance happens physically

2. There is the postulate of gravitons or gravitational waves which machines are trying to
detect. If true, this will tell, how the bodies exchange information, and the force of
attraction is produced

3. The third reality is that of direct experience: as humans who can feel, if we can de-
velop the capability to feel that there, indeed, is a force of attraction caused just due to
attraction based on masses. This is the best form of understanding reality

The question of why digital communication does not fit exactly into the above framework,
but there are some similarities:
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1. A mathematical proof that separation holds

2. Intuition based on the mathematical proof, of why separation holds

3. Direct experience based on examples and real engineering problems. No direct experi-
ence at the level of self-experience is possible in some of these engineering problems

In my opinion and that of some others, Shannon's proof in [Sha59] provides a mathematical
proof that separation in problem of communication with distortion holds, but it does not
give much intuition as to why separation holds.

The proof of the separation theorem for communication with distortion in [Sha59] has two
parts:

1. Achievability: If the channel capacity is larger than the rate-distortion function for a par-
ticular source, then communication of the source to within the distortion level over the
channel is possible by the separation architecture of source-coding followed by channel-
coding

2. Converse: If communication of a particular source to within a distortion level is possible
over a channel by some architecture, then the channel capacity is larger than or equal to
the rate-distortion function for the source for that distortion level. Thus, by achievabil-
ity, the communication of the source to within the distortion level is also possible by
using a source-channel separation based architecture

The direct part is fairly intuitive. Shannon's proof of the converse in [Sha59] seems to work
based on a lot of mathematical manipulations with entropy and mutual information and
using their properties like convexity. The ideas are those of a standard information-theoretic
converse proof.

We provide a proof of the separation for communication with distortion which uses only the
definitions of channel capacity as the maximum rate of reliable communication and the rate-
distortion function as the minimum rate needed to compress a source to within a particular
distortion level. We do not use any simplified mathematical expressions for channel capacity
or the rate-distortion function like the single-letter mutual information characterizations.
We call this an operational proof because it only uses the operational meanings of channel
capacity as the maximum rate of reliable communication and the rate-distortion function as
the minimum rate needed to compress the source to within a certain distortion level and
not any simplified mathematical quantifications of these quantities. Our usage of the word
operational should not be confused with "being operational in practical implementations".
The proof of the direct part is the same as that of Shannon. However, for us, the converse
is an achievability: we prove the converse using achievability techniques, and in my opinion,
lends much more insight into the nature of separation than Shannon's proof. The proof
also demonstrates a duality between source and channel coding and our proof of separation
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is built on ideas from that duality. Why separation fundamentally holds is, in my opinion,
hidden in this duality.

E 1.8 Organization of this thesis

In Chapter 2, we prove the optimality of digital communication for communication with a
fidelity criterion in the sense of reason ic (in other words, a universal source-channel separa-
tion theorem for rate-distortion) assuming that random-coding is permitted.

In Chapter 3, we prove the optimality of digital communication for communication with
fidelity criteria in the multi-user setting assuming that the various sources which the users
want to communicate to each other are independent of each other (the setting is unicast) and
that, random coding is permitted at the various encoders and decoders.

In Chapter 4, we discuss the partial applicability of the results of Chapter 3 to the traditional
wireless telephony problem.

In Chapter 5, we provide an operational perspective on the source-channel separation theo-
rem for rate-distortion. We also provide an alternate proof of the rate-distortion theorem for
certain sources which we believe is more insightful than Shannon's original proof.

in Chapter 6, we recapitulate and discuss potential research directions.

* 1.9 In the next chapter ...

In the next chapter, we prove the optimality of digital communication for universal com-
munication with a fidelity criterion in the sense of reason ic in the point-to-point setting
assuming random-coding is permitted.
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Chapter 2

Optimality of digital communication for
communication with a fidelity criterion:
universal, point-to-point setting

The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point exactly or
approximately a message selected at another point.

-Claude Shannon

Our difficulty is not the proofs, but in learning what to prove.
-EmilArtin

* 2.1 In this chapter ...

* 2.1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we prove that digital communication is optimal for rate-distortion commu-
nication in the sense of reason ic stated in Section 1.4.1 in Chapter 1. That is, we prove a
source-channel separation theorem in the rate-distortion context. A source-channel separa-
tion theorem for rate-distortion in the point-to-point setting was hinted at by Shannon in
[Sha48] and proved rigorously in [Sha59]. Shannon [Sha59] assumes that the action of the
channel as a transition probability is known. We call these, fully known channels. The main
contribution of our source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion is that we assume that
the channel is only partially known. This is abstracted by saying that the channel probability
may belong to a set. In mathematical terms same encoding-decoding schemes should work for all
channels in the set.

This is important because real life media like the internet and wireless are only partially
known. One way of modeling these situations is to say that the medium action is only par-
tially known as a transition probability. Internet and wireless are multiuser networks. In this
chapter, we only prove the optimality of digital communication in the point-to-point setting.
A nother important contribution of this thesis is to prove the optimality of digital communication
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in certain multiuser settings where the medium is only partially known.. This is the subject of
the Chapter 3.

Our formulations will be information-theoretic, see Section 2.2. In the information theory
literature, encoding-decoding schemes which work for a partially known channel are called
universal. Note that the universality is over the channel, and not the source. We will assume that
the source statistics are known. The reason why we assume the knowledge of source statistics
is commented on, in Section 2.19.

In our work, we use the probability of excess distortion criterion instead of the expected
distortion criterion for the definition of "communication to within a distortion D". The
probability of excess distortion criterion is (2.29) and the expected distortion criterion is
(2.28). This use of the probability of excess distortion criterion instead of the excess distortion
criterion is crucial to our work. This is commented on in Section 2.12.

Also, throughout, we will assume that random-coding is permitted. That is, the encoder
and the decoder are allowed to generate random codes. That is, the encoder can belong to
a family of encoders and the decoder has access to the particular realization of the encoder.
Errors get averaged out over the random code. Over a fully known channel, if there exists a
random code which achieves a particular performance, usually, there also exists a determin-
istic encoder-decoder which achieves the same performance. However, over partially known
channels, random codes can enhance the performance of the system. Mathematically, this
happens because since we model a partially known channel as coming from a set of fully
known channels, some of the deterministic codes that make up the random encoder-decoder
may work well for some channels, and others will work well for other channels, and they
can be constructed in such a way that taking an average over all these deterministic encoder-
decoder work well for all the channels and achieve a performance which a single deterministic
encoder-decoder cannot achieve. This point is discussed precisely in Section 2.17. We empha-
size again, that we insist in good performance over "all channels" in the set which make up
the partially known channel, rather than good performance averaged over the channels.

The channel model as a transition probability will be very general in the sense that the present
channel output can depend, in an arbitrary manner, on all the past channel inputs, all the past
channel outputs, and possibly, an initial channel state.

We will hint at the essential connection between source and channel coding that allows sepa-
ration to be true. This essential connection or duality will not use the definition of channel
capacity as a maximum mutual information or the rate-distortion function as a minimum
mutual information. Only the meanings of channel capacity as the maximum rate of reliable
communication and the rate-distortion function as the minimum rate needed to compress a
source to within a certain distortion level will be used. This discussion will be high level.
This is the subject of Section 2.14.

Rigorous results will be proved when the source is i.i.d., and the time evolves discretely for
the source and channels and additive distortion measures. This is done in Section 2.15.
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High level remarks will be made when the source and channel evolve continuously in time,
the source is stationary ergodic and the distortion measure is permutation invariant. Of
course, separation will not hold for arbitrary stationary ergodic sources and arbitrary chan-
nels. The point of this discussion will be to bring out the idea of why results are expected
to generalize to this more general setting. Permutation invariant distortion measures are dis-
cussed in Sections 2.14 and 2.16. Generalization to stationary ergodic sources evolving in
continuous time is discussed in Section 2.18.

N 2.1.2 A high-level statement of universal source-channel separation for
rate-distortion in the point-to-point setting

The following is a high-level statement of the universal source-channel separation theorem
for rate-distortion:

High level statement 2.1 (Universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion or the
optimality of digital communication for universal communication with a fidelity criterion).
Assuming random-coding is permitted, in order to communicate a random source universally
over a partially known channel to within a particular distortion level, it is sufficient to consider
source-channel separation based architectures, that is, architectures which first code (compress) the
random-source to within the particular distortion level, followed by universal reliable commu-
nication over the partially known channel. There is sufficiency in the sense if there exists some
architecture to communicate the random source to within the required distortion level, univer-
sally over the partially known channel, and which consumes certain amount of system resources
(for example, energy and bandwidth), then there exists a separation based architecture to univer-
sally communicate the random source to within the same distortion universally over the partially
known channel, and which consumes the same or lesser system resources as the original architec-
ture.

We emphasize, again, that universal means that the same encoding-decoding scheme should
work irrespective of the particular action of the partially known channel, which, as we have
said above, belongs to a set of transition probabilities. Also, we emphasize again, that univer-
sality is over the channel, not the source.

* 2.1.3 Chapter outline

The following is the outline of this chapter:

The first part deals with the set-up, definitions, comments on the definitions and a small
discussion on important past literature:

Section 2.2 discusses the information theoretic set up and the assumptions that we make.
Some assumptions like "delays do not matter" (in other words, arbitrarily large delays are
allowed) are crucial to our results whereas other assumptions like the channel input and out-
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put sets are finite and time evolves discretely are not crucial and are made only to simplify
mathematical technicalities.

Section 2.3 discusses a very important notation that we use: the superscript notation. It is
important enough to merit a separate section.

Section 2.4 discusses sources and section 2.5 discusses channels. We will assume that the
channel is only partially known, and the channel model is a very general channel model.
These sections also discuss in brief, the validity of our source and channel models.

Sections 2.6 and 2.7 discuss analog and digital communication systems respectively. They
discuss analog encoders and decoders, digital encoders (source encoder and channel encoder)
and digital decoders (channel decoder and source decoder), the make up of point-to-point
analog and digital communication systems and resource consumption in point-to-point com-
munication systems. The sections also discuss the problem of point-to-point communication
problem, and the particular problem of communication with a fidelity criterion that we study
in this thesis. In part, this section makes rigorous, the discussion in Section 1.3.

This is followed by a discussion of distortion in Section 2.8. We discuss two kinds of distor-
tion measures: permutation invariant and additive. Additive distortion measure is a special
case of permutation invariant distortion measure. Sections 2.9 defines what it means for a
channel to be capable of universally communicating a random source to within a certain
distortion level. Channels which communicate a random source to within a certain distor-
tion level are defined with the probability of excess distortion criterion. Section 2.10 defines
source codes which code (compress) a source to within a certain distortion level. Two criteria
are used when defining source codes which compress a source to within a certain distortion
level: the expected distortion criterion and the probability of excess distortion criterion.

Section 2.11 defines universal reliable communication over a partially known channel.

This is followed by a small discussion of why we use the probability of excess distortion
criterion instead of the expected distortion criterion in Section 2.12.

Section 2.13 discusses the important past literature on the problem of point-to-point commu-
nication with fidelity criterion.

Then, we come to the results:

Section 2.14 discusses why universal source-channel separation in the point-to-point setting
holds in the point-to-point case. We use what we call the uniform X source for this discussion.
The uniform X source consists of sequences with type precisely px, and this helps avoid a
lot of es and 8s in the proofs. This discussion holds for permutation invariant distortion
measures. We assume a technical condition on the rate-distortion function, and with this
assumption, we have a rigorous proof of universal source-channel separation theorem for
communication with a fidelity criterion in order to communicate the uniform X source when
the distortion metric is permutation invariant. This section is the most important section of the
whole thesis and is the main idea why separation/optimality of digital communication holdsfor
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universal communication with afidelity criterion.

This is followed, in Section 2.15, by a rigorous proof of the universal source-channel sep-
aration theorem for rate-distortion when the source is i.i.d. and the distortion measure is
additive.

The results are followed by various discussions:

Section 2.16 discusses the high-level idea for proving universal source-channel separation rig-
orously for permutation invariant distortion measures.

Throughout, we have made the assumption that random-coding is permitted. This assump-
tion is crucial Section 2.17 discusses why this assumption is crucial.

Throughout, we have assumed that the source evolves in discrete time. Section 2.18 discusses
high-level ideas for generalization to continuous time sources.

Section 2.19 comments on the assumptions described in Section 2.2, which was discussed
above in brief.

Finally, we recapitulate this chapter in Section 2.20.

0 2.2 Our set up: Information theoretic, and various assumptions made

We will use an information-theoretic set up. In particular, we will assume that

" Delays do not matter: That is, it is okay if the source is reproduced with arbitrarily large
(but finite) delay. This assumption makes sense in certain cases, but not in others. For
example, it makes more sense when sending a text message compared to real-time voice
communication over a cellphone. In any case, it is a good assumption from the point of
view of getting insight into the nature of communication architectures. This assumption
is crucial. The cruciality of this assumption is in the sense that if this assumption is not
made, in fact, source-channel separation based architectures are not optimal

" The source can be modeled as a random process, in particular, a stationary ergodic random
process: This is the usual assumption made in communications theory, that the source
can be modeled as a random process. Also, it is the usual assumption in communications
theory, that the source is stationary, ergodic.

Without these assumptions, it is very difficult to prove any rigorous results. Comments
are made in Subsection 2.4.3, on this assumption

" The channel can be modeled as a (partially known) transition probability: In information
theory, channels are modeled as transition probabilities.
We will assume that the channel is only partially known, and thus, we will model the
channel as coming from a set of transition probabilities. We will assume that this model-
ing makes sense. The motivation behind this modeling is that real channels like wireless
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and internet are time-varying, and their action is not entirely known: at any point of
time, the action of the wireless channel is not entirely known as a transition proba-
bility, and the exact internet architecture and its behavior is not entirely known as a
transition probability. If the channel were adversarial, it can usually be modeled as a
partially known channel. Comments are made in Section 2.5.4, on modeling a channel
as a known transition probability or a partially known transition probability. The more
usual language of saying that the channel is modeled as a transition probability is that
we will be solving the universal/compound problem.

In most of the information theory literature, further assumptions on the behavior of
the channel, for example, memorylessness, Markoff nature or some assumptions on
the memory of the channel (for example, indecomposability in the sense of Gallager
[Gal68]) are needed. We will not require any such assumptions, and our model will be
a very general channel model a la Verdu-Han [VH94]

e The source can incur distortion, and the distortion can be modeled as a distortion metric:
We will allow the source to incur distortion, and we will work in the framework of rate-
distortion theory as developed by Shannon [Sha59]. Our treatment will be different in
the sense that we will use the probability of excess distortion criterion instead of the
average distortion criterion. We will assume that the distortion can be modeled as a
distortion metric, and this is the usual assumption made in communications theory

The above assumptions are the basis on which information theory is built. We would require
further assumptions, and they are stated below

The following crucial assumptions are made concerning the nature of the distortion metric
and the distortion criterion, and on random-coding:

" The distortion metric can be modeled as a permutation invariant distortion metric, and
the distortion criterion is the "probability of excess distortion" criterion: A permutation
invariant distortion function is the following: the distortion between the source input
signal and its reproduction does not change under the same rearrangement of the source
and its reproduction. We require the distortion metric to be permutation invariant in
the sense that our results are not true if this assumption is not made. Also, we use, what
we call the "probability of excess distortion criterion (2.29), the same as the one used in
the book of Csiszar and Korner in [CK97], instead of the expected distortion criterion
(2.28) which was used by Shannon in [Sha59]. Again, our results are not directly true if
we use the expected distortion criterion.

" Random-coding is permitted: We assume that random-coding is permitted. This assump-
tion is crucial in the sense that if random-coding is not permitted, the universal source-
channel separation theorem for rate-distortion that we prove is not true. In Shannon's
random-coding argument, random-coding is a proof technique: assuming that a random
code exists, a deterministic code exists. For us, random-coding is not just a proof tech-
nique. It is necessary. This is because we assume that the channel is only partially known
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unlike Shannon who assumed that the channel is fully known. This is commented on
further, after we have proved our results, in Section 2.17.

We make the following assumption concerning the statistics of the source. We conjecture
that we do not require this assumption, but we are not sure.

e The source statistics are known: That is, the source distribution is known. As stated in the
previous line, we conjecture that we do not require this assumption. This is commented
on further in Section 2.19.

The remaining assumptions are made to prove results rigorously and to avoid mathematical
complications, and we are quite sure that modulo some technical assumptions, they can be
removed.

We will make the following assumptions on the cardinality of the source and source repro-
duction alphabet:

e The source alphabet and source reproduction alphabet are finite: (in fact, to make any kind
of physical sense, it is enough to assume that source alphabet is finite: it does not make
sense to have the reproduction alphabet cardinality larger than the source alphabet car-
dinality): this assumption is needed to prove rigorous results. It not crucial to our work,
and the results can be generalized to many sources with infinite alphabet size.

We make also make the following assumption on the random process corresponding to the
source:

e The source that needs to be communicated over the channel is i.i.d.: this assumption is made
only to prove the results rigorously and for simplicity of presentation. We believe (in
fact, we are sure), that the results will generalize to many stationary ergodic sources.

We make the following assumption concerning the distortion measure:

* The distortion measure is additive: this assumption is made to prove rigorous results. We
will hint at how to generalize the results to permutation invariant distortion functions.
Permutation invariant distortion functions and additive distortion functions are defined
in Section 2.8.

We will make the following assumptions on the time evolution of the source and the channel:

* The channel evolves discretely in time: this assumption is made for simplicity of presenta-
tion. Continuous time stochastic models for channels involve a lot of technicalities. As
will be clear, the results generalize without any change in proofs, even when the channel
evolves in time continuously.
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" The source evolves discretely in time: this assumption is made for simplicity of presenta-
tion. Continuous time models for sources involve a lot of technicalities. We will point
out ideas for generalizing to sources which evolve continuously in time.

" The source and the channel evolve on the same time scale: We will assume that the source
and channel evolve on the same time scale. In particular, we will assume that the source
and the channel evolve at every integer time. In practice, source can be evolving faster
than the channel or vice-versa. For example, when sending a text message on a cell-
phone, the source is in fact, evolving in time discretely, whereas the wireless medium
evolves in time continuously. We make this assumption for simplicity of presentation.
Our results can be generalized to the case when the source and channel evolve on differ-
ent time scales.

The assumptions which are crucial are:

" Delays do not matter

" The source can be modeled as a stationary ergodic random process and the channel can
be modeled as a transition probability

" Allowed distortion between the source and its reproduction can be modeled as a permu-
tation invariant distortion metric

" The source statistics are known,

and an assumption which we have made and is crucial to proving our results, but which we
believe can be removed is

* Source statistics are known

The rest of the assumptions are made in order to prove rigorous results and to avoid math-
ematical complications. Of course, universal source-channel separation will not hold for
arbitrary stationary ergodic sources and arbitrary permutation invariant distortion metrics;
however, we believe that it should hold for a wide variety of stationary ergodic sources and
permutation invariant distortion metrics. These assumptions are commented on in Section
2.19 after we have have provided the the rigorous proof of the universal source-channel sepa-
ration for rate-distortion.

N 2.3 The superscript notation

Superscript n will denote a quantity with or related to sequence length (or block length) n.
For example, For example, x" will denote a sequence of length n. Y" denotes a random
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variable on the set ?3". Note that Y" need not be i.i.d.: the superscript n refers to the block
length being n. k" and c" will denote n-length channel transition probabilities. e" will
denote an encoder which encodes n length sequences and f" will denote a decoder which
decodes n length sequences.

We will denote sequences of these quantities for various block lengths with < >. For example,
sequences < x" >,, <y >00, < k" >m, < c" >7'. We will denote these infinite sequences
by their single letters: for example, x =< x" >oo, y =< y >00, k =< k" >oo, c =< c" >7.

In general, the superscript n just denotes block length n and is not supposed to indicate a
cartesian product or nesting of sorts. For example, Y" need not be i.i.d., and in general, there
might be no relation whatsoever between Y" and yn+l: it need not even be the case that the
first n components of yn+1 are the same as Y". In other words, there might be no nesting.

In certain cases, there will be nesting. For example, when we discuss physical channels, k",
the transition probability corresponding to the channel for n length sequences will be the first
n components of kn+1. However, this will not be the case when we discuss abstract channels:
C" might be unrelated to Cn+1. Similarly, for encoders, e", the encoder used to encode n-
length sequences might be completely unrelated to en+1, the encoder used to encoder n +1
length sequences.

In certain cases, superscript n will indeed denote a cartesian product of sorts. For example,
X" will be reserved for an i.i.d. X sequence of length n. For a set d, ," will many denote
the cartesian product of c with itself, n times. There are other cases when this will not be
true: we will discuss sets q&/" consisting of sequences of a particular type: in that case, there
need not be any cartesian product relation between (&" for various n.

The it' component of x" will be denoted by x"(i). In particular, x"(n) will denote the
value of the sequence x" at time n. Usual literature uses the notation x, for x"(n). The
reason why we do not want to use this notation is because this notation makes sense only
when x" is the first n components of xn+1. In our set-up, nesting will happen in certain
situations and not in others. For example, output sequences y" will not be nested, in which
case, yn+1 3 (yfn,yn+1(n + 1)), and the notation of y; for the ih component will not make
sense because it would be unclear, we are talking about the its component of y" for which
block length n. For that reason, we use the notation y"(i). The same discussion holds for
abstract channels, encoders and decoders which are not nested in general. There are certain
cases when quantities will be nested. For example, when we consider the model of physical
channel k =< k" >0*, the k" will be nested, that is, kn+1 = (k",kn+l(n + 1)). In this
case, we will also denote k"(i) (which is the same irrespective of the block length n, that is,
k"(i) = k"'(i)Vn,n') by ki: the notations kg and kn will be used interchangeably in such
situations.

We would have occasion to require the part of a sequence corresponding to block length n.
a"(p..q) will denote (a"(p),a"(p + 1),...,a"(q)).

There will be one case when we will not use the superscript notation. That will be when we
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are dealing with real numbers related to certain block lengths. Then, we will use sub-scripts.
For example, o, will denote a real number related to block length n and correspondingly,
the sequence < o, >0. We will not use the superscript notation in this case to prevent the
possibility of confusion of c" with the n'h power of w.

E 2.4 Source and source reproduction

In this section, we describe our abstraction of a source and source reproduction. The problem
of point-to-point communication is to communicate a source from a sender to a receiver over
a possibly noisy channel with some guarantee.

Sources will be modeled as random processes.

First, we start with some notation.

M 2.4.1 Some notation

Notation 2.1 (Source space). The source alphabet is X. We assume that X is a finite set. X"
denotes the cartesian product of X with itself n times. An element of X is x. An element of
X" is denoted by x".

Notation 2.2 (Source Reproduction space). The source reproduction alphabet is Y. We as-
sume that Y is a finite set. g" denotes the cartesian product of B( with itself n times. An
element of Y is y. An element of W" is denoted by yf.

Note 2.1. The source reproduction space is not the same as the source space for the purpose
of abstraction, and also, for the purpose that the source reproduction need not always be a
perfect replica of the source. The latter is the case, for example, with voice communication
where the received voice need not be the same as the transmitted voice for the recipient to
make out, what the speaker said.

* 2.4.2 i.i.d. X source

We will assume that sources evolve discretely in time.

We will model sources as random processes. For simplicity, we will use the i.i.d. X source.

Notation 2.3 (i.i.d. X source). X is a random variable on X. px is the corresponding prob-
ability distribution. X" denotes the i.i.d. X source of block length n. X" denotes i.i.d. X
sequence of length n. <X" >o is the i.i.d. X source.
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0 2.4.3 Discussion: are "real" sources really stationary ergodic

We stated in the previous section that our results stated in the further sections and chapters
can be generalized to stationary ergodic sources. The question arises: can practical sources be
modeled as stationary ergodic sources.

The answer is, no.

For example, the sources related to language, for example, written text in some language, or
spoken language, are not stationary ergodic. The use of stationary ergodic sources is made
only to understand the problem of communication and get some hints into the nature of
things, and hopefully, design systems.

Exact models of real world are difficult to make, and even if made, it is difficult to come up
with any theory about them.

See, for example, [Galb], for a discussion.

* 2.5 Physical channels

In this section, we describe the physical channel model that we use.

The kind of model we are interested in is the following: Consider the example of wireless
channel. The exact behavior of the wireless medium is unknown, even though we might
have some knowledge. One criticism to this argument is the following: the wireless channel
changes behavior over time scales which are large compared to the block lengths used in
wireless communications and thus, over each block length, the wireless channel is essentially
fixed. This is true, but what we are saying is that this fixed channel over a particular block
length is not known, and this is what we want to model.

We will abstract a channel as a transition probability. This will be called a known channel.
As we would like to model channels whose action is not entirely known. These channels
are the partially known channels and will be modeled as coming from a set of transition
probabilities. Before we state these definitions, we state some notation.

Time will be assumed to evolve discretely.

M 2.5.1 Some notation

Notation 2.4 (Channel input space). The channel input space is the set is .9. We assume that
.9 is a finite set. o" denotes the cartesian product of Y with itself n times. An element of .9
is i. An element of y" is denoted by ". We do not denote an element of Y " by i" because i
is used for indexing.
Notation 2.5 (Channel output space). The channel output space is the set is 0. We assume
that 0 is a finite set. o" denotes the cartesian product of 0 with itself n times. An element
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of 0 is o. An element of 0" is denoted by o".

0 2.5.2 A fully known physical channel, k

A fully known physical channel is one whose action as a transition probability is known.
This is mathematically abstracted as follows:

Definition 2.1 (A fully known physical channel). We want to use a very general channel
model: the output of the channel at time i can depend on the inputs of the channel up to and
including time i - 1 and the outputs of the channel up to and including time i - 1. Let the
block length be n. The channel transition probability at time i is denoted by k;:

k;(o"(i)|11"(1..i - 1), o"(1..i - 1)), if i < n
k;(o"(i)|11", o",(1..i - 1)), if I > n (2.1)

is the probability that the channel output at time i is o"(i) given that the channel inputs
and outputs up to and including time i - 1 are i"(1..i - 1) (or I" if i > n) and o"-1(1..i - 1)
respectively.

Note that k; is independent of the block-length n. When the block-length is n, the channel
evolves until some time t ;> n. The channel is k" = (kl,k 2,...,k ). For simplicity, we
assume that t, = n. Thus, when the block-length is n, the channel k" = (kl,k 2,-..,k).
Assumption that t, = n can be made without loss of generality: it is related to the issue of
time scales, discussed in Note 2.6.4.

In the superscript notation as defined earlier, k is also denoted as k"(n). Note that kn+1
(k" , kn+1 (n + 1)), that is, this model of a physical channel is nested, as it should be. It is
for this reason, as stated in Section 2.3 that we can use the notation kn. The full channel
evolution in time, as stated in Section 2.3, is denoted by k =< k" >o.
Note 2.2 (Is there no dependence on the initial channel state?). In general, there is a depen-
dence of k; on the initial channel state. However, we do not show this dependence. This is
because, as we shall see, the model of the channel that we will use is a partially known chan-
nel, in that, the channel can belong to a family. For that reason, we will treat the same channel
with different initial states as different channels and assume that all these channels belong to
the family which make up the partially known channel. A partially known physical channel
is the subject of the next subsection.

Note, also, that even though the model of a physical channel is nested, the channel inputs,
and hence also, the channel outputs, may not be nested.

Note 2.3 (A very general channel model). This is a very general model of a "physical" channel
as a transition probability evolving in discrete time. It is in fact, the most general possible
model of a "physical channel" evolving in discrete time other than the fact that we have not
made the dependence on the initial channel state for the reason described in Note 2.2. In
particular, we do not impose any memorylessness or Markoff assumptions on the channel.
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0 2.5.3 A partially known physical channel

Note that since the initial state s may not be entirely known, in general, and also, since
the transition probability k" might not be entirely known, we want to model a channel as
belonging to a set of transition probabilities. This motivates the definition of a partially
known physical channel:

Definition 2.2 (Partially known physical channel). A physical channel is said to be partially
known if it belongs to a set of transition probabilities .44

Notation 2.6 (Notation for a partially known channel). A partially known channel k which
comes from a set of transition probabilities 4 is denoted by k e c, and it is will be referred
to as, "partially known channel k E .. "

Note 2.4 (Partially known channels and compound channels). In the information theory lit-
erature, partially known channels are referred to as compound channels. See for example
[CK97] for a discussion of memoryless compound channels. Our model is different from
[CK97] in the sense that our channels are not memoryless.

0 2.5.4 Discussion: Can "real" channels be modeled as a transition proba-
bility or a family of transition probabilities?

We have modeled channels which are partially known as coming from a set of transition
probabilities.

Question arises: is modeling "real" channels or media as coming from a sets of transition
probabilities, a good model? For example, can wireless medium or the internet be modeled
as a coming from a set of transition probabilities.

The answer is that we do not know.

Some people like to model channels adversarially. Adversarial models can usually be modeled
as a set of transition probabilities. Again, it is unclear if this is the right thing to do.

The important thing, from our perspective will be, as we shall see, is that the channel model
will be quite irrelevant: we want to prove the optimality of source-channel separation. From
the nature of the proof, it will be clear that we will convert any given architecture into a
digital architecture in order to prove the optimality of a digital scheme, and thus, the channel
model will be quite irrelevant.

The optimality of digital communication is probably much more fundamental than the un-
derlying channel model. This will be commented on further in Subsection 2.14.10, after a
proof of universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion for the uniform X source.

Of course, it would fail to hold for very pathological channel models. And of course, it
can still happen that real channels belong to the family where digital communication is not
optimal. We leave these questions unanswered.
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Multi-user media will be modeled and results of this chapter, generalized to the multiuser
setting, in Chapter 3

N 2.5.5 The problem of communication over a partially known channel

The problem of communication over a fully known channel is to construct an encoder and a
decoder in order to communicate the source over the channel with a particular guarantee.

The problem of communication over a partially known channel k e 4 is to construct an
encoder and a decoder such that the source is communicated over the channel withsome
guarantee irrespective of the particular k E jil. The encoder and the decoder should be
independent of the particular channel.

The guarantee that we will use is communication to within a distortion level.

The question we want to answer is: given a partially known channel k e 4, are source-
channel separation based architectures optimal to communicate i.i.d. X source over this par-
tially known channel to within a distortion level D. In other words, if there exists some
general architecture to communicate i.i.d. X source over the partially known channel to
within a distortion D, does there exist a digital scheme which consumes the same or lesser
system resources and accomplishes the same?

We discussed analog and digital point-to-point communication architectures in Section 1.3.
In Sections 2.6 and 2.7, we make these rigorous.

E 2.6 An analog point-to-point communication system

In this section, we describe rigorously, the general point-to-point communication system
described on a high-level in Section 1.3. A general point-to-point communication system
consists of an encoder, a channel and a decoder. The encoder encodes the source and the
encoder input is communicated over the channel. The decoder reconstructs the source from
the channel output. Hopefully, end-to-end, the source has been communicated to within the
required guarantee. The guarantee that we will use is communication to within a distortion
level.

In this section, we define the action of the encoder, channel and decoder rigorously.

The precise definition of communication to within a distortion level are left for later sections.

As stated before, throughout, we will assume that time evolves discretely, both for the source and
the channel, and that, the source, source reconstruction and channel input and output alphabet
are all finite.
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N 2.6.1 Discussion: Is this not already digital?

We have assumed that the source space, the channel input space, the channel output space
and the source reproduction space are all finite. Thus, from the definition of Chapter 1,
this architecture is already digital. The question comes, why are we calling this an analog
communication system. The answer is that we have assumed the spaces to be finite only for
the sake of avoiding mathematical technicalities. All definitions made so far and that will
be made for the rest of this section can also be made with infinite sets. Our results can be
generalized to the setting where the input and output spaces are infinite. The fact that we use
a digital interface consisting of a finite alphabet (two) will remain unchanged even when the
rest of the alphabets are infinite.

* 2.6.2 Encoder and decoder

The encoder takes input from the source. Thus, X is also the encoder input space. The
encoder produces an output into the channel. Thus, Y is also the encoder output space. The
output of the encoder is transmitted over the channel and the channel output is an input to
the decoder. Thus, 0 is also the decoder input space. The decoder reconstructs the source.
Thus, fY is also the decoder output space. Definitions 2.5 and 2.6 state these definitions
precisely.

Definition 2.3 (Random codes and random coding). Random codes are codes where the
encoder can belong to a family of deterministic codes and the decoder has access to the par-
ticular realization of the deterministic encoder that happened. The performance of the code
is judged by averaging over the family of deterministic codes under a certain probability dis-
tribution of the particular deterministic code. Random codes can be generated by using
common randomness which is defined next.

Note 2.5. i.i.d. random codebook generation, as done by Shannon in his random-coding
argument, is a special case of above random codes.

Definition 2.4 (Common randomness). The encoder and decoder have access to common
randomness. This means that they have access to a continuous valued random variable inde-
pendent of all other random variables in the system. Common randomness is used to generate
random codes. The common randomness input is denoted by r.

Definition 2.5 (Encoder). When the block length is n, the encoder acts as e":

e"(i"|I x"n, r) (2.2)

is the probability that the encoder output is i" given the encoder input is x" and the common
randomness input is r.

Note that the encoder is not necessarily nested. Also, note that in the encoder model, we
assume that the input x" is available at the beginning of time. This assumption can be made
because we allow arbitrary delays and the input can be thought of as buffered.
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Definition 2.6 (Decoder). When the block length is n, the decoder acts as f":

f"(y"I o", r) (2.3)

is the probability that the decoder output is yfl given the decoder input is o" and the common
randomness input is r.

Note 2.6 (How can common randomness be used to generate random codes). We defined ran-
dom codes as codes where the encoder belongs to a family of deterministic encoders and the
decoder has access to the particular realization of the deterministic encoder that happened.
Note that such codes can be generated using common randomness. For each r, assume that
the encoder e"(. I x", r) is deterministic in the sense that e"(i Ix", r) is 1 for some particular
i" and zero otherwise. This happens for all x" and in might depend on x". Similarly, for
each r assume that the decoder fn(. o",r) is deterministic in the sense that f"l(y I o", r) is
1 for some particular y" and zero otherwise. This happens for all o" and y" might depend on
. Such an encoder-decoder pair e",f" is a deterministic encoder-decoder pair. r can vary,

and is available both at the encoder and the decoder. Thus, we have generated codes when the
encoder can belong to a family of deterministic encoders and the deterministic decoder can
depend on the particular choice of the deterministic encoder. Shannon used random-coding
arguments by generating codes i.i.d. from a particular distribution. As we stated before,
random codes of this variety are a special case of random-codes as defined by us. There is
a big difference however: for Shannon, random-coding was a proof technique, whereas for us,
random-coding is not just a proof techn ique.

Note 2.7 (A note on real-time evolution and the corresponding mathematical abstraction).
Note that the encoder and decoder are not necessarily nested. Also, note that in the encoder
model, we assume that the input x" is available at the beginning of time. This assumption
can be made because we allow arbitrary delays and the input can be thought of as buffered.
Also, note that in the decoder model, we assume that the channel output o" is available at the
beginning of time. This assumption can be made because we allow arbitrary delays and the
decoder output can be buffered before making an estimate of y".

The real time-evolution will probably happen as follows:

" Time 1 to n: x" arrives

" Time n +1 to 2n: The encoder produces in

" Time n +1 to 2n: The channel produces output o"

" Time 2n +1 to 3n: The decoder produces the estimate y"

The mathematical model that we have abstracts this real-time evolution.
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M 2.6.3 The composition of the encoder, channel and decoder: the point-
to-point communication system

Definition 2.7 (Composition of encoder, channel and decoder). The composition of the
encoder, channel and decoder is the point-to-point communication system. When the block
length is n, this composition is a transition probability e" o k o f", which we denote by c".

c"(y" I x") (2.4)

is the probability that the composite channel output is y" given that the input is x".

Notation 2.7. Since we are interested in block lengths as they become larger and larger, the
composition of the encoder, channel and decoder will be denoted by < e" o k" ofn >o.

Since we model channels as belonging to a set of transition probabilities d, we would like to
think of the point-to-point communication system as

{<e" ok" of >, I <k"n >,e, a} (2.5)

* 2.6.4 Time scales

Note that the encoder has been defined as a transition probability

e"(i"|I x"n, r) (2.6)

In effect, this means that the source and the channel are evolving on the same time scale. This
is because, until time n, the number of source inputs is n and the number of encoder outputs
which is the same as the channel inputs is also n: thus, the rate of source input is the same as
the rate of channel input. Another way of saying this is that the source and the channel are
evolving on the same time scale.

This is an assumption for modeling convenience. We can state all definitions with source and
channel evolving on different time scales. It only leads to notational difficulties. For this
reason, throughout, we will assume that the source and the channel evolve on the same time
scale. Our results can be generalized to the case when the time-scale of source and channel
evolution are different.

M 2.6.5 The view of a point-to-point communication system as an abstract
channel, c

Definition 2.8 (Composite or abstract channel model, < c4 >0). The point-to-point com-
munication system can thus be viewed as a composite transition probability, < c" >M. When
the block length is n, the point-to-point system acts as c":

c"n(y" | X" ) (2.7)
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is the probability that the composite system output up to time n is y" given that the system
inputs up to time n are x". c =< c" >" is the composite or the abstract channel.

Note 2.8 (Why do we call this channel model, abstract?). Note that the abstract channel model
is noncausal and nonnested. This is the reason for calling this model abstract. Of course, we
also call it the composite channel model because it is the composition of the encoder, the
channel, and the decoder.

This is the abstract channel model we will use: a channel should be thought of as a sequence
of transition probabilities < c" >' where, when the block length is n, the channel acts as c",
and c"(y" Ix", s) is the probability that the channel output is y"n given that the channel input
is x" and the initial state is s. We will denote the composite channel by c =< c" >0=<

Similarly, when the channel belongs to a family of transition probabilities, we will think of
the abstract communication system as

d {< e"n o k" of" >o | <k"n >,,.,V} (2.8)

Note 2.9. Note that the input space of the abstract channel c is X instead of Y and the output
space is Y instead of 0

* 2.6.6 Communication of a random source over a point-to-point commu-
nication system

Let the block length be n. The steps of communication are the following

1. The input to the encoder e" is a realization x" of the i.i.d. X source X" (for this descrip-
tion, the source need not be i.i.d., it might be some general random variable X"). The
encoder produces the source encoding which is a realization 4" of the random variable
I". i"n is the input to the channel

2. in is communicated over the channel k n and the channel output is a realization o" of
the random variable O"

3. The decoder d" reconstructs the source from on. The decoder output is a realization y"
of the random variable Y".

For block length n, this results in the joint random variable X"Y" on the source-source
reproduction space X" x W" with the corresponding probability distribution Pxnyn. See
Figure 2.1.
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en k" fn

Figure 2.1. The action of a point-to-point communication system

M 2.6.7 Resource consumption in the point-to-point communication system

In this subsection, we discuss the resource consumption in this point-to-point communica-
tion system. We want to think of system resources like energy and bandwidth. Note that
our set-up is abstract, in that the sets X, WY,9, and 0 are finite sets. Thus, defining energy
consumption or bandwidth consumption physically is not possible. What we will instead
state, is a sufficient condition for two system resources to consume the same resources, and
see, why this abstraction makes sense.

A sufficient condition for two systems to consume the same system resources

We want to think of point-to-point communication systems in terms of the previous sub-
section (Subsection 2.6.6). Let s, and s2 denote two communication systems with the same
spaces X,.O, V and Y, which are used to communicate a random source over a channel k.
The encoder-decoder for the system s, are < e,,fl" >0 and the encoder and decoder for
system S2 are < e2>2" >0. In abstract terms, the two systems are

s, =< e" ok of" >0 (2.9)

s2 =< e2 ok of2" >' (2.10)

The source < X" >w which needs to be communicated over the two systems is the same for
both systems. The random-variables defined in the previous subsection for the system s, are
X", I, O" and Y,". The random-variables defined in the previous subsection for the system
s2 are X", I2", 02 and Y2".

A sufficient condition for the systems s, and s2 to consume the system resources is: Yn, I,
has the same distribution as I2" as random variables (note that I" and I2 are n-length random
variables).

Note that the above is a sufficient condition for two systems to consume the same system
resources; it is not necessary. Even if the distribution of In and I2" is not the same, it does not
directly imply that the two systems consume different system resources.
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In the next subsection, we argue, why this abstract sufficiency of the equality of consumption
of system resources makes sense.

Why does this sufficient condition for two systems to consume the same system resources
make sense?

The two resources which we are concerned with are energy and bandwidth. In general, these
definitions make sense only for systems evolving in continuous time.

Consider a system evolving in continuous time. The input to the system at time t is X(t), the
output of the encoder at time t is I(t) is the input to the channel, the output of the channel
at time t is 0(t) is the input to the decoder and the output of the decoder at time t is Y(t)
which is the source reproduction.

Energy is consumed in the point-to-point communication system in two ways:

1. Energy consumed in the processing and computations in the encoder and the decoder.

2. Energy transmitted into the channel, that is, the energy in the signal.

In many practical scenarios, the energy consumed in the processing in the encoder and the
decoder is much less than the energy consumed in the signal transmitted into the channel. For
example, in the wireless example, most of the energy is consumed in the signal transmitted
by the cellphone into the air, and not in voice processing.

The instantaneous power input into the system at time t is z2(t) where i(t) is a realization
of I(t). The expected instantaneous power consumption is E[I 2(t)]. Clearly, the power
consumption depends only on the distribution of the random process I. Energy consumption
is an average over time, of the power consumption, and thus, again, depends only on the
distribution of I.

Thus, assuming that the energy consumed in the processing and computations in the encoder
and the decoder can be neglected, the energy consumed in the system depends only on the
distribution of the channel input process I.

Now, let us consider bandwidth consumption. Let one particular realization to the channel
over time t be i(t). The bandwidth requirement is the support of the fourier transform of
t(t). Again, if two systems with inputs I,(t) and 12 to the channel have the same distribution
for the processes I, and 12, the bandwidth requirements on the channel will be the same.

Thus, energy and bandwidth consumption are a function, only of the channel input distribu-
tion. For this reason, we have made the abstract condition under which two systems consume
the same energy. Of course, this is a sufficient condition, and not a necessary condition.

As we have stated before, we believe our results can be generalized to systems evolving in
continuous time; we are restricting to discrete spaces to avoid mathematical technicalities.
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When generalizing our results to continuous time system evolution, the only fact that would
be needed about the consumption of system resources is the above sufficient condition for
the equality of consumption of system resources, and for that reason, we just restrict to this
rather general condition. We will use this condition when proving the optimality of digi-
tal communication for communication with a fidelity criterion when we construct a digital
system which consumes the same system resources as an analog system by showing that the
channel input distribution for both the analog and the digital system is the same.

Consumption of "lesser" system resources

Suppose a communication system needs to be built to meet certain communication guaran-
tees. Suppose this can be done with certain consumption of system resources. Then, we will
say, abstractly, that the same guarantee can be met by consumption of the same or "lesser"
system resources. This, again, is an abstract definition because we have not defined the con-
sumption of a system resource; we have only stated a sufficient condition for the equality
of consumption of the same system resources by two systems. However, the reason for this
abstract use of the word "lesser" is done because for physical systems where resource con-
sumption can in fact be defined, this would be the right usage of "the same guarantee can be
met by consumption of the same or lesser system resources."

0 2.6.8 The point-to-point communication problem

The systems problem of point-to-point communication is to construct encoder-decoder pair
< e",f" >00 which satisfy certain constraints on resource consumption and such that the
source is communicated over the partially known channel (the channel belongs to a set .d)
with a certain guarantee.

The guarantee that we will use is communication to within a distortion level. The precise
definition of communication with distortion is defined in Section 2.9.

The question that we will ask is: can the encoder-decoder < e",f" >m be constructed dig-
itally without loss of optimality. First, we define digital architectures rigorously in the next
section.

M 2.7 A point-to-point digital communication system

In a digital point-to-point communication system, the encoder is broken down into source
encoder and channel encoder, and the decoder is broken down into channel decoder and the
source decoder. This was described, on a high-level, in Section 1.3.

The source encoder - source decoder pair is called the source code.

The channel encoder - channel decoder pair is called the channel code.
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The source encoder converts the source into a binary sequence, that is, a sequence of Os and
Is. The binary sequence is communicated reliably (with a small probability of error) over the
channel with the help of the channel encoder and the channel decoder. The source decoder
reconstructs the source from the output of the channel decoder. Hopefully, end-to-end, the
source has been communicated with the required guarantee. The guarantee that we will use
is communication to within a distortion level.

In this section, we define mathematically, the action of source encoder-source decoder pair,
and the channel encoder-channel decoder pair. The channel has already been rigorously de-
fined in the previous section.

The precise definitions of communication to within a distortion level and reliable communi-
cation are left to later sections.

In this section, we will only talk about things abstractly, and thus, the models will be non-
causal. However, behind every noncausal model, there is a causal model.

M 2.7.1 A rate R binary sequence

When the block length is n, a rate R binary sequence would be a binary sequence of length
nR. Physically, this means a sequence of nR Os and is.

The source encoder produces a binary sequence as output. If the source is random, the binary
sequence is also random. This is abstracted as follows:

Definition 2.9 (The binary sequence set or the message set). The set of rate R binary se-
quences evolving for n units of time (block length is n) is the set

_e#R"={1,2,...,2[nRJ 1(.1

Each message E .A# should be thought of as being associated with a particular binary se-
quence. A generic element of A# will be denoted by m".

The binary sequence is communicated over the channel, hopefully, reliably, with the help
of the channel encoder and the channel decoder. The output of the channel decoder is the
reconstructed binary sequence. This gives the binary sequence or the message reproduction
set.

Definition 2.10 (The binary sequence reproduction or the message reproduction set). The
message reproduction set should be thought of as the message set along with an error message,
if the message could not be reconstructed

-4 R =1 2 2[nRJ}Uje} (2.12)

e is the error message, and one should think of another possible binary sequence being asso-
ciated to e. A generic element of #Rn will be denoted by Mr"

In general, decoding will happen with a delay.
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0 2.7.2 Source code

The source code consists of a source encoder and a source decoder.

When the block length is n, a realization of the source input is x" e X". This is mapped
by the source encoder into m", an element of the message set _". mn is communicated,
hopefully reliably over the channel with the help of the channel encoder and the channel
decoder. The output of the channel decoder is ". The source decoder reconstructs the
source from the output a" of the channel decoder and the source reconstruction is 7".

The mechanism by which the source encoder and the source decoder act is abstracted as
follows:

Definition 2.11 (Rate R deterministic source code). Rate R deterministic source code is a
sequence s =< s" >7=< e",f" >w, where en is a function with domain X" and range
aW and f is a function with domain J*n and range V4.

We usually think of encoders and decoders as transition probabilities. In the above defini-
tion, we have defined e" and f" as functions. This is because deterministic functions can be
thought of as transition probabilities.

Note 2.10 (Interpretation of a rate R deterministic source code). It would be helpful to refer
to Figure 2.2, except that there is no common randomness input. e =< e" >' is the source

$ 1
encoder and f =< f"n >m is the source decoder in Figure 2.2. When the block length is
n, the source encoder is e" and the source decoder is f". x e %" is source coded by
e" as m" = e"(x"). This message is communicated over the channel with the help of the
channel encoder and the channel decoder. The output of the channel decoder is the message
reconstruction A" of m". In a "good" digital communication system, we would like r"
to be equal to m" with high probability. n" is source decoded as y = f"(h"). " is
the reconstruction of x". In a "good" digital communication system, y would be with an
acceptable distortion of x". Note that the sets 4, and 4,n are the same. However, we have
used different notation just to emphasize that #, is the message reconstruction set and #Rn
is the message set.

We would assume that there is common randomness at the transmitter and the receiver. In
other words, the codes can be random. This is made precise as follows.

Definition 2.12 (Rate R random source code). A rate R random source code is a sequence
s =< S" >* =< e",f" >m. There is a source of randomness which we denote by r. which is
available both at the encoder and the decoder. e, is a transition probability

S

e" (m"Ix", r) (2.13)

is the probability given that the source input is x" and the common randomness is r.

(2.14)f,"("| A ", r)
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is the probability that the source reconstruction is y given that the message reconstruction
is m" and the common randomness input is r

Note 2.11. If there is no common randomness input (mathematically this can be thought
of as the same source encoder and source decoder being used irrespective of the common
randomness input), a random source code reduces to a deterministic source code.

Note 2.12 (Interpretation of a rate R random source code). It would be helpful to refer to
Figure 2.2. e =< e" >' is the source encoder and f =< f " >m is the source decoder in$ 1I
Figure 2.2. When the block length is n, the source encoder is e" and the source decoder is f".
There is a common randomness input at the encoder and the decoder. Recall that the encoder
consists of a source encoder and a channel encoder and a decoder consists of a channel decoder
and a source decoder. There is a common randomness input at the encoder and the decoder.
This means that both the encoder and decoder have access to a common random variable.
This random variable is used to generate random codes. x" e X" is source coded by e"
as m" with probability e,(m"|x",c). This message m" is communicated over the channel
with the help of the channel encoder and the channel decoder. The output of the channel
decoder is the message reconstruction M^ " of n". In a "good" digital communication system,
we would like ^ " to be equal to m" with high probability. " is source decoded as y" with
probability f "(y" |", c). y n is the reconstruction of x". In a "good" digital communication
system, y" would be within an acceptable distortion of x".

Definition 2.13 (Transition probability corresponding to a source code). If there were per-
fect reproduction through the channel, that is, m" is always reproduced as ,h", the final
distribution of the source reproduction given the source is given by the transition probabil-
ity e" of,". e" of"(y"| x") denotes the probability that the source reproduction is y" given
that the source input is x". < e" of" >w is called the transition probability corresponding
to the source code s.

Discussion 2.1 (Why define the transition probability corresponding to a source code?). The
transition probability corresponding to a source code is defined by taking the composition
< e" of f >m of the source-encoder < en >m and the source-decoder < f," >7. However,
in a digital communication system, the source-encoder and the source-decoder are not inter-
connected to each other, directly. The channel encoder, the channel and the channel-decoder
exist between the source-encoder and the source-decoder. The question arises: does taking the
composition of the source encoder and the source-decoder make physical sense? The answer is
that it does make physical sense. This is because, in a digital communication system, the chan-
nel encoder, the channel and the channel decoder act in a way so that the input to the channel
encoder is communicated reliably, that is, with a very small error, and received at the channel
decoder. Thus, the composition of the channel encoder, the channel, and the channel decoder
can be thought of as a point-to-point communication sub-system which does almost perfect
transmission. For this reason, the composition of the source encoder, the channel encoder,
the channel, the channel decoder and the source-decoder will be "close to" the composition
of the source-encoder and the source-decoder, and in effect, the source reproduction from
of a source after passing through the whole communication system consisting of the source
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encoder, channel encoder, channel, channel decoder and the source decoder will be the same,
with high probability, to the source reproduction, as if the the channel encoder, the channel
and the channel decoder did not exist, and the source encoder were directly connected to the
source decoder. Further in particular, the distortion incurred, end-to-end (defined rigorously
in Section 2.9), by a point-to-point communication system consisting of the source-encoder,
channel encoder, channel, channel decoder and source decoder for a particular source will be
"close to" the distortion incurred by the system consisting of the composition of the source
encoder and the source decoder with the source input.

Discussion 2.2 (Construction of source codes via random-coding arguments, and directly
defining the transition probability corresponding to the source code). In usual random-coding
arguments for source-coding in the information theory literature, and also, the random-
coding arguments for source-coding that we will use, source codes are usually constructed by
directly defining the transition probability < e" o f," >0 corresponding to the source code
< e", f >00, and not the source-encoder < e" >m and the source-decoder < f" >', sepa-
rately. If one is not defining the source encoder < e" >0 and the source decoder < f" >o,
separately, it might not be clear, what the rate of the source code is. In the random-coding
arguments, usually, the encoding is done in the following way: when the block length is n,
generate 2 n1RJ codewords using a particular distribution. This means that the set on which
e" of" puts nonzero probability for any possible source distribution has cardinality 2LnRJ. It
follows that e" of" factors through a set of cardinality 2 [nRJ, and thus, has rate R. We will
use such a random-coding construction by defining the transition probability e" of" directly
for constructing a source code in Sections 2.14 and 2.15.

0 2.7.3 Channel code

The channel code consists of the channel encoder and the channel decoder.

The source encoder produces a message m" e as output which is an input to the channel
encoder. The message m" is encoded by the channel encoder into I", an element of the
channel input space. The channel produces an output o". The message is reconstructed by
the channel decoder from the channel output o", and the reconstructed message is M^" which
is hopefully equal to m".

The mechanism by which the channel encoder and the channel decoder act is abstracted as
follows:

Definition 2.14 (Channel encoder). On an abstract level, the action of the channel encoder
is a transition probability.

e"n(I "|m"n, r) (2.15)

is the probability that the encoder output is I" given that the channel input message is m"
and the common randomness is r.

The channel encoder should be thought of as the sequence <e">c.
C I.
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Definition 2.15 (Channel decoder). On an abstract level, the action of the channel decoder
is a transition probability.

f"(A "on, r) (2.16)

is the probability that the output of the channel decoder is n" given that the input is o" and
the common randomness is r.

The channel decoder should be thought of as the sequence <f" >o.

Note 2.13. Since the source-encoder and the channel encoder are at the same location phys-
ically when building a communication system, and similarly, since the channel decoder and
the source decoder are at the same location physically when building a communication sys-
tem, the common randomness input r can be thought to be the same for both the channel
code and the source code.

N 2.7.4 Digital communication system

See Figure 2.2.

Definition 2.16 (Digital encoder). The digital encoder consists of the composition of the
source encoder and the channel encoder:

< e"n >oo=< e" o e" > 0 (2.17)

Definition 2.17 (Digital decoder). The digital decoder consists of the composition of the
channel decoder and the source decoder

< fn > =< f of" > 0 (2.18)

Definition 2.18 (Digital point-to-point communication system). The digital communication
system is the composition of the digital encoder, channel and the digital decoder:

<e" ok"of" >7=<(e" e (2.19)

The channel model that we will use is that of a partially known channel k e d. Thus, we
would like to think of the set of digital communication systems

{< e" ok" of" >'=< (e," oe en)ok" o(f" oe"n)>, : k =< k"n >'E -} (220I k=<c >71d1 (2.20)

0 2.7.5 Communication of a random source over a point-to-point digital
communication system

Let the block length be n. The steps of point-to-point digital communication are the follow-
ing:
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1. The input to the source-encoder e" is a realization x" of the i.i.d. X source X". The
output of the source encoder is a realization m" of the random binary source Mn. m"
is input to the channel encoder.

2. The channel encoder encodes the random binary source realization m" into a sequence
t" which is a realization of the random variable I", and is the input to the channel

3. The channel acts on I" and produces the output o" which is a realization of the random
variable o"

4. The channel decoder decodes o" into the reconstruction of the random binary source
m" which is a realization of the random variable M.

5. The source decoder reconstructs the source from M". The source reconstruction is y"
which is a realization of Y".

See Figure 2.2.

0 2.7.6 Resource consumption in a digital point-to-point communication
system

A digital point-to-point communication system is a special case of a general point-to-point
communication system: the speciality lies in that the encoder and decoder are both digital.

For this reason, and the fact that the sufficient condition that we have stated for equality of
consumption of system resources depends only on the channel input, this discussion is the
same as for a general point-to-point communication system, see Subsection 2.6.7.

* 2.7.7 Since all the spaces are finite, is the point-to-point communication
system not already digital?

We discussed before that the assumption that all the spaces are finite is made only for technical
simplifications. Our results stated in the further sections and chapters will generalize to the
case when the source, channel input, channel output and source reconstruction alphabets are
infinite.

There is another reason why we have to go through this whole discussion. This is the follow-
ing:

As described before, the way digital communication systems are constructed is the follow-
ing: the source is first coded by the source encoder into a binary sequence. This step usually
compresses the source to within the desired guarantee of communication. The binary se-
quence is communicated reliably over the channel. This reliably transmitted binary sequence
is reconstructed back to the source by the source decoder. Thus, digital architectures, at least
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the ones used in practice, have the special feature that the channel communicates the binary
sequence reliably, and this needs to be described irrespective of whether the alphabets are
finite or infinite. This is another reason for this whole description of digital communication
systems.

We will take this as the definition of a digital communication system:

1. There is a digital interface (usually binary) between the source and the channel

2. The channel encoder and decoder perform in a way which accomplishes reliable com-
munication over the channel

0 2.7.8 The point-to-point communication problem

As stated before, the systems problem of point-to-point communication is to construct en-
coder decoder pair < e",f" >o which satisfy certain constraints on system resources, and
such that the source is communicated over the partially known channel (the channel k e .R
with a certain guarantee.

The question is: can this be done with digital encoders and decoders which have the same sys-
tem resource consumption (or, digital has lesser system resource consumption). Advantages
of digital architectures have been discussed, to some extent, in Chapter 1.

We will prove the optimality of digital architectures for the guarantee of communication to
within a distortion level. The digital architecture that we will construct to communicate a
random source to within a particular distortion level will function as follows (this is the usual
way an architecture is constructed for communication with distortion):

1. A source encoder which will code (compress) the source to within the distortion level
D

2. A channel encoder and a channel decoder which will help communicate the coded (com-
pressed) source over the partially known channel, reliably

3. A channel decoder which will reconstruct the source

End-to-end, the source will be communicated to within the required distortion level.

From the descriptions in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, it follows that we still need to define the fol-
lowing rigorously:

" A general point-to-point communication system which communicates a random source
to within a distortion level over a partially known channel

" A source code which codes (compresses) a source to within a particular distortion level
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o Reliable communication over a partially known channel

This is the subject of the next few sections: Sections 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11.

0 2.8 Distortion

We will allow the source reconstruction to be distorted compared to the source. In this
section, we state some definitions related to distortion.

Notation 2.8 (D). D > 0 denotes a distortion level.

Definition 2.19 (Single letter distortion metric, d). d : X x Y - [0, oo) is the single letter
distortion metric. Let x E X,y E Y. d(x, y) is the distortion incurred if x is reconstructed
as y.

Definition 2.20 (n letter distortion measure/metric, d"). d" : X" x 9yn" - [0,oo) is the
n-letter distortion metric. Let x" E ",y" E n. d(xny) is the distortion incurred if x"
is re-constructed as y".

Definition 2.21 (Permutation invariant n letter distortion metric). Let 7t" be a permuta-
tion (rearrangement) of (1,2,...,n). That is, for 1 < i < n, tnn(i) E {1,2,. .. ,n} and it"(1),
7r"(2),..., Ir"(n) are all different. For x" E X), yn E gyn, denote

rn"(x") 4 (x(r"(1)),x"(7rn"(2)),..., x"(r"(n))) (2.21)

7rn(y") (y"(it"(1)),y"(n,"(2)),.. . ,y"(,,"(n))) (2.22)

We will denote it"(x") as In"x", and similarly, for the action of it" on any sequence.

An n-letter distortion measure d" is said to be permutation invariant if

d"(7n"x", n"y") = d"(x",y") (2.23)

Discussion 2.3 (Physical interpretation of permutation invariant distortion measure). In-
tuitively, a permutation invariant distortion measure is one where the distortion remains
unchanged if both the input and the output are re-arranged. We would like to believe that
physical distortion measures satisfy this requirement to some extent. For example, consider
a voice signal (at the transmitter) and a corresponding reconstruction (which might not, as
stated before, be a precise replica of the original voice signal) at the receiver. Suppose what
the person spoke consisted of two sentences and the two sentences are interchanged. The
reconstructed voice signal is rearranged in the same way at the receiver. We would like to
believe that the receiver would be able to make out what the person spoke to the same extent
in both of the above cases. The definition of a permutation invariant distortion measure is an
abstraction of this. Note that this is a simplification in the sense that sentences of language
have meaning and meaning is lost by permutation.
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Definition 2.22 (Additive n letter distortion measure). n letter distortion metric d4 is said
to be additive if

n

d" (x"7)= d (x"n(i), y"(i)) (2.24)
i=1

for some single letter distortion measure d

Note 2.14. Additive distortion measures are permutation invariant.

We would be interested in sequence of distortion measures for each block length n, < d" >0,
and this is what we will call a distortion measure

Definition 2.23 (Permutation invariant distortion measure). A permutation invariant distor-
tion measure is a sequence < d" >' where d" is a permutation invariant n letter distortion
measure

Definition 2.24 (Additive distortion measure). An additive distortion measure < d" >m is
one for which each d" is additive with the same single letter distortion metric for each n

0 2.9 Universal communication of a random source over a partially known
channel to within a certain distortion level

In this section, we define communication of a source over a partially known channel to within
a certain distortion level.

Let k E cV be a partially known channel with input space Y and output space 0 as described
in Subsection 2.5.2.

First, we describe the point-to-point communication system which communicates i.i.d. X
source over a channel k E d. Recall the action of a a point-to-point communication system
in described in Subsection 2.6.6.

The input to the encoder is the i.i.d. X source. Thus, when the block length is n, the input is
the i.i.d. X sequence of length n, X". The composition of the encoder, channel, and decoder,
produce an output sequence Y". This results in a joint random variable X" Y" on the input-
output space /" x CV" and the corresponding probability distribution pxny.. Note that
we are talking about a partially known channel and thus, px. y. will vary depending on the
particular k E ..

Definition 2.25 (A partially known channel which is capable of universally communicating
i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D). The partially known channel k E czd is said
to be capable of universally communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D if there
exists a sequence o =< Co, >0 such that o, - 0 as n -- oo, and an encoder-decoder pair
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X"-- en k E A f" Y"

Pr (d"(X", Y") > D) < wn Vk E A

Figure 2.3. Universal communication to within a distortion D over a partially known channel k E .4

< e ,fn >00 independent of the particular k E 4 such that under the joint distribution
pxn y. as described above,

Pxny" -d"(X",Y")>D WnVkE (4 (2.25)(n

See Figure 2.3. In the figure, we have not shown the common randomness input r to the
encoder and the decoder. In the future, in this chapter, in the figures, we might not show the
common randomness input. It will be assumed to be there.

Note 2.15 (Universal?). The word universal in the above definition refers to the fact that the
same encoder-decoder work for all channels k E 4.

Note 2.16 (Why w?). The reason why the sequence o =< wn > is important is that it helps
introduce unifonnity in the rate at which error -+ 0 as n -. oo. If we made Definition 2.25
with

pxny. -d"(X", Y")>D -+0 as n -oo V k -a (2.26)(n
instead of (2.25), the rate of probability of distortion > D will tend to 0 for all k E 4, but
this rate will not be independent of the particular channel k E 4. In real scenarios, given
a partially known channel, we would want to construct an encoder and decoder which will
work and achieve a particular error criterion in the probability of distortion > D, and thus,
we require a uniformity in the definition over all k E 4.
Note 2.17 (Probability of excess distortion criterion).

Pxcy. -d"(XnYn)>D <0on VkE4 (2.27)(n
is called the probability of excess distortion criterion (for obvious reasons).

Note 2.18 (Intuitive action of a channel which is capable of communicating i.i.d. X source
to within a certain distortion level). Intuitively, the composition of encoder, channel and
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sequence y" E Y'

sequence x" E X" with empirical distribution "close to px"

Figure 2.4. Pictorial action of a channel which is capable of communicating the i.i.d. X source to within a
distortion level D

decoder in Definition 2.25 acts as follows: with high probability, a px typical sequence is
distorted to within a ball of radius nD, and this probability -+ 1 as the block length n -+
oo. See Figure 2.4. This figure superimposes the X" and y" spaces. Red squares denote
sequences in the X" space with empirical distribution "close to px". Sequences x" whose
empirical distribution is "not close to px" do not affect the probability of excess distortion
definition. For this reason, Figure 2.4 does not show these sequences. y" E Y", however, can
have any empirical distribution. Thus, the figure shows all points in " and these are shown
in gold circles.

When defining source codes which communicate sources to within particular distortion lev-
els, in addition to the probability of excess distortion criterion, we will also consider the ex-
pected distortion criterion. Expected distortion criterion is the one more commonly found
in literature, for example, in [Sha59].

* 2.10 Source codes which code a source to within a particular distor-
tion level, the rate-distortion source-coding problem, and the rate-
distortion function

In this section, we define what it means for a source code to code a source to within a certain
distortion level and the associated minimum rate at which this can be accomplished. This is
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followed by a discussion on the importance of the definition of a source code which codes a
source to within a certain distortion level.

E 2.10.1 Source-coding or source compression?

We will use the terms source-coding and source-compression synonymously. This is because
a source code is used to code a source to within a distortion level, and in effect, this is com-
pressing the source.

* 2.10.2 Source codes which code (compress) a source to within a particular
distortion level and the rate-distortion function

In this subsection, we define what it means for a source code to compress a source to within a
certain distortion level and the associated minimum rate at which this can be accomplished.

Consider a source code s =< s" >7.
Let the block length be n. The composition of e" and f," is a transition probability e" o

f $~n~ n $ nX

f"(y"|x"). The action of e7 of" on the n-length source X" results in an output random
variable Y" on 3", and thus, a joint random variable X"Y" on X" x Y" with the corre-
sponding probability distribution px.y..

We consider two definitions of distortion: expected distortion and probability of excess dis-
tortion. These are defined below. The expected distortion definition is the one used usually
in literature. This is the definition used by Shannon [Sha59]. The probability of excess dis-
tortion definition is used, for example, by Csiszar and Korner [CK97].

Definition 2.26 (Achievability of expected distortion D by source code s when encoding
i.i.d. X Source). Distortion D is achievable in the expected sense (or that, distortion D is
E-achievable, or that expected distortion D is achievable ) by the source code s for the i.i.d.
X source if under the joint distribution px.y. as described above,

limsupEx.y. -dn(Xn,Yn) <D (2.28)
n-+oo InI

See Figure 2.5. In this figure, the common randomness input r to e" and fn has been omitted.

Note 2.19. By definition, if distortion D is achievable in the expected sense (or that, distortion
D is E-achievable) by the source code s for the i.i.d. X source, then distortion D' > D is also
achievable in the expected sense by the source code s for the i.i.d. X source.

Definition 2.27 (Rate-distortion function RE (D)). Rate R is E-achievable corresponding to
distortion level D for the i.i.d. X source if there exists a rate R source code s which achieves
expected distortion D when encoding the i.i.d. X source. The infimum of all E-achievable
rates for distortion level D is the rate-distortion function R,(D).
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X" e" f," Y

lim E 1 d" (X", Y") < D
n-.oo In

Figure 2.5. A source code which communicates i.i.d. X source to within an expected average distortion D

X e," f," Y

Pr (1 d(X", Y") > D) -+ 0 as n -+ oo

Figure 2.6. A source code which communicates i.i.d. X source to within a probability of excess distortion D

Definition 2.28 (Achievability of probability of excess distortion D by source code s when
encoding i.i.d. X Source). Distortion D is achievable in the probability of excess distortion
sense (or that, distortion D is P-achievable) by the source code s for the i.i.d. X source if

lim PxuY ( dn(Xn, Yn)> D =0n-.oo (n (2.29)

See Figure 2.6. In this figure, the common randomness input r to en and fn has been omitted.

Note 2.20. In the above definition, we use lim and not limsup because both definitions are
n-'.oo n-oo

the same. This is because, if a,, > 0,1 < n < oo, then, lim supa, =0 if and only if lim a, =0.
n.-+00 n-+00

Note 2.21. By definition, if distortion D is achievable in the probability of excess distortion
sense by the source code s for the i.i.d. X source, then distortion D' > D is also achievable in
the probability of excess distortion sense by the source code s for the i.i.d. X source.

Definition 2.29 (Rate-distortion function RP(D)). Rate R is P-achievable corresponding to
distortion level D for the i.i.d. X source if there exists a rate R source code s which achieves
probability of excess distortion D for the i.i.d. X source. The infimum of all P-achievable
rates for distortion level D is the rate-distortion function RP(D).
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Note 2.22. The probability of excess distortion definition is local unlike the expected distor-
tion definition which is global. In my opinion, the probability of excess distortion definition
is also more intuitive, and makes more sense than the expected distortion definition. This is
elaborated on, in Section 2.12.

The above definitions of RE (D) and RP(D) are based on the "physical" meaning of what it
means to compress a source. The rate-distortion function can also be defined information-
theoretically:

Definition 2.30 (The information-theoretic rate-distortion function R,(D)).

R' (D) - inf I(X; Y) (2.30)
{pYix : U aXyEypx(x)py|X(y7x)<D}

The rate-distortion theorem of Shannon [Sha59] states that an expression for RE(D) is in
fact, R, (D):

Theorem 2.1 (Rate-distortion theorem). An expressionfor RE (D) is RI (D)

Note 2.23. The source-coding problem that we consider is the above described problem of com-
pressing the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D under the expected and probability of excess
distortion definitions.

0 2.10.3 The rate-distortion source-coding problem

The rate-distortion source-coding problem is to find the minimum rate needed to compress a
source to within a certain distortion level. For the i.i.d. X source, these functions, as defined
above, are denoted by Rj (D) and R (D).

* 2.10.4 Discussion: Why are source codes which compress a source to
within a certain distortion level, important?

In defining source codes which compress a source to within a certain distortion level, we have
taken the composite transition probability corresponding to the composition of the source-
encoder and the source-decoder. In practice, however, there is the channel encoder, channel
and the channel decoder between the source encoder and the source decoder.

From discussion 2.1. it follows, on a high level, that the distortion introduced in a source (ei-
ther under the expected distortion criterion or the probability of excess distortion criterion)
after passing through the whole communication system consisting of the source encoder, the
channel encoder, the channel, the channel decoder and the source decoder will be "close" to
the distortion produced by a source code as defined in this section.

This will become clearer, after reliable communication has been defined rigorously. This is
the subject of the next section.
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U 2.11 Universal capacity of a partially known channel

The way usual digital communication systems are constructed, the random binary sequence
at the output of the source encoder is communicated with a very small error over the channel
with the help of the channel encoder and the channel decoder. This motivates definition of
reliable communication or the achievability of a rate R reliably, and the definition of channel
capacity. The channel model we have is only partially known, and thus, the channel comes
from a set k E 4. Thus, we would be defining universal reliable achievability of rate R and
universal capacity. The word "universal" refers to the fact that the same encoding-decoding
scheme should work for all channels in the set.

Let k E V be a partially known channel with input space Y and output space t as described
in Subsection 2.5.2. This is the partially known channel.

Recall the definition of a channel encoder < e" >m and a channel decoder < f" >M definedC 1I
in Subsection 2.7.3.

When the block length is n, the input to the source encoder e" is X". X" is source encoded
by e" and the output is a random binary sequence which is a random variable Mn with
corresponding distribution pMR. Mn is the input to the channel encoder e". The output of
the channel encoder is I" which is an input to the channel k". The channel produces output
O" which is an input to the channel decoder f"n, which reconstructs the random binary
sequence as M.

M is the input to the source decoder f" which produces the reconstructed source output
yn.

For now, we are only interested in the dynamics of Mn to nj.

If the source code has rate R, the output of the source encoder is a rate R random binary se-
quence Mn with the corresponding probability distribution on the set .# = {1,2,...,2[nRJ

PM; can, in general, be quite arbitrary depending on e7, and we will assume that it can be any
possible probability distribution on {1,2,..., 2 [nRJI.

In a usual digital communication system, the channel encoder < e" >m and the channel
decoder < f" >m are constructed in such a way that the random binary sequence should be
communicated over the channel with a very small error. This is abstracted out by saying that
the small error -+0 as the block length n -- oo.

Let the input to the channel encoder en be a rate R random binary sequence Mn. The output
of the channel decoder is the reconstruction of the random binary sequence, A. Note that
Mn will depend on the particular k e 4; however, we do not show this dependence. For
reliable communication, we would require that

Pr(A n M") - 0 asn - oo (2.31)
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As we said above, the distribution pM; to be arbitrary, the above should hold irrespective of
the distribution pM.. One way of ensuring this is to say that this happens on a per message
level with a uniformity over all messages

Pr(A " $M"M" = m") < an Vm" E OR, for some an - 0 as n -+00 (2.32)

Note that if

Pr(M" 6 M"|M" = m") < Vm" E4n, (2.33)

then it follows that

Pr(n M)<an as n -+ oo (2.34)

for arbitrary distribution PM;, and note that a, is independent of the distribution pM . The
fact that a is independent of the distribution pM; can be important if we do not know the
distribution apriori of the source. Then, after compression, the distribution pM; might not
be known. The system should be able to provide a certain error guarantee for the same block
length (this is important when building the system) irrespective of the distribution of the
source, and thus, it is important that an be independent of the distribution pM..

Also, we would want the rate of fall of error probability to zero with increasing block length
at a uniform rate independent of which particular realization of the channel k E .cV occurs.
This is because, when building a real system, we will not know which particular channel k e
- will happen, and the communication guarantee should hold irrespective of this guarantee.

This motivates the definition of universal reliable achievability of rate R over a partially
known channel.

Definition 2.31 (Universal reliable achievability of rate R over a partially known channel
k e d). Rate R is said to be universally achievable over the channel set d if there exists
a channel code < e",f" >00, independent of the particular k e ,cV, and if there exists a
sequence < an >00, an -0 as n - oo independent of the particular k e a such that

Pr(^" / M"| M" = M") < 8,m E ARn, n=<k >' E -a (2.35)

See Figure 2.7. The common randomness input r to the channel encoder and the channel
decoder exists but has been omitted in the figure.

Note 2.24 (Universal?). Universality in the above definition refers to the fact that the same
encoder-decoder work for the partially known channel k E d.

Definition 2.32 (Universal capacity of the partially known channel k E d, Crc 0))- The
supremum of all universally achievable rates over the partially known channel k e d is the
universal capacity of the partially known channel k e a, and is denoted by Cr(d).
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Figure 2.7. Universal reliable communication over partially known channel k

Note 2.25. The sub-script rc in Crc(21 ) stands for random-coding. We allow the encoder
and decoder to be random, and thus, C,.(J) is the random-coding universal capacity of the
partially known channel k E 4.

Note 2.26 (Resource consumption). One would also like, in the definition of universal capac-
ity, to have a dependence on the consumption of system resources. As we shall see, results
concerning resource consumption that we need will automatically result from the encoding-
decoding scheme that we will use and for that reason, we are not making the capacity depend
on any resource constraints. In general, however, the capacity should be defined by restricting
the encoder and decoder in such a way that only certain system resources are being consumed.

Note 2.27 (Universal capacity and compound capacity). The definition of universal capacity
of a partially known channel is the same, in spirit, as the definition of compound capacity
as defined in information theory literature, see, for example, [CK97]. [CK97] talks about a
compound DMC and thus, the partially known channel comes from a set which consists of
discrete memoryless channels (DMCs). We allow the set to consist of arbitrary channels with
the same input and output space.

Note 2.28 (Ihe universal capacity of a set of abstract channels). An abstract channel, that
is, thinking of the composition of an encoder, channel, and a decoder, as a channel, was
defined in Subsection 2.6.5. Universal capacity can analogously be defined for a set of abstract
channels with input space X and output space W. We will use this view of universal capacity
of a set of abstract channels in Sections 2.14 and 2.15, when proving the universal source-
channel separation theorem for rate-distortion.

The channel-coding problem that we will consider is that of the universal capacity of a partially
known channel which is capable of universally communicating ii d. X source to within a distor-
tion D. We will relate this universal capacity to the rate-distortion functionfor the i.i.d. X source.
This will be used to prove the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion.

Mn _ e"n k E A fc Og I

Pr(M $ M|ME = m") < +, Vm" E Mg,

Vkc=< k" >76A, for someon~ 0 asn -x
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0 2.12 A comparison of the expected distortion and the probability of excess
distortion criterion and the reason why we use the probability of
excess distortion criterion

In this section, we compare the expected distortion and the probability of excess distortion
criteria. We also state the reason why we use the probability of excess distortion criterion
and not the expected distortion criterion.

* 2.12.1 A comparison of the expected distortion and the probability of
excess distortion criteria

We use the probability of excess distortion criterion (2.29) for communication to within a
distortion level D and not the expected distortion criterion (2.28). The following is a com-
parison of the two criteria:

The probability of excess distortion criterion is local whereas the expected distortion crite-
rion is not. This observation has been made by Csiszar and Korner [CK97]. The probability
of excess distortion criterion is local in the sense that it says (roughly) that with high probabil-
ity, a sequence x" E Xn whose empirical distribution is "close to px" is distorted to within a
ball of radius nD with high probability and this probability -+ 1 as the block length n -. oo.
Thus, with the probability of excess distortion criterion, statements can be made (with high
probability) concerning individual x" sequences. The expected distortion criterion, however,
is an expectation condition, and hence, global (not local) because statements cannot be made
about particular px typical sequences.

For this reason, the probability of excess distortion criterion is also more intuitive: it can be
represented pictorially, see Figure 2.4 as opposed to the expected distortion criterion.

For the same reason, we believe that the probability of excess distortion criterion makes
more sense than the expected distortion criterion. When communicating a source sequence,
we would like to have most sequences be communicated with a certain guarantee, rather than
a guarantee averaged over all the source sequences.

We should add that the probability of excess distortion criterion is stronger than the expected
distortion criterion in the sense that if the probability of excess distortion criterion holds, the
expected distortion criterion also holds (under minor technical assumptions).

* 2.12.2 Why do we use the probability of excess distortion criterion instead
of the expected distortion criterion?

Most literature on information theory uses the expected distortion criterion. However, we
use the probability of excess distortion criterion.

We use the probability of excess distortion criterion (2.29)for communication to within a distor-
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tion level D instead of the expected distortion criterion (2.28) because we do not know how to
prove universal results with the expected distortion criterion.

Also, as discussed in the previous sub-section, in my opinion, the probability of excess dis-
tortion criterion makes more sense than the expected distortion criterion. Finally, from a
practical standpoint, none of them really makes sense: for example, if we want to put a dis-
tortion criterion on voice, neither the expected distortion criterion or the probability of
excess distortion criterion make sense. However, in my opinion, the probability of excess
distortion criterion does make "more" sense. I will add that the probability of excess distor-
tion criterion making "more" sense than the expected distortion criterion is a very marginal
reason for using the probability of excess distortion criterion: the main reason, as we said
above, is that we do not know how to prove universal results with the expected distortion
criterion.

0 2.13 Important past literature

Shannon proved a source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion in the point-to-point
setting for the problem of reliable communication in [Sha48]. In this paper, Shannon also
hinted at, but did not give any proofs of optimality of separation for communication with
distortion. This was the subject of [Sha59].

As we have said before, Shannon assumed knowledge of the channel as a transition prob-
ability. We only assume partial knowledge of the channel as a transition probability, and
prove a universal source-channel separation theorem for communication with distortion in
the point-to-point setting. This is the main contribution of this chapter. In Chapter 3, these
results are generalized to the multiuser setting.

Shannon assumed that the distortion measure is additive. Since then, results have been gen-
eralized to sub-additive distortion measures, see for example [Han1O]. We prove our results
with the assumption of permutation invariant distortion measures. There is no real relation,
to the best of our understanding, between sub-additive distortion measures and permutation
invariant distortion measures.

* 2.14 The main ideas for why separation holds for universal communication
with a fidelity criterion: separation for the uniform X source under
a technical assumption on the rate-distortion function

This is the most important section in the whole thesis, and discusses the main idea for why
separation or the optimality of digital communication holds for universal communication
with a fidelity criterion.

We prove the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion for what we
call, the uniform X source (which is defined below) under a technical assumption on behavior
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of the rate-distortion function. Throughout this section, the distortion metric is assumed to
be permutation invariant.

N 2.14.1 The organization of this section

This section is organized as follows:

Subsection 2.14.2 discusses the uniform X source which we use throughout this section in-
stead of the traditional i.i.d. X source. The uniform X source consists of all sequences with
type precisely px. It thus has a single type class. We use the uniform X source because the
proofs with a source which has a single type class avoids a lot of es and s in the proofs.

Subsection 2.14.3 discusses source codes and various rate-distortion functions when coding
the uniform X source. These would be direct generalizations of the definitions for the i.i.d.
X source. One new definition that we will introduce will be that of the inf rate-distortion
function, and this would be related to the technical assumption that we will make.

Subsection 2.14.4 discusses encoders and decoders, and further discusses the capability of a
partially known channel for universally communicating the uniform X source to within a
certain distortion level.

Subsection 2.14.5 states the technical condition that we will need on the rate-distortion func-
tion in order to prove the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion.

Subsection 2.14.6 states the universal source-channel separation theorem for universal com-
munication with a fidelity criterion for the uniform X source, Subsection 2.14.7 discusses the
two steps in the proof, and Subsection 2.14.9 proves it. Before the proof, we make a small
note on random-coding in Subsection 2.14.8.

This is followed by various discussions in Subsection 2.14.10 on the nature of the proof, why
separation holds, and connections between source and channel coding.

Finally, we make a short note on the technical assumption that we make concerning the rate-
distortion function in Subsection 2.14.11.

E 2.14.2 The uniform X source

Definition 2.33 (Uniform X source). Let X be a random variable on X. Let px(x) be
rational Vx. Let no be the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is an integer Vx e X.

Let 9/f denote the set of sequences with (exact) empirical distribution (type) pX. 9" is
nonempty if and only if no divides n. Let n' A non. Let U"' denote a random variable which
is uniform on 91"' and zero elsewhere. Then, < U"' >7 is the uniform X source and is
denoted by U. Intuitively, the uniform X source is the source which puts uniform distribution
on the set of all sequences whose empirical distribution is px.

Note 2.29. The superscript n' in qy"' denotes that the block length is n'. It does not mean
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that /"' is the cartesian product of some set 91 with itself n times. In fact, the set V = 1
is empty unless no = 1. Similarly, the superscript n' in U"' denotes block length. It does not
mean that U"' is i.i.d. U source for some random variable U.

Definition 2.34 (no). no is the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is an integer Vx e X.

Definition 2.35 (n'). n' -A non.

Note 2.30 (Uniform X source makes sense only for block lengths divisible by no). Uniform
X source is defined only for those block lengths which are divisible by no.

Note 2.31. If px(x) is irrational for some x E X, 91" is empty Vn. Thus, in order to define
the uniform X source, the assumption that px(x) be rational Vx e X is necessary.

Note 2.32. Let px(x) be rational Vx E X. The uniform X source and the i.i.d. X source
are "close" to each other in the following sense. The uniform X source puts mass only on
sequences with empirical distribution exactly px. For large n, i.i.d. X source puts "most of"
its mass on sequences with empirical distribution "close to" px. We are interested in i.i.d. X
source.

Note 2.33 (Why use the uniform X source). Uniform X Source has a single type class by
definition. This helps avoid a lot of es and as in arguments.

* 2.14.3 Source codes for the uniform X source and rate-distortion func-
tions for the uniform X source

Assume that X is such that px(x) is rational Vx E X.

The definitions of source codes for coding the uniform X and the transition probability cor-
responding to such a source code are analogous to the corresponding definitions, Definition
2.11, Definition 2.12 and Definition 2.13 of Subsection 2.7.2. There are two differences:

" Since the uniform X source is defined only for those block lengths of the form n'= non,
source codes for the uniform X source are defined only for these block lengths

* The input space, when the block length is n' is 9W"' and not X"'

Achievability of expected distortion D when coding the uniform X source is defined analo-
gously to Definition 2.26, except that (2.28) is replaced by

limsupEUn'" -d"'(U' )) <D (2.36)
n1--oo [1n

The rate-distortion function RE (D) is defined analogously to (2.27).
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Achievability of probability of excess distortion D when coding the uniform X source is
defined analogously to Definition 2.28, except that (2.29) is replaced by

li /, 1 dn , y,,>\
im-o pn yn 'n! (U",')D = (2.37)

The rate-distortion function RP (D) is defined analogously to (2.29).

We also need the definition of inf achievability of probability of excess distortion D when
coding the uniform X source. This is the same as the definition of achievability of probability
of excess distortion D when coding the uniform X source, except that (2.37) is replaced with

lim infp~ , -d"' (U"', Y"') >D =0 (2.38)
--oo (n1

The above is called the inf probability of excess distortion criterion.

The rate-distortion function R(D, inf) can be defined analogously to RP (D) by using (2.38)
instead of (2.37).

* 2.14.4 Encoders and decoders to communicate the uniform X source, and
universal communication of the uniform X source over a channel
to within a certain distortion level

In this subsection, we want to define, what it means for a partially known physical channel
to be capable of communicating the uniform X source to within a certain distortion level.

A physical channel k =< k" >m has been defined in Subsection 2.5.2 and a partially known
physical channel k E .z has been defined in Subsection 2.5.3. The channel evolves for ev-
ery integer time. However, what will matter, when we consider the interconnection of the
encoder, channel and the decoder is the channel subsequence < k' >,.

The view of an analog point-to-point communication system to communicate the uniform
X source is the same as the view of Section 2.6 with the following differences:

" Encoders and decoders are sequences < e"' >0 and < d"' >m defined only for those
block lengths n' which are divisible by no

" The input space when the block length is n' is 1W "' instead of X"'

" The interconnection will be made among encoder < e"' >m, channel < k"' >00 and

decoder <f"' >T

It is important to note that encoders, channels and decoders are defined only for block lengths
n' of the form non, but they evolve, as before, for each integer time.
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The view of a point-to-point digital communication system to communicate the uniform X
source is the same as that of Section 2.7 with the same differences:

* Source encoders, source decoders, channel encoders, channel decoders are defined only
for those block lengths n' divisible by no

" The input space when the block length is n' is 9l"' instead of Xn'

The distortion function is defined in the same way as Section 2.8 except for the same reasons
that the sequence is < dn' >00 and d"' : o&"' x ' + [0, oo) instead of d" : V" x fW" -_

[0, oo). Definition of permutation invariance and additiveness is defined in the same way as
in Section 2.8.

Consider a partially known channel k e 4.

The input to the encoder is the uniform X source. Thus, then the block length is n', the input
is the i.i.d. X sequence of length n', U"'. The composition of the encoder, channel, and de-
coder, produce an output sequence Y"'. This results in a joint random variable U"'Y"' on the
input-output space U"' x L3"' and the corresponding probability distribution p.,yI. Note
that we are talking about a partially known channel and thus, p.,y,i will vary depending
on the particular k E 4.

The partially known channel k E - is said to be capable of universally communicating
uniform X source to within a distortion D if there exists a sequence (0 =< Co,, >M such that
to -k 0 as n - oo, and an encoder-decoder pair < e"',f"' >00 independent of the particular
k e 4 such that under the joint distribution pu'r' as described above,

PY. .1 dn'(U ',Yn') >D < n, V k e 4 (2.39)

See Figure 2.3, except that all n are replaced with n' and X" is replaced with U"'. In the
figure, we have not shown the common randomness input r to the encoder and the decoder.

M 2.14.5 The technical condition on the rate-distortion function that we
will require in order to prove the universal source-channel separa-
tion theorem for rate-distortion for the uniform X source under a
permutation invariant distortion metric

We will assume that R' (D) = R' (D, inf). We will prove this for an additive distortion metric
in Chapter 5.

Another assumption which we require is that px(x) is rational Vx E X. We require this
assumption because otherwise, the uniform X source is not defined.
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E 2.14.6 A statement of universal source-channel separation theorem for
rate-distortion for the uniform X source

Theorem 2.2 (Universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion in the point-
to-point setting for the uniform X Source / Optimality of digital communication for univer-
sal communication of the uniform X source with a fidelity criterion). Let d =< d"' >0 be a
permutation invariant distortion metric under which R'(D) = R (D, inf). Assuming random-
coding is permitted, in order to communicate the uniform X source over a partially known chan-
nel to within a particular distortion level, it is sufficient to consider source-channel separation
based architectures, that is, architectures which first compress the uniform X source to within the
particular distortion level, followed universal reliable communication over the partially known
channel. There is sufficiency in the sense if there exists some architecture to communicate the
unform X source to within a certain distortion universally over the partially known channel,
and which consumes certain amount of system resources (for example, energy and bandwidth),
then there exists a separation based scheme to universally communicate the unform X source to
within the same distortion universally over the partially known channel and which consumes the
same or lesser system resources as the original scheme.

0 2.14.7 Steps to prove Theorem 2.2

In this section, we state the steps in proving Theorem 2.2. The steps are:

" Step ifor why Theorem 2.2 holds: Given a partially known channel k which is capable of
universally communicating uniform X source to within a distortion D, first prove that
the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is larger than or equal to the
rate-distortion function RP (D). Also, prove that the universal reliable communication
at rates < RP,(D) can be accomplished by using an encoder and a decoder such that
the resulting architecture consisting of the composition of the encoder, channel and
decoder, when used for universal reliable communication, consumes the same system
resources irrespective of the distribution on the message set as the original architecture
when used for universal communication to within a distortion level D of the uniform
X source over the partially known channel.

This step is illustrated in Figure 2.14.7.

" Step 2 for why, the Theorem 2.2 holds: Thus, in fact, given a partially known channel
which is capable of communicating uniform X source to within a probability of excess
distortion D, and hence, from Step 1, its universal capacity is > RP(D), universal com-
munication to within a distortion D over the partially known channel could actually be
carried out by first compressing the uniform X source to within a distortion D under
the probability of excess distortion criterion and then communicating the resulting rate
RP (D) random binary sequence universally and reliably over the partially known chan-
nel. Since the reliable communication can be accomplished by using an encoder-decoder



Step 1:

Given, 3 < en', fn' > and < W"' >o, w" ' 0 as n' -+ oo such that

U"- k E A f Y"

Pr (lid n(Un, y"') > D < w' Vk E

prove 3 < e"', fc" >in and <-F' >, F 1 as n' -+ oo such that

M" e k E A fc"M

Pr(M" = I = mn"') F"',Vmn',Vk E A
at rates < RP(D)

such that resource consumption remains unchanged.
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Step 2:

Thus, 3 source code < e"', f," >o*, and < w" > , w'" -+ 0 as
n- oo such that

U. e,' e/ k E A / f,' -- Y"'

digital link

Pr (Id n'(Un', Y"/) > D < I' Vk E A

such that resource consumption is the same as in the original
architecture of Step 1

such that the resulting architecture consisting of the composition of the digital encoder,
channel and digital decoder consumes the same system resources as the original archi-
tecture to universally communicate the uniform X source to within a distortion D over
the partially known channel k, the digital architecture to communicate the uniform X
source to within a distortion D over the partially known channel k also consumes the
same system resources.

This step is illustrated in Figure 2.14.7.

We argue these steps in Subsection 2.14.9. Before that, we make a note on random-coding in
the next subsection.

N 2.14.8 Random codes

In part of the proof, we will generate codebooks uniformly from the set of all sequences
which have type precisely X. As we have emphasized before, for us, random-coding is not
just a proof technique. It is essential. This will be discussed further in Section 2.17.

N 2.14.9 The proof of Theorem 2.2

Proof Proof of Step 1 in order to prove Theorem 2.2

Recall that we will denote n' = non.

Let k =< k"' >**E d be a partially known channel which is capable of universally commu-
nicating the uniform X source U to within a distortion D. Thus, there exist an encoder-
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decoder < e',f' >0 and a sequence o =< con, >70, Co , -+ 0 as n' -+ oo such that
with the composition of the encoder, channel and decoder, < eo k"' o f"' >'o with input
U =< U"' >oo, end to end,

Pr ( dn'(Un' Yn')> D < oW,, Vk E V (2.40)(n
Consider the partially known abstract channel

cE{<e" ok"'of' >o Ik =< k' >7}E (2.41)

We will prove that the universal capacity of the partially known channel c e W',' is > RP(D),
and this can be accomplished by an encoder-decoder < E"',F"' >10 such that for universal
reliable communication at rates R < RP(D), the point-to-point communication system <
E"'o c"' o F"' >70 consumes the same system resources (irrespective of the particular c e
d) as the original point-to-point communication system < e"' o k"' o f"' >70 when used to
communicate the uniform X source universally to within a distortion D.

From this it will follow that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is
> RP(D), and this universal reliable communication at rates < RP(D) can be accomplished
with the help of encoder < e"' >70=< E"' o e"' >70 and decoder <f"' >70=< f' o F"' >7.
The point-to-point communication system < e"'ok"'of"' >0 when used for reliable commu-
nication at rates < RP(D) consumes the same system resources as the original point-to-point
communication system < e' ok"'of "' >' when used to communicate the uniform X source
to within a distortion D.

We proceed to prove that the universal capacity of the partially known channel c e 'C4 is
> RP(D). Note that we have assumed that RP (D) = RP (D,inf). Thus, it is sufficient to
prove that the universal capacity of the partially known channel c e 'cV is > RP(D,inf).
This is what we proceed to prove.

This is done via parallel random-coding arguments for

" the universal capacity of the partially known channel c E 'cv, and

" the rate-distortion source-coding problem of finding the minimum rate needed to com-
press the uniform X source to within a distortion D under the inf probability of excess
distortion criterion.

The random-coding arguments are similar, yet different from the ones used in the informa-
tion theory literature. We want to derive a connection between the above two problems in
order to prove the desired result, and we are not interested in simplified functional expressions
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for the universal capacity of the partially known channel c e .d or simplified expressions for
the rate-distortion function RP (D, inf).

The two problems:

" The channel-coding problem: The channel-coding problem is that of computing the uni-
versal capacity of the partially known channel c e V.

" The source-coding problem: The source-coding problem that we consider is to derive
an upper bound on RP (D,inf), the minimum rate needed to compress the uniform
X source to within a distortion level D under the inf probability of excess distortion
criterion

Block length: For both the channel coding and the source coding problems, let the block
length be n'. Towards the end of the argument we will take the limit n' -+ oo. Recall that
n' = non is the set of all integers for which the uniform X source makes sense.

Codebook generation:

" Codebook for the channel-coding problem: Let communication be desired at rate R. Gen-
erate 2 tn'RJ sequences independently and uniformly from the set W"', the set of all
sequences E X n which have empirical distribution precisely px.

This is the code book X"'. Note that the codewords E qln'. The encoder is denoted
by < E"' >0. Note that the encoder is random.

" Codebook for the source-coding problem: Let q be an empirical distribution (type) on W,
that is q e Y (SW). Let q be an achievable type when the block length is n'. In other
words, n'q(y) is an integer Vy e 3(. Let W/"' C 5' denote the set of all sequences

q
with empirical distribution, precisely q. Generate 2[n'RJ codewords independently and
uniformly from the set W,"q

This is the code book 2"'. Note that the codewords e W"' c &" '. Note that theq
codebook is random.

Joint typicality:

* Joint typicality for the channel coding problem: Sequences (u n',y"') e the channel input-
output space q"' x Y"' are said to be jointly typical if

1
-d"(",")<D (2.42)

n
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Joint typicality for the source coding problem: Sequences (u"',y"') e the source input -
source reconstruction space 9/"' x /"' are said to be jointly typical if

d"'(U"',y" <D (2.43)
n

Note that the definition of joint-typicality for both the channel-coding and the source-coding
problems is the same.

Note 2.34 (A note on the definition of joint typicality). Jointly typical sequences are defined
in the information theory literature in a way so that the set of all jointly typical sequences
occurs with high probability and this probability -- 1 as the block length n' - oo. In our
framework, from the codebook generation and from the action of the channel, all we know
is that

1
-d"'(U"',y"'1 ) < D (2.44)

n

with high probability , and this is, thus, our definition of jointly typical sequences. In usual
information theory frameworks, the channel action is known as a transition probability and
thus, when defining jointly typical sequences, there is usually a requirement on the condi-
tional type of the output sequence given the input sequence. However, our description of the
channel is not in terms of a transition probability. Our description of the channel is in terms
of the distortion that it produces on sequences with type precisely X and hence, the above
definition of joint typicality.

Decoding:

" Decodingfor the channel coding problem: Let the sequence y"' be received. If there exists
unique codeword u"' in the code book XI"' for which (u"',y"') are jointly typical,
declare that u"' is transmitted, else declare error. The decoder is denoted by F"'. Note
that the encoder-decoder E"',F"' is random

Note 2.35. This decoding rule can be thought of as a variant of minimum distance de-
coding

Note 2.36 (Are the encoder-decoder random-codes in the sense of Definition 2.3). We
defined random codes in Definition 2.3. In our coding scheme, we are generating code-
words uniformly from the set W"' and the decoder is, as defined above, a variant of
minimum distance decoding. This encoder-decoder be thought of as a random-code
in the sense of Definition 2.3. We leave out an elaboration as to why that is the case.
As disussed in Note 2.6, our encoder-decoder can thus be generated using common ran-
domness.

" Encodingfor the source coding problem: Let the sequence u"' E Wn' needs to be source
coded. If there exists some sequence y"' in the code book Y"' for which (u"',y"') are
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jointly typical, encode u"' to one such y"', else declare error. Note that the encoder-
decoder is random.

Note 2.37. Note that "unique" in the channel coding problem gets converted to "some" in the
source coding problem

Some notation:

Notationfor the channel coding problem: We will do the analysis assuming that a partic-
ular message is transmitted. The message set is

4 "'{1, 2 ,...,2 [n'RJ) (2.45)

Assume that message mn' E .n' is transmitted.

Let the codeword corresponding to message mn' be denoted by u"'. Let the nontrans-

mitted codewords be denoted by u', u", U'J
1 2 2 [nlRjl...

u " is a realization of U"'. By the random code book generation, U'' has uniform
CCC

distribution on o" .

u i' is a realization of U's, 1 < i < 2[n'RJ _ 1. By the random code book generation,

U', 1 < i < 2tn'RJ - 1, has uniform distribution on W"'.

By the random code book generation, the codewords are generated independently of

each other, and thus, Un', U', 1 < i < 2 [n'RJ - 1 are all independent of each other as
random variables.

The action of the partially known channel c e W4 on the transmitted codeword u"'
C

produces an output y"'.

7"' is the realization of some random variable Y"' which is got by the action of the
channel c on U"'. Note that Y"' will be different for different c e Wc. Assume that
some particular c E cej happens, and Y"' is the corresponding channel output random
variable. Our argument will hold for all c E W,.

y"n' depends on u"'.

By the codebook generation, the codewords are generated independently of each other,

and there is no dependence between y' and u' u'' u' 2 'RJ That is, y"', and Y"'

are independent of U', 1 < i < 2[n'RJ _ 1.

Notationfor the source coding problem: We will do the analysis assuming that a particular
u"' E q1 n' needs to be coded.

The source is the uniform X source. Thus, u"' is a realization of U"' where U"' has
uniform distribution on /" '.
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The codebook is

n"'= {y"',y2''..'. '2 'J (2.46)
1 2 y 2I1RJ

For all i, y7' is a realization of the random variable V"'. By the random codebook

generation, V"' is the uniform distribution on the set c/ 1W' c 9V"' of all sequences with
I q

precise type q.

By the random code book generation, the codewords are generated independently of
each other, and thus, V?', 1 < i < 2[n'RJ are independent of each other as random
variables.

Also, the codewords are of course, independent of the source sequence, and thus, u'
and Ut" are independent of V"', 1 < i < 2Ln'RJ.

Analysis:

e Error analysis for the channel coding problem: We analyze the probability of correct de-
coding.

We analyze the probability that a message is correctly received given that a particular
message is transmitted. Think of some probability distribution M"' on the message
set -On'. This probability distribution will not matter for the calculation. In fact, the
calculation that we do can be done even if there is no probability distribution on the set
of messages. We calculate

Pr(Mn' = ' ) where m' e A (2.47)

The code book generation is symmetric. For this reason, the above probability will be
independent of the particular message m7' e

Also, M"' will depend on the particular k E .rV . We will get a bound for

Pr(M' =M'M"' = mr') (2.48)

which is independent of the particular k E d.

From the decoding rule, it follows that for correct decoding, the following should hap-
pen:

1,
-d" (u"',y"') < D (2.49)
n

-d"'(u'7,yn') >D,i s<i s<2 [n'R J - 1 (2.50)
n
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Thus, the event of correct decoding is:

d( U" ', Y') n d(U,' Y')S(U <Dn n dn ( yfl')>

" Error analysisfor the source coding problem: We analyze the probability of error.

The analysis is done assuming that a particular sequence u"' e 9/"' needs to be source
coded. As we shall see, this error is independent of the particular source sequence be-
cause of the same empirical distribution of the source sequences, the symmetric nature
of the code book construction, and permutation invariant distortion measure.

An error happens if there exists no y"' in the code book 2"' such that (u"',y"') are
jointly typical, that is, an error happens if

1,
--"(u"'y"') >DVy"' E n' (2.52)

n

The event of error is

n2!-I'J { d'(u"', Vi"')> D (2.53)
n1

Note 2.38. Note that in the channel coding problem, we analyze the probability of
correct decoding and in the source coding problem we analyze the probability of error

Calculation:

" Calculation ofprobability of correct decoding for the channel coding problem:

The correct decoding event is:

d"'(U",Y')D nn 2[n'RJ1 d " (U's ,Y"')>D (2.54){' 1, n1f)< ~ ~ :,(.4

We wish to calculate the probability of the above event.

Pr d" (UVY"') SD n n R2tJI d'(U' IY"')> D

=Pr d" (U"I, Y"') S D +Pr n 2[ - 1  dnl(U'7', Y"') > D -

P d"(U" , Y"') 5 D u n R_ d /) >D

> -co ,) +Pr n - d"'(U F"')>D -1

=-cni+Pr n -{ d"(U'"' Y"')>D
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=-o + H Pr(- d'(U'' Y"')> D

(since U" ,1 < i < 2ln'RJ - 1, Yn' are independent random variables)

=-C ,+ Pr -d" (U' Y') > D

(where U"' has the same distribution as U." and is independent of Y"')
- 2Ln' R-1

=- , +

Ly" GW"n

, + pyn(Y')Pr ( d'(U" , $Y)

=- +,,z+pygi(y"')Pr ( d'(U"',y" )
7" EW"

=yn)-21
> D | Y"' =n y"

> D)

(since U" and Y"' are independent)

- 2 [n'Rj-

>- n ,i fI'(,"'> 

Rate R is achievable if

-W,,+ inf Pr d"'(U"',y"') > D V' -+ 1 as n' - 00

It is known that c,, -+ 0 as n' -+ oo. It follows that rate R is achievable if( ) - 21n'R)_j

inf Pr d"i (U" ,Y') > D -+ 1as n'- oo-

e Calculation ofprobability of error for the source coding problem:

The error event is:

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

py.,(y"' )Pr d"'(Un",Y"' )> D |Y"'

n 2[j d"'1(U"'V W)> D
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We wish to calculate the probability of this event.

Pr n 2[R d"'1(u"' V1 "') > D (2.59)

2 [n'Rj [ 1 n n /U1/ , V 2 [n'Rj

= Pr 7 d (u" V,)>D = Pr d" > D (2.60)

where V"' is a random variable which is uniformly distributed on *1"' and is indepen-

dent of U"' for all u"n' e 6"'.

The type q with which the codewords are generated can be chosen by us. For block
length n', we can choose the best possible achievable q for which the above error prob-
ability is the minimum. Let the set of all possible achievable types q for block length n'
be denoted by W"'. The least possible error probability is given by

[f Pr {dn'(un', V"') > D 2[nRj (2.61)

To show the above dependence of the distribution of V' on q, we denote it by V'.q
Thus, the least possible error probability is

inf,. Pr d"' (u"', V,"')> D (2.62)

Since we are using the inf probability of excess distortion criterion, it t follows that rate R is
achievable if I 21" 'RJ

n /inf Pr -{d'("iV")> D -+0 for some n' = non; for some ng -+ 00
qG7" i u5V

(2.63)

Connection between channel coding and source coding:

It turns out that the main calculation we need to do in the channel coding problem is

inf Pr -{dn'(Un',yn')> D}) (2.64)
y" ES(" (i1

and the main calculation we need to do in the source coding problem is

inf Pr -d'(u"', V"')> D (2.65)
qE~12 'n1 q
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We will prove that the above two expressions are equal.

We will prove more generally, that

Pr d'(U -d(', V ) >D if y"' has type q (2.66)

Let y"' have type q.

First we prove for the channel coding problem that if y"' and y'"' have the same type q, then

Pr d'(U y"') > D =Pr d"'(Un'"Y/n')>D (2.67)

Since U' is the uniform distribution on 9/"', it follows that it is sufficient to prove that the
cardinalities of the sets

u"': d"' (u",y")> D and Un : d"(u",y"') >D (2.68)

are equal

Since y"' and y'"' have the same type, y'' is a permutation of y"'. Let y'' = "'y

Denote the sets

,,, -u"': d"(u'y"') > D (2.69)

and

1,,, u"': 1d"'(un"y'"') > D (2.70)

Let u"' E 6 ,,,. Since the distortion measure is permutation invariant, dn'(rn'n"', rn'yn')
d"'(un',y"'). Thus, 7n"'u"' E 9 ,,, If u"' U'"', 7r"'u"' $ 7r"'u''. It follows that I ,' ,I

|2 ,,. y"' and y'"' in the above argument can be interchanged. Thus, |6 ,,,d;> | ,,,, ,. It
follows that ,,, I = |, ,,,. Thus, it follows that

Pr d'(U',y"') > D = Pr ( d'(U',y'"') > D (2.71)

V"' denotes the uniform random variable on the set of all sequences of all type q. Let V" beq q
independent of U"'. It follows, by use of 2.71 that

Pr ( d'(U',y"') > D = Pr d"'(U', V"') > D (2.72)
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Next, we prove for the source-coding problem that if u"', U'n' e W"' (in particular, they have
the same type), then

Pr I dn'(u', V"')> D = Pr ({dn'(U'n , V?"') > D (2.73)

Since V"' is the uniform distribution on the set of sequences IV "' of type q, it follows that it
q q

is sufficient to prove that the cardinalities of the sets

{y"n': 1 d"!d'(u"/',y"n')> D and y n1: .dn'(un ,yn') > D (2.74)

are equal.

Since un' and U'"' belong to the set /"', u' 'is a permutation of un'. Let u'"' = n" .

Denote the sets

9, 4 {y': -dn'(u"',yn') > D (2.75)
( n

and

,, {y"n': dn'(u'l",y"') > D (2.76)

Let y"' E 9 ,,. Since the distortion measure is permutation invariant, dn'(n'u', 7n'y"') =

dn'(un',y"'). Thus, pi"l'y"' e @,,,,,. If y"' $ yil', n'y"' / ,n'y''. It follows that |9 ,>

|!, ,,1. u"' and u'n' in the above argument can be interchanged. Thus, |@,,,, > |,,, In. It
follows that 19,,,I' I = |,. Thus, it follows that

Prj1 d' (u" ,V,"')> D = Pr dn' (u'" , V")> D (2.77)

U"' denotes the uniform random variable on 9/"'. Let U"' be independent of V"'. It followsq
from 2.77 that

Pr d "U'(un',Vn"')>D) =Pr d"'(U"n,V")>D (2.78)

From (2.73) and (2.78), it follows that if y"l has type q,

Pr 1d"' ( U"', y"')> D =Pr 1d"'(un" V,") > D (2.79)
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It follows that

inf Pr d"'(U"',y"')> = inf Pr d"n'(U"' V"')>D (2.80)
y W EW ~qE(S n

This proves what we had set out to prove in the connection between source and channel
coding.

Denote

F"' inf Pr d'(U',y"')> D = inf Pr ( d'(u', V"')> D (2.81)
,n'/Ern / (n1 q qn' n1

Relation between the universal capacity of the partially known channel c E WV and the rate-
distortion function RPJ(D, inf)

" Channel coding problem: From (2.57), it follows that rate R is achievable if

[Fn -lasn1 -+00 (2.82)

" Source coding problem: From (2.63), it follows that rate R is achievable if

/ I'Ri .cfroen=j~-0
[F n/]2"iJ - 0 as n' -+ oo for some n = non for some n; -+ oo (2.83)

If rate R is achievable for the channel-coding problem, so is any rate < R. Define:

a A sup{R Irate R is achievable for the channel coding problem

by use of the above random-coding method} (2.84)

Then,

lim (Fnj)2[nhR'J- < 1 V R' > a for some sequence n; - oo (2.85)

Thus,

lim (Fni)2niR"-J1 = 0 for R" > R' (2.86)
ni-+oo

Note that R" > R'> a, but other than that, R' and R" are arbitrary. It follows that rates < a
are achievable for the source coding problem.
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Note that the above random-coding method is just one possible method to generate codes for
the channel coding problem. In general, it is possible that there exists another coding method
which performs better than the above random-coding method, that is, for which rates > a
are achievable for the channel coding problem. Thus, what we can claim from the above
argument is that rates < a are achievable for the channel-coding problem. Thus, Crc(Wej,) >
a. Similarly, the above random-coding method is just one possible method to generate codes
for the source coding problem. In general, it is possible that there exists another coding
method which performs better than the above random-coding method, that is, for which
rates < a are achievable for the source-coding problem when we use the probability of excess
distortion criterion with the inf definition. That is, RP (D,inf):< a. Thus, Crc(cd) > a and
RP (D,inf) < a. In particular, Crc (d);> RP (D,inf).

We have assumed that RP(D,inf)= RP (D), and thus, Cc(,,(!);> RP(D).

Thus, by use of encoder-decoder < E"', F"' >", rate R is universally and reliably achievable
over the unknown channel c e 'e', if R < RP(D). Recall that c E {< en' o kn' f n' > I <
k"' >fE -}. It follows that by use of encoder < E"' o e"' >m and decoder < f"' o F"' >M,

rates R < RP,(D) are universally and reliably achievable over the partially known channel
k E -a.

Next, we want to see the resource consumption of the architecture for reliable communica-
tion.

Let the block length be n'. The original architecture consists of the encoder e"', the partially
known channel k and decoder f"'. With the input, the uniform X source U"', in the limit,
the uniform X source is communicated to within a distortion D universally over the partially
known channel k. With input U"'to the encoder e"', let the distribution of the channel input
be denoted by I"'. In the new architecture, encoder E"' and decoder F"' are built "on top of"
the already existing architecture in order to communicate the message source M"' universally
and reliably over the channel. The encoder E"' generates codewords with the same distri-
bution as the source U"'. This is because, the codewords are generated independently and
uniformly from the set 9 /"'. Let this random variable be denoted by Us"'. The superscript
"s" should be thought of as "simulated". It follows that in this new architecture for reliable
communication, the input to the channel will be some random variable I"' which has the
same distribution as I"'. From comments in Subsections 2.6.7 and 2.7.6, it follows that the
new architecture, consisting of the encoder < E"' o e"' >', partially known channel k, and

decoder < f"' o F"' >00, when used to communicate the message source < M"' >', con-
sumes the same system resources as when the original architecture consisting of the encoder
< e"' >", the partially known channel k, and decoder < f"' >m is used to communicate
the uniform X source. See Figure 2.8. The common randomness input exists but has been
omitted in the figure.

This finishes Step 1. We use this to prove Step 2.
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ee f Cn

reliable communication at rates < RP(D) for all k E A

Figure 2.8. Universal reliable communication over the partially known channel k E a

Proof of Step 2 in order to prove Theorem 2.2

Let the partially known channel k be capable of universally communicating the uniform X
source to within a distortion D. This is accomplished with the help of an encoder-decoder
< e" ,fn' >m From the above argument of Step 1, it follows that with the help of encoder
< e"' >0=< E"' o e"' >0 and decoder < f"' >M=< f ' o F"' >o, universal reliable com-C 1

munication can be accomplished over the channel k at rates < RP,(D) by use of the same
system resources as in the original architecture. In other words, the universal capacity of the
partially known channel k is > RP (D).

Assume that the universal capacity of k is strictly greater than RP (D). It now follows that
by source-compression followed by universal reliable communication, the uniform X source
can be communicated universally over the partially known channel k to within a distortion
D. A rough argument is the following: Take the uniform X source. Compress it using a
source-encoder < e"/ > to within a probability of excess distortion D. The output is a
rate RP (D) message source (this is not entirely precise and we are omitting some es and s).
This rate R(D) message source can now be communicated universally and reliably over the
partially known channel k with the help of channel encoder < e"' >'=< E"' o en' >' and
channel decoder < f"' >'*=< F"' o f"' >0. Finally, the output of the channel-decoder is
source-decoded using decoder <f' >0. End to end, the uniform X source is universally
communicated to within a distortion D over the partially known channel k, digitally. The
input to the channel has distribution P'"' when block length is n' as described in Step 1 and
thus, this source-channel based scheme consumes the same system resources.

A precise argument is the following:

We said above that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is > RP (D). As-
sume that the universal capacity is strictly > RP (D). Let the universal capacity be RP (D) +
Lfe & > 0. B u

Let e = 1. By the definition of RP (D), it follows that there exists a rate RP (D) + e source
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code < e"',f"' >' which compresses the uniform X source to within a probability of excess
distortion D.

Let the block length be n'.

The action of e"' on U"' produces an output random variable Mn' on the set 1Rn'. The set
is

n= 1,2,...n'(R(D))J (2.87)

Since the universal capacity of k E 4 is strictly greater than RP(D) + c by assumption, the
message can be universally and reliably communicated over the partially known channel
k in the limit as n -+ oo. Finally, the source is re-constructed by using the source decoder f" .

See Figure 2.9. The common randomness input exists but it has been omitted in the figure,
but it exists.

For every c > 0, 3n' such that when the block length is > n' , for all k E 4, Pr(M^' 

Mn')< C. It follows that

Pr Id'(U', Y"') > D < o, + e, if n'> n', Vk E 4 (2.88)

e > 0 is arbitrary, and thus, it follows that end-to-end, in this separation based architecture,
the uniform X source is communicated universally and reliably to within a distortion level
D over the partially known channel k.

The input to the channel has distribution P'" when block length is n as described in Step 1
and thus, this source-channel based scheme consumes the same system resources like energy
and bandwidth.

This completes the argument.

Note that we assumed that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is strictly
> RP(D), whereas from Step 1, it only follows that the universal capacity of the partially known
channel k is > RP(D). It is unclear what will happen if the capacity of the partially known
channel k is precisely RP (D). This "tension" of what happens if the capacity is precisely RP (D) is
usual in information theory.

Note 2.39 (Time delays). Note that the definition of capability of universal communication
of the uniform X source over a set of channels d requires the existence of some sequence
o =< co , >00, N / -+ 0 as n' - oo, such that end-to-end, over the composition of the
encoder, channel and decoder,

Pr -7dn'(Un', Y"')> D <Wn'Vk E 4 (2.89)
(n
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{digital encoder {digital decoder

/ ~~ : Us,n' Pn
U"' ee" n k E A f," Yn'

digital
link

communication of uniform X source to within a distortion D
universally over the partially known channel k

Figure 2.9. Converting an arbitrary architecture for communicating the uniform X source to within a distortion
D universally over the partially known k, into a digital architecture

In the separation based scheme for communication of i.i.d. X source to within a distortion
level D over the set of channels .x,

Pr dn'(U', Y') > D < ,, + eVn'> n' (2.90)

Note that c > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily. Thus, the error sequence is some other co' =<
c'"' >00. On a physical level, this translates into saying that for a particular probability of
excess distortion requirement, the delay (the block length) required might be different, and
in particular, larger in the digital separation architecture compared to the analog architecture.
For this reason, we require the assumption stated in Section 2.2, that delays do not matter.
As we said in Section 2.2. if delays did concern us, separation does not hold.

M 2.14.10 Discussions

A note on the proof technique and a comparison with Shannon's proof: using achievability
techniques to prove a converse

Our proof, as the usual proofs of source-channel separation go, consist of two steps which
have been stated before and are stated incompletely here:

1. If there exists some scheme in order to communicate the uniform X source universally
over the partially known channel k to within a distortion D under the probability of
excess distortion criterion, then the universal capacity of k is > RP (D)

2. If the universal capacity of a partially known channel k is > R,(D), then universal
communication of the uniform X source to within a probability of excess distortion
D can be accomplished over the channel k by source compression followed universal
reliable communication
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We need to make sure that the system resource consumption is the same in both steps. From
these two steps, the universal source-channel separation theorem follows.

These two steps traditionally are called converse and achievability, respectively. Step 1 is
called converse because its traditional proof due to Shannon [Sha59] uses the usual converse
techniques of equalities and inequalities related entropies and mutual informations. This
proof of Shannon is discussed in brief in Subsection 5.7.4. Step 2 is usually achievability.
Also, usually, Step 2 is Step 1, and Step 1 is Step 2. However, we will stick to our ordering.

For us, both Step 1 and Step 2 are achievability. Step 1 is achievability for us because we
demonstrate a coding scheme with which communication at rates < RP(D) is possible over
the partially known channel k. We use a traditional random-coding argument for Step 1. We
are thus using achievability methods to prove a result which is traditionally viewed as converse.
In my opinion, this lends more insight into the nature of separation.

Further comparison of Shannon's and our proof is made in Subsection 5.7.4.

A further note on the proof technique: layering "on top of" the original architecture

Note that given an original analog scheme consisting of encoder < e"' >0 and decoder <

f"' >" for universal communication to within a distortion D over the partially known
channel k, the digital scheme that we construct is built "on top of" this scheme. The digital
encoder consists of the source encoder < e"' >0, the channel encoder < e"n' >00=< E"' o

e"' >0. Note that the channel encoder < E"'oe"' >' is layered on top of the original encoder
< e"' >0. The digital decoder consists of the channel decoder < f"' >0=< f"' o F"' >oo

and the source decoder < f"' >7. Note that the channel decoder < f"' o F"' >m is layered
on top of the original decoder <f"' >1". The original scheme is thus, converted into a digital
scheme by introduction of a digital link. This also lends insight into how separation holds

Also, this should also be thought of as a proof technique, and we are illustrating just one
possible digital scheme. There might be other ways of constructing digital schemes which
accomplish the same goal which might not be layering on top of the original scheme.

Note, further the layered input-output view we have taken. The composite abstract channel <
en' o k o f"' > " can be thought of as a black-box. In the first step, we are building additional
encoders to accomplish universal reliable communication over this black-box at rates < RP(D).
In this sense, we see a relationship between two major constructs of information, namely, capacity
and rate-distortion function, and to how they are related in this black-box sense.
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A note on the connection between source coding and channel coding

The main step, in our opinion, in proving Steps 1 and 2 is noting that equality (2.66) is true.
This equality is re-stated below:

Pr d'(U',y"')> D = Pr ( d'(u', V4"')> D} , if y"' has type q (2.91)

This illustrates the mathematical duality between source and channel coding which finally
leads to separation being true. We believe that this duality can be interpreted as a covering-
packing duality; however, we are unsure. On a more intuitive level, the duality can also be
seen in the parallel random-coding argument for the source-coding and the channel-coding
problems. We discuss this further in Subsection 5.8.1

Why does separation hold?

In my opinion, fundamentally why separation holds boils down to (2.66), and is reproduced
below:

Pr ( d'(U',yn') > D =Pr d"' (u"', V"') > D} , if y"' has type q (2.92)

This equation illustrates the connection between the problems of rate of reliable communi-
cation and the rate-distortion function, and why reliable communication at rates < RP(D) is
possible over a partially known channel which is capable of communicating the uniform X
source to within a distortion D. This helps in converting the original scheme into a digital
scheme.

An operational perspective on the optimality of digital communication

The perspective on the optimality of digital communication in this section is operational: we
use only the definition of channel capacity as the maximum rate of reliable communication
and the rate-distortion function as the minimum rate needed to compress a source to within a
certain distortion level. Unlike traditional proofs, for example, the one in [Sha59], we do not
use simplified mathematical expressions, for example, mutual-information expressions for the
channel capacity or the rate-distortion function. As we said, the proof in this section is not
entirely precise. A precise proof, both for the uniform X source and the i.i.d. X source, are
the subject of Chapter 5. We believe that our operational proof lends more insight into the
nature of separation compared to the traditional proofs.

The operational nature of our proof is discussed in much more detail in Subsection 5.7.4:
Chapter 5 is in fact devoted to an operational perspective on the optimality of digital com-
munication for communication with a fidelity criterion.
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0 2.14.11 A note on the technical assumption R' (D) =RP (D,inf)

We have assumed that the distortion metric is permutation invariant and that, RP(D) =

RP (D,inf). We do not know if RP (D) = RP (D,inf) is true for an arbitrary permutation
invariant distortion metric. We would like to believe that it is not true for an arbitrary per-
mutation invariant distortion metric. However, we would also like to believe that for most
"well behaved" permutation invariant distortion metrics, R(D) = RP (D,inf) should hold.

One kind of permutation invariant distortion metrics for which RP (D) = R(D,inf) holds
is additive distortion metrics, and this proof is carried out in Chapter 5.

N 2.15 A rigorous proof of the universal source-channel separation theorem
for rate-distortion for i.i.d. X source and additive distortion measure

In this section, we provide a rigorous proof of the source-channel separation theorem for
rate-distortion for the i.i.d. and the distortion measure is additive.

* 2.15.1 A statement of the universal source-channel separation theorem
for rate-distortion for i.i.d. X source and additive distortion metric

Theorem 2.3 (Universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion in the point-
to-point setting for the i.i.d. X Source / optimality of digital communication for universal
communication of the i.i.d. X source with a fidelity criterion). Assuming random-coding is
permitted, in order to communicate the i.i.d. X source over a partially known channel to within
a particular distortion level under a an additive distortion metric, it is sufficient to consider
source-channel separation based architectures, that is, architectures which first compress the i.i.d.
X source to within the particular distortion level, followed universal reliable communication
over the partially known channel. There is sufficiency in the sense if there exists some architecture
to communicate the i.i.d. X source to within a certain distortion universally over the partially
known channel, and which consumes certain amount of system resources (for example, energy and
bandwidth), then there exists a separation based scheme to universally communicate the i.i.d. X
to within the same distortion universally over the partially known channel and which consumes
the same or lesser system resources as the original scheme.

* 2.15.2 Steps to prove Theorem 2.3

There are two steps in the proof of Theorem 2.3 They are the same as the steps in the proof
of Theorem 2.2 stated in Subsection 2.14.7 with the following changes:

" Replace the uniform X source with the i.i.d. X source

" Replace permutation invariant distortion metric with additive distortion metric
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Proof Proof of Step 1 in order to prove Theorem 2.3

Let k =< k" >'E d be a partially known channel which is capable of universally commu-
nicating the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D. Thus, there exist an encoder-decoder
<e",f > and a sequence co =< to >1, co, - 0 as n - oo such that the if the input toI n
the composition of the encoder, channel and decoder < e" o k" of" >00 is i.i.d. X source
X =< X" >f, the output is Y=<Y"> nf ty such that end to end,

Pr -dn(X", Y")> D) <coVk E d (2.93)

Consider the partially known abstract channel

cE{<e" ok" of" >7 |k =< k" >'E a } 4  & (2.94)

We will prove that the universal capacity of the partially known channel c E cea is > RP(D),
and this can be accomplished by an encoder-decoder < E",F" >' such that for univer-
sal reliable communication at rates R < RP(D), the point-to-point communication system
< E"o c" oF" >' consumes the same system resources (irrespective of the particular c E d)
as the original point-to-point communication system < e" o k" of >' when used to com-
municate the i.i.d. X source universally to within a distortion D.

From this it will follow that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is
> Rj(D), and this universal reliable communication at rates < RP(D): in fact, this commu-
nication can be accomplished with the help of encoder < e " >'=< E" o e" >0 and decoder
< fn >oo=< fnon . Th pon-o-on= oF" >m. The point-to-point communication system < e oknof" >' when
used for reliable communication at rates < RP(D) consumes the same system resources as the
original point-to-point communication system < e" ok"of" >7' when used to communicate
the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D.

We proceed to prove that the universal capacity of the partially known channel c E e'V is
> RP(D).

We do this by use of a random-coding argument. First, we prove that Crc( '4) is > R'(D),
where RI (D) is defined in Definition 2.30.

First, we recall some notation concerning the method of types.
Notation 2.9 (The type of x", pn). Let x" E X". p X denotes the empirical distribution of
x" and is called the type of x". That is, for x e X,

. number of x in the sequence x" (2.95)
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Notation 2.10 (Typical set, 9(p, e)). Let p be a probability distribution on X. Let C > 0.
The sequence x" is said to belong to 9(p, c), and such an x" is said to be e p typical if

Z |Pn(x ) -p(xI < (2.96)
xEX

Codebook generation: Generate 2 [nRJ codewords i.i.d. px. This is the code book X". As
usual, the superscript n in X" denotes the block length. This is the encoder E". Note that
this is a random encoder

Note 2.40 (Note on code book generation method). For a channel E W, a pX typical se-
quence is distorted, with high probability, to within an average distortion D. In general,
the behavior of the channel on a nonpx typical sequence can be arbitrary. In other words,
the belonging of a channel to We is independent of the behavior of the channel on nonpx
typical sequences. When thinking of the action of Wf as an attacker, the attacker can act on
nonpx typical sequences arbibrarily: for example, produce a random output sequence. For
this reason, the codebook should contain sequences which are px typical, else, the attacker
will destroy the sequence. For this reason, we use i.i.d. px source generation. Another way
of thinking about i.i.d. px code book generation is the following: we only have knowledge
of the behavior of the attacker when the source is i.i.d. X. Thus, it makes sense to use a code
book which is i.i.d. X. The encoder can be thought of as simulating the i.i.d. X source.

Definition 2.36 (Joint typicality). (x",y"), x" E Xn, yn E yn are said to be C jointly typical
if

1. x" is e px typical, that is, x" E 5 (p, c)

1
2. -d" (x",y") <D

n

Note 2.41 (A note on the definition of joint typicality). In information theory, typical set are
defined in a way so that the set of typical sequences have high probability. Since the input to
the channel is i.i.d. X, the definition of joint typicality requires that pn e 5 (px, c). When
the input to the channel is i.i.d. X, with high probability, the average distortion between the

1
channel input and output < D. For this reason, we require that -d"(x",y") < D. We do not

n
have any other information about the action of the channel. In the usual information theory
literature, the channel is a discrete memoryless channel. In that case, the definition of joint
typicality requires that the conditional type of the output y" given the input x" be close to
the channel transition probability. However, our description of the channel is not in terms
of its transition probability. Our description of the channel is in terms of the distortion that
it produces on px typical sequences. Hence, the above definition of joint typicality.

Decoding: Let y" be received as the output of the channel. If 3 unique x" E the code book
X" such that (x",y) c-jointly typical, declare that x" is transmitted, else declare error. This
is the decoder F". Note that the encoder-decoder E", F" is random.
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Note 2.42 (A note on the decoding process). The decoding rule is the usual joint typicality
decoding rule. It can potentially be thought of as a variant of minimum distance decoding.

Note that the encoding and decoding scheme are independent of the particular channel e

In what follows,

" x" E gn' denotes the transmitted codeword. x" is a realization of the random variable
Xn.

" y" denotes the received sequence (output of the channel). y" is a realization of the
random variable y". Y" is the output of the channel when the input is X".

e z" E .n denotes a codeword which is not transmitted. z" is a realization of the random
variable Z". Z" is i.i.d. X and by the codebook construction, Z" is independent of
X". Since, Y" is the output of the channel when the input is X', Z and Y" are also
independent.

Next, error analysis is carried out.

The error analysis is carried out given a particular message m" needs to be communicated.
That is, we calculate

Pr(error | message m" needs to be communicated)= Pr(Mj $ M" | = m") (2.97)

Since the random code book is symmetric over all messages, this error probability is indepen-
dent of the particular message m". It follows that

Pr(error) = Pr(M" $ M) (2.98)

is in fact equal to

Pr(M" M" IM"= m") (2.99)

By the notation described above, x" denotes the encoding of m". Since the code book is
random, x" is a realization of X". z" denotes the encoding corresponding to another message
m.

The error events given that the message m" is transmitted can be decomposed into two (not
necessarily disjoint) events:

1. B,": (X", Y") is not c jointly typical

2. 92": 3z" such that (Zn, Y") is e jointly typical. That is,

(a) 3z" such that pz'- ( 5 (px, c) and
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1

n

Pr("M" |M" = mn)=Pr(Bg"U R2R)

< Pr(Bn)+ Pr(g2) (2.100)

Since, as discussed before,

Pr(AMRn n) = Pr(MMn M mRnI), (2.101)

it follows that

Pr(M" n M") < Pr(&") + Pr(B2) (2.102)

Note that the encoding and decoding scheme is independent of the particular c E WV. How-
ever, the probabilities are not. We would like to make statements concerning probabilities
which hold irrespective of the c E .d. Thus, rate R is universally achievable over the partially
known abstract channel c E VYa if

Pr(An" Mn) - 0 asn -- c (2.103)

at a uniform rate over all channels e,,,

It follows that rate R is achievable if

Pr(Bg") -+0 as n -oo (2.104)

at a uniform rate over all channels e W,U, and

Pr(B2) -+0 as n -oo (2.105)

at a uniform rate over all channels e ',.

We now proceed to bound Pr(B6") and Pr("7)

By definition of a channel e 'e', and by the way the code book is generated,

Pr(B6") !5 W,,Vc E 'C,, (2.106)

Pr(&2) requires a more elaborate calculation. A bound on Pr(B2) is calculated, next. This is
done by a method of types calculation, a-la [CK97].

For simplifying notation, let the sets X and aY be

x={1,2,...,IX|},and
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Figure 2.10. The sorted received sequence y" and the correspondingly shuffled codeword z" illustrating the
relevant types

nqy(1) nqy(j) nqy(|Y|)

Blown up

nqy(j)qz|y(lJj) nqy(j)qz|y(ilj) nqyj)qz|y(IXili)

={1, 2,.. .,I W|} 1(2.107)

In what follows, it will be helpful to remember that q(.) and q.i.(-|-) will denote probability
measures and transition probability kernels respectively of observed types (empirical distri-
butions), and p(.) will denote probability measures of transmitted types.

Recall that the received sequence isy. Let the type of y"n be qy. That is, Vj E 3(, the number
of j occurring in y" is nqy(j).

Sort the output y to place all the j E Y together, and correspondingly shuffle the positions
in the code book's codewords. This leads to no change in distortion between shuffled code-
words and the sorted received sequence y, and thus, will not effect the analysis of Pr(2).
The sorting and shuffling is done, only to aid the reader in this error calculation: the shuf-
fling will make it easier to give a pictorial representation, Figure 2.10, which is described, and
alluded to, in the next paragraph.

Recall that z" is a nontransmitted codeword. Over the chunk of length nqy(j), let the type
of the corresponding entries of z" be qxiy(-|j). In other words, over the chunk of length
nqy(j), the number of i in z" is nqy(j)qZiy(iIj). See Figure 2.10.

For now, the type of y", py. is assumed to be qy. Later, we will take a bound over all possible
qy.
For error event 2, (z",y") are e jointly typical. Mathematically,

1. Denote E qy(j)qxIy(ilj) as qZ(i). qZ is a probability distribution on X. By the
jEW

definition of joint typicality, z' is e px typical if

qZ E 7(Px, c) (2.108)

2. Denote qzy(i,j) t qy(j)qz~y(ij). qzy is a probability distribution on X x Y result-
ing from the probability distribution qy E Y (W) and the transition probability kernel
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1
qZ -ly(X). Thus, -d"(z", y") <D can be restated as

1qZy(i, j)d(i, j) 5D (2.109)
iEX,jEWY

Recall that Z is generated i.i.d. px, and is independent of y". The probability that over the
chunk of length nqy(j), the corresponding entries of Z" have type qzly(Ij) is

< 2 -nqy(j)D(qzly(.I)lpx) (2.110)

where D(1-||) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and defined for probability distributions p
and q where p,q E 9(X) as

D(pI|q) e- p(x)logP(X) (2.111)
q(x)

Note that we are using the same alphabet D for the distortion D and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence D(-II.). It will be clear from context, which one is being referred to.

Thus, the probability that over the whole block of length n, in the chunks nqy(j), the cor-
responding entries of z" have type qxiy(-Ij) for all j

11 2 -nqy(j)D(qZy(Ij)IPx ) (2.112)
jELY

-2-Ei qy(j)D(qZ|y(.jj|px) (2.113)

= 2 -"D(qZylpxqy) (2.114)

It would be helpful to note the positions of where p occur and where q occur, in the above
expression.

To bound the probability that z" is at a distortion < D from y", the above probability needs
to be summed over all possible types qziy(-Ij), 1 < j < |Wsuch that (2.108) and (2.109) are
satisfied.

The number of conditional types qz|y(- |j) is < (n + 1)|XII'l. Recall that number of nontrans-
mitted codewords < 2[nRJ. Putting all this together and using the union bound,

Pr(21| P,- = qy) (2.115)

< Z 2[nRj2-nD~qZYlpxqY) (2,116)
q12Y

< (n + 1)IXIIl12[nRj 2 -ninffqzyE D(qZyIpxqy) (2.117)
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where Y denotes the set of types satisfying (2.108) and (2.109), along with the type of yf,
which, for now, has been fixed to q7:

qZ EPx +C
2= qZY: EE,jE WqZy(i j)d(i, j) <D (2.118)

qy fixed
The type of the received sequence y" is arbitrary. In other words, qy is arbitrary. Thus,

Pr(B2") < (n + 1)il'12[nRJ j-ninfzrEgD (2.119)

where the set 5 is

qZY: q Ex + i zj) <D (2.120)

The set 5 is the union of the Y over all possible qy. Thus, in in the bound (2.119), qy is
allowed to be arbitrary.

It follows that

Pr(B,")+Pr(2") < C,,+(n+1)X L J2[nRj infqYGD(qzypxqy) (2.121)

From previous discussions, it follows that

Pr(error = Pr(M" $ Mj) 5 Pr(c") + Pr(2) <

,, + (n + 1)IXIIl12[nRJ 2-ninfZY D(qypqy) (2.122)

By definition, Pr(B&)= w,, -- 0 as n -- oo and co,, is independent of the particular channel
E ce',.

Note that the bound

(n1+)kilWl 2[nRj -ninfezveyD(qZyjIpxqy) (2.123)

on Pr(B2) is independent of the particular channel E cC,.

Also, note that (n + 1)X(flI) is a polynomial. Thus, Pr(B2) - 0 as n -+ o at a rate indepen-
dent of the particular channel E '', if

R < inf D(qzy||pxqy) (2.124)
qzyE

It follows that Pr(error) - 0 as n -+ oo at a rate which is independent of the particular
channel E 'e for rates

R < inf D(qzy|pxqy)
qzyE

(2.125)
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(2.126)

Thus, rates R < infqYE, D(qzy|pXqy) are universally achievable over the set of channels

Note that

D(qzyI pXqy) = D(qz| IPx) + D(qzy||qzqy) ? D(qzy|q|zqy) (2.127)

Thus, all rates R for which

R < inf D(qzy||zqy)= inf I(Z;Y) (2.128)
qZy E$ qZyE

9

are universally achievable.

Recall (2.30), the definition of the information theoretic rate-distortion function, RI(D). It
follows that

inf I(Z;Y)= inf R1(D) (2.129)
qzyE 3  Z(YX')

Thus, rates

R < inf R'(D) (2.130)
ZE9(pxE)

are universally achievable.

e > 0 is arbitrary and the information theoretic rate-distortion function is continuous. It
follows that rates R < R'(D) are achievable. In general, it is potentially possible that with the
use of other encoding-decoding schemes, rates > R, (D) are pseudo universally achievable.
Thus,

Crc (cx) ? R,(D) (2.131)

The goal is to prove that Crc(Wv) ? R (D). To this end, we prove that R (D) = R' (D). In
fact, we will also end up proving that R (D) = RE (D) and thus, in effect, we will prove that

C,.c(ce0)-2 RP (D) = RE (D).

We proceed to prove that R (D) = RE (D) = R1(D)

Proof that RE(D) = Rf (D) is there in [Sha59].

Next, note that RE (D) < RP (D). This is because of the following:

The idea is that the probability of excess distortion criterion is "stronger" than the expected
probability of error criterion. That is, if a particular probability of excess distortion level is
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achievable for some source, the same expected distortion is also achievable by the same source
code for the same source. A rigorous argument is the following:

Define:

Dma4 .max d(x,y) (2.132)
xinX,yE&Y

Let probability of excess distortion D be achievable with source code s =< Sn >W. Then, for
the source code s,

Pr -d(X", Yn)>D = -+ 0 as n -+ oo (2.133)
[1n

It follows from the above equation that

E [-dn(Xn, Y)] < (1 - e")D + E"Dma -+ D as n -+ oo (2.134)
n.

Thus, the expected distortion D is achievable by use of the same source code s, and in partic-
ular, by a source code of the same rate. It follows that RE(D) < RP(D).

By interpreting the definitions in Chapter 2.2 in [CK97] properly, one can see that they
are in fact using the probability of excess distortion criterion. From their proofs, and by
some additional arguments, it follows that RP (D) 5 R'(D). These additional arguments are
related to taking liminf instead of lim. We omit these arguments. They are similar in spirit
to the ones in Chapter 5.

We have proved or cited references where the following are proved:

1. RE (D) = R'(D)

2. R E(D) < RP (D)

3. RP (D) -5 R' (D)

It thus follows that RE (D) = RP (D) = R'(D).

Back to finishing Step 1, it follows that Crc ('j) > R'(D) = RP(D) RE(D), and in
particular, Cc(cV) ;> RP (D).

Thus, by use of encoder-decoder < E",F" >', rate R is universally and reliably achievable
over the unknown channel c E Wa if R < R(D). Recall that c E {< en o k n of n <
k" >e c}. It follows that by use of encoder < E" oe" >w and decoder <f "oF" >w, rates
R < RP(D) are universally and reliably achievable over the partially known channel k E d.
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Next, we want to see the resource consumption of the architecture for reliable communica-
tion.

Let the block length be n. The original architecture consists of the encoder e", the partially
known channel k and decoder f"n. With the input, the uniform X source U", in the limit,
the uniform X source is communicated to within a distortion D universally over the partially
known channel k. With input X" to the encoder e", let the distribution of the channel input
be denoted by I". In the new architecture, encoder E" and decoder F" are built "on top of"
the already existing architecture in order to communicate the message source M" universally
and reliably over the channel. The encoder E" generates codewords with the same distri-
bution as the source X". This is because, the codewords are generated independently and
uniformly from the set X". Let this random variable be denoted by X'". The superscript
"s" should be thought of as "simulated". It follows that in this new architecture for reliable
communication, the input to the channel will be some random variable P'" which has the
same distribution as I". From the discussion in Subsection 2.6.7, it follows that the new ar-
chitecture, consisting of the encoder < E" o e" >I, partially known channel k, and decoder
<f" oF" >', when used to communicate the message source < Mn >M, consumes the same
system resources as when the original architecture consisting of the encoder < e" >M, the
partially known channel k, and decoder < f" >' is used to communicate the uniform X
source.

See Figure 2.8 with the uniform X source replaced with the i.i.d X source and the rate-
distortion function RP (D) replaced with the rate-distortion function RP(D) for the i.i.d.
X source.

This finishes Step 1. We use this to prove Step 2.

Proof of Step 2 to prove Theorem 2.3

Let the partially known channel k be capable of universally communicating the i.i.d. X
source to within a distortion D. This is accomplished with the help of an encoder-decoder
< e",f" >00. From the above argument of Step 1, it follows that with the help of encoder-
decoder < E" o e",f" o F" >1, universal reliable communication can be accomplished over
the partially known channel k at rates < RP (D) by use of the same system resources as in the
original architecture. In other words, the universal capacity of the partially known channel
k E .a is > RP (D).

It now follows that by source-compression followed by universal reliable communication,
the i.i.d. X source can be communicated universally over the partially known channel k to
within a distortion D. A rough argument is the following: Take the i.i.d. X source. Compress
it using a source-encoder < e" >' to within a probability of excess distortion D. The output
is a rate RP (D) message source. This rate RP(D) message source can now be communicated
universally and reliably over the partially known channel k with the help of channel encoder
< e" >m4< E" o e" >m and channel decoder < F" o f" >m. Finally, the output of the
channel-decoder is source-decoded using decoder <f," >m. End to end, the i.i.d. X source is
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universally and communicated to within a distortion D over the partially known channel k,
digitally.

A rigorous argument for the above source-coding followed by channel coding is the following:

We said above that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is > Rj(D).
Assume that the universal capacity is strictly > RP(D). Let the universal capacity be R ((D)+
&,8a > 0. 

X

Let e = a. By the definition of RP(D), it follows that there exists a rate RP(D) + E source
code < e",f" >* which compresses the i.i.d. X source to within a probability of excess
distortion D.

Let the block length be n.

The action of e" on X" produces an output random variable Mn on the set I4. The set
n is

J~~n ~ [n(RP(D)+,)]}(.1511,2,..,2 X(2.135)

Since the universal capacity of k e d is strictly greater than RP(D) + e by assumption, the
message M can be universally and reliably communicated over the partially known channel
k in the limit as n -+ oo. Finally, the source is re-constructed by using the source decoder f".
See Figure 2.9 with the uniform X source replaced with the i.i.d X source.

For every e > 0, 3n, such that when the block length is > n,,, for all k e d1, Pr(A n Mn) <

e. It follows that

Pr -d"(X", Y")> D <co, + , if n > n,,Vk E d (2.136)

e > 0 is arbitrary, and thus, it follows that end-to-end, in this separation based architecture,
the i.i.d. X source is communicated universally to within a distortion level D over the par-
tially known channel k.

The input to the channel has distribution I-" when block length is n as described in Step 1
and thus, this source-channel based scheme consumes the same system resources.

Note that we assumed that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k is strictly
> RjP(D), whereas from Step 1, it only follows that the universal capacity of the partially
known channel k is > RP(D). It is unclear what will happen if the capacity of the partially
known channel k is precisely RP(D). This "tension" of what happens if the capacity is pre-
cisely RP (D) is usual in information theory.

This completes the argume'nt, and thus, rigorously proves the universal source-channel sep-
aration theorem for rate-distortion when the source is i.i.d. and the distortion metric is
additive.
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U 2.16 A universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion for
permutation invariant distortion measures: discussion and high-level
view

We do not know how to generalize our results to arbitrary distortion measures.

However, we do know, on a high level, how to generalize our results to certain permuta-
tion invariant distortion measures. This follows because the proof of Section 2.14 holds for
permutation invariant distortion measures, though it required a technical condition on the
rate-distortion function.

Also, the proof calculations of Section 2.15 for the i.i.d. X source, to a large extent, hold for
permutation invariant distortion measures. In particular, the method of types calculations
works exactly, for permutation invariant distortion measures. This is because for permuta-
tion invariant distortion measures, rearranging the sequences x" and y" by the same rear-
rangement does not change the distortion. Still, some technical conditions might be required
on the distortion function. We have not worked out these details.

I do not think the results can be generalized to arbitrary distortion measures (which are not
necessarily permutation invariant).

High level ideas for generalization to stationary ergodic sources and permutation invariant
distortion measures are discussed in Section 2.18.

M 2.17 Discussion: are random codes needed? And if yes, can random-
coding be practically realized?

* 2.17.1 Are random codes needed?

In Shannon's random-coding argument, [Sha48], random-coding is a proof technique. Given
a random code to achieve a particular rate of reliable communication, there exists a determin-
istic code to. For us, random-coding is not just a proof technique: random codes are in fact
needed. The difference in our situation and the situation in [Sha48] is that we have a partially
known channel whereas Shannon assumed a fully known channel.

On a high level, with the average probability of error criterion this happens for the follow-
ing reason: given a random code which achieves a particular error, one of the deterministic
codes that "make up" the random code will have an error which is less than or equal to that
produced by the random code. It follows that restriction to deterministic codes is sufficient.
For the maximum probability of error criterion that we use, the usual argument which we
omit has to go through throwing away half the codewords (note that throwing away half the
codewords does not change the rate).

An example can be provided for the case of partially known channel k E 4 which is capable



of communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D, for which universal capacity with
random-coding is RP(D)> 0 but universal capacity without random-coding is zero. We omit
this example here; but one can be constructed based on ideas in [AKM]. From this example,
it in fact follows that a universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion does not
hold if random-coding is not permitted.

0 2.17.2 How can random codes be generated in practice?

In practice, perfect randomness is not needed. What is needed is pseudo randomness. Pseudo
randomness is used, for example, in PN sequences in CDMA. Pseudo randomness can thus
be generated with the help of a seed.

We believe that the requirement of random codes (or pseudo-random codes) is not a hinder-
ance in practical implementation.

* 2.18 Discussion: Continuous time sources

The whole discussion in this chapter has rested on sources and channels evolving in discrete
time. In our framework, continuous time evolution of channels is easy to deal with and this
is one of the points discussed in the next section.

In this section, we discuss the problem of how does one deal with continuous time source
evolution in this framework. This view also generalizes to general stationary ergodic sources
(in fact, i.i.d. sources in continuous time do not make physical sense: the only way to model
them would be as some kind of white noise).

One incorrect way which of thinking about generalizing to continuous time sources is the
following:

Assume that the source is band-limited. The source can then be sampled by the sampling
theorem or by using some other orthonormal expansion as discussed, for example, in Gal-
lager's book [Gal08], the corresponding course notes [Gala] or the video lectures [Galb].
This makes the source discrete.

This approach works for the problem of reliable communication. However, this approach
does not work for communication with a fidelity criterion. This is because if the distortion
measure for the continuous source is additive (instead of a summation, this would be an inte-
gral) or permutation invariant, it is not necessary that the corresponding distortion measure
for the sampled source is additive or permutation invariant. Unless the distortion measure
is, for example, mean-squared distortion in which case, by Parseval's theorem, the distortion
measure for the discretized source will also be additive. In general, this is not the case.

We believe that discretization procedures of the form of sampling will not work. For con-
tinuous time sources, we need to carry out arguments either in the continuous time domain,

101Sec. 2.18. Discussion: Continuous time sources
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or discretize the time very finely and then take a limit as the discretization blocks become
smaller and smaller. [PG77], for example, proves the source-coding theorem for compression
with a fidelity criterion for quite general continuous time sources, and it might be possible,
then, to use this result to prove a source-channel separation theorem for communication with
a fidelity criterion.

We offer another approach for generalization to continuous time source evolution. We out-
line this approach, below.

The fundamental reason, why source-channel separation holds is, as we discussed before in
Section 2.14, is that (2.66) holds, and this equation is reproduced below.

Pr dn'(Un',yn') > D = Pr ({d'(n', V"') > D if y"' has type q (2.137)

We want to see, how this will generalize to stationary ergodic sources, both in discrete time
or continuous time. The discussion will be rough.

Assume that time runs from -oc to +oo.

As Shannon says in [Sha48], "If an ensemble is ergodic we may say roughly that each function
in the set is typical of the ensemble." Thus, all realizations of the ensemble look the same
under time permutations. Whatever behavior happens in one realization in certain time
interval, a similar behavior will be observed in all other realizations in different time intervals.
In other words, after permutation, all realizations of the ensemble look the same. This is not
entirely true, but in spirit, it is.

This is precisely the property needed for (2.137) to be true: the sequences U"' E =-n', are
precisely the same under time permutations, and similarly, the sequences y"' e 21"' are also

q
precisely the same under time permutations.

In the continuous time, stationary ergodic source case, still, the codewords can be generated
from a stationary ergodic process. Thus, the equivalent of (2.137) will be true, the entire
argument. Of course, this needs to be made precise, and things get complicated when the
time is finite. We have not worked out the details ourselves. However, we do believe that this
high level idea can be made precise.

N 2.19 A discussion of the assumptions described in Section 2.2

In the light of our proof of the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion,
we want to further comment on the assumptions of Section 2.2.

The assumptions in Section 2.2 were divided into various categories:

The basic assumptions of communications theory:



" The assumption that delays do not matter: We use this assumption crucially. In the digital
scheme, the delay (or the block length) required for a particular error for the probability
of excess distortion beyond D might be larger than in the original architecture. This is
elaborated on, in Discussion 2.39. As stated in this discussion, if delays matter, digital
architectures are not optimal

e The assumptions that the source can be modeled as a stationary ergodic random process:
This is the usual assumption in information theory, and it is difficult to prove results
for sources which are not stationary ergodic. Such results exist, however, for example,
see [VVS95]. However, we do require this assumption. Further comments were made
in Subsection 2.4.3, on this assumption

" The assumption that the channel can be modeled as a partially known transition probability:
This was commented on, in Section 2.5.4. What is interesting, however, is that we do
not require any further assumptions on the channel. The usual assumption made on
the channel is memorylessness, Markoff nature, or more generally, in Shannon's words,
channels for which "historical influences die away", a concept made precise by Gallager
and called indecomposability in [Gal68]. We do not require any further assumptions
on the channel because we use the probability of excess distortion criterion instead of
the expected distortion criterion. The probability of excess distortion criterion can
be thought of as forcefully enforcing a weak law of large numbers of condition, and
that ends up, on an intuitive level, being the reason that we do not require any further
assumptions on the nature of the transition probability of the channel

e The source can incur distortion, and the distortion can be modeled as a distortion metric:
This is the usual assumption made in information theory.

The following crucial assumptions has been made on the nature of the distortion metric and
the allowability of random-coding:

" The assumption that the distortion metric can be modeled as a permutation invariant dis-
tortion metric, and that, the distortion criterion is the "probability of excess distortion" cri-
terion: Many comments have been made on the permutation invariant distortion metric
in the previous sections. We will not repeat here. However, we wonder if our results
can be generalized to more general distortion metrics, for example, sub-additive distor-
tion metrics as is the case in some of the information theory literature, see for example,
[Han1O]. We do not know how to do this. Our proof technique of Section 2.14 seems
to rely crucially on the use of a permutation invariant distortion metric. Also, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no relation between permutation invariant distortion
metrics and sub-additive distortion metrics; however, it would be good to understand
this further.

" The use of the probability of excess distortion criterion is crucial in the sense that the
universal source-channel separation theorem is not true if we use the expected distortion

Sec. 2. 19. A discussion of the assumptions described in Section 2.2 103
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criterion instead of the probability of excess distortion criterion. An example can be
constructed similar to the example in [VH94] on the first page of this paper where it
says, "Consider a binary channel where the output codeword is equal to the transmitted
codeword with probability j ...
Note that this is an example of a "highly nonergodic channel," and the only examples
that we know of, belong to this category. If we impose ergodicity assumptions on the
channel, we know that at least in certain cases, even under the expected distortion crite-
rion, a universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion holds. Some of
these ideas are due to Amos Lapidoth.

This approach of Amos Lapidoth to proving a universal source-channel separation theo-
rem for rate-distortion uses the traditional information theory tools of entropy and mu-
tual information. We conjecture another possible way of attacking the same problem
which is the following: given a partially known channel k which satisfy some ergodic-
ity assumptions and is capable of communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion
level D under the expected distortion criterion. Does this imply that the partially known
channel k is also capable (with a possibly different encoder-decoder) of communicating
the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D under the probability of excess distortion
criterion. We would like to believe that this is true. However, we are unsure of this.
However, if this were true, then based on our results, it would follow that even if we
used the expected distortion criterion and imposed some ergodicity assumptions on the
channel, we could convert the problem into a problem with the probability of excess
distortion criterion, and thus, universal source-channel separation would hold even un-
der the expected distortion criterion. This is discussed further in Chapter 6.

* The assumption that random-coding is permitted: As we have stated before, if random-
coding is not permitted, universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion is not
true. This has been commented on, in Section 2.17.

The following assumption has been made on the knowledge of source statistics but we con-
jecture that this assumption can be removed:

e The assumption that the source statistics are known: As stated in Section 2.2, we conjecture
that this assumption can be removed, but we are not sure. A possible way to remove this
assumption is the following: Ziv proved in [Ziv72] that under certain alphabet assump-
tions, there exist universal algorithms for the class of all stationary sources that perform
as well for each source as an optimum source code custom designed for each source,
that is, reaches the rate-distortion limit for each source. The distortion definition used
in this paper is the expected distortion criterion, and we believe the result should hold
even with the probability of excess distortion criterion. Also, this is a source-coding re-
sult, and we are looking more for a separation result for communication over a channel.
With the above source-coding result, though, we believe that we should be able to prove
a universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion where universality is



both over the source and the channel. Possibly, [Ziv80] might be useful. We have not
carried this argument out.

The following assumptions have been made to prove results rigorously and to avoid mathe-
matical complications, and we are quite sure that modulo some technical assumptions, they
can be removed:

e The assumption that the source alphabet and source reproduction alphabet is finite: We
believe that argument can be carried out for some source alphabet which is not finite.
For example, let the source alphabet be a finite length interval of W. Then, a rigorous
argument can be carried out by discretizing the alphabet into small intervals of size A
and then, taking the limit as A -+ 0. If the source alphabet is the whole real line R,
and assuming that the source has sufficiently light tails in that probability outside finite
length intervals falls off sufficiently fast, we can truncate the real line and then take limit
to the whole real line. We believe that this argument can also be made rigorous though
we have not carried out the steps.

" The assumption that the source is i.i.d: We believe that the simulation argument of Section
2.15 can be carried out for many non i .i.d. sources also. We have not carried out this
argument. In particular, we believe that the simulation argument can be carried out for
many stationary ergodic sources.

For sources in which memory dies out with time, another way of carrying out a rigor-
ous argument is the following: consider large blocks of the source k interspersed with
smaller blocks of size k'. Over the block of size k', the source memory will die out so
that the source will be "almost" independent over the blocks of length k. This argument
needs to be carried out rigorously, and we believe it can be carried out. However, we
have not done it.

Another view of this was provided in the previous section where we justified, on a high-
level, why the result should hold for stationary ergodic sources.

" The assumption that the distortion metric is additive: This has been commented on, in
Sections 2.14 and 2.16.

" The assumption that the channel evolves discretely in time: We have made this assump-
tion only for simplicity of presenting the physical channel model of Subsection 2.5.2.
This model can be assumed to be continuous time and none of the proof change. This
is because of the nature of our proofs. As stated in Subsection 2.14.7, the first step is
to prove that the universal capacity of the partially known channel k e .ic which is
capable of universally communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D is
> RI(D). We claim that this argument does not depend on whether the channel evolves
in time discretely or continuously. This is because the first step in the argument is to
consider the composite channel WV defined in argument in Section 2.14.9. c E Wa
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evolves in discrete time even if k e cV evolved in continuous time. The proof nowhere
uses the exact description of the set of channel k E a; it only uses the description of
the channel c e WV. It follows that proving that the universal capacity of the partially
known channel k e 4 which is capable of universally communicating i.i.d. X source
to within a distortion level D is > RjP(D) does not require the assumption that the par-
tially known channel channel k e 4 evolve in discrete time. The proof of the universal
source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion uses source-compression followed
by universal reliable communication over c e W., and thus, again, uses the descrip-
tion of the partially known channel k E 4 only through the partially known abstract
channel c e ceWy. It follows that the universal source-channel separation theorem for
rate-distortion holds even if the channel evolved in time continuously.

The only thing that one needs to care about is, how to rigorously model channels which
evolve in time continuously. Once this is done, the proofs are automatic because of the
reason described above.

" The assumption that the source evolves in discrete time: The ideas for how the universal
source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion can be generalized to a source
evolving in continuous time is discussed in Section 2.18.

e The assumption that the source and the channel evolve on the same time scale: For simplic-
ity of presentation, we have presented the results only for the source and the channel
evolving on the same time scale. The results can be generalized to the case when the
source and the channel evolve on different time scales.

0 2.20 Recapitulation

In this chapter, we proved a universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion.
The universality is over the channel and not the source, and we conjecture that the result can
be made universal over the source.

The source-channel separation theorem, on a high-level says the following:

Assuming random-coding is permitted, in order to communicate a random source univer-
sally over a partially known channel to within a particular distortion level, it is sufficient to
consider source-channel separation based architectures, that is, architectures which first code
(compress) the random-source to within the particular distortion level, followed by universal
reliable communication over the partially known channel. There is sufficiency in the sense if
there exists some architecture to communicate the random source to within a certain distor-
tion universally over the partially known channel, and which consumes certain amount of
system resources (like energy and bandwidth), then there exists a separation based architec-
ture to universally communicate the random source to within the same distortion universally
over the partially known channel, and which consumes the same or lesser system resources
as the original architecture.



By a partially known channel, we mean a channel whose behavior as a transition probability
is only partially known. That is, the channel transition probability might belong to a family
of channels. Other than that, the channel model is very general in that the present output
of the channel can depend on some initial channel state, all past channel inputs and all past
channel outputs

The set up is information theoretic, and thus, we assume that delays do not matter. In fact,
if delays did matter, separation based architectures are not optimal from the point of view of
Reason 1c stated in Section 1.4.1 of Chapter 1.

We prove why universal source-channel separation should hold when all sets (source space,
channel input space, channel output space and source reproduction space) are finite, the
source is the uniform X source and the distortion metric is permutation invariant. This
requires a technical condition on the distortion function. This section is the most important
section of this thesis and should be thought of as the main idea for why separation holds for uni-
versal communication with afidelity criterion.

We rigorously prove the optimality of point-to-point setting when all sets (source space, chan-
nel input space, channel output space and source reproduction space) are finite, the source is
i.i.d. and the distortion metric is additive.

We discuss, on a high level, how to generalize the results to infinite sets, stationary ergodic
sources, and continuous time source and channel evolution. We also comment in brief that
if random-coding were not permitted, universal source-channel for rate-distortion does not
hold.

0 2.21 In the next chapter ...

In the next chapter, we generalize the results of this chapter to the multiuser setting. We
prove that if random-coding is permitted, and if the sources that various users want to com-
municate to each other are independent of each other (unicast setting), then separation based
architectures are optimal for universal multiuser communication with fidelity criteria in the
sense of reason 1c.
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Chapter 3

Optimality of digital communication for
communication with fidelity criteria:
universal, unicast multi-user setting

It is, therefore, with a certain amount of hesitation that the present paper has been written. Its
purpose is to present the formalization of the picture of Fig. 1 as the paradigm of a dynamical
system in the hope of showing its usefulness in mathematics, engineering and physics alike.

Model of
dynomil Unexplained
system Z l environmentsystemInteraction

varijobles

A dynamical system E is defined as a triple

E = (T, W, 6) (3.1)

with T c R the time axis; W an abstract set, called the signal alphabet; and 6 C WT the
behaviour.

-Jan Willems

N 3.1 In this chapter ...

* 3.1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we generalize the results of Chapter 2 to the multi-user setting. That is, we
prove that digital communication is optimal for rate-distortion communication in the sense
of reason Ic stated in Section 1.4.1 in Chapter 1, in the multi-user setting.
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Mathematically, the question is the following: Given a partially known medium m over
which N users want to communicate. N might be unknown. For 1 < i, j 5 N, i 5 j,
user i wants to communicate a random source Xjj to user j to within a distortion level Dij
under the distortion metric dig. If such communication is possible with certain consumption
of system resources (like energy and bandwidth) at each user, is the same communication
possible with digital schemes with the same or lesser consumption of system resources at
each user? See Figure 3.1.

Note that since we are assuming the medium to be partially known, we are asking the univer-
sal question, where universality is over the medium of communication.

We will answer the above question in the affirmative under the following assumptions:

" The sources Xjj are independent of each other. In the information-theory literature,
the technical term for this is that the setting is unicast. This assumption is crucial in
the sense that if the sources are correlated, digital communication is not optimal in the
sense of reason 1c. This is discussed further in Section 3.2.

" Random-coding is permitted. This is the same assumption required in the point-to-point
setting discussed in Chapter 2, and for precisely the same reason, as discussed in Section
2.17.

" For rigorous results, we assume that the sources are i.i.d. and the distortion measures
are additive. As in Section 2.14, results will hold for permutation invariant distortion
measures for uniform sources under certain technical assumptions on the rate-distortion
functions of the various sources. As in Section 2.16, results should be rigorously gener-
alizable for certain permutation invariant measures, for both i.i.d. and uniform sources
without enforcing technical assumptions on the rate-distortion functions.

In this chapter, we will outline the proof for the reduction of the multi-user problem to the
point-to-point problem. The proof is complete, though it is written in discursive style: the
reader can fill in the minor missing details.

We do not provide any answers to the problem of reliable communication of bits over a
medium. This is the classical problem of network information theory. Our view is a re-
duction view. We reduce the problem of rate-distortion communication ofvarious sources over a
medium to the classical network information theory problem of reliable communication by show-
ing the optimality of digital communication/source-channel separation architectures. Indeed, we
do this in the universal setting.
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0 3.1.2 A high-level statement of universal source-channel separation for
rate-distortion in the multi-user setting

High level statement 3.1 (Universal source channel separation or the optimality of digital
communication for universal multi-user communication with fidelity criteria in the unicast
setting). Let there be N users which want to communicate with each other universally over a
partially known medium m. User i wants to communicate source X;1 over the medium m to
user j to within a distortion level D. under distortion metric di;. Assuming that sources Xi; are
independent and assuming that random-coding is permitted, it is sufficient to consider separation
architectures: each user i, 1 < i < N first compresses the sources Xij, 1 < j < N, to within distor-
tion levels D .. under the distortion metric d ;, followed by the universal reliable communication
of all the compressed at various users over the partially known medium. There is sufficiency in the
sense if there exists some architecture to communicate the random sources to within the required
distortion levels universally over the partially known medium, and which consumes certain sys-
tem resources (like energy and bandwidth) at each user, then there exists a separation architecture
to universally communicate the random sources to within the same distortion levels universally
over the partially known medium, and which consumes the same or lesser system resources at each
user as in the original architecture.

N 3.1.3 Chapter outline

Section 3.2 discusses the important past literature on the problem of communication with
fidelity criteria in multi-user scenarios and the associated reduction to the traditional network
information theory problem reliable communication over a network.

Section 3.3 discusses multi-user communication systems. A multi-user communication sys-
tem consists of a physical medium interconnected with modems. We first we discuss multi-
user communication systems on a high level, and then a rigorous view of these systems. As in
the point-to-point framework, we assume that time evolves discretely in the medium though
the results can be directly generalized to the case when the medium evolves in continuous
time for the medium. This is followed by a discussion of resource consumption, for example,
energy and bandwidth consumption in the system. This is followed by a short note on digital
communication systems.

Section 3.5 is probably the most important section of this chapter. This section discusses the
methodology that we will use to prove the optimality of digital communication for multi-
user communication with fidelity criteria. This section will describe the methodology to
reduce this problem to the problem of point-to-point communication discussed in Chapter
2.

Section 3.1 gives a precise statement of the universal source-channel separation for rate distor-
tion in the unicast, multi-user setting, and Section 3.7 uses the methodology of Section 3.5 to
prove this theorem.



This is followed by a recapitulation of this chapter in Section 3.8.

E 3.2 Important past literature

In Chapter 2, we discussed previous research for the point-to-ponit setting. In this section,
we discuss previous important work for the multi-user setting.

The model of the medium that we will use is very general: the present medium outputs (the
number of medium outputs is some number N) may depend, in genral, on all past medium
inputs and all past medium outputs. The only research on multi-user problems with fidelity
criteria which hold for general media (and not just for 3 user multiple-access or broadcast
or for very specific media) is [TCDS]. [TCDS] proves the optimality of separation based
architectures in multi-user, rate-distortion context, assuming the sources are independent of
each other (that is the setting is unicast). In that sense, [TCDS], like us, also use the unicast
setting. Our work is more general in the sense that we assume the medium to be only partially
known whereas the medium in [TCDS] is assumed to be fully known: in other words, we
are solving the universal problem over the medium, whereas [TCDS] does not. There is
one other minor difference: [TCDS] uses the expected distortion criterion whereas we use
the probability of excess distortion criterion. As a result, [TCDS] requires finite memory
assumptions on the medium whereas we do not: this is a minor difference however, the major
difference is that we are solving the universal problem over the medium whereas [TCDS] is
not.

Both [TCDS] and our work use the unicast setting to prove separation for communication
with a fidelity criterion. One wonders if this is necessary. The answer is that there exist
counter examples when separation does not hold if the sources are correlated. Two examples
where separation does not hold are discussed in [Gas02] on Pages 27 and 28: reliable com-
munication over the multiple access channel with correlated sources and communication of
a gaussian source over a broadcast channel with fidelity. In both these examples, it is shown
that uncoded transmission achieves better performance than the performance achievable by
separation architectures. Thus, it follows that in order to prove general results, the unicast setting
is the extent to which we can go in order to prove exact separation results.

One question that arises is the following: can we say anything about the nature of separation
when the sources are not independent (that is, they are correlated). [TCDS] proves approx-
imate optimality results for separation under various restrictions on the distortion measure,
in the multi-cast setting, that is, when a user wants to communicate the same source to within
distortion levels to different users: in certain cases, they prove that the performance of sepa-
ration architectures is to within j bit of the performance of general architectures.

We have not proved any approximate optimality results in this thesis when the sources are
correlated.

The network coding literature also talks about another sense of separation: separation be-
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tween channel-coding and network-coding. See for example, [KEM]. Separation of channel-
coding and network-coding means the following: consider a network which consists of noisy
channels/links. Channel/network coding separation holds for a link in a network if a chan-
nel of capacity C in the network can be replaced with an error free link with throughput
C without changing the rate region. For networks for which this happens, the network in-
formation theory problem of reliable communication can be reduced to the network-coding
problem. As we have stated before, reliable communication and how to accomplish it is not
the focus of this thesis. The focus of this thesis is the reduction of rate-distortion communi-
cation problems in multi-user settings to the problem of reliable communication of bits in
multi-user settings; thus, we implicitly assume that we know how to solve the multi-user re-
liable communication problem. In this thesis, when we mention separation, we always mean
the separation of source-coding and channel-coding, and not the separation of channel-coding
and network-coding.

0 3.3 A multi-user communication system

In this section, we describe the model of a multi-user communication system and a digi-
tal multi-user communication system. We also comment on the resource consumption in a
multi-user communication system.

In a point-to-point communication system, communication happens over a channel. In a
multi-user communication system, communication happens over what we call, a medium.
In a point-to-point communication system, encoders and decoders aid communication. In a
multi-user communication system, the communication happens with the help of modulators-
demodulators or modems: this is because each user is both a sender and a receiver.

* 3.3.1 High level view of a multi-user point-to-point communication sys-
tem

The following is the high-level view of a multi-user point-to-point communication system.
This is a more detailed description of the description can be found in the next sub-section.

There are various users. The users communicate sources among each other. The system con-
sists of "architecture boxes" interconnected to a medium. The architecture boxes aid com-
munication. The architecture boxes can be thought of as system protocol or modulators-
demodulators. Architecture boxes, now onwards, will be refered to as modems. See Figure
3.2.

More concretely:

There are N users. N might change with time. User i communicates source X;;(t) to user
j over the system. i $ j: a user does not transmit anything to itself. The reproduction of
X;,(t) at user j is Y;j(t). The system potentially provides some guarantees on how close the



source reproduction Y;;(t) is to the source Xq (t). One example of a guarantee, and the one
we will use is the following: source X11(t) is communicated to within some distortion level.

Note the ordering of i and j in Y;j(t).

m denotes the medium. h1, h2, ... , h;, ... hN are various modems constructed over the
medium. h; is the modem used by user i, 1 < i < N.

Modem h; at user i takes source inputs X;1 (t), Xi2 (t), ... , X5 (t), ... ,XN(t). h; takes input
I;(t) from the medium m. In wireless systems, I;(t) is an electromagnetic wave. Modem
h; produces an output Oi(t) into the medium m. In wireless systems, Oi(t) is an electro-
magnetic wave. The modems also have a common randomness input r which they use the
generate random codes. Modem h; produces outputs source reproductions Y,;(t), Y2i(t), ... ,
Y;(t), ... , YNi(t). Ii is an input to the medium m but output to the modem hi. Oi(t) is an
output of the medium m but an input to the modem hi.

The medium takes inputs I(t), 12(t), ... , IN(t) and produces outputs 0 1 (t), 0 2 (t),

ON(t).

The time evolution in X;,(t), I(t), O (t), Y;;(t) will be sometimes supressed. They will be
denoted by X;j, OI, 0;, Y,.

The modem h1 encodes information into input I;. Ii contains information about

1. Sources Xi, 1 < j < N that user i wants to communicate to other users.

2. Sources X;,J, i' i. Modem h; has knowledge of other other sources X;y which are
not inputs at user i through the medium output O. In this case, information about
X;, is being relayed through user i.

The behavior of medium m may be complex. For example, wireless medium. The interaction
of medium m and modems h; and the resulting flow of information may be complex. The
users may be co-operating. There may be multi-hopping and feedback.

The exact medium and system behavior does not concern us. In our formulation, the end-
to-end system behavior that Xi; is communicated from user i to user j and received as Yj
is what will matter. The precise model that we will use is that the medium behavior as a
transition probability is only partially known in the sense that it might come from a set of
transition probabilities. We will call this a partially known medium. The precise mathemati-
cal model is the subject of Subsection 3.3.2.

The sources X;j should be thought of as primitive in the sense that system behavior, that is,
the behavior of modems h; and medium m do not affect the sources. Sources evolve in time,
independently of "everything else."
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m 3.3.2 Rigorous, mathematical view of a point-to-point communication
system

This subsection states the precise mathematical model of the given system which was de-
scribed imprecisely in the previous subsection. This model illustrates, how a "physical"
model of interconnection of apartially known medium with modems can be abstracted math-
ematically.

Some basic definitions

There are N users. N might change with time.

The system consists of

1. a medium m, and

2. a modem h; at each user i, 1 < i < N,

interconnected to each other.

Medium and modems are modeled stochastically. Sources are modeled as random processes.

We assume that medium and modems evolve only at integer times. They would start evolving
at some time, and we assume that this time is 1 (in general, it can be any integer time). This
assumption of evolution at integer times is made only for simplicity of presentation. All our
results hold even if medium and modems evolved in time, continuously.

In what follows, i $ j. This just means that a user is not communicating to itself. This will
not be stated again.

A fully known medium

First, we describe a fully known medium. This discussion will parallel the discussion of a
fully known physical channel in Section 2.5.2.

A fully known physical medium is one whose action as a transition probability is known.
This is mathematically abstracted as follows:

We want to use a very general medium model. The output of the medium can depend on all
past medium inputs and all past medium outputs. The medium input at user i is denoted by
z; and the medium output at user i is denoted by oi. Let the block-length be n. The medium
transition probability at time k is denoted by mk:

m(oi(k), 1 < i < N ln(1..h - 1), 1 < i < N, o"(1..k - 1), 1 < i < N) if ifk <n

k(on (k), 1 < i < N n, I <, i < N, o"(1..k - 1), 1 < i < N) if k > n (3.2)
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is the probability that the medium output at time k at user i is o(k), 1 < i < N, given that
past medium inputs at various users are z7(1..k - 1) (or 17, 1 < i < N if k > n) and the past
medium outputs at the various users are o7(1..k - 1),1 < i < N.

See Figure 3.3.

For each k, the medium input t7(k) is assumed to belong to some finite set Yj and medium
output o7(k) is assumed to belong to some finite set O;.

Note that mk is independent of the block-length n. When the block-length is n, the medium
evolves until some time tn ;> n where t, is an increasing function of n. The medium is
Mn"= (M1, M2,--.., It).

Note that the medium model is nested.

Over various block-lengths, the medium evolution is m =< m" >M.

In general, there is a dependence of mk on the initial channel state. However, we do not show
this dependence. This is because, the model of the medium that we will use is a partially
known medium, in that, the medium can belong to a family. For that reason, we will treat
the same medium with different initial states as different media and assume that all these
media belong to the family which make up the partially known medium. A partially known
medium is discussed next.

A partially known medium

Since the medium initial state might not be entirely known, and also, the exact action of
the medium m" as a transition probability might not be entirely known, we will model the
medium as a partially known medium:

A partially known medium is one which belongs to a family of transition probabilities d.
We will denote this by m E 4.

Modems

There is a modem h; at each user i. Each modem takes various inputs and outputs. For
block-length n, the modem acts as hn. As the encoders and decoders in the point-to-point
setting, the modems hn need not be nested. Thus, hi =< hn >0. The action of a modem is
described below. See also, Figure 3.4.

When the block-length is n, the modem hn at user i takes various inputs:

1. The source input sequence xj, 1 <j < N, that user i wants to communicate to user j.
xn is a realization of X". xn(k) belongs to some set X;j for all k

2. The input on from the medium m. The notation is og because oi is an output of the
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Figure 3.3. The medium

medium.

3. Common randomness input r. r is input to all h;,1 < i < N. r is a realization of a
continuous-valued random variable R.

The modem hi produces various outputs:

1. The source reproduction output y7. 1 < j < N, that user j wants to communicate to
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Figure 3.4. The modem at user i

user i. y".(k) belongs to some set Y/' Vk.

Note the ordering of i and j in x;; and y,;. The modems and the medium act causally.

We should think of yi; as a reproduction of xij, but with a time delay. The nth source

symbol of the source xi, may be reproduced at some time n' > n. Thus, y"'(n') might be the

reproduction of x (n)for some n' > n.

2. The output z into the medium from the modem. The notation is i; because t; is an
input to the medium.

Note 3.1. Sources, modem inputs and outputs, and source reproduction outputs are all ran-
dom processes. The corresponding notation is described later.

The modem h is a transition probability. At time k, the transition probability is h(k) and
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it acts as:

h (k)(y7(k),1 j < N, i(k)

xij, 1 < N, on(1..h - 1),tn(1..k - 1),y7 (1.. - 1), 1 < j < N, r), (3)

is the probability that when the block-length is n, the modem outputs at time k are

" source reproduction outputs y'7(k), 1 < j < N and

" modem output in(k) which is an input to the medium

given that

" source inputs are xf,

* medium outputs (into the modem) until time k - 1 are o7 (1..k - 1),

" the common randomness input is r, and

" the past modem outputs until time k - 1 are y(1..k - 1),1 5 j N and In(i..k - 1)

The modems evolve until time tn. t,, is the same time which we discussed when talking about
media. The reproduction of the source input x,(k) will happen at some time t,, ;> k. Thus

xi(k) is reproduced as yn,(t.,k). When the block-length is n, the modem

hn =(hn(1 ),hn(2),...,hn(t) (3.4)

h" need not be nested.

In the point-to-point case, when the encoders and decoders were separate, the model was less
complex. We could just define a block-length n encoder as e"(i" I x") and block-length n
decoder as f"l(y" I on). Since, the modem acts as both a modulator and a demodulator, we
need to take into account the causality of the interaction of the medium inputs (which are
outputs of the modems) and medium outputs (which are inputs to the modems), and this
leads to the above model where we need to describe hn (k) separately for each k.

Interconnection of medium and modems

The medium m and modems h;, 1 < i < N are interconnected as shown in Figure 3.2. Note,
in this figure, that the common randomness input r is the same for all modems.

The sources x;j, as stated before, are realizations of random processes X. With these inputs,
and the common randomness input variable R, the interconnected system evolves stochasti-
cally. After marginalizing out the common randomness variable R, for each initial state s,
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this leads to a joint random variable on the space of source, medium input, medium output
and source reproduction random variables:

Xg IOfY,,1 < i, j < N (3.5)

Note that for all i,j, X" is a vector of length n, whereas P, O, Y are vectors of length tn.
xn.(k) is reproduced at a time t,, >k as

We will re-label y (tn,k ) as y (k). This way, y .(k) will be the reproduction of xn (k) and this
would lead to simpler notation. The rest of the y7(/t) such that t is not equal to tn,k for any k are

not represented in this notation. That is fine because these y , (t) do not serve any purpose anyway.

Thus, now, in (3.5), X" and Y! are vectors of length n whereas I" and On are vectors of
length t,,.

See Figure 3.2, except that in the more rigorous notation, X;j(t) would be denoted by X"
ii

when the block-length is n and similarly for other inputs and outputs, and the modem hi is
denoted by hf, and similarly for other modems.

The end-to-end or the abstract system

With the interconnection of the medium and the modems, we can think of the end-to-end
system consisting only of source inputs and and source reproduction outputs and not looking
at the medium inputs and outputs. When the block-length is n, at time k, the source input
xn (k) is reproduced as yn (k).

E 3.3.3 Resource consumption in the multi-user communication system

Th following discussion of resource consumption builds on top of the corresponding discus-
sion for the point-to-point setting in Subsection 2.6.7.

Consider two multi-user communication systems si and S2. Let the various random-variables
of (3.5) for system s, when the block-length is n be XI OP Y , 1 < i, j ! N, and let these
random-variables for system S2 be X!![7 O7 Y . Note that as in the point-to-point setting
of Subsection 2.6.7, the inputs X;;, the same for both the systems.

A sufficient condition for the two systems s, and s2 to consume the same system resources is
that for each block-length n, the joint distribution of I 1,1 < i < N is the same as the joint dis-
tribution of I2, 1 < i < N. Note the parallel with the definition in the point-to-point setting.
Also, as in the point-to-point setting, this is a sufficient condition for two systems to consume
the same system resources, not a necessary condition. This sufficient condition for equality
for consumption of system resources makes sense for reasons similar to the point-to-point



setting, discussed in Subsection 2.6.7; a discussion is omitted here. For our purposes, when
making digital architectures corresponding to general analog architectures, we will maintain
the medium input distributions, and for that reason, this is the only condition which we will
need.

The following discussion of the consumption of "lesser" system resources is precisely the
same as in the point-to-point setting:

Suppose a communication system needs to be built to meet certain communication guaran-
tees. Suppose this can be done with certain consumption of system resources. Then, we will
say, abstractly, that the same guarantee can be met by consumption of the same or "lesser"
system resources. This, again, is an abstract definition because we have not defined the con-
sumption of a system resource; we have only stated a sufficient condition for the equality
of consumption of the same system resources by two systems. However, the reason for this
abstract use of the word "lesser" is done because for physical systems where resource con-
sumption can in fact be defined, this would be the right usage of "the same guarantee can be
met by consumption of the same or lesser system resources."

M 3.4 A multi-user digital communication system

A multi-user communication system is one where each modem is digital. We only provide a
high-level description, which is the same as the description of Section 1.6.

A digital modem h; is portrayed in Figure 1.4. At user i, the sources Xi1 , Xi 2 , ... , XiN are
first converted to random binary sequences by the source encoders. These binary sequences
are communicated reliably over the medium with the help of medium modems at the various
users. Finally, at user i, the source decoders help produce the reproductions Yl;, ... , YNi, of
Xi, ...-, XNi, respectively. The story is the same at each modem hi.

Resource consumption in a digital communication system is defined in exactly the same way
as in a general communication system: this is because the sufficient condition that we have
stated for equality of consumption of system resources depends only on the medium inputs.

A rigorous description is omitted.

* 3.5 Spirit of the question: the idea that we will use to reduce proving
optimality of digital communication in multi-user setting to proving
the optimality of digital communication in the point-to-point setting

In this section, we describe the idea that we will use to reduce proving the optimality of dig-
ital communication for the multi-user setting to the point-to-point setting. This section just
describes the idea: the high-level methodology for proving the optimality of digital commu-
nication in multi-user communication problems is discussed in the next section.

12.3Sec. 3.4. A multi-user digital communication system
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Given a multi-user communication system which is known to communicate random sources
X;;(t) from user i to user j, 1 < i,j < N over a medium m with the help of modems h;
at user i. Further, let s and r be two particular users. It is known that source Xsr(t) is
communicated from user s to user r over the system to within some guarantee. Denote the
guarantee by G. See Figure 3.5.. Xr(t) is received as Yr(t). An example of a guarantee and
the one we will use is that Xr(t) is communicated to within some distortion level.

We ask a question about the communication of another random source Xsr(t) evolving in
time from user s to user r, in place of the source X, r(t). The source X, r(t) should be received
with some other guarantee G'. An example of gaurantee G' and the one we will use is that
X,.(t) needs to be communicated to within some distortion level. By "Xs,(t) should be
communicated in place of X,,r(t) with guarantee G," we mean that the source Xr( t) need
not be communicated to with guarantee G any more in the new communication system
which communicates Xr(t) with guarantee G.

We will assume that the sources X are independent of each other Vi , j. This assumption is crucial.

We will also assume that the source X',, (t) is independent of sources Xi ;(t)Vi ,j. We are uncertain
about the cruciality of this assumption for our results. In order to prove the result concerning
optimality of digital communication in the multi-user setting that we do in the next section,
this assumption is okay to make; in fact, we will make X'r(t) have the same distribution
as X,,(t) but independent of all X;(t)Vi, j, in particular, independent of X,,(t). X',(t) is
primitive in the sense that it evolves in time, independently of the rest of the system.

We require that changes made in the system for the desired communication of Xf,(t) from
user s to user r should not change the communication of X;j(t) from user i to user j for
(i, j) $ (s, r). Mathematically, this means that X;,(t) should be received precisely as Y,(t) in
distribution for (i, j) $ (s, r). Of course, as stated and emphasized before, instead of X,,(t),

Xr(t) now, needs to be communicated from user s to user r.

Each user only has local knowledge. At time r, user i has knowledge of the source realization
x;j(t), -oo < t <r,1 <j 5 N, the modem h;, medium input realization t;(t), -oo < t <,r,
medium output realization o;(t),-oo < t < r, the realization of reproduction of sources
from various users destined for user i, y,;(t),-oo < t < r, 1 < j < N and the common
randomness input r. User i also has knowledge of any guarantees associated with sources
at user i, that is, sources Xe,,1 < j < N. There is knowledge at each user that the sources
X;,1 < i,j < N,X1r are all independent of each other.

Users do not have knowledge of the action of the medium as a transition probability. In
particular, the setting is universal.

System architecture can be changed, only locally. h, and hr can be changed in order to com-
municate the source X'r. All other modems should remain the same: that is, for i $ s, r, his r
should remain unchanged.
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Question: When can Xr (t) be communicated to within the required guarantee G' in place
of X,r(t) which is known to be communicated with guarantee G, and how?

We have not stated the definitions of guarantees G and G'. In this section, we only state the
view that we are going to take.

The communication of X1 (t) in place of Xsr (t) will be accomplished in the following way:

Since there is no knowledge of the medium transition probability, we would like to man-
tain the input-output behavior of the medium. We want to use this method because if the
joint input distribution of the medium inputs I(t), 1 < i < N is changed, in the absence of
the knowledge of medium transition probability, it is impossible to know the evolution of
the medium outputs. In order to mantain the medium joint input distribution, we would
mantain the distribution X,,(t). We would build an encoder e which would map the source

X r(t) into an encoded input whose distribution is precisely the same as the source process
X,r (t). We will thus simulate Xs r(t). Denote this simulated source by Xr (t). The guarantee G
will be satisfied between the simulated source Xr,(t) and output which we denote by Y',(t).
We will then use this output Y',(t) to make a decoding Y'r(t) with the use of a decoder f.
See Figure 3.6.

Notation 3.1 (Simulated source). The simulated source at the input to modem h, at the point
where the input was X,, is Xr. The corresponding "simulated output" is Y,.

This encoding procedure can be thought of as embedding information about X' into Xsr-sr s

Interconnecting the encoder e to the modem h, by maintaining the distribution can also
be thought of in terms of interconnections and maintaining behaviors, as in the stochastic
counterpart of the behavioral view of Willems [Wil89] and [Wi07].

Note that with this encoding-decoding procedure, we will not be "breaking" the modems h,
and hr. The new modem h, at user s is the composition of h, and e. The new modem h'
at user r is the composition of d and hr. In other words, we are building "on top of" the
existing architecture to accomplish the required communication. Note that e is a random
code. Note that the encoder-decoder (e,f) is a random code.

By requirement, the modem h' is the same as h; for i $ s, r.

The joint distribution of the inputs to modems h; has been mantained. This is because X1,(t)
is unchanged for (i, j) $ (s, r). For (i, j) = (s, r), the input, now is Xr (t) instead of Xsr(t).
Xf,(t) has the same distribution as Xr(t). X',(t) is independent of Xi (t),(i,j) $ (s, r)
by construction and because of the assumption that X',(t) is independent of Xi;(t). Thus,
the joint distribution at the inputs to modems h; has been mantained. As a result, X;,(t)
is received precisely as Y;j (t) for (i,j) $ (s, r) (note that this is a statement about random
processes and what we mean is that in distribution, Xi,(t) .is received precisely as Y, (t) for
(i, j) $ (s, r)). Of course, X,r(t) is not received as Y,r(t) because Xr(t) does not need to be
communicated any more. The goal is to communicate X,(t) instead of Xr(t). Instead of
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X,r(t), thus, its simulated version X5 (t) is transmitted.

We stated before that we would like the joint medium input and output distributions to be
mantained. By mantaining the distribution of X,,(t), this has automatically happened.

Note 3.2. We are using this way of simulating Xr(t) and "building on top" of the already
existing architecture in order to communicate X,(t) from user s to user r. Other ways may
exist. This is the view and method that we use.

The assumption of independence of sources X;; is required in the above construction for the
following reason:

Let X;;(t) and Xsr(t), (i,j) $ (s,r) be dependent. In order to communicate X'r(t), we
simulate Xsr(t) as described above. This would mean that Xi,(t) would also need to be,
atleast partially simulated in order to respect the joint distribution of Xs,(t) and X;j(t). This
would mean that the system behavior would change for the transmission of X;j (t) from user
i to user j. This is not permitted.

By construction, the joint distribution of the medium inputs has been maintained. By the
discussion in Subsection 3.3.3. consumption of systems resources at each modem and the
consumption of system resources in total is unchanged.

Note that it is not yet unclear if such a system for communication of X, with guarantee G'
in place of Xsr exists. We are just describing the view that we will take. A similar procedure
can potentially be followed for communication of other sources X'J, (t) from a user i to user j,
1 < i, j 5 N in place of source X,, with some other guarantee. This results in a decentralized
system for communication of various sources between various users over a medium.

Note further that in order to construct e and f, we did not require the knowledge of the medium
transition probability. Thus, the medium might only be partially known. We are thus, solving the
universal problem, where universality is over the medium.

In Section 3.7, we will use the reasoning described in this section to prove universal source-
channel separation for rate-distortion in the multi-user setting by making the source X',(t)
have the same distribution as the source X,,.(t). First, we make a precise statement in the
next section.

0 3.6 A precise statement of the optimality of digital communication for
universal multi-user communication with fidelity criteria

Theorem 3.1 (Universal source channel separation or the optimality of digital communica-
tion for universal multi-user communication with fidelity criteria in the unicast setting). Let
there be N users which want to communicate with each other over a partially known medium
m. User i wants to universally communicate source Xij over the medium m to user j to within
a distortion level Dij under an additive distortion metric di. Assuming that sources Xij are
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independent and assuming that random-coding is permitted, it is sufficient to consider separation
architectures: each user i, 1 < i <N first compresses the sources X;;, 1 < j < N, to within distor-
tion levels D j under the distortion metric di, followed by the universal reliable communication
of all the compressed sources at various users over the partially known medium. There is suffi-
ciency in the sense if there exists some architecture to communicate the random sources to within
the required distortion levels universally over the partially known medium, and which consumes
certain system resources (like energy and bandwidth) at each user, then there exists a separation
architecture to universally communicate the random sources to within the same distortion lev-
els universally over the partially known medium, and which consumes the same or lesser system
resources at each user as in the original architecture.

* 3.7 The proof of Theorem 3.1

Using the point-to-point formalism of Chapters 2 and the methodology described in the pre-
vious section, we provide an outline of how to generalize universal source-channel separation
from the point-to-point setting to the multi-user setting. The proof is written in discursive
style and is essentially complete.

Let Xi; =< X; >*, 1 < i, j < N be independent sources.

Given that there exists a system consisting of a partially known medium m and modems h;
at user i, 1 < i < N, interconnected to each other as in Figure 3.2, such that independent
sources X;; are communicated from user i to user j and received as Y; with the help of
modems < hn >' at user i, 1 < i < N, where the modem at user i is hn when the block-
length is n.

Let s and r be two particular users.

Let the source Xsr be i.i.d. Note that for now, this i.i.d. assumption is made only for the
source Xsr and not for the other sources X;;, (i,j) $ (s, r). It is known that with the above
system architecture, the source Xsr is communicated to within a probability of excess dis-
tortion D,, under an additive distortion metric dr from user s to user r over the partially
known medium m . That is, for some wsr =< Wsr,n >7 , Cosr,n -+0 as n - oo, end-to-end,

Px" Y" -( nr(X, ,Y")>Dsr < Wsr,n -+ 0asn-.-oo (3.6)

We will keep referring to Figure 3.7.

Question: assuming that there is common randomness, can source Xsr be communicated to
within a distortion D from user s to user r by using a separation architecture, that is, by using
an architecture which first compresses the source X, r to within distortion level Ds, followed
by reliable communication of the compressed source over the medium in such a way that

129Sec. 3.7. The proof of Theorem 3.1
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consumption of system resources is unchanged, and such that the communication of the rest
of the sources in the system is unchanged in distribution?

We will answer this question in the affirmative by using the methodology of Section 3.5 by
using the results from the point-to-point setting of Chapter 2.

For now, neglecting the communication of the rest of the sources, and thinking of the com-
munication of source Xsr from user s to user r to within a probability of excess distortion
Dsr as a point-to-point system, by using the results from Chapter 2, it follows that there exist
source encoder-decoder < s,s" >0 and channel encoder-decoder < e'" ,f'n >0 (see Figure

3.7) such that the source Xsr is communicated, end-to-end, to within a distortion Dsr by use
of a digital architecture. However, the question arises whether in this new architecture, the
communication of the rest of the sources has been affected. The answer is that it has not
been affected and this follows from the construction of e'". Recall from Chapter 2 that e'"
generates i.i.d. Xsr codes. Thus, the input to h" in the new architecture which we denote by
X, has the same distribution as Xs,,. From the arguments of Section 3.5, it follows that the
communication of the rest of the sources has not been affected in distribution, nor has the
consumption of system resources been increased. Since we do not require the exact knowl-
edge of the medium, we are also solving the universal problem.This answers the question
raised above in the affirmative.

Next assume that all sources X;; are i.i.d. In general, source X;j needs to be communicated
from user i to userj to within a probability of excess distortion Di, 1 < i < N. By comments
from Section 3.5, it follows that the same procedure carried out from user s to user r can be
carried out for any two pair of users.

The independence assumption on sources X;j is required for reasons of Section 3.5.

Thus, optimality of digital communication for universal multi-user communication with fi-
delity criteria when the sources are independent of each other and random-coding is permit-
ted, follows.

* 3.8 Recapitulation

We have proved the optimality of digital communication for communication with fidelity
criteria in multi-user settings. There are two crucial assumptions:

1. The sources which the various users want to communicate are independent of each other
(the setting is unicast)

2. There is common randomness, that is, random-coding is permitted.

Without these assumptions, the results are false.

131Sec. 3.8. Recapitulation
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The proof is a simple generalization of the point-to-point universal source-channel separation
theorem for rate-distortion discussed in Chapter 2: we do an induction over all source pairs
in the network. This needs to be done with care, and we do this by maintaining the marginals
at the inputs to the medium by using the methodology described in Section 3.5.

Since the proofs just build on the point-to-point proofs, many comments made in Chapter 2
also hold here, and we omit a discussion.

0 3.9 In the next chapter

In the next chapter, we discuss, to what extent, the results of this chapter are applicable to the
traditional wireless telephony problem.



Chapter 4

Optimality of digital communication:
Partial applicability of result from the
previous chapter to the traditional wireless
telephony problem

We should make things as simple as possible, but not simpler.
-Albert Einstein

* 4.1 In this chapter

* 4.1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we see the application of results from the previous chapter to the problem
of traditional wireless telephony. The results will only be partially applicable but lend some
insight into the use of separation architectures in traditional wireless telephony. In the rest of
this chapter, when we say wireless, we will be referring to the problem of traditional wireless
telephony.

* 4.1.2 Chapter outline

In Section 4.2, we discuss the features of traditional wireless telephony problem. We also
prove that under certain assumptions that are not necessarily true, digital communication is
optimal for the traditional wireless telephony problem. We do this to understand, to what
extent digital communication is optimal for the traditional wireless telephony problem.

One crucial assumption that we make which is not true is that the voice signals of all the
users are independent of each other. Why this assumption is not true is discussed in Section
4.2 in brief. In Section 4.3, we discuss a toy problem, an understanding of which can help
understand what happens when correlated sources need to communicated over a medium and
to what extent if at all, will separation hold in such a scenario.
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In Section 4.4, we recapitulate this chapter.

0 4.2 Partial application to the wireless problem

In this section, we discuss the traditional wireless telephony problem and the partial applica-
bility of the optimality of digital communication to this problem.

* 4.2.1 The wireless telephony problem

There are 2N users, S1, S2,.--, SN, and S', S', ... , S'. For all i, users Si and S wish to talk to
each other. The voice signal of user S; is V and the voice signal of user S' is V.

* I

The question is: how does one design wireless architectures to maximize the number of users
communicating at the same time over the wireless medium under certain constraints on re-
source consumption.

* 4.2.2 The features of the wireless problem and the assumptions that we
make

The wireless problem has the following features:

1. Pairwise independence of voice signals: V is independent of Vj, V' for j 3 i. This isI
because what two users talk to each other is independent of what other users are talking
amongst each other. They might be talking about the same subject. For example, if it is
close to the elections or valentines day, a lot of conversations will revolve around these
particular topic. What we are saying is that the conversation between a pair of users is
independent of the conversation between another pair of users.

However, V and V! are dependent of each other. This is because the conversation
between two users will depend on what they are saying to each other.

For our result on separation to be applicable, we require that all signals be independent
of each other. In particular, we require that V be independent of V' for all j. As

i
discussed above, this is not true for j $ i. This is a crucial assumption which is not
true which we will make in order to prove the optimality of digital communication for the
traditional wireless telephony problem.

2. The wireless medium is time varying and only partially known: Wireless medium, that
is, the atmosphere, changes with time and the exact operation of transmission of elec-
tromagnetic waves through the atmosphere might not be known. The communication
methodology should work irrespective of the state of the atmosphere. Of course, there
will be certain "very bad" states of the atmosphere under which the communication



will not be possible at all; however, we would want the communication to happen for
some states of the atmosphere.

3. Voice admits distortion: Voice admits distortion in the sense that what the listener hears
need not be exactly the same as what the speaker speaks in order for the listener to make
out, what the speaker spoke.

4. Other concerns: There are other important features and concerns, for example, security
and delay. Voice communication happens in real-time and only delays of the order of
milli-seconds are permitted. Voice communication should happen securely. There are
other concerns which we do not talk about here.

We make the following assumptions:

1. All the voice signals V, V', 1 < i, j < N are independent of each other, not just pair-
wise. As stated above, this is not true. However, we assume that this is the case.

2. Distortion measure on voice is permutation invariant

3. Delays do not matter

E 4.2.3 Optimality of digital communication for wireless

With the above assumptions, it follows from results from the previous chapter that separation
holds: assuming random coding is permitted, it is sufficient to consider separation based
architectures where each user first compresses its voice signal and this is followed by the
universal reliable communication of the compressed voice signals over the wireless medium.
There is sufficiency in the sense that if voice communication of certain number of users can be
accomplished over the wireless medium with certain energy, bandwidth and other resource
consumption, the same can be accomplished using a separation based architecture, too. In
other words, there exists a "best possible" digital architecture.

M 4.3 The assumption that all the voice signals are independent

As stated above, we assumed that all voice signals V, V are independent of each other. How-
ever, as we said, this is not true in that V and V' are not independent of each other.

To understand what happens when signals are dependent, it would be helpful to consider the
problem only with two users s and s'. User s wants to communicate a source V to user s'
with some distortion D under distortion metric d and user s' wants to communicate a source
V' to S with some distortion D' under some distortion metric d'. The sources V and V' may
be dependent on each other. See Figure 4.3. V denotes the reconstruction of V at user s' and
V' denotes the reconstruction of V' at user s.

Sec. 4.3. The assumption that all the voice signals are independent 135
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User s User s'
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Figure 4.1. How do we build modems h, and h,, for communication of sources V and V' which may be
dependent? To what extent, if at all, and maybe approximately, does separation hold?

If this problem is understood, this would lend further insight into the ramifications of the
dependence between V and V! in the wireless problem. As we discussed in Section 3.2,
Gastpar, in [Gas02] discusses two examples where separation does not hold if the sources are
correlated. We do not expect separation to hold in the example discussed above. However, we
have not worked this out.

Even if separation does not hold, it would be insightful to understand, to what extent separa-
tion holds in the above example, and in general, when sources are correlated and the medium
is only partially known. [TCDS] does consider the question of approximate optimality in
the case when a user wants to communicate the same source (multi-cast) to various users to
within different distortion levels. This is a special

As we stated in Section 3.2, [TCDS] proves, in certain scenarios, approximate optimality
results when the sources are correlated with each other. It would be interesting to see if one
can do the same for the setting described in this section. The setting in [TCDS] to prove
approximate optimality results is very different from the example described in this section:
[TCDS] has the the setting where a user wants to communicate the same source to within
possibly different distortion levels to other users, and thus, this can be thought of as the case
when sources at a particular user are perfectly correlated with each other. In particular, the
correlated sources are at the same user. The example in this section has correlated sources
at different users. In spite of these differences, it would be interesting to see if approximate
optimality results can be proved for the example in this section, and for the most general
scenario of correlated sources at multiple users.



S 4.4 Recapitulation

In this chapter, we proved the partial applicability of the optimality of digital communication
to the traditional wireless telephony problem. This requires certain assumptions which are
not true: the main such assumption is that the voice signals which users want to communicate
to each other are independent of each other. Some of the other assumptions are that the
distortion metric that can be put on voice are permutation invariant and that, delays do not
matter, but we do not consider these serious assumptions compared to the assumption of
voice signals being independent.

Because of the assumptions that we have to make which are not true, the applicability of our
results to the wireless telephony problem is partial and not full.

* 4.5 In the next chapter ...

In the next chapter, we change gears. We discuss an operational perspective on the optimality
of digital communication for universal communication with fidelity criteria. This was dis-
cussed partly in Chapter 2 and will be discussed further in the next chapter. I think of this as
the second flavor of my thesis.

137Sec. 4.4. Recapitulation
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Chapter 5

Optimality of digital communication:
operational view-point

Work on a proof until it is as evident as 2+2= 4.

-Paraphrased from a source which Ido not remember

* 5.1 In this chapter ...

* 5.1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we switch gears and discuss the second flavor of this thesis as discussed in
Chapter 1: a rigorous operational view of the optimality of digital communication for com-
munication with a fidelity criterion in the point-to-point setting. Since the proof for the
multi-user setting was a simple generalization of the proof in the point-to-point setting, this
also provides an operational view of the optimality of digital communication for communi-
cation with fidelity criteria in the multi-user setting.

In Section 2.14 of Chapter 2, we gave a proof of the universal source-channel separation for
communication with a fidelity criterion holds in the point-to-point setting for the uniform
X source when the distortion measure is permutation invariant. This proof was based on the
assumption that RP (D) = R (D,inf). This proof, as we said in Section 2.14 is operational: it
uses only the definitions of channel capacity as the maximum rate of reliable communication
and the rate-distortion function as the minimum rate needed to compress a source to within
a certain distortion level. It does not use the definitions of channel capacity as a maximum
mutual information and the rate-distortion function as a minimum mutual information. Note
that when we use the word operational, it does not have to do anything with something being
physically operational or practical. What we mean is that we want to try to deal only with
mathematical structures which reflect the real meaning of the quantities rather than simplified
mathematical structures.

One of the things that we will prove in this chapter is RP (D)= R (D,inf). We do this opera-
tionally. This will just provide an operational perspective on universal source-channel separa-
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tion without any technical assumptions. This proof will require steps which go through the
i.i.d. X source. Some readers would question the use of the uniform X source. Traditional
information theory literature uses the i.i.d. X source. In my opinion, the uniform X source
captures all the ideas: it is simpler than an i.i.d. X source, in that it consists of only one type
class and yet, is "close to" an i.i.d. X source because most of the probability of an i.i.d. X
source rests on sequences with type "close to" pX. In my opinion, this is enough.

However, for the reader unsatisfied with the uniform X source, we will generalize the results
to the i.i.d. X source. However, for the i.i.d. X source, we will provide an operational
proof of pseudo-universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion for additive distortion
measures instead of universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion. Pseudo-universal
differs from universal in that we will not require a uniformity in the rate at which probability
of excess distortion - 0 as block-length - oo when communicating over the channel:

The partially known channel k e c is said to be capable of pseudo-universally commu-
nicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D if there exists an encoder-decoder pair
< e",f" >m independent of the particular k E a such that under the joint distribution
pxny. as described above,

Pxnyn -d(XnY")>D -+0asn--ooVkE.<V (5.1)(n

The reader should compare this definition with the definition of a partially known channel
which is capable of universally communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D
in Definition 2.25: there is no w =< " >' sequence in the definition anymore which was
introduced to enforce the uniformity over the partially known channel k e 4 in the rate
at which the probability of excess distortion -. 0 as n -+ oo. Now, we do not ask for this
uniformity.

We defined in Chapter 2, a channel which is capable of communicating i.i.d. X source to
within a distortion D. Note that we in fact defined apartially known channel which is capable
of communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D. However, let k E 4 denote a
partially known channel which is capable of universally communicating i.i.d. X source to
within a distortion D. Thus, there exist encoder-decoder < e",f" >m such that for the
composition of the encoder, channel and decoder < e" o k ofn >', (2.25) holds for some
c =< v, >i, v, - 0 as n - oo. We can think of c e W0 =< e ok of" >' as a composite
channel with input space X and output space Y, and we can think of this partially known
channel as directly communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D.

We define WX,D to be the set of channels which pseudo-directly communicates the i.i.d. X
source to within a distortion D. c e WXD can then be thought of as a partially known
channel. Note that the w sequence for different channels in WXD might be different, and for
this reason we call it pseudo-direct communication and not direct communication.

We will define what we call the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channel WX,D. The
pseudo-universal capacity differs from universal capacity in the sense that we do not ask for a
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uniformity in the rate at which error probability -+ 0 as block-length n -+ oo over the set of
channels; it can be different for different channels; of course, as in the definition of universal
capacity, the same encoder-decoder should work for all channels in the set. Similarly, we
will define what it means for a partially known channel k e a to be capable of pseudo-
universally communicating a random source to within a distortion level D: again, the only
difference will be that we will not ask for uniformity in the rate at which the probability of
excess distortion -+ 0 as block-length n -+ oo over the particular k e .cV; of course, as in the
definition of universal capability of a channel to universally communicate a source to within
a certain distortion level, the same encoder-decoder should work for all k e d(.

We prove operationally that the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels CX,D is
> Rj(D) = RP (D). From this, will follow the optimality of digital communication for

communication with a fidelity criterion where we use pseudo-universal communication for
communication to within a distortion D instead of universal communication to within a dis-
tortion D. We will call this the An operational view-point on optimality of digital communica-
tion for pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion or A n operational view-point
on pseudo-universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion.

On the way, we will need to define the corresponding channel set for the uniform X source
which we will denote by WyD and we will derive relation between pseudo-universal capaci-
ties of various channel sets and the various rate-distortion functions.

We believe that the above steps can also be carried out with universal capacity instead of
pseudo-universal capacity with only minor modifications; however, we have not worked
them out. For the reader unhappy with this explanation, the reader can think of this as
an operational view of the non-universal view on the optimality of digital communication,
that is the channel is a fully known channel: for a fully known channel, pseudo-universal
capacity and the universal capacity are the same because uniformity is trivial for a channel set
which consists of just one channel.

Another consideration that we do not have in this chapter is that of resource consumption.
We prove the optimality of digital communication but do not look at the resource consump-
tion in the digital architecture as opposed to a more general architecture. Again, this is some-
thing I believe is something that should be possible quite easily but I have not done it. For the
reader unhappy with this explanation, the reader should think of it as the way things are done
in the usual information theory literature in the discrete case where resource consumption
is not considered at all. I should add that I do not agree with this approach in the literature
because resource consumption is a very important issue, and when proving optimality of dig-
ital communication, one should prove that it can be done with the same or lesser resource
consumption as compared to other architectures; in our case in this chapter, I quite strongly
believe that it can be done; just that I have not done it.

We will in fact prove that the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels cXD is precisely
R (D), and not just > RP(D). We will use this to give the idea for an alternate proof of the
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rate-distortion theorem for those i.i.d. sources X for which px(x) is rational Vx e X. I
believe that our proof is more insightful than the original proof of Shannon [Sha59]. This
also leads to connections between source and channel coding which was talked about in brief
Subsection 2.14.10, and is elaborated on a bit more in this chapter.

U 5.1.2 Chapter outline

In Section 5.3, we discuss the i.i.d. X and the uniform X sources: the two sources which we
use in this chapter, and the to sources for which the theorems interplay with each other.

In Section 5.4, we discuss the rate-distortion source-coding problem. We define source-codes
and what we call, jump source codes. The definitions of source-codes are made for coding
both the i.i.d. X and the uniform X sources. We define various rate-distortion functions for
the i.i.d. and the uniform X sources and prove the equality of all the rate-distortion functions.
The proof of the equality of the various rate-distortion functions is operational.

In Section 5.5, we discuss the channel-coding problem. We define channels and what we call
jump channels. We define, what we means for these channels to pseudo-directly communicate
i.i.d. X and uniform X sources to within certain distortion levels, and correspondingly define
various sets of channels or jump channels which pseudo-directly communicate the i.i.d. X
and the uniform X sources to within certain distortion levels. We define the pseudo-universal
capacities of these sets of channels and derive relations between these capacities. The deriva-
tion of these relations is operational.

In Section 5.6, we link the source-coding and the channel-coding problem. We prove that
the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels which pseudo-directly communicate the
uniform X source to within a distortion D is equal to the minimum rate required to compress
the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D. A similar statement is proved for the i.i.d. X
source. The derivation of this result is operational.

In Section 5.7, we state the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-
distortion and use the result of the previous section to finish the final step in proving oper-
ationally, the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for communication with
a fidelity criterion. Comments are made that we do not take into account resource con-
sumption unlike Chapter 2, and that, we are operationally proving a pseudo-universal, not
universal source-channel separation theorem for communication with a fidelity criterion. We
also discuss the operational nature of the proof and compare our proof with Shannon's non-
operational proof.

Out of our operational proof, also come out connections between source and channel cod-
ing. These connections are discussed In Section 5.8. Also, we provide an alternate proof of the
rate-distortion theorem for those i.i.d. X sources for which px(x) is rational Vx E X. Com-
ments are made on why this proof is in our opinion, more insightful and more operational
than Shannon's.
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In this chapter, we have proved operationally, a pseudo-universal, not a universal source-
channel separation theorem for rate-distortion. In Section 5.9, we comment briefly on what
changes might be needed in order to prove a universal source-channel separation theorem for
rate-distortion. Further, in this chapter, we have not taken into account resource consump-
tion in the system when constructing the digital architecture. In Section 5.10, we comment
very briefly on how we could also take into account, the resource consumption in the system,
when proving the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion.

In Section 5.11, we recapitulate this chapter and make some final remarks on this chapter.

* 5.2 A note on definitions

We will, en-route, be re-defining many quantities, that have already been defined in Chapter
2. We do this for two reasons:

" To make this chapter complete in itself

" Some definitions like those of random source-codes and random channel-codes will look
different from those of Chapter 2 but will be the same in spirit as those of Chapter 2

M 5.3 Sources

We consider 2 kinds of sources: i.i.d. and uniform. These are defined below.

Let X be a finite set.

Definition 5.1 (i.i.d. X source). Let X be a random-variable on X. Let X" denote i.i.d. X
sequence of block-length n. X" is a random-variable on X". <X" >' is the i.i.d. X source.
By abuse of notation, we denote X =< X" >*,

Definition 5.2 (Uniform X source). Let X be a random variable on X. Let px(x) be rational
Vx. Let no be the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is an integer Vx E X. Let W"
denote the set of sequences with (exact) empirical distribution (type) px. W"n is non-empty if
and only if no divides n. Let n' -non. Let U"' denote a random variable which is uniform
on q/"' and zero elsewhere. Then, < Un' >1 is the uniform X source and is denoted by U.
Intuitively, the uniform X source is the source which puts uniform distribution on the set of all
sequences whose empirical distribution is px.

Note 5.1. The superscript n' in W"' denotes that the block-length is n'. It does not mean that
9/"' is the cartesian product of some set W with itself n times. Infact, the set W = V/ is
empty unless no = 1. Similarly, the superscript n' in U"' denotes block-length. It does not
mean that U"' is i.i.d. U source for some random variable U.

Definition 5.3 (no). no is the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is an integer Vx E X.
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Definition 5.4 (n'). n'- non.

Note 5.2. Uniform X source is defined onlyfor those block-lengths which are divisible by no.
Note 5.3. If px(x) is irrational for some x E X, " is empty Vn. Thus, in order to define
the uniform X source, the assumption that px(x) be rational Vx e X is necessary.

Note 5.4. Let px(x) be rational Vx E X. The uniform X source and the i.i.d. X source
are "close" to each other in the following sense. The uniform X source puts mass only only
sequences with empirical distribution exactly px. For large n, i.i.d. X source puts "most of"
its mass on sequences with empirical distribution "close to" px. We are interested in i.i.d.
X source. Uniform X source is introduced only because some arguments can be made can
rigorous for the uniform X source, which, we do not know, how to make rigorous for the
i.i.d. X source.

0 5.4 The rate-distortion problem

In this section, we discuss the rate-distortion problem of source-coding (compressing) the
i.i.d. and the uniform X sources. We define source-codes and jump source-codes We define
various rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. X and the uniform X sources with the expected
and the probability of excess distortion definitions, taking limits as liminf and lim sup, and
allowing jump source codes when source-coding the i.i.d. X source. We prove the continuity,
convexity and the equality of various rate-distortion functions defined.

0 5.4.1 Source codes

Source-codes are sequences for various block-lengths.

This subsection defines deterministic and random source-codes and jump source-codes for the
i.i.d. X source, and deterministic and random source-codes for the uniform X source. The
output space of the source-codes will be a finite set Y.

Source codes to encode the id. X source

When the block-length is n, the input space is X", the cartesian product of X with itself n
times, and the output space is W", the cartesian product of Y with itself, n times.

Let ,;(R) denote the set of all functions with domain X" and range {1,2,..., 2 [nRJ}. Let
,;;(R) denote the set of all functions with domain {1,2,..., 2LnRJI and range Y".

Definition 5.5 (Rate R deterministic source-code). Rate R deterministic source-code is a
sequence s =< s" >"0=< e",f" >0. en E B;(R) and ffn E j5 (R). This is interpreted as
follows. When the block-length is n, x" E X" is encoded as e"(x") and a e {1, 2 ,..., 2 LknRJI
is decoded as f"(a). f"(e"(x")) is the actual encoding of x" by the source-code.
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Note 5.5. In the definition of a rate R deterministic source-code, the set {1,2,..., 2 nRJ I can
be replaced by any set of cardinality 2 [nRJ.

Random source codes, which consist of a random source encoder and a random source de-
coder were defined in Section 2.7.2 as transition probabilities. In this chapter, we will view
them in another, equivalent way: as a joint distribution on the space of deterministic source
encoders and decoders

Definition 5.6 (Rate R random source-code with common randomness). A rate R random
source-code with common randomness is a sequence s =< s" >00 which should be inter-
preted as follows. p,. is a probability distribution on E;(R) x 5n (R). That is, P,. E
3 (B"(R) x Sr;(R)). This is interpreted as follows. When block-length is n, the determinis-
tic source-code (e",f"),e" e Eg(R),f E (R) is used as the source-code with probability
P,"((e",f"n))-

Note 5.6. If a source-code s has rate R, it also has rate > R.

Definition 5.7 (Transition probability corresponding to a source-code). Let dx.,, denote
the set of all deterministic encoder-decoder pair (e",f") which encode x" as y". That is,
ax n,, n- {(e",f")|f"(e"(x")) = y"}. p,(x-a,,n) is the probability that x" is encoded as

y"n by the source-code s. This can be used to define a stochastic kernel/transition probability
matrix q,": " -- Y(3") as follows. q"(ynxn) = p,.(.,,.). q"(ynxn) is the probability
that x" is encoded as y" by the source code s. The sequence q, =< q, >w is the transition
probability corresponding to a source-code s =< s" >.

Note 5.7. The sequence q, =< q, >00 is important because the distortion incurred by source-
code s depends only on q,. This will become clear later.

Definition 5.8 (Rate R deterministic jump source-code). Rate R deterministic source-code
is a sequence s =< skn >m=< eknfkn >' where k > 0 is some positive integer, where

definitions of eknfkn and the interpretation of the source-code is exactly as in Definition
5.5. The only difference is that quantitities in a jump block-code are defined only for block-
lengths kn, 1 < n < oo.

Note 5.8. In the above definition, when we say < kn >0 refers to < kn >0. k remains
fixed. This will be the case throughout the rest of the thesis: for n'= f(n), < a"' >0 refers
to < a-f")> .n=1

Definition 5.9 (Rate R random jump source-code). This is defined exactly as definition 5.6,
except that quantities are defined only for block lengths kn, 1 < n < oo, for some positive
integer k.

Note 5.9. Jump source-codes do not have physical significance. We define them because proof
of some equalities concerning rate-distortion functions require the introduction of jump
source-codes. This will be clarified in more detail, later.
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Definition 5.10 (Transition probability corresponding to a a jump source-code). This is ex-
actly the same as Definition 5.7, except that quantities are defined only for block-lengths kn,
1 < n < oo, for some positive integer k.

Source-codes to encode the uniform X source

Recall the definitions of no and n'.

When the block-length is n', the input space is W"'. The output space is 3"', the cartesian
product of Y with itself, n' times.

Let B;'(R) denote the set of all functions with domain ql"' and range {1,2,..., 2 [n'RJ }. Let
.$$(R) denote the set of all functions with domain {1,2,... ,2Ln'R J} and range Y".

Definition 5.11 (Rate R deterministic source-code). Rate R deterministic source-code is
a sequence s =< s"' >0=< e ',f"' >m. en' e B'(R) and f"' E J"(R). This is in-

terpreted as follows. When the block-length is n', un' E W"' is encoded as en'(un') and
a E {1,2,..., 2 [n'RJ} is decoded as fn'(a). fn'(en'(xn')) is the actual encoding of xn' by the
source-code.

Note 5.10. In the definition of a rate R deterministic source-code, the set {1,2,..., 2[n'RJ) can
be replaced by any set of cardinality 2Ln'RJ.

Definition 5.12 (Rate R random source-code with common randomness). A rate R random
source-code with common randomness is a sequence s =< Sn' >M which should be inter-
preted as follows. p,g is a probability distribution on B;'(R) x ;n(R). That is, png E

(Bj(R) x $n(R)). This is interpreted as follows. When block-length is n', the deter-
ministic source-code (en',f"'),e"' E In(R),f"' E S (R) is used as the source-code with

probability p, ((en',fn')).

Note 5.11. Since the uniform source is defined only for block-lengths n' = non, source-codes
to encode the uniform X source are also defined only for block-lengths n' = non. This does
not mean that these source-codes are jump source-codes.

Note 5.12. If a source-code s has rate R, it also has rate > R.

Definition 5.13 (Transition probability corresponding to a source-code). Let d denote

the set of all deterministic encoder-decoder pair (en',fn') which encode un' as yn'. That is,
-a / -- {(e"',fn')Ifn'(en'(un)) =yn'}. p n(d ng ) is the probability that Un' is encoded

as yn' by the source-code s. This can be used to define a stochastic kernel/transition proba-
bility matrix q,"': 9n __+ y(Wn') as follows. q,'(yn'|u') = p ,(/' g). q,"'(yn'|un') is the

probability that un' is encoded as yn' by the source code s. The sequence q, =< q"' >oo is

the transition probability corresponding to a source-code s =< sn' >.
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Note 5.13. The sequence q, =< q, >o' is important because the distortion incurred by
source-code s depends only on q,. This will become clear later.

Note 5.14. We do not need to define jump source-codes for encoding the uniform X source.

M 5.4.2 Distortion produced by a source-code and a jump source-code

In this subsection, we define the distortion produced by a source-code. We consider two
definitions of distortion: the expected distortion and the probability of excess distortion.
Both the expected distortion and the probability of excess distortion can be defined by taking
limits in two ways: liminf and limsup. When the source is i.i.d. X, distortion is defined for
both source-codes and jump source-codes. For the uniform X source, distortion is defined
only for source-codes: we would not need the definition with jump source-codes.

Assume that X = W. This assumption will be used throughout the rest of this chapter.

d : X x Y - [0,oo) is the distortion function. Let x E X and y e Y. d(x,y) should be
thought of as the distortion between x and y, or as the distortion incurred if x is received as

Let d be such that d(x, x) = OVx e X. This assumption will be used throughout the rest of this
chapter.

For X E gn and y" e ", the distortion between x" and y"n is defined additively:

n

d"(x",y") 4 J d(x"(i),y"(i)) (5.2)
i=1

Denote D. 4 maxxEXYEg d(x,y).

Distortion produced by a source code which encodes i.i.d. X source

Consider a source-code s =< s" '

The action of s" on source X" results in a joint probability distribution on the input-output
X" x SW" space. This action is that of the kernel q, on the source X". The output random-
variable is Y". The joint random-variable on the X" x Y' space is X" Y".

Definition 5.14. [Achievability of expected distortion D by source-code s when encoding
i.i.d. X Source] Distortion D is achievable in the expected sense (or that, distortion D is
E-achievable, or that expected distortion D is achievable ) by the source-code s for the i.i.d.
X source if there exists

limsup Exnyn -dn(Xn Yn) < D (5.3)
n-.+oo InI
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Note 5.15. By definition, if distortion D is achievable in the expected sense (or that, distortion
D is P-achievable) by the source-code s for the i.i.d. X source, then distortion D' > D is also
achievable in the expected sense by the source-code s for the i.i.d. X source.

Definition 5.15. [Achievability of probability of excess distortion D by source-code s when
encoding i.i.d. X Source] Distortion D is achievable in the probability of excess distortion
sense (or that, distortion D is P-achievable) by the source-code s for the i.i.d. X source if

1
lim pxny. -d"(X",Y" )> D =0 (5.4)"-- (n

Note 5.16. In the above definition, we use lim and not lim sup because both definitions are
n--*oon-

the same. This is because, if an > 0,1 < n < oo, then, lim supan =0 if and only if lim an =0.
n-+oo n--o

Note 5.17. By definition, if distortion D is achievable in the probability of excess distortion
sense by the source-code s for the i.i.d. X source, then distortion D' > D is also achievable
in the probability of excess distortion sense by the source-code s for the i.i.d. X source.

Definition 5.16. [Inf-achievability of expected distortion D by source-code s when encoding
i.i.d. X Source] Expected distortion D is inf-achievable by the source-code s for i.i.d. X
source if

liminfExny. -d(XnYn) <D (5.5)

Note 5.18. By definition, if expected distortion D is inf-achievable by the source-code s for
the i.i.d. X source, then expected distortion D' > D is also inf-achievable by the source-code
s for the i.i.d. X source.
Note 5.19. When we say that expected distortion D is achievable, we would mean that ex-
pected distortion D is achievable with Definition 5.14. When we want to talk about achiev-
ability of probability of excess distortion D in the sense of Definition 5.16, we would ex-
plicitely refer to it as infachievability.

Definition 5.17. [inf-achievability of probability of excess distortion D by source-code s
when encoding i.i.d. X Source] Probability of excess distortion D is inf-achievable by the
source-code s for i.i.d. X source if

/1
liminfpXnyn -d"(X",Y")>D =0 (5.6)

Note 5.20. By definition, if probability of excess distortion D is inf-achievable by the source-
code s for the i.i.d. X source, then probability of excess distortion D' > D is also inf-
achievable by the source-code s for the i.i.d. X source.
Note 5.21. When we say that expected distortion D is achievable, we would mean that proba-
bility of excess distortion D is achievable with Definition 5.15. When we want to talk about
achievability of probability of excess distortion D in the sense of Definition 5.17, we would
explicitely refer to it as infachievability.
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Distortion produced by a jump-source code which encodes i.i.d. X source

Consider a jump source-code s =< sk" >T. Denote n" = kn

The action of s"" on source X"" results in a joint probability distribution on the input-output
x Y" space. This action is that of the kernel q"" on the source X"". The output

random-variable is Y"". The joint random-variable on the X"" x Y"" space is X n" y"".

Definition 5.18. [Achievability of expected distortion D by the jump source-code s when
encoding i.i.d. X Source] This definition is the same as Definition 5.14 except that limits are
taken along n"instead of n.

Note 5.22. Note 5.15 holds for jump source-codes.

Definition 5.19. [Achievability of probability of excess distortion D by jump source-code
s when encoding i.i.d. X Source] This definition is the same as definition 5.15 except that
limits are taken along n" instead of n.

Note 5.23. Note 5.16 holds for jump block-codes.

Note 5.24. Note 5.17 holds for jump source-codes.

Note 5.25. We do not talk about inf-achievability with jump block codes. This is because of
the following reason. Suppose we are given a jump source-code s =< skn >0 for which we
want to define inf-achievability. Thus, there would be some subsequence kni along which
limits are taken. Now, consider a source-code t =< t" >0 which is the same as source-code
s for block-lengths kn and arbitrarily defined, for other block-lengths. Limits can then be
taken along the same block-lengths kn; for this code without jump. Thus, for the definition
of inf-achievability, a jump code can first be converted into a code without jump by the
above procedure. Thus, one does not gain anything by allowing jumps when considering
inf-achievabilty.

Distortion produced by a source-code which encodes uniform X source

Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx e X.

Recall that the uniform X source is defined only for block lengths which are multiples of no.
Recall that n' A non. Also, source-codes for coding the uniform X source are defined only
for block-lengths n'.

Consider a source-code s =< Sn' >o.

The action of s"n' on source U" results in a joint probability distribution on the input-output
W"' x ?"' space. This action is that of the kernel q"' on the source U"'. The output random-

variable is Y"'. The joint random-variable on the 'W"' x W"' space is U"'Y"'.
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Definition 5.20. [Achievability of expected distortion D by source-code s when encoding
uniform X Source] This definition is the same as Definition 5.14 except that limits are taken
along n', and that, expectation is taken with respect to the joint random variable U"'Y"'.

Note 5.26. Note 5.26 holds for the uniform X source.

Definition 5.21. [Achievability of probability of excess distortion D by source-code s when
encoding uniform X Source] This definition is the same as Definition 5.15 except that limits
are taken along n', and that, probability is taken with respect to the joint random variable
U"' yn'.

Note 5.27. Note 5.16 holds.

Note 5.28. Note 5.17 holds for the uniform X source.

Definition 5.22. [Inf-achievability of expected distortion D by source-code s when encoding
uniform X Source] This definition is the same as Definition 5.16 except that limits are taken
along n', and that, expectation is taken with respect to the joint random variable U"' Y"'.

Note 5.29. Note 5.18 holds for the uniform X source.

Note 5.30. When we say that expected distortion D is achievable, we would mean that ex-
pected distortion D is achievable with Definition 5.20. When we want to talk about achiev-
ability of probability of excess distortion D in the sense of Definition 5.22, we would ex-
plicitely refer to it as infachievability.

Definition 5.23. [inf-achievability of probability of excess distortion D by source-code s
when encoding uniform X Source] This definition is the same as Definition 5.17 except that
limits are taken along n', and that, probability is taken with respect to the joint random
variable U"'Y"'.

Note 5.31. Note 5.31 holds for the uniform X source.

Note 5.32. When we say that expected distortion D is achievable, we would mean that proba-
bility of excess distortion D is achievable with Definition 5.21. When we want to talk about
achievability of probability of excess distortion D in the sense of Definition 5.23, we would
explicitely refer to it as infachievahility.

Note 5.33. As stated before, jump source-codes are not considered, when encoding the uni-
form X source.

Note 5.34. Recall the assumptions that X = YV and d(x, x) = OVx E X. By this assumption,
distortion D = 0 is achievable for all the above definitions, and RE (0), R (0), RE(0,inf),
RP (0,inf), Rj(0, j), RP(0, j), RE (0), R (0), R-(0,inf), and RP (0,inf), are all < log IX|. In

particular, R(0), R (0) Re (0, inf , R (0, inf), RE (0, j), R(0,j), RE(0), R (0), RU(0,in)
and RP (0, inf) are all defined for D E [0, oo).
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M 5.4.3 The rate-distortion function

In this subsection, we define the rate-distortion function when encoding the i.i.d. X and the
uniform X sources. The rate-distortion function can be defined for the expected distortion
definition and the probability of excess distortion definition, under both the liminf and the
lim sup definitions.

For i.i.d. X sources, the rate-distortion function can be defined when jump source-codes are
allowed or when only source-codes are allowed. This leads to six different definitions of the
rate-distortion function when encoding the i.i.d. X source: RE(D), RE(D,inf), RE(D,j),

RP (D), RP (D, inf), andRP (D, j).
For the uniform X source, rate-distortion function is defined when source-codes are allowed.
This leads to four different definitions of the rate-distortion function when encoding the
uniform X source: RE(D), RE(D,inf), RP (D), and R (D,inf)

Rate-distortion function corresponding to source-codes which encode the i.i.d. X source

Definition 5.24 (Rate-distortion function RE (D)). Rate R is E-achievable corresponding to
distortion level D for the i.i.d. X source if there exists a rate R source code s which achieves
expected distortion D when encoding the i.i.d. X source. The infimum of all E-achievable
rates for distortion level D is the rate-distortion function RE(D).

Definition 5.25 (Rate-distortion function RP (D)). Rate R is P-achievable corresponding to
distortion level D for the i.i.d. X source if there exists a rate R source code s which achieves
probability of excess distortion D for the i.i.d. X source. The infimum of all P-achievable
rates for distortion level D is the rate-distortion function RP(D).

Definition 5.26 (Rate-distortion function RE (D, inf)). Rate R is inf-E-achievable for the i.i.d.
X source if there exists a rate R source code s which inf-achieves expected distortion D for
the i.i.d. X source. The infimum of all E-achievable rates for distortion level D is the rate-
distortion function RE(D,inf).

Definition 5.27 (Rate-distortion function RP(D,in)). Rate R is inf-P-achievable for the i.i.d.
X source if there exists a rate R source code s which inf-achieves probability of excess distor-
tion D for the i.i.d. X source. The infimum of all E-achievable rates for distortion level D is
the rate-distortion function R (D,inf).

Rate-distortion function corresponding to jump source-codes which encode the i.i.d. X
source

Definition 5.28 (Rate-distortion function Rj(D,j)). Rate R is E-achievable corresponding
to distortion level D for the i.i.d. X source if there exists a rate R jump source code s which
achieves expected distortion D when encoding the i.i.d. X source. Jump source-codes with
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all possible jump sizes k are under consideration. The infimum of all E-achievable rates for
distortion level D is the rate-distortion function RE (D, j).

Definition 5.29 (Rate-distortion function RjP(D,j)). Rate R is P-achievable corresponding
to distortion level D for the i.i.d. X source if there exists a rate R jump source code s which
achieves probability of excess distortion D for the i.i.d. X source. Jump source-codes with
all possible jump sizes k are under consideration. The infimum of all P-achievable rates for
distortion level D is the rate-distortion function R (D, j).

Rate-distortion function corresponding to source-codes which encode the uniform X source

Definition 5.30 (Rate-distortion function RE (D)). RE(D) is defined analogously to RE(D).

Definition 5.31 (Rate-distortion function R(D)). R,(D) is defined analogously to RX(D).

Definition 5.32 (Rate-distortion function R(D,inf)). R (D,inf) is defined analogously to

Definition 5.33 (Rate-distortion function RE(D,inf)). R (D,inf) is defined analogously toRE (D inf).

0 5.4.4 Properties and equalities of the various rate-distortion functions for
Li.d. and uniform sources

In this subsection, we prove various the convexity, continuity, and equality of various rate-
distortion functions. Our goal is to prove 2 results

1. For X such that px(x) is rational Vx e X, for D E (0,oo), RE(D), RjP(D), RXE(Dj),
RP (D, j), Rj(Dinf), RP (D,inf), RE (D), RP' (D), RE (D,inf), and RP (D,inf) are con-
vex, continuous functions of D and are all equal

2. For arbitrary X, for D E (0,oo), Rj(D), R j(D,j), RE(D,inf), RP(D), R(D,j), and
RP (D,inf) are all convex continuous functions of D and are all equal

Proving the above will be carried out in various steps which the reader might want to refer
to now, or in the future, as the proofs progress. The statements below are not precise, in
particular, they do not mention the range of D for which the results hold.

1. Results concerning achievability with deterministic source-codes

2. Construction of time-sharing code. As a consequence, the proof of convexity and con-
tinuity of RE(D, j) and RP(D, j)
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3. Construction of interpolation code. As a consequence, the proof of RE (D) = RE (D,j)
and RP (D) = RP (D, j)

4. Construction of jump repetition code. As a consequence, the proof of RE(D,inf) =
Rj(D,j) and RP(D,inf) = RP (D, j)

5. Thus, RE(D)=RE(D, j)=RE (D,inf)and R((D)=RP(D,j)=RP(D,inf)

6. Description of two constructions describing how to construct a jump source-code for
i.i.d. X' source given a source-code for the uniform X source, and how to construct
a source-code for the uniform X source given a source-code for the i.i.d. X' source.
As a consequence, the proofs of RE(D) = RE(D), RP(D) = RP (D), RE(D,inf) =

R (D,inf) and RP(D,inf)= R (D, inf).

7. Proof of R (D)= RP (D)

8. Thus, the proof of equality of RE(D), RP (D), Rj(D,j), RP(D, j), RE(D, inf), R(D, inf),
RE(D), RP (D), RE (D,inf), and RP (D,inf)

9. The proof of equality of R (D), Rj(D, j), Rj (D,inf), RX(D), RP (D,j), and RP(D,inf)
by use of limiting arguments

First we prove that there is no loss of generality if one restricts attention to deterministic
source-codes and jump source-codes.

Achievability with deterministic codes

We prove that if rate R is E- achievable with expected distortion D for a source, rate R is also E
achievable with distortion D with a deterministic source-code for the source. Similarly, if rate
R is P-achievable with distortion D for a source, rate R is also P-achievable with probability
of excess distortion D with a deterministic source-code.

Lemma 5.1. 1. Let expected distortion D be achievablefor the i.i.d. X source with some rate
R source code. Then, expected distortion D is also achievablefor the i.i.d. X source with a
rate R deterministic source-code

2. Let expected distortion D be inf-achievable for the i.i.d. X source with some rate R source
code. Then, expected distortion D is also inf-achievable for the i.i.d. X source with a rate R
deterministic source-code

3. Let expected distortion D be achievablefor the i.i.d. X source with some rate R jump source
code. Then, expected distortion D is also achievable for the i.i.d. X source with a rate R
deterministic jump source-code
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4. Let expected distortion D be achievable for the uniform X source with some rate R source
code. Then, expected distortion D is also achievable for the uniform X source with a rate R
deterministic source-code

5. Let expected distortion D be inf achievablefor the uniform X source with some rate R source
code. Then, expected distortion D is also infachievablefor the uniform X source with a rate
R deterministic source-code

Proof We prove the first statement above. The proofs of the rest of the statements are similar;
the only difference is that limits might be taken along particular block-lengths or that, the
source might be different.

Let expected distortion D be achievable for the i.i.d. X source with rate R source-code s =<
s" >w. That is,

Exny. -. dn(X IYn)] =D, where lim sup Dn < D (5.7)[n n-o

Ex.yn -dn(Xn,Y")[n
Ps.((e",f"))Ex.y., -d"(X", Y")|s" =(e",f")

(e",f")E.j(R)xYg(R) fn d

Psn((e",f"))Ex. -dn(Xn,fn(en(Xn))) !5Dn (5.8)
(e",f")E9;(R)x31;(R) I

Thus, there exists an (e",f") e E;(R) x ;.(R) such that

EXn -d"(X",f"(e,"(X"))) D,(59

For the deterministic source-code < e",f" >

SE(e lim D_ <D (5.10)
L1n-- In I n-Po

Since s has rate R, < e",f" >' also has rate R. < e",f" >00 is thus a deterministic rate R
source-code with expected distortion D for the i.i.d. X source. 0

Note 5.35. It follows from the above lemma that the rate-distortion function RE(D), Rj (D, inf),
RE (D, j), RE (D), and RE (D, inf) are unchanged by restriction to deterministic source-codes.

Note 5.36. With appropriate definitions, the above lemma infact holds for arbitrary sources,
not just i.i.d. and uniform.
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Lemma 5.2. 1. Let probability of excess distortion D be achievablefor the i.i.d. X source with
some rate R source code. Then, probability of excess distortion D is also achievable for the
i.i.d. X source with a rate R deterministic source-code

2. Let probability of excess distortion D be inf achievable for the i.i.d. X source with some rate
R source code. Then, probability of excess distortion D is also infachievable for the i.i.d. X
source with a rate R deterministic source-code

3. Let probability of excess distortion D be achievablefor the i.i.d. X source with some rate R
jump source code. Then, probability of excess distortion D is also achievable for the i.i.d. X
source with a rate R deterministic jump source-code

4. Let probability of excess distortion D be achievablefor the uniform X source with some rate
R source code. Then, probability of excess distortion D is also achievable for the uniform X
source with a rate R deterministic source-code

5. Let probability of excess distortion D be infachievable for the uniform X source with some
rate R source code. Then, probability of excess distortion D is also infachievable for the
uniform X source with a rate R deterministic source-code

Proof We prove the first statement above. The proofs of the rest of the statements are similar;
the only difference is that limits might be taken along particular block-lengths or that, the
source might be different (or jump source-codes, as the case may be).

Let probability of excess distortion D be achievable for the i.i.d. X source with rate R source-
code s =< s" >00. That is,

Px-y. -d"(X", Y")> D =C where lim en =0 (5.11)

Px-y. -dn(X",Yn) >Dn

ps"((en,fn))pxy. -dn(XnYn) >Dls" =(enfn)
(e",f")EB (R)x3I;(R) n

-1 Zps-((e",f"))px. ( dn(Xn,fn(en(Xn))) > D
(e",f" )EB (R)x3I;(R)n

=Cn (5.12)

Thus, there exists an (e",f") e B;(R) x 5r.(R) such that

Px. -dn(Xn,fn(en(Xn)))> D) < en (5.13)n
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For the deterministic source-code < en,f"n >o,

lim p -d"(X",f(e(X)))>D <lm n=0 (5.14)n-+oo n n-+oo

Since s has rate R, < e",f" >m also has rate R. < e",f" >m is thus a deterministic rate R
source-code with probability of excess distortion D for the i.i.d. X source. 0

Note 5.37. It follows from the above lemma that the rate-distortion function RP(D), RP (D, inf),
RP (D, j), RP (D), and RP (D, inf) are unchanged by restriction to deterministic source-codes(or
jump source-codes, as the case may be).

Note 5.38. With appropriate definitions, the above lemma infact holds for arbitrary sources,
not just i.i.d. and uniform.

Next we prove theconvexity and continuity of various rate-distortion functions for D E
(0, oo).

Convexity and continuity of rate-distortion functions

We prove the convexity of Rj(D,j) and RP(D,j) for D E [0, oo). As a consequence, will
follow, the continuity of RE (D,j) and RP (D,j) for D E (0,coo). For this, we first define
equal time sharing between jump source-codes.

Definition 5.34 (Equal time sharing between deterministic jump source-codes which code the
i.i.d. X source). Let s =< skn >00=< ekn,fkn >00 be a rate R deterministic jump source-

code to code the i.i.d. X source. Let s' =< s/k'n >' be a rate R' deterministic source-code to
code the i.i.d. X source . The jump source-code code t =< t2kk'n >..< g2kk'n,h2kk'n >cc

which time-shares equally between s and s' is defined as follows

Denote n" = kk'n.

Let

g2n"(x2n") _(ekn(x(1..kn)),ekn(x(kn + 1..2kn)),...,ekn(x(k(k- 1)n + 1..n")),

e/k'n(x(n"..n/ + kn)), ek'n(x(n + k'n + 1..n" + 2k'n)),...,

e/k'n(x(n/ + k(k - 1)n..2n")))

(5.15)

The range of g2n" is {1,2,...2[knRJ k' x (1,2,... 2[k'nR'j 1k. For ak'+k, a vector of length k'+k,
E {1, 2,... 2[nRJlk' X [,2 ... 2 [nR'J k, define

h2""(ak'+k) _(fkn(ak+k'(1)),fkn(ak+k'(2 )) ... ,fkn(ak+k'(k')),

fIk'n(k+k'(k/ + l)),f/k'n(ak+k'(k/+2)),...,f k'n(k+k'(k/+k))) (5.16)
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R +R'
Lemma 5.3. The jump source-code t has rate 2

2

Proof. The range of g 2n" has cardinality 2k'[knRj+k'[k'nR'j . k'[knRJ +k'k'nR'J < Lk'knR+
kk'nR'j = n"(R + R'). It follows that the cardinality of the image of g2n" < 2[n"(R+R'))

= 2*2n" . Thus, the jump source-code t has rate R+R

Note 5.39. By an extension of the above definition, equal time sharing can be defined for
random jump source codes. We would have no need for it, and the notation becomes compli-
cated; hence, we do not define it.

Lemma 5.4. VX, R (-,j) is a convexfunction ofDfor D E (0, oo). Asa corollary, RE(D,j) is
continuousfunction ofDfor D E (0, oo).

Proof Let s =< skn >' be a rate R jump source-code such that expected distortion D is
achievable when encoding i.i.d. X source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R determin-
istic jump source-code with expected distortion D when encoding i.i.d. X source. Thus,
without loss of generality, assume that s is deterministic. Let s' =< sk'n >M be a rate R'
jump source-code such that expected distortion D' is achievable when encoding the i.i.d. X
source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R deterministic jump source-code with expected
distortion D' when encoding i.i.d. X' source. Thus, without loss of generality, assume that
s' is deterministic. Denote n" = kk'n. Define the random variables

Dlkn -d k X2n" (1..n)), Y2n"(1..kn)) (5.17)

k n
D2,kn ±...g.knl ((X2 n"(kn + 1..2kn)), Y2n" (kn + 1..2kn)) (5.18)

Dk',kn =-dk" ((X2n"(k(k' - 1)n + 1..n")), Y 2n"(k(k' - 1)n + 1..n")) (5.19)

and

DI, A Idk'n (X2n(n" + L..n" + k'n), y2kk'n(n " + 1..n" + k'n)) (5.20)
1k'nkn '(

D2 1 dk'n (X 2n"(n" + k'n + 1..n" + 2k'n), y2kk'n(n" + k'n + 1..n" + 2k'n)) (5.21)2,k'n k'"n

DIkf A kn k I (n"/ + k'(k - 1)n..2nll), Y2kk'n (n11 + k(k - 1)n..2n")) (5.22)
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The expected distortion produced by the jump source-code t which equally time shares be-
tween s and s' satisfies, by construction,

lim sup E[Di,kn] D, 1 < i < k' and limsup E[D ] <D', 1 <j <k (5.23)
n-*oo n-o40(

The expected distortion produced by the jump source-code t is

limsupE [_d_2n" (X2n" y2n"
n-. "o Y2n"

=limsupE +
n--+o _F7 ' 2k

k' 1 k I
=limsup 2kE[DinE ,k'n]

noo =1 j=1

k' 1 k
1] lim sup E[Di,k n]I+ Z klimsup E[Di,k'n]
i=1 k n-"o j=1 n--o

k' I k 1

D+D'
= 2 (5.24)

2

Thus, expected distortion 22- is achievable with the rate R jump source-code t when
encoding the i.i.d. X source. It follows that R E(D, j) is mid-point convex for D E [0, oo).
RE(D,j) is a decreasing function of D, and hence, the inverse image of an interval is an
interval. Thus, RE(D,j) is a measurable function of D. Thus, RE(D) is mid-point convex
for D e [0, oo) and Lebesgue measurable for D E [0, oo). By Sierpinski's theorem, RjE(D,j)
is a convex function of D for D E (0, oo). As a corollary, RjE(D, j) is a continuous function
of D for D E (0, oo). 0

Note 5.40. The above proof does not hold for the uniform X source. The special structure of
the i.i.d. X source is used.

Note 5.41. Sierpenski's theorem says that a Lebesgue measurable, mid-point convex function
on an open interval is convex. Sierpinski's theorem was invoked above to prove that RE(D,j)
is convex. In fact, we do not need to use Sierpinski's theorem. There's another theorem which
says that a mid-point convex function on an open interval which is not convex is everywhere
discontinuous. Now, RE(D,j) is a decreasing function of D and thus, has at most countably
many discontinuities. Also, as proved above, RX(D,j) is a mid-point convex function of D.
Thus, RE(D,j) is convex for D E (0, oo).
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Lemma 5.5. Let (Q,J,P ) be a probability space. Let RI,12, ---, be measurable sets such
that Pr(di)> 1- 34&. Then Pr(nrd .0)> 1- Er

Proof

Pr(d 1 n da2)=

Pr(d,) +Pr(da2) - Pr(da U 42) > (1- '1)+(1 -a2)- 1= 1 -(+ 2) (5.25)

By induction,

r
Pr(nf d;);> 1- 8 (5.26)

i=1

Lemma 5.6. VX, RP(D,j) is convex on D E (0,oo). As a corollary, RP(D, j) is continuousfor
D E (0, oo).

Proof Let s =< sk" >' be a rate R jump source-code such that probability of excess dis-
tortion D is achievable when encoding i.i.d. X source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R
deterministic jump source-code with probability of excess distortion D when encoding; i.i.d.
X source. Thus, without loss of generality, assume that s is deterministic. Let s' =< s'k n
be a rate R' jump source-code such that probability of excess distortion D' is achievable when
encoding the i.i.d. X source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R deterministic jump source-
code with probability of excess distortion D' when encoding the i.i.d. X' source. Thus,
without loss of generality, assume that s' is deterministic. Denote n" = kk'n. Define the
random variables Di,kn,1 < i < k', Dj,k'n,1 <j < k as in Lemma 5.4. Then probability of
excess distortion produced by the jump source-code t which equally time shares between s
and s' satisfies, by construction,

Pr (Di,kn > D) =ekn --+0 as n --+ oo V1 < i < k' (5.27)

Pr (Dj,k'n > D')= ek'n - 0 as n - oo V1 < j < k (5.28)

Thus,

Pr (Di,kn:5 D) = 1 - Ekn (5.29)

Pr (Dj,kn < D') = 1 - ek'n (5.30)

For the jump source-code t, when the block-length n,

Pr (-d2n"(X2n", y2n") < D+D)
(n 2
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r k' i,kn k Dj,'n D+D'
=PrE(2kI' 2 k 2D( I1 =1

<Pr( DD~nD_yr 7 ,1<ish'and 1'5 ,1jsk

=Pr (D_,kn 5 D,1 i k' andDj,kn <5D',5j k)

=Pr kn (D1 5 J Dj,kr 'n

k' k
>1- Lckn k'n) byLemma5.5

(i=1 j=1

=1- (ke k'n +k'ek) -1 as n - oo (5.31)

Thus,

lim Pr -d 2n"(X 2n", Y2"h)> + )=1 (5.32)
n-- \ n 2

Thus, probability of excess distortion -+' is achievable with the rate -' jump source-
code t when encoding the i.i.d. X source. It follows that RP (D,j) is mid-point convex for
D E [0,oo). RjP(D,j) is a decreasing function of D. By an argument similar to Lemma 5.4, it
follows that Rj(D, j) is a convex function of D for D E (0, oo) and hence, also, a continuous
function of D for D E (0, oo). 0

Note 5.42. The above proof does not hold for the uniform X source. The special structure of
the i.i.d. X source is used.

Note 5.43. The proofs of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 provided above do not work for the functions
R (D) and RP (D). This is one of the reasons for defining the jump source-codes and the jump
rate-distortion functions Rj (D, j) and R (D, j). There are other reasons which will be provided
at the right place.

Next we prove the equality of the rate-distortion function with jump source-codes and when
jumps are not allowed.

Equality of rate-distortion function with jump and usual source-codes: RE (Dj) = RE(D)
and RP (D, j)= Ri(D)

We prove results concerning relations between achievable distortion levels and rates for source-
codes and jump source-codes for the i.i.d. X source, and as a consequence, prove that R E(D, j)
=RE(D) and R (D, j) = RP(D).

For this, we first need to define an interpolation code.
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Definition 5.35 (Interpolation code). Let s =< sk" >w be a jump source-code. We construct
the interpolation code t =< t" >70 as follows:

Let r E {0,1,2,...,k - 1}.

Let (eknfkn) E gk"(R) x gkn(R). Fix a y E of arbitrarily. Define (ekn+rfkn+r) E

gkn+r(R) x 5kn+r(R) as follows.

ekn+r (xkn+r) = ekn (xkn) (5.33)

(5.34)

Note that the range of ekn+r is{1,2,..., 2[knR J C [1, 2 ,.., 2L(kn+r)RJ1. If a E 11, 2,..., 2[knR J

fkn+r = kn(a),y,y,...,y) (5.35)

where, in the above expression, the number of y is r. If a E {2[knRJ + 2 (kn+r)RJ }, define

fkn+r(a)= (yy,...,y) (5.36)

where the number of y in the above expression is kn + r.

Define ptk+.,(ekn+rf kn+r) = pk ,(ek n,f kn) where (eknfkn)E ge n(R )x k "(R) and (ekn+r

f kn+r) is as above.

This defines the source-code t =< t" >7.

Note that tkn - skn.

Note 5.44. In the interpolation code, one can think of interpolation as being done in the
trivial way. Also, for r E {0, 2,...,k - 11, tkn+r acts as skn on the initial block of length kn.

Lemma 5.7. If s =< skn >' has rate R, the interpolation code t =< t" >70 also has rate R.

Proof This is clear from the definition of the interpolation code.

Lemma 5.8. If expected distortion D is achievable with a jump source-code s =< skn >oo for
the i.i.d. X source, expected distortion D is also achievable with the interpolation source-code
t =< t" >7 for the i.i.d. X source.

Proof Expected distortion D is achievable with jump source-code s =< skn >70 for the i.i.d.
X source. That is, for the source-code s,

EXkYkn 1 -d kn(xkn, Ykn)] =Dn where limsupDkn <D (5.37)
[k n-+
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For the interpolation code t, for r E {0,1,2,...,k - 1}, for block length kn + r,

EXkn+rykn+r I dkn+r(Xkn+r,Ykn+r)
[kn+rI

=EXk+Tykn+r [ r (dkn(Xkn+r(1..kn),Ykn+r(1..kn))+
kn+r

dr(Xkn+r(kn + 1.kn + r),Yr (kn + 1..kn + r)))]

kn E.,7 1. _dknkn+r (1ykn),Ykn+r(1kln))
kn+r I knI

1
+ r I E ,.yk,+ [dr(Xkn+r (kn + 1..kn + r),Yr(kn + 1..kn + r))]

F'knk+r 1 rm
EXkn+rykn+r -dkn(Xkn+r(1..kn), Ykn+r(1..kn)) + kn (5.38)

[kn I kn+r

By construction of the interpolation-code, tkn+r acts as skn on the initial block of length kn.
It follows that

Exkn+ykn+. 1 dkn+r(Xkn+r, ykn+r) 5 Dkn + rDm" (5.39)
Lkn+r kn+r

It follows that

lim sup Exk.,y..r, dkn+r(Xkn+r, ykn+r)l < D (5.40)
n-i +o Lkn+r

Thus, expected distortion D is achievable for the interpolation source-code t for the i.i.d. X
source. 0

Lemma 5.9. If probability of excess distortion D is achievable with a jump source-code s =<
skn >1 for the i.i.d. X source, probability of excess distortion D + e is achievable with the
interpolation source-code t =< t" >m for the i.i.d. X source, e > 0.

Proof Probability of excess distortion D is achievable with jump source-code s =< skn >m

for the i.i.d. X source. That is, for the source-code s,

Pxknykn (-d"kn(Xkn, ykn) > D =kn where lim ekn = 0 (5.41)
k n n--o

For the interpolation code t, for r E {0, 1,2,... ,k - 1}, for block length kn + r,

PXkn+rYkn+ ( dkn+r (Xkn+r, Ykn+r ) > D +
(kn+ r

=p.7 n~ y ( I (dkn(Xkn+r(1..kn), Ykn+r(1..k n))
k n+ r



+ dr(Xkn+r(kn + 1..kn + r), Yr(kn + 1..kn + r))) > D+e)

=pXkn+rykn+r ( dkn(Xkn+r(1..kn),Y kn+r(l..kn))( n+r
1

+ kn+ dr(Xkn+r(kn + 1..kn + r),Yr (kn + 1..kn + r))> D +E)

Pxkn+rykn+r . dkn(Xkn+r(1..kn), ykn+r(1..kn))

1
+ dr(Xkn+r(kn+1..kn+r),Yr(kn+1..kn+r))>D+e (5.42)
+kn+r

1 rDm
dr(xr,yr) < '"" < e for n sufficiently large, Vxr E Xr,yr E S' . It follows that

kn+r kn+r
for n sufficiently large,

Pxkn+rykn+r ( dkn(Xkn+r(..kn),Ykn+r(1..kn))

1
+ dr(Xkn+r(kn + 1..kn + r),Yr(kn + 1..kn + r)) > D +

<Pxkn+rykn+r ( dkn(Xkn+r(1..kfn), ykn+r(1..kfn)) + c> D +c

=PXkn+rykn+ ( dkn(Xkn+r(1..kn), ykn+r(1..kfn)) > D (5.43)

By construction of the interpolation code, t, for the first kn block, tkn+r behaves as skn. It
follows that for n sufficiently large,

PXkn+rykn+. (.,dkn(Xkn+r (l..kfn), ykn+r(1..kfn)) > D) = ekn -+ 0 as n -+ oo (5.44)

Thus, for n sufficiently large,

Pxkn+rykn+r kn+r dkn+r(Xkn+r, ykn+r)> D + ) <Ekn 0 0 as n -- oo (5.45)

(5.46)

Thus, VE > 0 probability of excess distortion D is achievable for the interpolation source-
code t for the i.i.d. X source. 0

Lemma 5.10. For D E [0,oo), RE(D) = RE (D,j) andfor D E (0,oo), RP(D) = RP(D,j).

RP (D) and R (D) are convex and continuous functions ofD for D E (0,oo).

Proof For every rate R, the set of rate R source codes which code the i.i.d. X source is a
subset of the set of rate R jump source-codes which code the i.i.d. X source. It follows that
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RE(D) > RE(Dj). From Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, it follows that RE(D) < RE(D,j). Thus,
RE(D) = Ri(Dj). From Lemma 5.4, it follows that RE(D) is a convex and continuous
function of D for D E (0, oo).

For every rate R, the set of rate R source codes which code the i.i.d. X source is a subset of
the set of rate R jump source-codes which code the i.i.d. X source. It follows that RP(D) >
RP(D,j). From Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9, it follows thatWe > 0, RP(D + c) < RP(D,j). In
other words, R (D) < R (D - e,j). Taking limit as e -+0, and by the continuity of RjP(D)
for D E (0, oo) (Lemmma 5.6), it follows that for D E (0,oo), RP(D) = RP (D, j). Since
RP(0) > RP(D, j) and since RP (D) is convex for D E (0,oo) (Lemma 5.6), it follows that
RP(D) is convex for D E (0, oo). By the continuity of RP(D, j) for D E (0, oo) (Lemma 5.6),
it follows that RP (D) is a continuous function of D for D E (0, o). 0

Next we prove the equality of the rate-distortion function when jump source-codes are al-
lowed and with the inf definition

Proofs that RE(D,inf)=R(D,j) and RP(D,inf)=RP (D,j)

Next we compare achievable distortions levels and rates for jump source-codes with inf-
achievable distortions and inf-achievable rates for source-codes, and as a consequence, will
follow that RE(D,inf) = RE (D,j) and RP(D,inf) = RP(D, j). For this, we need to define
jump repetition code.

Definition 5.36 (Jump repetition code). Let sk = (ekfk) E B4(R) x 'r(R). We construct
a jump repetition source-code s =< skn >0=< ekn, dkn >0 as follows:

Let xkn E Xkn. Define

ekn (xkn) = (ek(xkn(1..k)),ek(xkn(k + 1..2k)),...,ek(xkn((n - 1)k + 1..nk))) (5.47)

For a" E {1,2,..., 2 tkJ In, define

fkn(an) - (f k(an (")),fk(a(2)),... k(an(n))) (5.48)

This defines the jump repetition code s.

Note 5.45. The jump repetition s code can be defined, analogously if sk E y (4(R)x (R).
In this case, the jump repetition code will be random. We will not have need for this, and
hence, we omit a precise definition.

Lemma 5.11. If sk = (ekfk) E (R) x (R), the jump repetition code s =< skn >m=<

eknf kn >' corresponding to sk has rate R
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Proof The image space of ekn is the set {1 ,2 ,..., 2 tkJ}n. The cardinality of this set is 2 n[kJ <

2 tknj. Thus, the jump repetition code s has rate R. 0

Lemma 5.12. Let s be a rate R source-code for which expected distortion D is inf-achievable
when encoding the i.i.d. X source. Then, Ve > 0, there exists a rate R jump source-code for which
expected distortion D + e is achievable when encoding the i.i.d. X source.

Proof Let s =< s" >' be a rate R source-code such that expected distortion D is inf-
achievable when coding the i.i.d. X source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists rate R deterministic
source-code such that expected distortion D is inf-achievable when coding the i.i.d. X source.
Without loss of generality, assume that s is deterministic. There exists a sequence ni / 00
such that for the source-code s,

Ex.n yn -dni(Xi, Yi) ]5 D + eg, where E - 0 as n; / oo (5.49)
In;

Denote

D,. -dni(Xi, Yni) (5.50)
n;

Let t,,=< tn/" >' denote the jump repetition code corresponding to s'i. Fix n; and denote
n in A n". For the source-code t,,,, denote,

1
D,l -dni (Xni"(1..n;), Yni"(1..ng)) (5.51)

D, A -dni(Xni"(n; + 1..2ng), Yi"(n; + 1..2ng)) (5.52)
n;

1
D,, ±4 -dni(Xni"((n - 1)n; + 1..nni), Yni"((n - 1)n; + 1..nn;)) (5.53)

ni

By the definition of the jump repetition code, Dnk, 1 < k < n; are independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables, each having distribution D,, . For the source-code t,,

Exninyin I dni"(Xnin,Ynin)[ n1nn
=E ZDjn

in
=- ED

j=1
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1n
=-EDi

n =

=ED,.

<D +c; (5.54)

Thus, expected distortion D + e; is achievable by use of the rate R jump source-code t,,, when
source-coding the i.i.d. X source. Note that eg -. 0 as n; / oo. It follows that Ve > 0,
there exists a rate R jump source-code such that expected distortion D + c is achievable when
source-coding the i.i.d. X source. 0

Lemma 5.13. Let s be a rate R source-code for which probability of excess distortion D is inf-
achievable when encoding the i.i.d. X source. Then, Ve > 0, there exists a rate R jump source-code
for which probability of excess distortion D + c is achievable when encoding the i.i.d. X source.

Proof Let s =< s" >m be a rate R source-code such that probability of excess distortion
distortion D is inf-achievable when coding the i.i.d. X source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists
rate R deterministic source-code such that probability of excess distortion distortion D is
inf-achievable when coding the i.i.d. X source. Without loss of generality, assume that s is
deterministic. There exists a sequence n; / oo such that for the source-code s,

pXniyn. (Idni(Xi, Yni) > D = eg, where c; -+0 as n; / oo (5.55)
(ni

Denote D,, as in the previous lemma.

ED,, < (1 - eg)D + e;Dma and D, has finite variance.

Let t,, be as in the previous lemma. Denote D,,, Dn, 2,...Di, ,I as in the previous lemma.

By the definition of the jump repetition code, Dnk,l < k < n are independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables, each having distribution D,..

Let a > 0.

For the source-code tn,

Pr -- d(d i(Xni", Yni"l)> (1- e)D + iDma +a
(nin

=Pr ( D,,, ,>(1-i)D+iDmax+&)

(j=1

--+0 as n -- oo by the weak law of large numbers (5.56)

Thus, probability of excess distortion (1 - c)D + eiDmax + a is achievable by use of the
rate R jump source-code t,, when source-coding the i.i.d. X source. Note that c -- 0 as
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ni / oo and 4& > 0 is arbitrary. It follows that Ve > 0, there exists a rate R jump source-code
such that probability of excess distortion D + e is achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X
source. 0

Lemma 5.14. For D E (0, oo), RE(D,inf) = RE (D, j) and R'(D,inf) = RX,(D, j). RE (D,inf)
and R (D, inf) are convex and continuous functions of D for D E (0, oo).

Proof First, we prove that Rj(D,inf)= RE(Dj). By definition of Rj(D,inf) and RE (Dj),
it follows that VD E [0,oo),RE(D,inf)!5 RE(D,j). By Lemma 5.12, it follows that Ve > 0,
RE(D + e,j) < RE(D,inf). By Lemma 5.4, RE(D,j) is a continuous function of D for
D E (0,oo). It follows that by taking e -+ 0, that for D E (0,oo), RE (D,inf) = RE(D, j). By
Lemma 5.4, RX(D,inf) is a convex and continuous function of D forD E (0,oo).

Next, we prove that RP (D,inf) = RP(D, j). By definition of RP (D,inf) and RP (D, j), it
follows that VD E [0,oo),Rj (D,inf) :5 RP(D,j). By Lemma 5.13, it follows that VC > 0,
RP(D + e,j) <RP(D,inf). By Lemma 5.6, R(D,j) is a continuous function of D for
D E (0,oo). It follows that by taking e -+0, that for D E (0,oo), RP(D,inf) = RP(D, j). By
Lemma 5.6, RjP(D,inf) is a convex and continuous function of D for D e (0, oo). 0

Note 5.46. Another reason for the introduction of jump source-codes is that in order to prove
that R (D) = RE (D,inf) and RP (D) = RP (D,inf), in our proof technique, we need to pass
through jump-source-codes: we prove that RE (D) = RE (D, j) and R (D, inf = RE (D, j) from
which it follows that RE (D) = RE (D, inf), and similarly, we prove that R (D) = R (D,j)
and R ,(D,inf) = R (Dj)from which it follows that R (D) = R (D,inf). This is because,
in order to prove that RE (D) = R (D, j), we convert a jump source-code into an interpolation-
code, and in order to prove that RE (D,inf) = RE (D, j), we convert a code for the inf problem
into a repetition code, which is a sequence ofjump source codes. Exactly the same happens with
the probability of excess distortion criterion. Passing through jump source-codes cannot be avoided
in our proof technique. There is one more reason for the introduction ofjump source-codes which
will be provided at the right time.

Next, we prove relations between the rate-distortion functions for i.i.d. X and uniform X
sources.

Relation between the rate-distortion functions of the i.i.d. X and uniform X sources, and
proofs of RE (D) = RE(D) and RP (D) = R (D), Rj(D,inf) = RE(D,inf) and RP(D,inf)=
RP (D,inf)

Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx E X. We prove relations concerning rates and
achievable distortions for i.i.d. X and uniform X sources. As a consequence, we prove that
RE(D) = RE (D) and RP(D)= R (D). Similarly, we prove relations concerning rates and
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inf-achievable distortions for i.i.d. X and uniform X sources, and as a consequence, prove
that RE(D,inf) = RE (D,inf) and RP (D,inf) = RP (D,inf).

Definition 5.37 (Hamming distance between codewords). For x, x' E X, dH(x, x') = 0 if
n

'=x and dH(x,x')= 1 if x'$x. For x",x'" E X", dA(x",x'") E dHx()n (n
i=1

Lemma 5.15. For x",x" E X", yfl E ", d"(x",y") Dmaxd(x",x'" )+d"(x'",y")

Proof

d"(x",y") =

= E d(x"(i),y"(i))+ E d(x"(i),y"(i))
{ilx'(i)/x"(i)} {ilx'(i)=x"(i)}

= E d(x"(i),y"(i))+ 1i d(x'"(i),y"(i))
ilx'"(i)/x"(i)} {iix'()=x"(i)}

< d"(X,x' )Dmn+ d"(X,,y ) (5.57)

0

Definition 5.38 (11 distance between probability distributions). Let and q be probability
distributions on X. The l distance between p and q is dl(p,q) - |] p(x)- q(x)

xEX

Let X' be an arbitrary random variable on X. X' =< X' >0 is the i.i.d. X' source.

The following two constructions will be needed. Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx E
X.

1. Given a source-code s for uniform X source, construct a jump source-code s' for i.i.d.
X' source. This construction is such that if X' has the same distribution as X, the
source-code s' is "close to" s

2. Given a source-code t for i.i.d. X' source, construct a source-code t' for uniform X
source. This construction is such that if X' has the same distribution as X, the source-
code t' is "close to" t

The two constructions are described in detail below.

Construction 5.1. Let X' is arbitrary. Let X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx E X. Recall
that no is the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is rational Vx E X.Recall that n' = non.

Let s =< s"' >' be a (possibly random) rate R source-code used for source-coding uniform
X.
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Definition 5.39. Let e > 0. For x" E Xn', define

("'(x"')= u"' e ": -d n (x"u < dl(pX, pX-e' (5.58)(n 1n

Definition 5.40. The transition probability k'"':X"' -+ ?(9"') defined as

,/ I if u"' e 4"'( x"') and ,"'( x"') $ #
k ,n |1 1 ", (X" )| n

(U = 0 if u"' #C'(x"') and {"'(x"')$ q (5.59)

uniform on 9"' if ("'(x')= #
Definition 5.41 (Construction of jump source-code s' from source-code s). Consider the
transition probability q'"': X"' -> (W"'n') defined as q/f' = k'"' o q,'. Recall Definition 5.7
for the definition of transition probability q, corresponding to a source-code s.

There exist rate R jump source-codes s' =< s'"' >w with input space < X" >1 and output
space < "a >0, such that q,' = qI"'. One such jump source-code is the following. Let

< e"',f"' >' be a deterministic jump source-code with domain < &"' >0 and range <
W"n >0. The source-code s gives a probability to this deterministic source-code given by

p,.-(e',f"'). Let < g"' >m be a sequence of deterministic functions where g"' has domain

X' and range ql"'. Then, < g"'oe"',f"' >' is a deterministic jump source-code with input
space <X " >' and output space < SW" >'. Define the jump source-code s' as

p,,(g"l' o e"',f"') A [ k'"'(g"'(x"')|x"') p,.(e"',f"') (5.60)

Note that

p,,,In(g"'o e"', f"n') A k'"'(gn'(x"n')|x"n') p,.W(e"',f"') = 1 (5.61)

(5.60), thus, defines a jump source-code with input space < X"' >' and output space <
,3"n' >m. It can be checked that q,,.' = q'"'

See Figure 5.1.

Lemma 5.16. Jump source-code s' has rate R

Proof The only deterministic jump source-codes on which s"' possibly puts positive mass
are those of the form (g"'o e"',f"'). g"' o e"' has domain X"' and range {1,2,..., 2 [n'RJ I and

f "' has domain {1,2,..., 2 [n'RJ} and range 9)"n'. Thus, the only deterministic functions that
s'"' possibly puts positive mass on e &"'(R) x 5"'(R), where gn'(R) and 5"'(R) are defined
in Subsection 5.4.1 It follows that the jump source-code s' has rate R. 0
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X" l' U" ----- {1,,..,2tRJ Y"

e 

n

x" is mapped to u" with probability , if u" E "(X")

Figure 5.1. Construction of jump source-code s' from source-code s

Lemma 5.17. Pr(C,"'(X'"')=) -+ 0 as n -+ oo.

Proof The idea of the proof is the following. If x"' is generated i.i.d. X', with high probabil-
ity, we will show the existence of a u"n' such that

1
-dn(x"',u"') n d,( px,psi)+ (5.62)

n

Let x" E Xn'. Define:

% t xlp,,,-(x) 5 pA}

X2  (xIpx,(x ) > Px }

60 4 {ilx"'(i)= x}
If x E Xl,2 =x A y

If x E X2, define 2x c 69 such that |2x = n'px(x)

Consider a u n' which satisfies the following:

1. If i E 2X for some x, u"'(i) A x

2. If i 2, for any x, define un'(i) in such a way that the empirical distribution of u"' is
px. This is possible by definitions of Yx and Qx and the relations between the cardi-
nalities of these sets. u"' can be thought of as a function, un'(xn') of x"'.
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1,

n
1

= in'p (x) - n'px(x)
n xEX

xEX

,,Pi( x) - Px'(x)I + IPx'(x) - Px(x)I
xE

= Z [|P ,,(x) - px(x)] + Z [Ipx(x) - Px(x)|]
xEX xEX

= Ep ,(x) -px(x)|] +d,(px,psi) (5.63)
xEX

Thus,

Pr (nddX'',u'(X'"'))> d,(px,px)+)

< Pr ( [|p ,,,x/ ) - ps xXl }|<
xEX

1 as n -+ oo by weak law of large numbers (5.64)

O

Definition 5.42. If the input to the jump source-code s' is i.i.d. X' sequence, for block-length
n, we get a joint random-variable Xn' V"'Y"' on X"' x 9W"' x W"'n' with the corresponding
joint probability distribution py = p ,., given by

pn"(x)',un',y"' )= p )k'"'(u"'|x"' )q,,,i(y"'|u"'u) (5.65)

V' is the marginal random variable on I" .

Next, we want to prove that V"' has the same distribution as the uniform X source of block-
length n', U"'. For this, we need a few definitions and lemmas.

Definition 5.43 (Permutations). Let 'n"' be a permutation of (1,2,..., n'). For i E {1, 2,..., n'}
7rn'(i) is the image of i under thepermutation rn"'. The set of all permutations of (1,2,..., n')
is denoted by I" . For x"' E %" ,y" E yn', define,

7"(x"') 4 (x"'(r'(1)), x"'(n"'(2)),..., x"'(Irn'(n'))) (5.66)

7n"'(y"') (y"'(n,"'(1)),y"'(,n"'(2)),...,y"'(,n"'(n'))) (5.67)

For a set d, 7r"'A 1 {rn" ala E d}.
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Lemma 5.18. If x"',x'n' E "', x"' $ x'"', then r"'(x"') rn"'(x'n')

Proof x"' $ x'"' 3i such that x"'(i) x'"'(i) = x"'(an'(i)) $ x'"'(n"'(i)) = i"'(x"') $
,, " ( x ' ) .

3

0

Lemma 5.19. |("'(x"')| depends only on the type of x"'.

Proof Let x"' and x'' have the same type. Thus, x'"' = n"'x"' for some permutation
,n"'. For U"' E 9n', dI (u',)n' n'un',it'xn'). Thus, t"'cr"'(x"') c "(')

By Lemma 5.18, Irn"' "'(x"')| = |("(x"')|. Thus, |("'(x"')| :5 |"'(x'"'). The same argu-
ment with x'' interchanged with x"' proves that I"'(x"')| :5|"'(x"')|. Thus, |"'(x'"')|=

|n (~ x")| JO'X'ji n
Definition 5.44. | A"'(q)I A |"(x"') if x"' has type q, which by the above lemma, depends
only on the type of x"'.

Definition 5.45. For u"' E 9n' n n') Jx"'In' EXg',x"' has type q,u"' "'x")

Lemma 5.20. |r;"' (U"')| is independent of the particular U"' E 91"'.

Proof All sequences u"' E W"' have the same type px. The proof of this lemma follows
exactly as the proof of Lemma 5.20. 0

Definition 5.46. Ir;'(q)| A |p" (u"')| for U"' E n"', which, by the above lemma, is inde-

pendent of u"'.

Lemma 5.21. The random variable V"', defined in Definition 5.42 has the same distribution as
U"', that is, unform on 9"'.

Proof For x"' e X", px,. (x"') depends only on the type q of x"'. p ,.' (x"') is denoted by

pI,' (q).

p,'(u"') = py,(x"')k'"'(u"'|x"')
xn EXn'

=1 PXX p,(X"')k'"'(u"'|x"' )+

E pXyn (x"')k'"(u"'|x"')
x ~X nlEn,(n =



=c .. pT, rI(aX ' )k''(u"'|x"'3)+

x"' has type q

E p,,,I ( x"' )k'"n'(u"'|x"')

p,,(q) , + I, p (x
q |c" (q)| 1 ,, ,| "

which is independent of u"' (5.68)

Thus, p,,, is uniform on 1"'.

This construction ends here.

Construction 5.2. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfies that px(x) is rational Vx E X. Recall
that no is the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is integer Vx E X. Recall that n' = non.

Consider the joint random variable X'"'V"' on X"' x 9"' with corresponding probability
distribution p' I,,. given by

p , , ( x"," U ) =p,,,( x"' )k'"'(u"'|Ix"') (5.69)

Recall Lemma 5.21 that pv,, is uniform on 9&"'.

Definition 5.47. p' ,,,-,,, can be factored the other way:

pX, yI,,I(x"', u"') = pV.,(u"')''(u"'|x"') (5.70)

Let t =< t" >0 be a rate R source-code used for source-coding i.i.d. X' source.

Definition 5.48 (Construction of source-code t' from source-code t). Consider the transi-
tion probability r'"' : W"' -- 9(y"') defined as r"' -1"' o q". Recall Definition 5.7 for
the definition of the transition probability q, corresponding to a source-code t.

There exists a rate R source-code t' =< t'' >0 with input space < W"' >m and output

space < k"' >1' such that q,' = r"'. The construction of such a source-code t is analogous
to the construction described in Definition 5.41 and hence, omitted.

Lemma 5.22. Source-code t' has rate R

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.16, and hence, omitted. E
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8n

l" Do X" W {1, 2,..., 2L"RJJ } n

e *

Ue n

u" is mapped to x" with probability 1,n(x" jun)

Figure 5.2. Construction of source-code t' from source-code t

Definition 5.49. If the input to the source-code t' is uniform X sequence, for block-length
n', we get a joint random-variable U"'T"'Y"' on q/"' x V"' x 9Y"' with the corresponding
joint probability distribution Px = pU"'T'Y'' given by

p'(u"',x',y"') = pu (5.71)

T"' is the marginal random variable on " .

Lemma 5.23. T"' has the same distribution as X", that is, pT' =x

Proof This follows from Definition 5.47 0

See Figure 5.2.

This construction ends here.

Lemma 5.24. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Let & > 0.
If there exists a rate R source-code for which expected distortion D is achievable when source-
coding the uniform X source, then, there exists a rate R source-codefor which expected distortion
D + Dmadi (px, px') + 8 is achievable when source-coding the ii.d. X' source.

Proof Let s be a rate R source code using which, expected distortion D is achievable when
source-coding the uniform X source. Recall the construction of jump source code s' in Con-
struction 5.1 which is used to source-code the i.i.d. X' source. First, we get a bound on
achievable expected distortion for jump source code s' when coding the i.i.d. X' source.
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Recall Definition 5.42 for the definition of pl.

1 1 1
-d" (x"',y") - , + -d"(u" ,y"') by Lemma 5.15

n n

px(x ,,u"'y"') dn (x"'u" )D.,
n',n"I "

+ py(x"',y"') n

x" ,U" ,y"

Id"(u"',y"')7 1 (5.72)

That is,

E d" (X'"',Y y)] SE d (X'",")Da +V E d(V'Y"'

=E ldZ(X',V' Dm. +E d"'(V"',Y"'n

< Pr("' (X'"') $ #)(d 1(px,pi) +e)Dmnx+

Pr(4"'(X'"')= #)Dma+

E d"'i(V"',Y" n)

<(d1(px,ps) +e)Dm. +E

Thus,

lim SUPE -7d"'(X"'nY" <

n-on-10

1d'(V nYn')] +

Pr(," (X'"n') = f)Dma (5.73)

limsupE [-'dn'(V', Yn')] +

lim sup Pr(C"'(X''') = f)Dmax
n-oo

(5.74)

limsupE dn'(X'n, Yn) is the expected distortion produced by the jump source-code

s' for the i.i.d. X' source. pvni is uniform and thus, limsupE d"'(V"', YV') is the
[1+o
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expected distortion produced by the source-code s for the uniform X source. Pr(f"'(X'"' =
<f) -+ 0 as n -+ oo by Lemma 5.17. It follows that if s is a rate R source-code for which
expected distortion D is achievable when source-coding the uniform X source, then, s' is
a jump source-code for which expected distortion D + Dma(di(px, px') + c) is achievable,
when source-coding the i.i.d. X source.The source-code s' can be interpolated to get a rate R
source-code s" for which expected distortion D +D.,. (d, (px, px,)+ ) is achievable when
source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. Such a source-code s" exists for each e > 0. By choosing e
such that DMe =a, the lemma follows. 0

Note 5.47. This brings us to the final reason for the introduction ofjump source-codes for source-
coding i.i.d. X source. In the above lemma, we derive relations between RE(D) and R',(D).
This is done by the use of Construction 5.1 Construction 5.1 constructs a jump source-code for
source-coding i.id. X' source given a source-code for source-coding the uniform X source. A direct
construction of a source-codefor the i.i.d. X' source from a source-codefor the uniform X source
is not possible because a source-codefor the uniform X source is defined only for certain block-
lengths. This also justifies, why we do not need to define jump source-codes for the uniform X
source. Given a source-codefor the i.i.d. X' source, we can directly construct a source-codefor the
uniform X source by use of Construction 5.2: this is a source-codefor the uniform X source, not
a jump source-code. Two other reasons were given previously for defining jump source codes for
source-coding i.i.d. X source. Firstly, to prove convexity and continuity of RE(D) and RP(D),
we have to first prove the samefor the jump rate-distortion function. Secondly, to prove that rate-
distortion functions for i.i.d. sources with liminf and lim sup definitions are the same, we have
to go through jump rate-distortion function. These reasons do not existfor the uniform X source
because these results are not proved directly for the uniform X source: they are proved indirectly
by proving equality with the corresponding rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. X source and
then invoking these resultsfor the i.i.d. X source.

Lemma 5.25. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx E X. Let 8 > 0.
If there exists a rate R source-code for which expected distortion D is achievable when source-
coding the i.i.d. X' source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which expected distortion
D + Dmadi (px, px') + 8 is achievable when source-coding the uniform X source.

Proof Let t be a rate R source-code using which, expected distortion D is achievable when
source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. Recall the construction of the source-code t' in Construc-
tion 5.2 which is used to source-code the uniform X source. We get a bound on the achievable
expected distortion for the source-code t' when source-coding the uniform X source.

Recall Definition 5.49 for the definition of pK.

Id" (u ',y" ') d d (u, x" )D.+ - d"(x"',y"') by Lemma 5.15
n (u "',n n d ) /

E pK(u,Xnyn) [id n(unyn')] <
i t, X ,Y
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pK 1n1 I n n1 n'1D

+ pK n1 X n1)y n1 dn(xnyn')] (5.75)

u" ,X" ,y"

That is,

-ld"'(U' Y"') <E IdZ(U' T')Dma +E [ ( ,dn Y"')]
n n n

=E -d( (U',) T" dmx+Ex') - ( , nDn
n IInd(Tn Y

=(E -d1 (T"',U") Dm. +E dn' (T Yn' ) +
In IHn1

" Pr("'(T"n') 3#)(d, (p, x,s)+ c)Dmx+

Pr(C,"'(T"n') =#)Dmax+

E -d"' (T"',Y"')

" (d, (ps, px1)+ec)Dm. +E -d"' (T"n',Y"')] +
[n/

Pr(C"'(T"') = c)Dma. (5.76)

Thus,

lim supE d"'(U"', Y')] <
n-oo n

limsup(d1(pX, px) + e)Dm.+
n-.oo

limsupE -7dn'(Tn',Y"')] +
n-+o n

limsupPr(,"'( T"') = O)Dm. (5.77)
n-+o

limsupE -;d"'( U"s', Yn')] is the expected distortion produced by the source-code t' for the
n--,oop 1

uniform X source. Recall that PT" is the same distribution as pX,,, and thus,

limsupE 7dn'(Tn', Y"') (5.78)
n-.oo In

is the expected distortion produced by the jump source-code < t"' >0 for the i.i.d. X'

source. The expected distortion produced by the jump source-code < t"' >0 is less than or
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equal to the expected distortion produced by the source-code t =< t" >0. Pr(("'(T"' =
) - 0 as n - oo since T"' has the same distribution as X'"' and by Lemma 5.17. It follows

that if t is a rate R source-code for which expected distortion D is achievable when source-
coding the i.i.d. X' source, then, t' is a rate R source-code for which expected distortion
D +Dma(di(px, px + c) is achievable, when source-coding the uniform X source. Such a
source-code t' exists Ve > 0. By choosing e such that DmxE = a, the lemma follows. 0

Lemma 5.26. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Let a > 0. If
there exists a rate R source-code for which probability of excess distortion D is achievable when
source-coding the uniform X source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which probability of
excess distortion D +Dmaxdi(pX, px,) + & is achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source.

Proof Let s be a rate R source-code using which, probability of excess distortion D is achiev-
able when source-coding the uniform X source. Recall the construction of jump source-code
s' in Construction 5.1 which is used to source-code the i.i.d. X' source. First, we get a bound
on the achievable probability of excess distortion for the jump source-code s' when source-
coding the i.i.d. X' source.

Recall Definition 5.42 that p1 = pX ,,nyl is the joint distribution on %"' x 9/"' x f"

induced by k'"' and the source-code s when the distribution on X"' is i.i.d. X'. Recall also
that V"' is a uniform random variable on q&"'. Also, by Lemma 5.15,

-;d"'(x"',y"') n5 d (x"', u"')Dma. + d"(u"',y"') (5.79)
n n n

Thus,

1d"'(X"', Y"') < 5-d (X'"', V"')Dma+ -d"'(V"',Y"') (5.80)n n n

Let probability of excess distortion D be achievable with source-code s for uniform X source.
Then,

1Pr -7d'(X'', Y"')> D +Dma(di(px, Px')+

<Pr d+ > Dm(d(pxpx')+ +) (5.81)
nn +

Pr (idX'', V"')> d(px,pzi) +e6 =e" -+0 as n' -+oo

since Pr(G"'(X"') #) -+0 as n -+ oo

=>Pr dZ (X'n', V"')Da > (d,(px, px )+ e)Dmax =n -+ 0 as n -- oo (5.82)
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Recall that pvi = pun. Also, it is assumed that probability of excess distortion D is achiev-
able with source-code s for uniform X source. That is,

Pr -dn'(Vn', Y"')> D ="' -+ 0 as n - oo (5.83)
n1

Thus,

1 1,
Pr (dd(X'"', V"')Dmax+ -"(V"',Y"')5 Dmax(d(PX, PX')+ c) +D

n n

>Pr - d(X'' V"')Dmax 5 Dmax(di(pX, ps)+c) and -d"'(U"',Y"') < D
(11,

=Pr n/)max 5Dnax(di(pxpX; (Vn" ,yf'): D

n n

>1 - ("+ c"') by Lemma 5.5 (5.84)

Thus,

Pr (-d (X'", V"')Dma + -d" (V , Y" )> D +Dmax(di(Px, Px') +
n n

<5e +C2'-+0asn-+-oo (5.85)

Thus,

Pr (dn'(X'' Y')>Dmax(di(px,px')+6)+D -+0 as n -+oo (5.86)
n'

Thus, probability of excess distortion D +Dma(di(Px, Px')+ e) is achievable for coding i.i.d.
X' source with rate R jump source-code s'. For each c' > 0, the jump source-code s' can be
interpolated to form a rate R source-code s" using which probability of excess distortion
D + Dmax(d1(Px, Px') + e) + e is achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. e > 0
and e'> 0 are arbitrary. Choosing e and e' such that Dmax +e'= ,the lemma follows. 0

Lemma 5.27. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx i nX. Let a > 0.
If there exists a rate R sourc-code for which probability of excess distortion D is achievable when
source-coding the i.i.d. X' source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which probability

of excess distortion D + Dmadi(pxpx) + 8 is achievable when source-coding the uniform X
source.

Proof Let t be a rate R source-code using which, probability of excess distortion D is achiev-
able when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. Recall the construction of source-code t' in
Construction 5.2 which is used to source-code the uniform X source. We get a bound on
the achievable probability of excess distortion for the source-code t' when sourc-coding the
uniform X source.
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Recall Definition 5.49 that pK = pu.,7.1y.1 is the joint distribution on W' x X"' x yn'

induced by l''' and the source-code t when the distribution on W"' is uniform. Recall also
that T"' has the same distribution as i.i.d. X'source of block-length n', X'"'. Also, by Lemma
5.15,

1 (9n , : 1 , 1 'I)m Xn ynSd"'(u"',y"') < dn (u"' x'+)Dm +d
n n n

(5.87)

Thus,

1 1(U"' Y'):5 d (U", 1T)Dm ,+ d"'(T"', Y")
n/n Hn

Let probability of excess distortion D be achievable with source-code t for
source. Then,

Pr (Idn'
(71

< Pr -Wd

(5.88)

the i.i.d. X'

(U"', Y"')> D +Dmax(d,(p, pXP)+E))

(U"', T')Dma + -d"(T"', Y"') > Dma(d(px, px') + c) +D,
n

(5.89)

Pr ( Id(U', Tn')>

=Pr d (T"',( U"')>

d,(pX, px,)+

d, (px, px,)+e

since Pr(C"'(T" )=<) - 0 as n -- oo

->Pr (Id (U', Tn')Dma > (di(px,px')+ e)Dm. = ) -* 0 as n -- oo (5.90)

Recall that pT,,' = px,,,. Also, it is assumed that probability of excess distortion D is achiev-
able with source-code t for i.i.d. X' source. That is,

Pr(I dn'(Tn', Yn')> D =n e"< 0 as n -- oo

Thus,

Pr~ n (d(U'Tf)n1 x yn~ (~,) <Dmax(dI (PXpx) +c) +D)
1 1Pr - (U", T" )Dmax+ -d"'(T"',Y' e)n D d(Tx, px ) )

n nn

>Pr d (U"',T")Dmax<Dmax(d,(pX,pzi)+c) and -d"'(T"',Y")5D

(5.91)

=Pr d (Un', T')Dma Dmax(d,(px,pi) +) n '7 d"'(T"', Y"') 5 D
I~n /

=e"-0 as n'- oo
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>1 - (c"'+ cn') by Lemma 5.5 (5.92)

Thus,

Pr -d(U"', T + -d(T", yfl') > D +Dmax(di(Px, Px') +
(n n

< nl + 2 -~+ 0 as n - oo (5.93)

Thus,

Pr (;d"'(U', Y"')> Dma(di(Px,Px')+e)+D - Oasn-.-oo (5.94)
(n

Thus, probability of excess distortion D + Dmax(di (Px, Px') + E) is achievable for coding
uniform X source with rate R source-code t'. Such a source-code t' exists VC > 0. Choosing
c such that Dmax = 8, the lemma follows. l

Lemma 5.28. Let X satisfy that px(x) is rational VX. For D E (0, oo), RE (D) = RE (D) and
RP (D) = RP (D). In particular, R (D) and RP (D) are convex and continuous functions of D
for D E (0, oo).

Proof First, we prove that RE(D) = RE (D).

By taking the distribution of X', the same as the distribution of X in Lemma 5.24, it follows,
that V, > 0,

R (D +,)!5 R (D) (5.95)

By taking the distribution of X', the same as the distribution of X in Lemma 5.25, it follows
that V8 > 0,

RE (D +&) 5 R (D) (5.96)

From the above two equations,

RE (D +a):5 RE (D) RE (D -,)V < 8 < D (5.97)

From Lemma 5.4, RX (D) is a continuous function of D for D E (0,oo). By taking & - 0
in the above equation, it follows that VD e (0, oo), RE (D) = RE (D). Since RE (D) is convex
and continuous for D E (0, oo), so is RE(D).

Next, we prove that RP (D) = R'(D).

By taking the distribution of X', the same as the distribution of X in Lemma 5.26, it follows
that V& > 0,

RP(D + 8) RP(D) (5.98)
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By taking the distribution of X', the same as the distribution of X in Lemma 5.27, it follows
that V8 > 0,

RP (D + 4) <R (D) (5.99)

From the above two equations,

RP (D+ )<RP(D) 5 RP(D -8)V0 < & < D (5.100)

From Lemma 5.6, RjP (D) is a continuous function of D for D E (0, oo). By taking & - 0
in the above equation, it follows that VD E (0, oo), R (D) = RP (D). Since RP(D) is convex
and continuous for D E (0, oo), so is RP(D). 0

Lemma 5.29. Given a rate R source-code s for which expected distortion D is infachievable
when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. Then, there exists a rate R source-code s1 for which
expected distortion D is infachievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source, where limit is
taken along a sequence where the block-lengths are divisible by no to achieve the required inf
expected distortion.

Proof Let s =< s" >)' be a rate R source-code for which expected distortion D is inf-
achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R deter-
ministic source-code for which expected distortion D is inf-achievable when source-coding
the i.i.d. X' source. Without loss of generality, assume that s is deterministic. That is, there
exists a sequence n; / o such that

E -di(Xi,Yi) ] D+ci, wherec; -+0asn; /oo (5.101)

Assume that nj+1 - n; > no. If this were not the case, consider a subsequence of ni such
that this is the case, and re-label it to call it ni. Let n denote the least integer > n; such that
n' is divisible by no. Note that 0 < n' - n; < no. Note that n' are distinct because of the
assumption that nj+1 - n; > no.

Form s,1i from sni as skn+r in the same way that from sk" in the interpolation-code Definition
5.35.

Consider the source-code s, =< s, >' which is such that S"' is defined as above and s"

is defined arbitrarily for other block lengths. It can be proved that this code satisfies the
requirements of the lemma by an argument similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma
5.8. E

Lemma 5.30. Given a rate R source-code s for which probability of excess distortion D is inf
achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. Let c > 0. Then, there exists a rate R source-
code s, for which probability of excess distortion D + c is infachievable when source-coding the
i.i.d. X' source, where limit is taken along a sequence where the block-lengths are divisible by no
to achieve the required infprobability of excess distortion.
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Proof Let s =< s" >)O be a rate R source-code for which probability of excess distortoin D
is inf-achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R
deterministic source-code for which probability of excess distortion D is inf-achievable when
source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. Without loss of generality, assume that s is deterministic.
That is, there exists a sequence ni / oo such that

1
Pr -di(Xni, Yni) > D - 0 as n; / oo (5.102)

Assume that ni+1 - n; > no. If this were not the case, consider a subsequence of n; such
that this is the case, and re-label it to call it n;. Let n' denote the least integer > n; such that
n' is divisible by no. Note that 0 < n' - n; < no. Note that n1 are distinct because of the
assumption that ni+1 - ni > no.

Form sn' from sni as skn+r in the same way that from skn in the interpolation-code Definition
5.35.

Consider the source-code s, =< s" >m which is such that s," is defined as above and s" is
defined arbitrarily for other block lengths. It can be proved by an argument similar to the
argument in the proof of Lemma 5.9 that this code satisfies the requirements of the lemma.

0

Lemma 5.31. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx E X. Let S > 0.
If there exists a rate R source-codefor which expected distortion D is infachievable when source-
coding the uniform X source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which expected distortion
D + Dmaxdi(px, px') + a is infachievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source.

Proof Let s be a rate R source code using which, expected distortion D is inf-achievable
when source-coding the uniform X source. Recall the construction of jump source code s' in
Construction 5.1 which is used to source-code the i.i.d. X' source.

Rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.24, except that limits are taken along
some subsequence n; / oo instead of along n', and that, the interpolation argument is not
needed.

0

Lemma 5.32. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Let a > 0.
If there exists a rate R source-code for which expected distortion D is infachievable when source-
coding the i.i.d. X' source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which expected distortion
D + Dmaxdi(py, px') + a is infachievable when source-coding the uniform X source.

Proof Let t be a rate R source-code using which, expected distortion D is inf-achievable
when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. That is, there exists a sub-sequence ni / oo such
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that for the source-code t,

E -di(Xi, Yni) <D+ where e -0 as ni /oo (5.103)

Construct a source-code t; from t as si is constructed from s in Lemma 5.29. For the source-
code t1 ,

E [d"(X"i, Y < D + e; where e, --+ 0 as n' / oo and n is divisible by noVi (5.104)

Rest of the argument follows the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.25 by looking at the
source-code t' which is constructed from t, by using Construction 5.2, except that limits are
taken along ni / oo instead of n'.

The reason why we need to go from t to t, in this argument is that if none of the n; is divisible
by no, t'"i is not defined for any ni, and thus, taking limits along ni would not make sense
for the source-code t', which is the main part of the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.25.

0

Lemma 5.33. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Let 8 > 0. If
there exists a rate R source-code for which probability of excess distortion D is infachievable when
source-coding the uniform X source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which probability
of excess distortion D +Dmnd1(Px, Px')+ 3 is infachievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X'
source.

Proof Let s be a rate R source-code using which, probability of excess distortion D is inf-
achievable when source-coding the uniform X source. Recall the construction of jump source-
code s' in Construction 5.1 which is used to source-code the i.i.d. X' source.

Rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.26, except that limits are taken along
some subsequence n; / oo instead of along n', and that, the interpolation argument is not
needed.

0

Lemma 5.34. Let X' be arbitrary and X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vxi nX. Let 8 > 0. If
there exists a rate R sourc-code for which probability of excess distortion D is infachievable when
source-coding the i.i.d. X' source, then, there exists a rate R source-code for which probability of
excess distortion D + Dmadl(px, px')+ 3 is infachievable when source-coding the uniform X
source.

Proof Let t be a rate R source-code using which, probability of excess distortion D is inf-
achievable when source-coding the i.i.d. X' source. That is, there exists a sub-sequence r4 /
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oo such that for the source-code t,

1
Pr -di(Xni,Yi)>D =Ce where ei - Oas n; /oo (5.105)

( i

Construct a source-code t; from t as s, is constructed from s in Lemma 5.30. For the source-
code t1 ,

1
Pr -yd"i(Xni, Y")) D) = e; where e; - 0 as n / 00 and n is divisible by noVi (5.106)

(n,

Rest of the argument follows the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.27 by looking at the
source-code t which is constructed from t1 by using Construction 5.2, except that limits are
taken along n / oo instead of n'.

The reason why we need to go from t to tj in this argument is that if none of the n; is divisible
by no, t'"i is not defined for any n;, and thus, taking limits along ni would not make sense
for the source-code t', which is the main part of the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.27.

0

Lemma 5.35. Let X satisfy that px(x) is rational VX. For D E (0, oo),RE(D, inf) = R (D, inf)
and RP (D, inf) = RP (D, inf). In particular, RE (D, inf) and RP (D, inf) are convex and contin-
uousfunctions ofD for D E (0, oo).

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.28.

Next, we want to prove the equality of the rate-distortion functions with the expected distor-
tion and the probability of excess distortion definitions for the uniform X source.

Equality of the rate-distortion function for the uniform X source with the expected and the
probability of excess distortion definitions: RE (D) =RP(D)

We prove that RE(D) = RP (D). This is the bridge between our results for the i.i.d. X and the
uniform X sources. This result is interesting in its own right, and so is the proof technique.

Lemma 5.36. Let X satisfy that px(x) is rational Vx. Then, for D E (0,oo), RE(D) = RP(D)

Proof First, we prove that RE(D) ; R(D). The idea of the proof is that the probability
of excess distortion criterion is "stronger" than the expected probability of error criterion.
That is, if a particular probability of excess distortion level is achievable for some source, the
same expected distortion is also achievable by the same source-code for the same source. A
rigorous proof is the following:
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Recall the definitions of no and n'.

Let probability of excess distortion D be achievable for the uniform X source with source-
code s =< s"' >T. Then, for the source-code s,

Pr Idnh(Un',Yn')> D ="' -+0 as n -- oo (5.107)

It follows from the above equation that

E [;dn'(Un', Yn')] e(1-')D +e"'D.m -- D as n -+ oo (5.108)[17

Thus, the expected distortion D is achievable for the uniform X source by use of the same
source-code, and in particular, by a source-code of the same rate. It follows that RE(D) <
RP (D).

Next, we prove that RP (D):5 RE(D).

Let expected distortion D be achievable by a rate R source-code t =< t"' >' when encoding
the uniform X source. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a rate R deterministic source-code s =<
S"' >m=< e"',f"' >0 using which expected distortion D is achievable for the uniform X
source. That is, for the source-code s,

limsup p ,,n, (u"n')Dn,- < D where D.,- I d"'(U"'1,f"n' o e"n'(u"n'))
nnoo

1
T D , < D + 'wheree"' 0 as n - oo (5.109)

j1jfl "I Elk' -n

Let e > 0, 0 < 4& < 1 be such that (1 - 8)|1W" n'I out of the |W"&ln'| many Du,, are > D + E. We
find a relation between e and & below. From the above equation, it follows that

(1 - 4)(D + c) < D + n"

> C 1> " for n' sufficiently large since " n' 0 as n -+ oo (5.110)
D+ e 2(D+c)

Thus, for sufficiently large n', possibly depending on e, >8|&"'|= - out of thelW"'|2(D + e)
many u"' satisfy D. , < D + e. Note that this is truefor all e > 0 and that, & is independent of
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Let Wn' be a set of cardinality 810"'I such that for sufficiently large n', D , <D+eVu"' E

Note that p (9/') = 8, by definition. Let U"' denote the source which puts a

uniform distribution on Denote W( =< W' >'. Denote U& =< U"' >0.

The source-code s =< s"' >7'=< e"',f"' >m can be used to code the source Ua by just
restricting the source-code input space to W. s still has rate R and when coding the source
U&. With source-code s, probability of excess distortion D + c is achievable for the source

U3. In fact, the stronger condition is true that 1 d"'(un''f"' o en'(ug')) 5 D+e Vug' E 91n'
n

Thus, it follows that RP (D+c) 5 RE(D) for any source V =< V"' >O on W3 =< W"'>o.
In particular, RP,(D + c) < RE(D).

We now cover the whole space 9" by polynomially many "copies" of Wn" and consequently,
V#8 > 0, construct a rate R + # source-code for which the probability of excess distortion
D + c achievable when coding the uniform X source, U. Precisely, this is done as follows:

Recall Definition 5.43 for the definition of permutations.

:u"' = n"'ug' for some u,' e 9'}. ni"'91' is, what we call, a copy
,, I~ E / r o oeU'C6-

of ,,got by permuting the entries of each element of IQ' by the permutation 7" .

Note that U ,,, ,,,n 9/ = 91"'. Let a"' be a subset of II"' of smallest cardinality such that

U,,,/ /,,,n" " = 9/" . We will prove that

/ n'log(I |)

log -

Assuming this, we first finish the proof that R (D):5 R (D).

For 7n"' E "', let B, be disjoint sets such that 69n C 7 n" and U naBfl = W.

For n"' E ,n', let X,,, denote arbitrary sets, each of cardinality 2 tn'RJ. Let

i,,, /: {1,2,.. ., 2 [n'RJ) -+ X ,,, (5.112)

be arbitrary bijective maps.

Define maps (,,"'e"', nt"'f"') as follows:

"" :X i

In"'e"'(In"'un') = i,, (e"'(u"')), for in"'un' E 6
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Ir"n'fn'(k,) =f"'(i-1 (k,)) (5.114)

Define source-code s, =< Sn'>'=< e"',fn' >0 as follows.

en': qln' U /X

f"': U /-* -, SW"' (5.115)

e"'(u"') = ,n' en'(u" ) if u"' E (n

f"'(k)= 7'f"'(k) ifke K' (5.116)

Let # > 0. For sufficiently large n',

I U ,irnl X /I = j n =n'log(IX|)[ ,/Rj
log 1

< 2[n'(R+P)j for n'> z for some integer z (5.117)

The source-code s, can be suitably modified for block-lengths n' < z in an arbitrary way such
that the source-code s, has rate R+3. For n'> z, it follows by construction that Vun' E 9 fn',

1
7dn'(un',fn'(e'(un')))5 D + e (5.118)

n

It follows that for an arbitrary source V =< V"' >m on 11, probability of excess distortion
D + e is achievable with rate R + a source-code s,. Thus, R'V(D + e) <R E(D) + 3. This is
true for all# > 0. Thus, RP(D + ):5 RE (D).

In particular, RP (D + E) 5 R (D). By Lemma 5.28, R4(D) is continuous for D E (0, oo). It
follows that R(D):5 RE(D) for D E (0, oo).

It remains to prove that

Snlog(IXI) 
(5.119)

log 1

This is proved below.

Let U"n', u'"' E n'

First, we want to calculate

Pr(u "'= P5'u"')
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Fix u'". The above probability is independent of u' by symmetry. An elaborate argument
which shows how this symmetry works is the following:

Denote 19,,- 1= {n E II | un' = pn'/n'}. Let u"', u2"' E o"n'. Thus, there are the corre-

sponding sets 9 , and 6B ,,. u" = 7r"'u"'. Thus, if u'"' = rn'u"', then, u'"' =, n"'n'u".
U U 01 2 /T U

It follows that {1n"'rn' Ir' e 4 ,} C q ,,. If rn' $ n', then, n"'in"' $ n'rn'. It fol-
2 1

lows that |B ,I ?: ;B ,,1. By interchanging u"' and u"', it follows that |B ,I |B ,1. Thus,
U 2 12 1 U2

|B I,=B , 1. It follows that Pr(u"' = P"'u'"') is independent of u"'. Thus,
1 1

Pr(u"' = pn'un')= (5.121)
|;"|

Let u', u'"', u"' E 9n'. From Lemma 5.18, it follows that In'u'"' = Irn'u""' > u'"' = u"".
Thus,

Pr(u" )= = (5.122)

Let P',P'. ,P"' be independent, uniform random variables on II"'. Then,

Pr(u"n' # Pn"'t,"'UP pn"'lU ..-. UP"'Wvl"')

=Pr({u"' # P"W1"'} and {u"' #P2"j'1'} and... and {u"' #P'9,"'})
=Pr({" #I, W'} n~" 2 &"}n. u" "W"}

=Pr(u" # P"'q/"') xPr(u"' P pnq,"') x.--. x Pr(u"'10 n1 P"'t"'

(5.123)

Pr(P" 9/"'UP2 9"'U*- -UP" "/W'1 2 8&

=Pr(u" E &n' such that u"' # P"91"'UP21 U."'U -.. UPn'"')1 &a 2 ,& t &

=Pr(U 1,,,{u" # Pn" Up' l'P "'U -.-.- UP"'"})

S Pr({u"#P"'"U2'Up nU... UP" W1'}) by the union bound
2 /

UnI E*P/W

=IX"I(1 -8)=j|%n'j(j _ &)t

n'log|%|
<1 if t > log 1  (5.124)

log -
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,y n 'log|%|It follows that there exists a subset .d" of the set of permutations H"' of cardinality nlog
log /

such thatU U,.4. n"'"'= ,a "'. This completes the proof. Q

We now integrate the above results to prove the equality of all rate-distortion functions when
X satisfies that px(x) is rational Vx e X

Equality of all possible rate-distortion functions for sources which satisfy px(x) is rational
Vx E X

The following theorem proves equality of all possible rate distortion functions for the i.i.d.
and uniform X sources when X satisfies that px(x) is rational Vx E .

Theorem 5.37. For X such that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Then, for D e (0, oo), R (D) =
RP(D)= RE(D, j)= RX(D,j)=RX (D inf) = RP (D, inf) = RE (D) = RP (D) = RE (D, inf)=
RP(D,inf).

Proof This follows from Lemmas 5.10, 5.14, 5.28, 5.35, and 5.36. 0

Note 5.48. Note that we do not directly prove that RE (D) = R (D). We prove RE (D) =
RP(D), RE (D) = RE(D), and R (D) = RP (D), in order to prove that R (D) = RP (D). This
can be thought of as one reason for the introduction of the uniform X source. However, this is
not the most important reason for the introduction of the uniform X source. As stated before, the
main reason for the introduction of the uniform X source is that we do not know, how to prove
Theorems 5.46 and 5.47, direcdy for the i.i.d. X source.

Finally, we prove the equality of the rate-distortion functions for arbitrary X.

Equality of all possible rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. X source: proofs that Rj(D) =
RP (D) = RE(D,inf) = RP (D, inf)

Theorem 5.37 proves equality of all possible rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. X source
when X is such that px(x) is rational Vx. Note that uniform X sources are undefined for
arbitrary X. For this, we will carry out limiting arguments with random variables X -e X
where X,, is such that pX, (x) is rational Vx e X. This is the final step in this subsection,
after which, we will move on to channels. The limiting arguments will be useful in their own
right, when we consider channels.

Lemma 5.38. For arbitrary X,for D E (0, oo), 0 < c < D,

R E )E flog|X(
R (D) - RX (D +,r) < D (5.125)
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R (D)- R (D + c) < D (5.126)X X D

(5.127)

For X such that px(x) is rational Vx, D e (0,oo), 0 < c < D,

Ro(D)-gRX(D+e) C I (5.128)U U D

Ro(D)g- RP(D+ c) D (5.129)U U D

Proof By Lemma 5.4, RE(D) is convex for D e [0,oo). It follows that

RE (D) - RE (D + e)RE (0) - RE (D)lo |

e D - D

l-oR(D) - R (D + < D (5.130)X X D

This proves the first statement in the lemma.

By Lemma 5.6, RP (D) is convex for D e [0, oo). The second statement in the lemma follows
exactly as above.

For X such that px(x) is rational Vx, by Lemma 5.28, for D E (0, oo), RE (D) = RE (D) and
RP(D) = RP (D). The third and fourth statements in the lemma, now follow by using the
first and second statements in the lemma which have been proved above. 0

Lemma 5.39. Let X be an arbitrary random variable on X. Let X, 1 < n < o be a collection

of random-variables on X such that px,(x) is rational Vx e X, VX,,. Also, let X, -~ X in
distribution. That is, Vx e X, lim px (x) = px(x). U is the uniform X, source. Let 8, > 0
and let n -+ 0 as n -+ oo Define e n _Dm.di(px, px.)+8n. Then,for D e (0, oo),

lim RE(D + c,)= lim RE (D +,,)

lim RP (D +e,,)= lim RP(D + e,)= RE (D) (5.131)
n--oo U. n-*oo X

Proof Note that e,, -+ 0 as n - oo.

By Lemma 5.24, and by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 5.28, for all delta, > 0,

R E(D+Dmad(PX, Px)+n) :5RE(D)

->R E(D) 5 RE(D - (Dmadi(Px, Px.) + a,)) (5.132)
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By Lemma 5.25, and by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 5.28, V&, > 0,

RE (D+Dmad1(Px, Px.)+8,,) S RE(D) (5.133)

Thus,

RE (D+e,,)5RE(D)<RE (D-e,

=>0R <RE(D) - RE (D + ,):R R (D - C,)- RE (D + c,)
=0 <RE (D) -R (D + e) [R (D-C)-R (D)] + [R (D) -RE (D+c)]

FE n log|E a I Clog|lx=0 < R (D - R ( + by Lemma 5.38 (5.134)
. D - c,, D

Taking limit as n -+ oo, and recalling that e, -- 0 as n - oo, it follows that

lim R (D+ e,)= R (D) (5.135)

By Theorem 5.37, R (D+e,,) =R (D+ ,,)= R (D+,,)=R R (D+c,,). It thus follows

that

lim R (D+e,,)= lim R (D+ C,)=

lim Rp(D + e,)= lim Rp (D +e,)= RE (D) (5.136)

The lemma follows. 0

Lemma 5.40. Let X be an arbitrary random variable on X. Let X, 1 < n < oo be a collection
of random-variables on X such that px,(x) is rational Vx E X, VX,,. Also, let X, -" X in
distribution. That is, Vx e X, lim Px, (x) = px(x). U,, is the uniform X, source. Let 8, > 0
and let 8, -+0 as n - oo. Define e, - Dmad( Then, for D e (0,oo),

lim R (D+e,)= lim R (D+c,)=n--*oc Unn-*oX

lim Rp (D + e,)= lim R (D +e,,)= R (D) (5.137)
n-+00 n fl-soon

Proof Note that e, -+ 0 as n - oo.

By Lemma 5.26, and by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 5.28, for all 8, > 0,

R (D +Dmxd,(px , pxn) + 8,) < R (D)

R (D) R. (D -(Dmadi(PX,PX.)+ n))
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By Lemma 5.27, and by an argument similar to that used in Lemma 5.28, V8,, > 0,

RP (D +Dmaxd1(Px, Px.) +a) !5 R(D) (5.139)

Thus,

RP (D+e,,) RP (D)!5 RP (D -e,,)

=>0 < RP (D) - R (D + ,RP (D -e,,)-RP (D + ,,)

=40<R (D)-R (D+e,,)5 [R (D - e,)-R (D)] + [R (D)-R (D + E,)]

n .og|Xl e,.log|l
0 < RP (D) - RP (D + e, < + by Lemma 5.38 (5.140)

D-e, D

Taking limit as n - oo, and recalling that C, - 0 as n -1 oo, it follows that

lim RP (D + e,)= RP(D) (5.141)
l--*oo U

By Theorem 5.37, RP (D+e,)= R (D+e,)= RE (D +-) = R E (D+e,,). It thus follows
that

lim RP (D+e,,)= lim RP (D+e,,)=

lim R E(D + e,)= lim R E (D+ ,)=R(D) (5.142)
n--+oo Un n -400 n

The lemma follows.

0

Lemma 5.41. For arbitrary X,for D E (0, oo), RP (D)= Rj(D).

Proof This follows from Lemmas 5.39 and 5.40. 0

The following is the theorem which proves the equality of all possible rate-distortion func-
tions for the i.i.d. X source when X is arbitrary.

Theorem 5.42. For arbitrary X,for D E (0, oo), RE(D)= RE(D j)= RE(Dinf)= RP(D)=
RP (D,j) = RP(D,inf)

Proof This follows from Lemmas 5.10, 5.14, and 5.41.
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This ends this section. To re-capitulate, we proved the equality of various rate-distortion
functions for the i.i.d. X and the uniform X sources. Many of the results and proof tech-
niques are interesting in their own right. More importantly, we will require these results, in
particular, the equality of the rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. X and uniform X sources
when proving the desired result of the equality of the pseudo universal channel capacity of
the set of channels WX,D and the rate-distortion function for the i.i.d. X source under the ex-
pected and the probability of excess distortion definitions. Before we do that, we first define,
rigorously, the set of channels and prove various results concerning channels.

* 5.5 The channel-coding problem

In this section, we discuss the channel-coding problem. We define channels and jump chan-
nels. Then, we define what it means for a channel or a jump channel to pseudo-directly com-
municate a source to within a particular distortion level. This is followed by the definition
of the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels which pseudo-directly communicate
i.i.d. X source and uniform X source to within particular distortion levels. Finally, we derive
relations between the various pseudo-universal capacities defined in this section.

* 5.5.1 Channels

We will consider 3 sets of channels:

1. Channels with input space < X" >' and output space < S(" >'. We will see, what it
means to communicate i.i.d X source pseudo-directly over a channel to within a partic-
ular distortion level.

2. For some k, channels with input space <Xk" >' and output space < (kn >'. These
are jump channels with jump k.

3. Channels with input space < 'W"' >' and output space < Y" ' >'. Recall that n' =
non where no is the least positive integer for which nopx(x) is an integer Vx e X for
some random variable X on X. Thus, for channels of this kind, one should think of
an underlying random variable X which is such that px(x) is rational Vx e X. This
random-variable will come into the picture when defining pseudo-direct communica-
tion of the uniform X source over a channel to within a particular distortion level.

Definition 5.50 (Channels with input space < X" >' and output space < y" >'). A chan-
nel is a sequence c =< c" >' where c" : X" -, ,(y") is a transition probability/stochastic
kernel. This should be interpreted as follows. When the block-length is n, the channel acts as
c". For x" E X",yn E n, cn(ynnx") is the probability that the channel output is y" given
that the channel input is x".
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Note 5.49. The definition of transition probability corresponding to a source-code s, q,, de-
fined in Definition 5.7 is exactly the same as that of a channel defined above.

Definition 5.51 (Channels with input space < Xk" >' and output space < Yk" >,: jump
channels with jump k). A channel is a sequence c =< ck" >' where ck" -Xk" - y("ykn)
is a transition probability/stochastic kernel. This should be interpreted as follows. When the
block-length is n, the channel acts as ckn. For xkn E Vkn3Ykn E y kn, ckn(yknlxkn) is the
probability that the channel output is ykn given that the channel input is xk". These will be
called jump channels with jump k.

Note 5.50. The definition of transition probability corresponding to a jump source-code s,
q,, defined in Definition 5.10 is exactly the same as that of a channel defined above.

Definition 5.52 (Channels with input space < W"' >, and output space < W&"' >7). A
channel is a sequence c =< c"' >' where c"' :1"' - _V(W"') is a transition probabil-
ity/stochastic kernel. This should be interpreted as follows. When the block-length is n', the
channel acts as c"'. For u"' E 9n1' E' n', n'(yn'Ixn') is the probability that the channel
output is y"' given that the channel input is u"'.

Note 5.51. The definition of transition probability corresponding to a source-code s, q, de-
fined in Definition 5.13 is exactly the same as that of a channel defined above.

M 5.5.2 Channels which communicate sources to within various particular
distortion levels

In this subsection, we define channels which pseudo-directly communicate i.i.d. X source
to within a distortion level D and channels which pseudo-directly communicate uniform X
source to within a distortion level D.

Definition 5.53 ( ,D). Let X be arbitrary. Consider a channel c =< c" >' with input
space < V" >' and output space < s" >O. Let the input to this channel be the i.i.d. X
source. That is, when the block-length is n, the input to c" is X". The channel produces
an output Y". This leads to a joint random variable X" Y" on the input-output space. The
channel c is said to pseudo-directly communicate i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level
Dif

1
limp ny. -d(Xn, Yn)> D) 0 (5.143)

n-+oo (n

The set of all channels which pseudo-directly communicate i.i.d. X source to within a distor-
tion level D is denoted by WX,D.

Note 5.52. Let c be a channel with input space < X" >' and output space < y" >'. Let
s be a source-code such that q, = c. Then, c E ceX,D if and only if probability of excess
distortion D is achievable with source-code s when encoding the i.i.d. X source.
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Definition 5.54 (WX,D,k). Let X be arbitrary. Consider a channel c =< ckn >M with input
space < Xkn >' and output space < yk" >m. Let the input to this channel be the i.i.d. X
source. That is, when the block-length is n, the input to ck" is Xkn. The channel produces
an output ykn. This leads to a joint random variable Xkn ykn on the input-output space.
The jump channel c with is said to pseudo-directly communicate i.i.d. X source to within a
distortion level D if

/1
lim Pxkn. -dk"(Xknyk")>D 0 (5.144)

n-- -kn

The set of all jump channels with jump kwhich pseudo-directly communicate i.i.d. X source
to within a distortion level D is denoted by ceX,D,k -

Note 5.53. Let c be a channel with input space < Xkn >' and output space < Wkn >". Let
s be a source-code such that q, = c. Then, c E ceX,D,k if and only if probability of excess
distortion D is achievable with jump source-code s when encoding the i.i.d. X source.

Definition 5.55 (U,D). Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Consider a channel
c =< c"' >0 with input space < 91"' >' and output space < 3"' >m. Let the input to
this channel be the uniform X source. That is, when the block-length is n', the input to c"
is X"'. The channel produces an output Y"'. This leads to a joint random variable U"'Y"
on the input-output space. The channel c is said to pseudo-directly communicate uniform X
source to within a distortion level D if

lim Pu.,Y- -- d"'(U"', Y"')> D 0 (5.145)

The set of all channels which pseudo-directly communicate uniform X source to within a
distortion level D is denoted by WU,D .

Note 5.54. Let c be a channel with input space < 91"' >' and output space < WY"' >M. Let
s be a source-code such that q, = c. Then, c E WU,D if and only if probability of excess
distortion D is achievable with source-code s when encoding the uniform X source.

Note 5.55 (Channel sets and partially known channels). In Chapter 2, we consideredpartially
known channels k e d. In this chapter, we will refer to partially known channels simply as
channel sets.

0 5.5.3 Pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels VX,D; WX,D,j, and
VU,D

In Chapter 2, we defined the universal capacity of a partially known channel k e ..c In this
chapter, instead of the universal capacity, we will consider the pseudo-universal capacity of a
partially known channel, or equivalently, a set of channels. The pseudo-universal capacity of
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a set of channels differs from universal capacity in that we do not ask for a uniformity in the
rate at which error probability --+ 0 as block-length n -+ oo over the set of channels. This will
become clearer in the rigorous definition.

We will prove universal source channel separation theorem for rate-distortion by using pseudo-
universal capacity instead of universal capacity, in this chapter. We are quite sure that the
results can be generalized to the case when we use the universal capacity. The reason we have
not proved the results using universal capacity is that this is the way we ended up proving the
results. For the reader unsatisfied with this explanation, the reader can think of this chapter
as an operational view-point of the optimality of digital communication for communication
over afully known channel. This is because pseudo-universal capacity and universal capac-
ity are same if the channel is fully known: the uniformity over the set of channels becomes
trivial.

We define the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels V6 jD, 6',Dc, and wa6.

Pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels 'XD

Recall the definitions of E;(R) and S (R). In a similar vein, let ;'(R) denote the set of all
deterministic functions with domain {1,2,..., 2 2l"JI and range V n and let E;(R) denote the
set of all deterministic functions with domain Y" and range {1,2,..., 2 [fnRJ }.

Definition 5.56 (Encoder-Decoder). A deterministic encoder-decoder pair is a sequence <
e",f" >w where e" E 5g(R) and f" E 9;(R). A random encoder-decoder pair is a prob-
ability distribution on F;(R) x E' (R), which we denote by < E",F" >M: PE"Fn is the
probability distribution on F;(R) x En(R).

Note that in Section 2.7.3, we had defined a random channel code consisting of a random
channel encoder and a random channel decoder as transition probabilities. The above defini-
tion is an equivalent definition of a channel code as a probability distribution on the set of
deterministic channel encoders and decoders.

Let c =< c" >m be a channel with input space < V" >' and output space < W" >'. The
composition of encoder, channel and decoder, which we denote by < D" o C" o E" >' is a
transition probability/stochastic kernel: D"oc"oE" : {1,2,..., 2 [nRJ 2 [nR
For a, b E {1,2,...,2[nRJ

D"o c" o E"(bla)= (5.146)
{xnEX",y"E"} {e,d":e"(a)=x",dn(yn

c"(Y"|x")pE"F"(e ,f n) (5.147)

Let .4tRn - {1,2,..., 2 [nRJ}. Let M" be some distribution on .,#. With input Mn to the
composition of the encoder, channel and decoder F" o c" oE", there is an output distribution
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Mn on {1,2,..., 2 (nRJ}, which will depend on the channel c, though this dependence on c is
not shown in the notation M.

Definition 5.57 (Pseudo-universal achievability of rate R over channel set WXD with en-
coder-decoder < E ,F" >c"). Rate R is said to be pseudo-universally achievable over the
channel set WX,D by use of encoder-decoder < E",F" >o if

sup Pr(M" M" |M" = n") - 0 as n - ooVc E (5.148)

As we said in Section 2.11, the above definition is independent of the particular distribution
Mn; it only depends on the channel transition probability.
Note 5.56. The reader is urged to compare the above definition of pseudo-universal achievabil-
ity of rate R with Definition 2.31 of the universal achievability of rate R, and note the absence
of uniformity requirement over the particular channel at the rate at which error probability
- 0 as block-length n - oo in the definition of pseudo-universal achievability of rate R as
opposed to the definition of universal achievability of rate R

Definition 5.58 (Pseudo-universal achievability of rate R over channel set c ,D). Rate R
is said to be pseudo-universally achievable over the channel set ceX,D if rate R is pseudo-
universally achievable over W'4 with some encoder-decoder pair < E",F" >,.

Definition 5.59 (Pseudo-universal capacity of X,D, PC,.,(ceX,D)). The supremum of all
pseudo-universally achievable rates over cexl is the pseudo-universal capacity of ceX,D, and
is denoted by PCrc(c6X,D).

Pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels WX,D,k

Encoders and decoders are defined as in Definition 5.56, except that they are defined only for
block-lengths k n.

The composition of encoder, channel and decoder is < Fkn o ckn o Ekn >,

Definition 5.60 (Pseudo-universal achievability of rate R over channel set '6X,Dk with en-
coder-decoder < E",F"kn >m). This is defined analogously to Definition 5.57, expect that
limits are taken along block-lengths kn. Rate R is said to be pseudo-universally achievable
over the channel set ceX,D,k by use of encoder-decoder < Ekn,Fkn >, if

sup Pr( " M " I Mkn " mkn) - 0 as n -- ooVc E X,D,k(5.149)

Definition 5.61 (Pseudo-universal achievability of rate R over channel set cex,D,k). This is
defined analogously to Definition 5.5.3, expect that limits are taken along block-lengths kn.
Rate R is said to be pseudo-universally achievable over the channel set WX,D,k if rate R is
pseudo-universally achievable over Wxr with some encoder-decoder pair < E",F" >0.
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Definition 5.62 (Pseudo-universal capacity of Wx,),k, PCrc,(X,D,k)). This is defined anal-
ogously to Definition 5.59, expect that limits are taken along block-lengths k n. The supre-
mum of all pseudo-universally achievable rates over WX,D,k is the pseudo-universal capacity
of WX,D,k, and is denoted by PC,,(WX,D,k).

Pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels WUD

Recall the definitions of B'(R) and ;$(R). A deterministic encoder-decoder pair is a se-
quence < e">',f"'> where e"' E 5n(R) and fn' E B;(R). A random encoder-decoder pair

is a probability distribution on Fj(R) x Ej(R), which we denote by < E"',F"'>': pE.F"'
is the probability distribution on Fj(R) x E,(R).

Let c =< c"' >' be a channel with input space <X"' >' and output space < "' >W. The

composition of encoder, channel and decoder, which we denote by < D' o c" o E"' >o is a
transition probability/stochastic kernel: D"'oc"'oE"': {1,2,...,2[n'RJ _ [ , 2Ln'R J

For a, b E {1,2,..., 2Ln'RJ},

D"n' o c"' o E"n'(bl1a) = 11

{x" '"',Y'j"'}e"',dn':e"'(a)=x"',d"'(y"')=b}

c"' (y"'|x"')pE" F" (en" n') (5.150)

As before, #n ' denotes the set {1,2,..., 2[n'RJ}. Let Mj' denote some distribution on #Rn'RR
With input M' to the composition of the encoder, channel and decoder F"'oc"'oE"', there is
an output distribution ' on {1,2,..., 2[n'R J}, which will depend on the particular channel,
though this dependence on c is not shown in the notation n'.

Definition 5.63 (Pseudo-universal achievability of rate R over channel set WU,D with en-
coder-decoder < E"', F"' >m). Rate R is said to be pseudo-universally achievable over the
channel set c'U,D by use of encoder-decoder < E"',F"' >, if

sup Pr(DMn' 'n " = -+0 as n -+ ooVc E WU,D (5.151)

Definition 5.64 (Pseudo-universal achievability of rate R over channel set W'UD). Rate R
is said to be pseudo-universally achievable over the channel set W'U,D if rate R is pseudo-
universally achievable over 'U,D with some encoder-decoder pair < E"',F"' >0.

Definition 5.65 (Pseudo-universal capacity of WUD, PCrc('UD)). The supremum of all
pseudo-universally achievable rates over W6 ,D is the pseudo-universal capacity of c'U,D, and
is denoted by PC,,(CU,D).
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Note 5.57. We will not require the notion of jump pseudo-universal capacity for the set of
channels CU,D.

N 5.5.4 Relation between the pseudo-universal capacities of the set of chan-
nels ceD, CCX,D, and X,D,k

In this subsection, we prove relations between pseudo-universal capacities of the sets of chan-
nels WU,D, ceX,D, and WX,D,k-

The results, not stated entirely precisely here, but stated more precisely in the lemmas that
follow, are:

1. PCrc( X',D+D.(d1(pX,pXt)+E)) 5 PCrc(cU,D). This is proved by interpreting channels
as source-codes and using Construction 5.1 to construct a channel corresponding to
every channel e .

2. PCre(WU,D+Dm.(d1(px,px1)+E)) !5 PCrc(cX',D). This is proved by interpreting channels
as source-codes and using Construction 5.2 to construct a channel corresponding to
every channel E cCX,Dn0 -

In order to prove the above two results, we first prove that PCrc('xD+e,k) 5 PCre(c 'X,D)
5 pCrc(cX,D,k). This is proved by defining interpolation encoder-decoder < E'",F'" >'
for the set of channels 'X,D given an encoder-decoder < Ek", Fkn >' for the set of channels
cX,D,k

Lemma 5.43. Vk, Ye > 0, PCrc(WxD+E,k) 5 PCrc(%X,D) < PCrc(cX,D,k)

Proof If rate R is pseudo-universally achievable for the set of channels cXD by using an
encoder-decoder < E",F" >', then rate R is pseudo-universally achievable for the set of
channels 6'X,D,k by using the subsequence < Ekn,Fk" >' as the encoder-decoder. Thus,
PCrc(cX,D) 5 PCrcQexD,k)-

Let rate R be pseudo-universally achievable for the set of channels 'CX,D+E,k. That is, there
exists encoder-decoder < Ekn,Fkn >' such that

Pr(Akn $ Mkn) - 0 as n -+ ooVc E WX,D+e,k (5.152)

We will modify encoder-decoder < Ekn,Fkn >' into encoder-decoder < E'",F'" >M for the
set of channels cxD. This code will be such that rates < R are pseudo-universally achievable
for the set of channels cex.

The idea is the following: Let r E {0, 1,2,...,k - 1}. For block-length kn + r, the channel
is ckn+r. Use only the first block of length kn to communicate. Precisely, this is done as
follows:
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Let (eknfkn) E S5"(R)xB,"(R). Let r E {0,2,...,k-1}. Let m E {1,2,...,2tknR J}. Define

e/kn+r (m) =(ekn (m),Xr) (5.153)

where X' e EXr is arbitrary. For ykn+r E wkn+r , define,

f'k"+rykf+') fkn(yk) (5.154)

The domain of the function e'kn+r is the set {1,2,..., 2 [knRJI and the range of e'kn+r is the set
ykn+r. The domain of the function f'kn+r is ykn+r and the range of the function f'kn+r

is the set {1,2,...,2tknRJ

If (Ekn,Fkn) E y(I"(R) x gBn(R)), for r E {0,1,2,...,k - 1}, for sufficiently large n,

define (E/kn+r,F'kn+r) E 9(4 +r (R) x 4fn+r (R - #3)), defined by

PEkn+r,Fkn+r(e/kn+r ,fkn+r) = PEknFkn(ekn ,fkn) (5.155)

where (e'kn+rf/kn+r) is constructed from (eknfk") as above.

Given < EknFkn >w, we construct a code < E'",F'" >' as above. < E'", F' >m is the

interpolation channel-code corresponding to < Ekn, Fkn >.

We prove that by using < E'",F'" >f, rate R - 3 is pseudo-universally achievable for set of
channels WX,D.

Let c =< c" >f E WX,D. For block-length k n + r, r E {0, 1,2,..., r - 1},

1 dkn+r(Xkn+r, ykn+r )

1 dkn(xkn+r(il.kn), ykn+r(1..kfl))+

kn+r
1nX dr(Xkn+r(k1 + ..kn + r), yk)++(kn + 1.kn + r))

kn+r1 r1

knn< 1d kn(X kn+r(1..kn), Ykn+r(1..k n))+ rD.
kn kn+r
1

< Idkn(Xkn+r(1..kn), Ykn+r(1..kfn))+ e for sufficiently large n (5.156)
kn

It follows that for channels E 'WX,D, for r e {0,1,2,...,k - 11,

/1
Pr - dkn(Xkn+r(1..kfn),Ykn+r(1..kn)) > D+e -> asn- oo (5.157)

kn

Let block-length be kn + r. Let the message set be {1,2,..-, 2 [knRJ}. The channel is ckn+r,
where c e WXD. Let the encoder-decoder be E'kn+r,F'kn+r. It follows by construction that
error probability -- 0 as block length --+ oo.
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Note that the cardinality of the message set is 2 [knRJ. For /3 > 0, for sufficiently large n,
2 [(kn+rXR-P)J < 2 [knRJ. It follows that rates < (R - 3) are pseudo-universally achievable
achievable over the set of channels ceX,D. It follows that PCr,(cX,D+,,k)!5 PCrc(WX,D)

The lemma follows.

Lemma 5.44. Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Let X' be arbitrary. Then, Ve > 0,

pCrc(cex',D+D .(d,{ px ,i)+e )): p Crc (U,D ) (5.158)

Proof Recall the notation n' = non. Let c =< c"' >'e UlD. Consider a source-code s such
that q, = c. Then, probability of excess distortion D is achievable by the source-code s when
encoding the uniform X source. Let c > 0. From Lemma 5.26, by use of Construction 5.1,
it follows that there exists a jump source-code s' for which probability of excess distortion
D+Dma(d1(px, px' )+) is achievable when encoding the i.i.d. X source. q, can be thought
of as a jump channel c' with jump no. Then, c' E ceX',D+D.(d(pX,p,)+),no-

Denote ' = {c' I c E WU,D}, where c' is constructed, as above, from c.

Note that c' = q, =< k'"' o q"' >o=< k'"' oc' >'. Thus, if rate R is pseudo-universally
achievable for the set of channels V' by using a possibly random encoder-decoder sequence <
g"1 , h" >', rate R is also pseudo-universally achievable for the set of channels (eU,D by using
the encoder-decoder sequence < g"'o k'"',hn' >0. It follows that pC,c(W") S PCc(WU,D)

Also, C' C W'X',D+D.(d(pX,pX1)+),n
0 -

Thus, PCrc(c') > P Crc(x',D+D.(dl(px,px,)+),no)

It follows that PCc(X',D+D.(d,(pxpx,)+,),no) 5 PCrc( U,D)

By Lemma 5.43, pCrc(x',D+D-(d1(pX,pX1)+e)) 5 PCrc((x',D+D.(d(px,pl)+),no)-

Thus, PCrc('CX',D+D.(d(p,pXI)+E)) ! PCrc( U,D)

Lemma 5.45. Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx e X. Let X' be arbitrary. Then, Vc > 0,

PCrc(WU,D+D.(,(ps,p,)+E)) < PCrc(W6X/,D) (5.159)

Proof Recall the notation n' = non. Let c =< C"' >mE X',Dnn. Consider a jump source-
code t such that q, = c. Then, probability of excess distortion D is achievable by the jump
source-code t when encoding the i.i.d. X' source. Let c1 > 0. From Lemma 5.27, by use of
Construction 5.2, it follows that there exists source-code t' for which probability of excess
distortion D+Dma(d1(px, px')+Ei) is achievable when encoding the uniform X source. q,
can be thought of as a channel c'. Then, c' E c6 U,D+D.m(d(px,px,)+e1)-
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Denote W'= {c' I c E cX',D}, where c' is constructed, as above, from c.

Note that c' = q,- =< l"' o q,' >0=< I'" o c" >m. Thus, if rate R is pseudo-universally
achievable for the set of channels V' by using a possibly random encoder-decoder sequence
<g"', h"' >", rate R is also pseudo-universally achievable for the set of channels V ,,,
by using the encoder-decoder sequence < g"' o k'"', h"' >7'. It follows that pCc(W') <
PCrc(eX',D,nO). By Lemma 5.43, V 2 > 0, PCX 6X',D,,) < PCrc(cX',D-,,). Thus, pCrc(e'")
! PCrc(Cex,D, 2).

Also, '6' C ceU,D+D-(di(px,pxI)+I). Thus, PC,.c(ce') > PCrc(cUD+D.(d(px,px,)+Er))-

Thus, Ve > 0,e 2 > 0, PCrc(cX',D-' 2) > PCrc('6 U,D+D-(di(pX,pX,)+,I)). It follows that

Ve > 0, PCr( 6 X,D);> p Crc((Cu,D+D-(dl(px,p,)+))- 0

Note 5.58. The reasonfor the introduction ofjump channels which communicate i.i.d. X' source
is the following. Given a channel which communicates the uniform X source, we can only draw
a relation to it for jump channels with jump no. This is because channels which communicate
uniform X source are defined only for block-lengths which are multiples of no. Then, by use of
Lemma 5.43, we relate the capacities of channels and jump channels which communicate i.i.d. X
source.

This ends this section. To re-capitulate, we defined the set of channels and jump channels
which pseudo-directly communicate the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D and the set of
channels which pseudo-directly communicate the uniform X source to within a distortion D.
We proved various relations between the pseudo-universal capacities of these sets of channels.
We use these results along with the results from the previous section in the next section to
prove the main result: the equality of the pseudo-universal channel capacity of the set of
channels WXD and the rate-distortion function for the i.i.d. X source under the expected
and the probability of excess distortion criteria. As we shall see, we will crucially use the
relations between the rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. and uniform X sources, and
also, the pseudo-universal channel capacities of the set of channels which pseudo-directly
communicate the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D and the set of channels which
pseudo-directly communicate the uniform X source to within a distortion level D.

0 5.6 Relation between pseudo-universal channel capacity and the rate-
distortion function: equality of the pseudo universal channel capacity
and the rate distortion function

In this section, we prove: PCrc(WX,D) = R'(D) = RP(D) = Rj(D,inf) = RP(D, inf). To

this end, we first prove that R' (D)> PCrc(ceUD) ; RP (D,inf). This proof is independent
of all past results in this chapter. Then, we integrate this with the results from the previous
two sections relating rate-distortion functions for the i.i.d. X and uniform X sources and the
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results relating the pseudo-universal channel capacities of the set of channels which pseudo-
directly communicate the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D and the set of channels
which pseudo-directly communicate the uniform X source to within a distortion D, in order
to prove the desired result.

N 5.6.1 Proof of R'(D) > PCre(WvD) > RP(D,inf)

Theorem 5.46. Let X be such that px(x) is rational Vx E X. Then,for D > 0,

RP (D);> PCr(WcD)> RP (D,inf) (5.160)

Proof This proof is independent of all past lemmas and theorems in this chapter, and the
proof of PCrc(U,D) > RP (D,inf) is essentially the same as Step 1 of Subsection 2.14.9.

This is followed by a proof of RP(D)> pCc(WU).

This theorem and its proof is the main idea of this whole chapter; the rest are just mathematical
details which are necessary and have some ideas but are not the main idea.

First, we prove that p C,. (ceu,) > RP (D, inf). Most of the argument of Step 1 of Subsection
2.14.9 is reproduced here with the minor necessary changes.

This is done via parallel random-coding arguments for

" the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels ceU,D, and

" the rate-distortion source-coding problem of finding the minimum rate needed to com-
press the uniform X source to within a distortion D under the inf probability of excess
distortion criterion.

The random coding arguments are similar, yet different from the ones used in the information
theory literature. We want to derive a connection between the above two problems in order
to prove the desired result, and we are not interested in simplified functional expressions for
the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels eX, or simplified expressions for the
rate-distortion function RP (D, inf).

The two problems:

" The channel-codingproblem: The channel-coding problem is that of computing the pseudo
universal capacity of the set of channels cCU,D

" The source-coding problem: The source-coding problem that we consider is to derive
an upper bound on R(D,inf), the minimum rate needed to compress the uniform
X source to within a distortion level D under the inf-probability of excess distortion
criterion
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Block length: For both the channel coding and the source coding problems, let the block-
length be n'. Towards the end of the argument we will take the limit n' -+ oo. Recall that
n'= non is the set of all integers for which the uniform X source makes sense.

Codebook generation:

" Codebook for the channel-coding problem: Let communication be desired at rate R. Gen-
erate 2[n'RJ sequences independently and uniformly from the set 9/"', the set of all
sequences E Xn which have empirical distribution precisely pX.

This is the code book X"'. Note that the codewords e 9/"'. The encoder is denoted
by < E"' >7. Note that the encoder is random.

" Codebook for the source-coding problem: Let q be an empirical distribution (type) on Y,
that is q e ((). Let q be an achievable type when the block-length is n'. In other
words, n'q(y) is an integer Vy E Y. Let W9"' C Y"' denote the set of all sequences

q

with empirical distribution, precisely q. Generate 2[n'RJ codewords independently and
uniformly from the set 9"'.

q

This is the code book "'. Note that the codewords e 9/"' c qv"'. Note that theq
codebook is random.

Joint typicality:

" Joint typicality for the channel coding problem: Sequences (u"',y"' ) E the channel input-
output space 9/"' x Y"' are said to be jointly typical if

1
-d"'(u"',y"') < D (5.161)

n

" Joint typicality for the source coding problem: Sequences (u"',y"') e the source input -
source reconstruction space 9/"' x CV"' are said to be jointly typical if

1
-7d"'(u"',y"') < D (5.162)
n

Note that the definition of joint-typicality for both the channel-coding and the source-coding
problems is the same.

Decoding:

9 Decodingfor the channel coding problem: Let the sequence y"' be received. If there exists
unique codeword u"' in the code book Xr"' for which (u"',y"') are jointly typical,
declare that u"' is transmitted, else declare error. The decoder is denoted by F"'. Note
that the encoder-decoder E"',F"' is random
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Note 5.59. This decoding rule can be thought of as a variant of minimum distance de-
coding

Encodingfor the source coding problem: Let the sequence u" ' E ' needs to be source-
coded. If there exists some sequence y"' in the code book 2"' for which (un',yn') are
jointly typical, encode un to one such y"', else declare error. Note that the encoder-
decoder is random

Note 5.60. Note that "unique" in the channel coding problem gets converted to "some" in the
source coding problem

Some notation:

Notationfor the channel coding problem: We will do the analysis assuming that a partic-
ular message is transmitted. The message set is

0n =[, 2 ,..., 2 n'RJ} (5.163)

Assume that message mn' E #Rn' is transmitted.

Let the codeword corresponding to message mn' be denoted by u"'. Let the non-
transmitted codewords be denoted by u" u2" u 2InR'j

u"' is a realization of Un"'. By the random code book generation, U"' has uniform
distribution on o" '.

u's is a realization of U'', 1 <i <2 [n'RJ - 1. By the random code book generation,
U"', 1 < i < 2[n'RJ - 1, has uniform distribution on W4'.

By the random code book generation, the codewords are generated independently of
each other, and thus, U"', U', 1 < i < 2[n'RJ - 1 are all independent of each other as
random variables.

The action of the channel c E WeD on the transmitted codeword u"' produces an
output yfl.

y ' is the realization of some random variable Y"' which is got by the action of the
channel c on U"'. Note that Y"' will be different for different c E eU,D. Assume
that some particular c E WU,D happens, and Y"' is the corresponding channel output
random variable. Our argument will hold for all c EWUD-

y"n' depends on Un.

By the codebook generation, the codewords are generated independently of each other,
and there is no dependence between y"' and u', u'n', u/' That is, yn', and Yn'1 2 o U , 1 i2n _

are independent of U"?' 1 < i < 2 [n'RJ -1
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* Notationfor the source coding problem: We will do the analysis assuming that a particular
" e 9/"' needs to be coded.

The source is the uniform X source. Thus, u"' is a realization of U"' where U"' has
uniform distribution on 91"'.
The codebook is

"' {y"',72 .. '- '} (5.164)
1 2 Y 2InRJ1

For all i, yn' is a realization of the random variable V"'. By the random codebook
generation, V!"' is the uniform distribution on the set 9/"' C 3"' of all sequences withI q

precise type q.

By the random code book generation, the codewords are generated independently of
each other, and thus, V"', I < i < 2tn'RJ are independent of each other as random
variables.

Also, the codewords are of course, independent of the source sequence, and thus, u"'
and U"' are independent of V"', 1 < i < 2n'RJ.

Analysis:

e Error analysis for the channel coding problem: We analyze the probability of correct de-
coding.

We analyze the probability that a message is correctly received given that a particular
message is transmitted. Think of some probability distribution M"' on the message
set #Rn'. This probability distribution will not matter for the calculation. In fact, the
calculation that we do can be done even if there is no probability distribution on the set
of messages. We calculate

Pr(n' gn' In'= m^') where m e An' (5.165)

The code book generation is symmetric. For this reason, the above probability will be
independent of the particular message M"' e n'.

From the decoding rule, it follows that for correct decoding, the following should hap-
pen:

1
-d" (u' ,y"') < D (5.166)
n

1,
d" (uf,y"')> D, 1 <i <2[n'RJ - 1 (5.167)

n
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Thus, the event of correct decoding is:

1 dn'(U"n',Y')5D nnRJ-1 { gjdnl'(U' , Yn') > D (5.168)

" Error analysisfor the source coding problem: We analyze the probability of error.

The analysis is done assuming that a particular sequence u" e /Wn' needs to be source-
coded. As we shall see, this error is independent of the particular source sequence be-
cause of the same empirical distribution of the source sequences, the symmetric nature
of the code book construction, and permutation invariant distortion measure.

An error happens if there exists no y"' in the code book 2"' such that (u"',y"') are
jointly typical, that is, an error happens if

1,
-d (unl ,y"')> DVy"' E en' (5.169)
n

The event of error is

n 2[nRj Jn V/) > D (5.170)n'

Note 5.61. Note that in the channel coding problem, we analyze the probability of
correct decoding and in the source coding problem we analyze the probability of error

Calculation:

e Calculation ofprobability of correct decodingfor the channel coding problem:

The correct decoding event is:

d"'(Un" Y"'):5 D n n nRJ _l dn(Un ,Y"') > D (5.171)

We wish to calculate the probability of the above event.

Pr d"(UY)n _ [nRJ /(Un ,Y"')> D

=Pr d"l(U"I, Y"') < D +Pr n 2[nlRlI d(U' Y")> D -

Pr d"(U",Y")D} U 2RJ-1 n(U Y"')>D

>(1- co ) + Pr n ~InlRj { I d'(U'> y"')>D - 1

=-Con +Pr n 2 -n1RLi d "n'(U, Y"')> D
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2 "n'RJ-1

=-W,,/+ 2['j Pr Id"'(U'I , Y"')> D

(since U'', 1 < i < 2[n'RJ - 1, Yn' are independent random variables)

=-W ,,+ Pr I dn(Un',Yn)>D } [nRJ_

(where U"' has the same distribution as U."' and is independent of Y"')

=-CO,,' + y,,n(y"

= -co,' + py,,,(y"l

=-Wn1 + py, ,(y"

Ly" E3("

-2[n'Rj _

2 [n'Rj_ 1

)Pr d" D 2L"'R .-1

(since U' and Y"' are independent)

>-o,+ inf Pr -d"(U"',y"')>D
, n'/EV n ( n(1

(5.172)

Rate R is achievable if

-o,+ inf Pr -d"'(U",y"')> D})
n . n(fn

-+ 1 as n' ->. oo

It is known that w,, -> 0 as n' -- oo. It follows that rate R is achievable if

1 n1f n'(f)- 21[ n'Rj 1

inf Pr --n d'(U",y"')>D
.Y r n

-+ 1 as n'->oo (5.174)

e Calculation ofprobability of errorfor the source coding problem:

The error event is:

R {d"(u"', V,"')> D

(5.173)

)Pr Id"' (U"'/,Y"' ) > D

)Pr -d"'(U"',y" )n> D | Y"' =Y y"

(5.175)
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We wish to calculate the probability of this event.

Pr 1  d"'(', V ') >D} (5.176)

2 tn'Rj n1 n(l1 ~ if 21n,'RJ

= J Pr d'(U" V" ')> D = [Pr dn'(un', V"') > D J (5.177)

where V"' is a random variable which is uniformly distributed on ,"n' and is indepen-
dent of un' for all un' e Wt"'.

The type q with which the codewords are generated can be chosen by us. For block-
length n', we can choose the best possible achievable q for which the above error prob-
ability is the minimum. Let the set of all possible achievable types q for block-length n'
be denoted by 'S"'. The least possible error probability is given by

inf IPr d"'(u"', IV"')> D 2[lj(5.178)
gE(S" n

To show the above dependence of the distribution of V"' on q, we denote it by V"'.
Thus, the least possible error probability is

i P r d "'( u "', V ') > D 2l ' J(5 .1 7 9 )

Since we are using the inf-probability of excess distortion criterion, it follows that rate R is
achievable if

1 
ninf Pr -d"~u"t, V >" )>D -+ 0 for some n = non; for some ng -+ oo

(5.180)

Connection between channel coding and source coding:

It turns out that the main calculation we need to do in the channel coding problem is

inf Pr d"'t(U"', y"')> D (5.181)
Y n ELY n')

and the main calculation we need to do in the source coding problem is

inf Pr d'(u"',V,')> D (5.182)
qEqn fn/ ( q
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We will prove that the above two expressions are equal.

We will prove more generally, that

Pr ({ dn'(U'nyn1 )>D =Pr ({ (d'(un, VI')> D} ify"' has typeq (5.183)

Let y' have type q.

First we prove for the channel coding problem that if y"' and y'"' have the same type q, then

Pr { d'(U" ,')y)> D = Pr ( d'(Un ,y''')> D (5.184)

Since U"' is the uniform distribution on 91"', it follows that it is sufficient to prove that the
cardinalities of the sets

u':i dn' (u , { ) >D and u" : (u"',y'"') > D (5.185)

are equal

Since y' and y'"' have the same type, y'"' is a permutation of y"'. Let y'n' = "'y n'.

Denote the sets

2 u"' : -d"(u",y"') > D (5.186)
7 n

and

l ,g j u"': -d"'(u" ',y"') > D (5.187)

Let u"' E 6B . Since the distortion measure is permutation invariant, d"'(rX"'un',nt"'y"')=

yyd"'1(u"',)y"'1). Thus, n'u"'I E 6B Y,. If un' 34 u'",7 n"'u"n' / I"'U'"n'. It follows that |CB ,g|>/

|Cg|. y"' and y'"' in the above argument can be interchanged. Thus, | n I ,I R l. It
follows that | / I = I B ,. Thus, it follows that

Pr d"n'(Un'yn') > D =Pr {d" (U"',")> D (5.188)

V,"' denotes the uniform random variable on the set of all sequences of all type q. Let V" be
q q

independent of U'. It follows, by use of 5.188 that

Pr ( d'(Un',yn')> D = Pr ( d"'(U"', Vn"')> D (5.189)
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Next, we prove for the source-coding problem that if u"', u"1' e W"' (in particular, they have
the same type), then

Pr 1, , V"') >D = Pr dn'(U'", V"')> D (5.190)

Since V' is the uniform distribution on the set of sequences Wl"' of type q, it follows that itq q
is sufficient to prove that the cardinalities of the sets

y"n': nd"'(u"',y"')> D and Y"n': dn'(u'",yn') > D (5.191)

are equal.

Since u"'I and "n' belong to the set I' u'"' is a permutation of u"'. Let u" = Irn'un".

Denote the sets

@ ,,,!=f7"': - d"'(u"',y"')> D (5.192)( n

and

9,, = ly"' : 1,d"'(u'" ,y"') > D (5.193)

Let 7"' E ,,. Since the distortion measure is permutation invariant, dn'(tn'un', ?n'yn')
d"'(U"',y "'). Thus, pi"'y"' e =- ,,,,. If yn' " y'"', n'y' $ n"y"'. It follows that |-,,, >

@2,,1|. u "' and u"' in the above argument can be interchanged. Thus, 1@,,, I ;> |@,,,, |. It
follows that ,I, I = 1-9 ,. Thus, it follows that

Pr ( dn'(U', V4"') >D = Pr ({ d"'(u'" , V") > D (5.194)

Un' denotes the uniform random variable on q&"'. Let U"' be independent of V"'. It follows
q

from 5.194 that

Pr { Id"'("', V"') > D = Pr (id"'(U", V"') > D (5.195)

From (5.190) and (5.195), it follows that if y"' has type q,

Pr ( d"'(U"',Y"') > D = Pr ( d"'(u", V"') > D (5.196)
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It follows that

inf Pr -dn'(Un'' )>D = inf Pr -dn'(U"', V,')>D (5.197)

This proves what we had set out to prove in the connection between source and channel
coding.

Denote

({d W'( U nY n') n1 -d W( , Vn')inf Pr d> D = inf Pr d"(U >D (5.198)
y"'w /Et/ Inl qgn' n1

Pseudo-universal capacity of the channel set W is < the rate-distortion function RP (D,inf)

" Channel coding problem: From (5.174), it follows that rate R is achievable if

[F"']2 nRJ-1 -+ as n' - oo (5.199)

" Source coding problem: From (5.180), it follows that rate R is achievable if

[F"I]21"IRJ -+0 as n - oo for some n' = noni, for some ng -. oo (5.200)

If rate R is achievable for the channel-coding problem, so is any rate < R. Define:

a 4 sup{R Irate R is achievable for the channel coding problem

by use of the above random-coding method} (5.201)

Then,

lim (Fni)2niR'J-1 < 1 V R' > a for some sequence n; -+ oo (5.202)
ni-.oo

Thus,

lim (Fni)2ln;R"J _ 1 = 0 for R" > R' (5.203)

Note that R" > R' > a, but other than that, R' and R" are arbitrary. It follows that rates < a
are achievable for the source coding problem.

Note that the above random-coding method is just one possible method to generate codes for
the channel coding problem. In general, it is possible that there exists another coding method
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which performs better than the above random-coding method, that is, for which rates > a are
achievable for the channel coding problem. Thus, what we can claim from the above argu-
ment is that rates < a are achievable for the channel-coding problem. Thus, p C,,(WUD) > a.
Similarly, the above random-coding method is just one possible method to generate codes for
the source coding problem. In general, it is possible that there exists another coding method
which performs better than the above random-coding method, that is, for which rates < a
are achievable for the source-coding problem when we use the probability of excess distor-
tion criterion with the inf definition. That is, RP (D,inf) 5 a. Thus, pCc(WUD) > a and
RP (D,inf) 5 a. In particular, P Cc('U,D) > RP(D,inf).

Definition 5.66 (a). Note, from the above proof a is equal to the answer to the random-
coding argument described in the above proof for both the channel-coding problem of the
pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels WyD and the rate-distortion function for
compressing the uniform X source under the inf-probability of excess distortion criterion.
The answer to these random-coding arguments is then, our definition of a.

Next, we prove that PCr,(WUD) 5 R(D). The main idea of the proof here is to think ofthe
transition probability corresponding to a "good" source-code as a "bad" channel.

Let s =< s"' >' be a rate RP (D) + c source-code which compresses the uniform X source,
U, to within a probability of excess distortion D. By Lemma 5.2 , we can assume that s =<
s"' >m=< e"',f"' >' is deterministic. Thus, the cardinality of the image of f" o e"' is

< n'[RP(D)+-],

Consider the channel c, =< c"n >M=< f"' o e'>"'. Then, c E ce'y'. Since the cardinality
of the image of f"'oe"' is < 2 n'[Rp(D)+E], the capacity of c, < R (D)+e (this is quite intuitive;
however, a rigorous proof is proved below, after a few lines).

Such a channel c, exists for all e > 0. Recall that c, E 6WU. It follows that PCrc(CeU,D) S
RP(D)+ eVe >0. It follows that pCr(WU,D) <5R(D).

It remains to prove that the capacity of c, < RP(D) + c. Note that we have defined capacity
with the maximal block error probability criterion

sup Pr(M"' $M"'|M'= m"') -+0 as n' -+00 (5.204)
n n

Note also, that the maximal block error probability criterion is a stronger criterion than the
average block error probability criterion

Pr(M"' M"') -+ 0 as n' -+ oo, where M"' is uniform (5.205)

Let rate R be achievable with a possibly random channel-code < Eo"',F"' >" over the channel
c, under the maximal block error probability criterion. Then, rate R is also achievable over
the channel c, by using the same channel code < E"',F"' >' under the average block error
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probability criterion. For the average block error probability criterion, if rate R is achievable
by using a random-code, rate R is also achievable by use of a deterministic code. Thus, rate R
be achievable over the channel c, under the average block error probability criterion by use
of a deterministic channel code < e"',f 0"' >1. An exercise in [CK97] tells that there exists
a way of throwing away half the codewords such the maximal block error probability is less
than or equal to twice the average block error probability for each block length. Let > 0.
It follows that there exists a deterministic source code < e"',fl"' >m such that rate R - c is
achievable over the channel cE under the maximal block error probability criterion by use
of the deterministic source code < e,' ,f' >c*. Now, cardinality of the image of f"' o e"' is

2 n[R (D)+E], and another way of thinking about this is that when the block-length is n', the
output space of the channel c" has cardinality < 2 ' [RU(D)+E]. With the deterministic code

<e"' ,f"' >m, it follows that the cardinality of the image of e"' o c"' ofn' is 2 ln'[R)(D)+E]. Ig

R - were greater than RP(D) + c, it follows that some message m"' will not have an image

in e1 " c'Cof,"' and the maximal block error probability will be 1. Thus, R - <R (D) +.
( > 0 is arbitrary. It follows that rates > RP (D)+ e would lead to a maximal block error
probability of 1 over the channel c,. Thus, the capacity of the channel c, 5 RP (D)+ . It

follows, as we said above, that PC,c(WU,D) R R(D).

Thus, we have proved that R(D)> p( Crc(0u ) > RP (D,inf). This completes the proof.
0

Next, we go on to prove one of the main theorems of this chapter: the equality of the pseudo-
universal capacity and the rate-distortion functions.

* 5.6.2 Proof of p Cc,(WR) =RE(D) = RP(D) = R (D,inf) = R (D,inf)

First, we prove that PCrc(eUD) = RP (D) = RP (D, inf)

Theorem 5.47. P Crc( OU,D) = R(D)= R (D,inf)

Proof By Theorem 5.46, R4(D) > PCrc(ceUD) > RP(D,inf). By Theorem 5.37, R(D,inf)=
RP(D). It follows that P C,,(c U,D)= R4(D) = RP (D,inf). This completes the proof. 0

Note 5.62. We have defined the rate-distortion function with both the liminf and the limsup
definitions. Most literature defines the rate-distortion function with the limsup definition.
One of the reasons why we have defined the rate-distortion function with both the liminf
and the limsup definitions is for the sake of completeness. Another reason why we have
defined the rate-distortion function with the liminf definition is because the tabular proof
in Theorem 5.46 works only with the liminf definition: we do not know, how to prove
PC,,(WUD) = R(D without involving the definition of R(D,inf) . Then, we use the
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equality of the rate-distortion functions R (D) and RP (D,inf) proved in Theorem 5.37 to
prove Theorem 5.47.

Finally, we prove the desired result: PCrc( X,D)= Rj (D) = RP(D) = RE(D,inf)= RP(D,inf).
This is done by taking limits along X, - X where X, are random-variables which satisfy
pXs,(x) is rational Vx E X, and X is arbitrary.

Theorem 5.48. Let X be an arbitrary random variable on X. For D E (0,oo). PCrc(WX,D)
RE (D) = RP (D) = RE (D, inf) = RP (D inf).

Proof Let X,, 1 < n < oo be a collection of random variables on X such that px. (x) is
rational Vx e X. Let X, - X in distribution. That is, Vx E X, lim px.(x) = px(x). Un is
the uniform X, source. Let e > 0 and c,, - 0 as n -+ oo. Define a, - Dm(d, (p, pX)+
,,. First we prove that for D E (0, oo),

lim RE (D + 8,) = PCrc(X,D) (5.206)

From Lemmas 5.44 and 5.45, it follows that

PCrc('U,,,D+a,) S PCrc(eX,D) S PCrc(CU,D-) (5.207)

By Theorem 5.47, it follows that

R (D + a,) < p Cre(xD)5 RE (D -8,) (5.208)

Rest of the proof of (5.206) follows exactly as in Lemma 5.39 by replacing RE (D) with
PCrc(WX,D) in the steps (5.134).

The proof of this theorem, now, follows by use of Lemma 5.39 and Lemma 5.41. 0

We use Theorem 5.48 to prove the main result of this chapter: an operational proof of the
optimality of digital communication for the problem of pseudo-universal communication
with a fidelity criterion.

* 5.7 An operational view of the optimality of digital communication for
pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion, and a dis-
cussion of the operational nature of the proof

By using Theorem 5.48, in almost exactly the same way as Step 2 in Section 2.15, we will
prove, in this section, the optimality of digital communication for pseudo-universal commu-
nication with a fidelity criterion. Because of all the machinery developed in this chapter, the
proof will be operational.

As stated in Subsection 5.1.1,
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" We use pseudo-universal achievability instead of universal achievability in our proofs.
We are quite sure that the proof can be carried out even for universal achievability but
I have not carried it out. For the reader unhappy with this explanation, the reader can
think of this as an operational view point on the optimality of digital communication
for a fully known channel because for a fully known channel, pseudo-universal and uni-
versal achievability are the sarne as argued in Subsection 5.1.1. Similarly, instead of uni-
versal communication with a fidelity criterion over a partially known channel k e 4,
we will be using pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion over a par-
tially known channel: we do not enforce uniformity in the rate at which the probability
of excess distortion -+ 0 as block-length -+ oo over the particular channel k E 4. Gen-
eralization to proving results universal instead of pseudo-universal results operationally
is discussed in Section 5.9.

" We do not take into account resource consumption in the system when constructing the
digital architecture. We are quite sure that a few more arguments can be made to take
into account the resource consumption in the system but I have not carried out these
steps. For the reader unhappy with this explanation, the reader should think of it as the
way things are done in the usual information theory literature in the discrete case where
resource consumption is not considered at all. I should add that I do not agree with this
approach in the literature because resource consumption is a very important issue, and
when proving optimality of digital communication, one should prove that it can be
done with the same or lesser resource consumption as compared to other architectures;
in our case in this chapter, I quite strongly believe that it can be done; just that I have
not done it. This is commented on vaguely in Section 5.10

With the above constraints, we will carry out the proof of optimality of digital communica-
tion for pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion (in other words, an oper-
ational view of the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion;
the proof is carried out for the i.i.d. X source; of course, essentially the same proof can be
carried out for the uniform X source:

In Subsection 5.7.1, we make a formal definition of what it means for a partially known
channel to be capable of pseudo-universally communicating a random source to within a
certain distortion level. In Sub-section 5.7.2, we state the pseudo-universal source-channel
separation theorem for rate-distortion. The operational proof will crucially use Theorem
5.48 and the fact that its proof is operational and by use of this theorem, the final step of the
operational proof is carried out in Subsection 5.7.3. This is followed by a discussion of the
operational nature of the proof in Subsection 5.7.4.
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0 5.7.1 Capability of a partially known channel to pseudo-universally com-
municate a random source to within a certain distortion level

Let k E 4 be a partially known channel with input space .0 and output space 0 as described
in Subsection 2.5.2.

First, we describe the point-to-point communication system which communicates i.i.d. X
source over a channel k e 4. Recall the action of a a point-to-point communication system
in described in Subsection 2.6.6.

The input to the encoder is the i.i.d. X source. Thus, when the block-length is n, the input is
the i.i.d. X sequence of length n, X". The composition of the encoder, channel, and decoder,
produce an output sequence Y". This results in a joint random variable X"Y"' on the input-
output space X" x 31" and the corresponding probability distribution pX.y. on X" x W"n.
Note that when we are talking about a partially known channel px.y. will vary depending
on the particular k e 4.

Definition 5.67 (A partially known channel which is capable of pseudo-universally commu-
nicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D). The partially known channel k e 4
is said to be capable of communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D if there exists
an encoder-decoder pair < e",f" >w independent of the particular k e 4 such that under
the joint distribution px.yn as described above,

1
Pxny" -d"(XnYn)>D -. 0asn-.-ooVk 4 W (5.209)(n

The reader should compare this definition with the definition of a partially known channel
which is capable of universally communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D
in Definition 2.25: there is no o =< n" >' sequence in the definition anymore which was
introduced to enforce the uniformity over the partially known channel k e 4 in the rate
at which the probability of excess distortion -- 0 as n -. oo. Now, we do not ask for this
uniformity.

A similar definition can be made for the uniform X source which we omit because our main
goal is to prove results for the i.i.d. X source; uniform X source is a good intuitive as well as
a good mathematical tool towards that goal.

E 5.7.2 A statement of the pseudo-universal source-channel separation the-
orem for rate-distortion

Assuming random-coding is permitted, in order to communicate the i.i.d. X source pseudo-
universally over a partially known channel to within a particular distortion level, it is suffi-
cient to consider source-channel separation based architectures, that is, architectures which
first code (compress) the i.i.d. X source to within the particular distortion level, followed
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by pseudo-universal reliable communication over the partially known channel. There is suf-
ficiency in the sense if there exists some architecture to communicate the random source to
within the required distortion level, pseudo-universally over the partially known channel,
there exists a separation architecture which accomplishes the same thing.

The same result holds for the uniform X source.

M 5.7.3 The final step of the operational proof of the pseudo-universal
source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion for the i.i.d.
X source

Let k E cV be a partially known channel which is capable of pseudo-universally communi-
cating the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion level D. This is accomplished with the help
of an encoder-decoder < e" ,f" >'. Denote the set of channels

W 4 A-{< e" o k of" >w |k E d (5.210)

Note that 'e,, is a subset of 6 X,D. It follows by Theorem 5.48 that the pseudo-universal
capacity of the set of channels WX,D is > the rate-distortion function RP(D).

It now follows that by source-compression followed by pseudo-universal reliable communi-
cation, the i.i.d. X source can be communicated universally and reliably over the partially
known channel k to within a distortion D. A rough argument is the following: Take the
i.i.d. X source. Compress it using a source-encoder < e" >' to within a probability of
excess distortion D. The output is a rate RP (D) message source. This rate RP(D) message
source can now be communicated pseudo-universally and reliably over the channel set W"
by using a channel encoder-decoder < E",F" >7. Finally, the output of the channel decoder
is source decoded using a source decoder <f" >7. End-to-end, the i.i.d. X source is pseudo-
universally communicated to within a distortion D over the channel set WV. It follows that
by using a source-code < e",f," >0 and using a channel code < e" o EFn o fn >00, the
i.i.d. X source can be communicated pseudo-universally to within a distortion level D over
the partially known channel k, digitally.

A rigorous argument for the above source-coding followed by channel coding is the following:

We said above that the pseudo-universal capacity of the channel set ceV is > RP(D). Assume
that the pseudo-universal capacity is strictly > RP (D). Let the universal capacity be RP(D)+
8,8 > 0.

Let c= . By the definition of RP (D), it follows that there exists a rate RP(D) + f source-
code < e",f," >w which compresses the i.i.d. X source to within a probability of excess
distortion D.

Let the block-length be n.

The action of e," on X"n produces an output random variable Mg on the set ./n, where the
S
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set /R is

RR Ag" {1,2...,[n(R(D)+)]}(5.211)

Since the pseudo-universal capacity of the channel set WV is strictly greater than RP (D) + C
by assumption, the message My can be pseudo-universally and reliably communicated over
the partially known channel k in the limit as n - oo. Finally, the source is re-constructed by
using the source decoder f".
It follows that end-to-end, in this separation based architecture, in the limit as n -- oo, the
i.i.d. X source is communicated pseudo-universally to within a distortion level D over the
channel set We, and hence, over the partially known channel k.

Note that we assumed that the pseudo-universal capacity of the channel set W.0 is strictly
> RP (D), whereas it only follows that the pseudo-universal capacity of the channel set W,
is > RP(D). It is unclear what will happen if the capacity of the partially known channel k is
precisely RP(D). This "tension" of what happens if the capacity is precisely RP(D) is usual
in information theory.

This completes the argument, and thus, rigorously proves the pseudo-universal source-channel
separation theorem for rate-distortion when the source is i.i.d. and the distortion metric is
additive.

Note 5.63. In order the prove the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for
rate-distortion we have only used the fact that the pseudo-universal capacity of the channel
set WXD is > RjP(D). We proved in Theorem 5.48 that the universal capacity of the channel
set WXD is in fact, precisely RP(D). We will use this precise equality to discuss connections
between source and channel coding and to give the idea of an alternate proof of the rate-
distortion theorem for certain i.i.d. X sources in Section 5.8.

In the next subsection, we comment on the operational nature of the proof of the pseudo-
universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion.

0 5.7.4 Discussion: Operational nature of our proof of the pseudo-universal
source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion, and a com-
parison with Shannon's proof

Our proof of the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion is
operational in the sense that it uses only the definitions of channel capacity as the maxi-
mum rate of reliable communication and the rate-distortion function as the minimum rate
needed to compress a source to within a certain distortion level. We do not use functional
simplifications, for example, mutual information expressions for the channel capacity or the
rate-distortion function in the proof.

The proof consists of two steps:
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1. Step 1: If there exists some scheme in order to communicate the i.i.d. X source pseudo-
universally over the partially known channel k to within a distortion D under the
probability of excess distortion criterion, then the pseudo-universal capacity of k is
> RP(D). One main step in this proof is the proof of Theorem 5.48, which says, in

part, that the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels WXD is equal to the rate-
distortion function for the i.i.d. X source. The whole chapter before the proof of The-
orem 5.48 is devoted to proving this theorem rigorously and operationally. This whole
big proof is operational in the sense that we only use the definitions of source-codes,
channel-codes and the operational meanings of rate-distortion function and channel ca-
pacities. We do not rely on mathematical functional simplifications. This main idea
of the proof is Theorem 5.46, random-coding arguments carried out in parallel for the
source-coding and channel-coding problems where we can "see" that the answers to the
two problems is the same without doing much functional simplifications: this is what
makes it operational. Mathematically, the main idea is (5.183) which is the same equa-
tion as (2.66) and is reproduced below:

Pr ( d'(U',y"') >n D} Pr (!dn'(U n', V"') > D if y" ' has type q

(5.212)

2. Step 2: If the pseudo-universal capacity of a partially known channel k is > RP (D),
then pseudo-universal communication of the i.i.d. X source to within a probalility
of excess distortion D can be accomplished over the channel k by source compression
followed by pseudo-universal reliable communication. Clearly this proof is operational
in that we need to know only the operational meaning of RP(D) as the rate at which
we can compress the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D and we only need to know
the definition of pseudo-universal capacity as the maximum achievable rate at which
pseudo-universal reliable communication is possible over the partially known channel
k

I would like to further comment on the operational nature of the proof of Theorem 5.48.
First note, that the concept of an operational proof is not a precise concept. The question of
pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels ceX,D, when posed in mathematical language,
is an infinite dimensional optimization program. Similarly, the rate-distortion problem of the
minimum rate needed to compress a source to within a certain distortion level is an infinite
dimensional optimization program. We need to prove that the answers to both these infinite
dimensional optimization programs is the same. A "truly operational" proof will just prove
this without any steps. However, no proof can be without any steps; otherwise, the result
would be trivial. The main step that we go through is the parallel random-coding argument
where we prove that PC,.,(WU,D) > RP (D, inf). We do go through some steps where we use
a random-coding argument and make coding schemes for both the channel coding and the
source coding problems. We believe that none of these steps make the proof non-operational;
however, this is a concept which we cannot make precise.
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We would like to compare our proof with that of Shannon, which we believe is non opera-
tional. Shannon's proof, again, goes in two steps:

1. Achievability, which is the same as our Step 2: This proof is exactly the same as ours
(rather, we should say that our proof is exactly the same as Shannon's!), and is opera-
tional

2. Converse, which is the same as our Step 1 (though as we discussed in Subsection 2.14.10,
we view it as achievability) : This proof is different from ours. Shannon's proof relies
heavily on the information-theoretic definitions of channel capacity as a maximum mu-
tual information and the rate-distortion function as a minimum-mutual information:
these mutual information expressions are simplified finite dimensional optimization
programs corresponding to the original infinite dimensional optimization programs.
The following is an outline of Shannon's proof. Shannon's proof required the channel
k to be fully known and used the expected distortion criterion instead of the probabil-
ity of excess distortion criterion. Let the channel k be a discrete memoryless channel.
Denote the discrete memoryless channel k by poil.

We will not be entirely precise: see [Sha59] for the precise details. The converse consists
of two steps:

H(X"|Y");> H(X") - nC I  Ci t maxI(I; 0) (5.213)

This says that since the source X" communicated over a discrete memoryless chan-
nel, the entropy of the source at the output cannot fall by "too much". "Too much"
is quantified by the information-theoretic capacity C' of the discrete memoryless
channel. The proof of this step uses the definitions of entropy, mutual information,
information theoretic capacity, and inequalities concerning entropy and mutual in-
formation.

H(X"|YI") < H(X") - nR'(D) [ D) inf I(X;Y) (5.214)
X px

E d(X, Y) < D

This says that since the source X" has been communicated to within a distortion
D under the expected distortion criterion over the channel (by using some architec-
ture which does not matter), the entropy of the source should have fallen by atleast
a particular amount, and this particular amount is quantified by the information-
theoretic rate-distortion function R1 (D), which was defined in the above equation
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and has also been defined in Definition 2.30. This is proved by using information-
theoretic inequalities concerning entropy and mutual information and the convex-
ity of the RI(D) function.

These two steps imply that

CI > R'(D) (5.215)

Finally, one invokes the fact that for a discrete memoryless channel, the information-
theoretic capacity is the same as operational capacity, and the information-theoretic
rate-distortion function for an i.i.d. source is the same as the operational rate-distortion
function, and this proves that the capacity of the channel k is greater than or equal to
the rate-distortion function RE(D).

Shannon's proof of the converse is a brilliant proof but I have never had much intuition for
it, mainly because it goes through first proving the equality of the information theoretic rate-
distortion function and the information-theoretic channel capacity, and then invoking the
equality of the rate-distortion function and the information-theoretic rate-distortion func-
tion, and the equality of channel capacity and the information-theoretic channel capacity. In
this sense, it is not operational.

Our proof, which relies only on the operational meanings and uses a random-coding achiev-
ability argument, we believe, lends much more insight into the nature of separation, for
which, as we said, in Subsection 2.14.10, that the fundamental mathematical reason is (5.183)
which is reproduced below:

Pr d({ "'(U" 'y")>})D =Pr d"' (U"', V,")>D , if y"' has type q (5.216)

0 5.8 Connections between source and channel coding and an alternate
proof of the source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion for
those i.i.d. X sources for which px(x) is rational Vx E X

In this section, we discuss connections between source and channel coding that come out of
our work and related to this, we give another proof of the rate-distortion theorem for those
i.i.d. X sources for which px(x) is rational Vx E X, which we believe is more insightful than
the original proof of Shannon [Sha59].

* 5.8.1 Connections between source and channel coding

The connection between source and channel coding was discussed in Subsection 2.14.10. We
discuss is further, here. The discussion will be high-level.
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We discuss these connections for the uniform X source. Recall that the uniform X source is
defined only for those X for which px(x) is rational Vx E X. On the level of ideas, the proof
of PCrc( U,D)= RP (D) has the following steps:

" Step 0: Prove that RP (D) = RP (D, inf).: This is proved by using the operational mean-
ings of source codes and the two rate-distortion functions

" Step 1: Prove that RP (D, inf) < a S pCrc(WD): We make random coding arguments
for both the channelcoding problem and rate-distortion source-coding problems: the
channel-coding problem is the pseudo-universal capacity of the set of channels WU,D
and the rate-distortion problem is the minimum rate needed compress the uniform X
source to within a distortion level D under the inf-probability of excess distortion cri-
terion. We note that the answers to both these random-coding arguments is a. Since
the random-coding scheme is just one possible scheme for pseudo-universal communi-
cation over the set of channels WUD, it is potentially possible that a scheme exists which
performs better than the random-coding scheme, that is, a scheme for which rates > a
might be achievable for the channel coding problem. Thus, pCrc( uD) > a. Similarly,
the random-coding scheme is just one possible scheme for compression of the uniform
X source to within a distortion level D under the inf-probability of excess distortion
criterion, and it is potentially possible that a scheme exists which performs better than
the random-coding scheme, that is, a scheme for which rates a are achievable for the
source-coding problem. Thus, RP (D,inf) < a.

Thus, R(D,inf) 5 a _< PCrc(c'U,D)

" Step 2: Prove that PCrc( UD) < RP(D): This is done by noting that the transition
probability corresponding to a "good source-code" for the problem of compressing the
uniform X source to within a distortion D under the probability of excess distortion
criterion. is a "bad channel" for the purpose of reliable communication. The transition
probability corresponding to this "good source code", when thought as a channel has
capacity RP (D), and hence, the infimum capacity of the channel class < R (D).

From these steps, it follows that RP (D) = a = PCrc(ceU,D). In particular, PCrc(U,D) =
RP (D).

If one notes the parallel tabular argument for the channel-coding and source-coding prob-
lems, there is a kind of "duality" in the two arguments. These are random coding arguments,
and one can, at least to some extent, interpret this as a covering-packing connection, maybe
a random-coding covering-packing connection. The proofs here shed light on connection
between the two problems. It should be possible to make this connection/duality precise;
however, we do not know, how to. As we stated in Subsection 2.14.10, the precise mathemat-
ical reason for this duality is (5.183), which is reproduced below:

Pr dn(U"',y"')> D = Pr ( d'(u' V"') > D if y"' has type q (5.217)
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M 5.8.2 An alternate proof of the rate-distortion theorem for those i.i.d. X
sources for which px(x) is rational Vx E X

The original rate-distortion theorem of Shannon [Sha59], stated as Theorem 2.1 in this thesis,
says that a simplified expression for R1 (D) is RI (D), where R1(D) is defined in Definition
2.30, and this definition is reproduced below:

RI (D) ±_- inf I(X; Y) (5.218)
iPyix : xex,yeWpX(x)pyix(yjx)<D}

We give an alternate proof that a expression for RP(D) is RI (D) for those i.i.d. X sources for
which px(x) is rational Vx E X which goes through the channel-coding problem and which,
I believe is more insightful than the original proof of Shannon for reasons which will follow.
Of course, since we have proved the equality of R (D) and R E (D), this will also prove that
a simplified expression for RE(D) is RI(D).

First, let us look at Shannon's argument for the i.i.d. X source, more details of which can be
found in [Sha59]:

In a nut-shell, Shannon0s proof goes as follows: by using the same random coding argu-
ment, it is proved that RE(D) < a. Then one does a computation for a and proves that it is
equal to R'(D). This, then, proves that R'(D) 5 RI(D). The proof of R'(D) < RE(D)
uses information-theoretic inequalities and properties of mutual information. The functional
form of RI(D) is thus used crucially in Shannon~s proof: one has to compute a = R'(D);
only then is the proof complete. Unlike Shannon, our proof of converse does not use
information-theoretic inequalities or properties of mutual information, but rather, rests on
connections between our channel coding problem and the rate-distortion problem. Follow-
ing is a summary of the steps:

1. Prove RE(D) < a (random-coding argument)

2. Compute a = RI (D) (mathematical computation)

3. Thus, R(D) 5 RI(D)

4. Prove RX(D) RI(D) (information theoretic inequalities)

5. Thus, RE(D) RI (D)

Next, we look at our argument of the proof of the rate-distortion theoremfor those sources X
for which px(x) is rational Vx E X. Recall that U is the uniform X Source corresponding to
X. Some of these steps are the same as the ones of the previous subsection. The steps are:

1. Prove that RP (D,inf) 5 a < PCrC'U,D) (random-coding arguments)
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- 2. Prove that PC,,(W'U,D) < RP(D) (the transition probability corresponding to a "good"
source-code is a "bad" channel)

3. Prove that RI (D) = RP (D, inf) (definition of rate-distortion functions and particular
source code constructions)

4. Thus, RP(D)=

5. Prove that RP (D) = RP (D) = RE (D) (definitions of rate-distortion functions and par-
ticular code constructions)

6. Thus, RP(D)= R (D)= RP(D)= RE(D)

7. Prove that a = R, (D) (mathematical calculation using the method of types)

8. Thus, RE(D)= RP (D)= RE(D)= RP(D)= RI(D)

We consider our argument more basic than Shannon's argument for reason that a mathemati-
cal calculation is carried out in the last step in our proof as opposed to in Shannon's proof. In
our proof, the proof until Step 6 which says, RP (D) = RE (D) = RP (D) = RE (D) = a should
be considered operational, where the operational meaning of a is that it is the answer to the
random-coding argument. It is only in Step 7 that we make a calculation for a and prove
that it is indeed the information-theoretic rate-distortion function R,(D), and this leads to
a proof of the rate-distortion theorem. Step 7 is essentially the finally step in the argument.
Shannon's proof relies much more crucially on the fact that an expression for a is R (D): it
is needed in Step 2. The converse part in Shannon's proof which proves that RE(D)<; RI (D)
in Step 4 relies very crucially on the expression for R,(D). Shannon's proof thus has a much
more crucial dependence on a = R' (D) as compared to our proof where this calculation
is needed in the last step. Of course, since the statement of the rate-distortion theorem is a
statement about a simplified expression for the rate-distortion function, a calculation has to
be made at some step: in our proof, this calculation is made in the last step.

Also note that we prove that RP(D) is equal to a, the answer to the random-coding argument,
without explicitly calculating the answer to the random-coding argument: for this reason, as
we said above, this proof is operational. This is unlike Shannon in the sense that Shannon also
proves that RE (D) = a, the answer to the random-coding argument but the proof requires
an explicit calculation of the answer to the random-coding argument. The operational nature

of our proof that the rate-distortion function is equal to the random-coding argument suggests a
fundamental relationship between the two quantities.

Note that our proof holds only for those X for which px(x) is rational Vx E X. We would
like to believe that it should be possible to generalize this proof for arbitrary X; however, we
are unsure.
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0 5.9 How do we operationally prove the optimality of digital communica-
tion for universal communication with a fidelity criterion instead of
for pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion?

In this chapter, we have proved operationally, the optimality of digital communication for
pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion.

The question arises: can we similarly provide an operational proof of the optimality of digital
communication for universal communication with a fidelity criterion?

Let k E cdx be a partially known channel which is capable of universally (note, universally,
not pseudo-universally) communicating the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D. Then,
we can define the set of channels 6V as in (2.94) which is reproduced below:

c E {< e" o k" of " >' |k =< " >c -a d} - (5.219)

The notation has changed from (2.94), where we used the notation cc,, instead of W"(: now,
we will be dealing with i.i.d. X and uniform X sources together and for that reason, we need
a notation to distinguish between the set Qdx and a corresponding set df4 which will come
later.

The set of channels 'C should be thought of as a set of channels which directly (note, directly,
not pseudo-directly) communicates the i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D.

We need to carry out proofs for the set of channels Wt instead of the set of channels cXD.

In order to do that, we will require the introduction of another set of channels WaV for
some 1 E dy, where I is a partially known channel which is capable of communicating the
uniform X source to within a distortion D. The set of channels W'V directly (note, directly
not pseudo-directly) communicates the uniform X source to within a distortion D.

The main idea of the operational proof is Theorem 5.46 and its proof essentially hold for
the set of channels WA and using universal capacity instead of pseudo-universal capacity:
this was the way did things in the idea-level proof in Section 2.14. What we need is some
arguments to relate the universal capacities of channels W, and Wj,: of course, there has
to be some relation between the set of channels %x and the set of channels dc4u to do this.

Mainly, this should require changes in Subsection 5.5.4. Of course, whole of Section 5.5
would need to be re-done; however, the main lemmas which would need re-statement and
would need to be re-proved with universal capacity instead of pseudo-universal capacity are
those of Subsection 5.5.4.

We have not carried out these steps; however, we believe they can be carried out.
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0 5.10 How do we take into account resource consumption when prov-
ing the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-
distortion, operationally?

When proving the pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion
operationally, we did not take into account, resource consumption in the system, unlike
what we did in Chapter 2. This is something that we believe can be done by taking into
account the interplay between how the channels with the uniform X and the i.i.d. X source
inter-play with each other and how the resource consumption is affected in the arguments in
this inter-play. This is vague, but we will leave this here.

* 5.11 Comments and recapitulation

In this chapter, we proved the optimality of digital communication for pseudo-uinversal com-
munication with a fidelity criterion, operationally. By an operational proof, we mean that the
proof uses only the operational meanings of channel capacity as the maximum rate of reliable
communication and the rate-distortion function as the minimum rate needed to compress
a source to within a certain distortion level, that is, uses only the meanings of channel ca-
pacity and rate-distortion function as infinite dimensional optimization programs, and not
functional simplifications like finite dimensional mutual-information expressions for them.
I believe that this operational proof sheds more insight into the nature of separation than
the original proof of Shannon which uses equalities and inequalities concerning entropy and
mutual information for proving the converse.

An operational proof of universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion for permu-
tation invariant distortion metrics for the uniform X source was provided in Section 2.14,
under the technical assumption RP (D) = RP(D,inf). In this chapter we proved RP (D) =
RP (D, inf) operationally for additive distortion metrics. We believe that this completes the
operational story for universal source-channel separation for rate-distortion.

However, the traditional information theory literature uses the i.i.d. X source. For the sake
of partial completeness, we proved a pseudo-universal source-channel separation theorem for
rate-distortion for the i.i.d. X source. Pseudo-universality differs from universality in that
we do not require a uniformity in the rate at which the probability of excess distortion -- 0
as the block-length -- oo over the partially known channel k e ..

The proof also sheds light on the connections between source-coding and channel-coding.
We also provide an alternate proof of the rate-distortion theorem for those i.i.d. X sources
for which px(x) is rational Vx E X which uses functional simplification as the last step, and I
believe, is more insightful than the original proof of Shannon. As a part of this proof, we also
prove that the rate-distortion function is equal to the answer to the random-coding argument
for the source-coding problem, without doing a calculation, either for the rate-distortion
function or the answer to the answer to the random-coding argument for the source-coding
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problem. This is thus an operational proof, and suggests that there might be a fundamen-
tal relationship between the rate-distortion function and the answer to the random-coding
argument for the source-coding problem.

The proof of RP(D) = RPU(D, inf) has required the assumption of additive distortion metric.
We conjecture that an operational proof can also be provided for many permutation invariant
distortion metrics true. Similarly, the rigorous proof of the pseudo-universal source-channel
separation for rate-distortion for the i.i.d. X source has required the assumption of additive
distortion metric. We conjecture that an operational proof can be provided for many permu-
tation invariant distortion measures, too.

We also conjecture that the results can be generalized operationally, to more general sources,
for example, many stationary ergodic sources.

Finally, we emphasize that we have proved the optimality of digital communication for
pseudo-universal communication with a fidelity criterion and not for universal communica-
tion with a fidelity criterion. Also, we have not taken into account the resource consumption
in the system. We believe that these steps can be carried out.

0 5.12 In the next chapter ...

In the next chapter, we recapitulate this thesis and discuss research directions which come out
of this thesis.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion: Recapitulation and research
directions

A thesis is never finished, it is deserted.
-Told to me by Patrick Kreidl, who was probably told this by someone else!

* 6.1 In this chapter ...

In this chapter, we recapitulate what we have done in this thesis, and discuss research direc-
tions which come out of this thesis.

* 6.2 Recapitulation

This thesis has two flavors:

1. Proving the optimality of communication in certain communication scenarios in the
sense of optimality of source-channel separation theorem as stated in Reason 1c in Chap-
ter 1

2. An operational view of rate-distortion theory

One contribution of this thesis is that we proved the optimality of digital communication
in the sense of reason Ic in certain communication scenarios. A digital system is one where
there is a finite interface (usually, a binary interface) between the source and the channel
(point-to-point setting) or between the various sources and the medium (multi-user setting).
Digital communication systems are defined precisely in Chapter 1. Optimality of digital
communication is in the sense of reason Ic of Chapter 1.

In Chapter 2 we proved the optimality of digital communication in the point-to-point setting:
a user wants to communicate a random source to another user over a channel. The channel is
assumed to be only partially known in the sense that it might come from a family of transition
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probabilities. In other words, the setting is universal over the channel. We prove the following
high-level statement, which is called the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-
distortion:

Assuming random-coding is permitted, in order to communicate a random source univer-
sally over a partially known channel to within a particular distortion level, it is sufficient to
consider source-channel separation based architectures, that is, architectures which first code
(compress) the random-source to within the particular distortion level, followed by univer-
sal reliable communication over the partially known channel. There is sufficiency in the
sense if there exists some architecture to communicate the random source to within a certain
distortion universally over the partially known, and which consumes certain amount of sys-
tem resources like energy and bandwidth, then there exists a separation based architecture to
universally communicate the random source to within the same distortion universally over
the partially known channel, and which consumes the same or lesser system resources as the
original architecture.

In order to prove precise results, we assume that the distortion measure is additive. We sketch
an outline of how the results can be generalized to permutation invariant distortion meau-
res. Precise assumptions for both the high-level outline and rigorous proofs can be found in
Chapter 2. In proving the result, we assume that the source statistics are known. In Chapter
2, we also conjecture that this result can be generalized to the case when the source statistics
are not known.

The universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion is generalized to the
multi-user scenario in Chapter 3, in the unicast setting. By unicast setting, we mean that
the sources that various users want to communicate to each other are independent of each
other. Thus, if user i wants to communicate source X;> to user j, the sources X;j are all in-
dependent of each other. We prove the optimality of digital communication by proving that
it is sufficient to consider architectures where each user compresses its sources to within the
corresponding distortion levels and the compressed binary random sources are universally,
reliably communicated over the partially known medium.

Chapter 4 discusses partial applicability of the results of the universal source-channel separa-
tion theorem for rate-distortion in the multi-user scenario to the wireless scenario. Two of
the assumptions which are suspect are:

" The voice signals of various users are independent of each other. As discussed in Chapter
4, this assumptions is true pairwise, but the voice signals of the two users talking to each
other are not independent of each other. We still assume that the distortion measure is
permutation invariant.

* Distortion measure is permutation invariant: it is unclear, if this is the case for voice

Further discussion of the features of the wireless problem and assumptions that we make are
discussed in Chapter 4. With the above assumptions, it follows that restricting attention to
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digital architectures is optimal for wireless communication, as discussed in Chapter 4.

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are various other factors which should determine which
technology is used, and whether, a particular technological should be implemented in the
first place or not. The only factor that we have tried to understand in the thesis beyond
Chapter 1 is Reason Ic.

The other contribution of this thesis is an operational view of rate-distortion theory. By an
operational view of rate-distortion theory, we mean a proof of the separation theorem which
uses only the definition of channel capacity as the maximum rate of reliable communication
and the rate-distortion function as the minimum rate needed to compress a source to within
a certain distortion level. The proof, unlike Shannon's proof, does not use the definition of
channel capacity as a maximum mutual information or the rate-distortion function as a min-
imum mutual information. We believe that our proof offers more insight into the nature of
separation than Shannon's. This process is carried out on a high-level for the communication
of the uniform X source in Section 2.14. A rigorous proof for the communication of the
i.i.d. X source is the subject of Chapter 5. This also leads to connections between source
and channel coding, and an alternate proof of the rate-distortion theorem for those i.i.d. X
sources for which px(x) is rational Yx e X.

0 6.3 Research directions

There are various research directions which come out of this thesis, some of which have been
discussed in previous sections:

1. Section 4.3 discusses a two user abstraction of what happens when the sources are cor-
related. In general, separation does not hold. However, it would be interesting if one
could get results for how good does the performance of separation based schemes ap-
proach the performance of a general analog scheme, possibly in the spirit of [TCDS].
Also, the problem makes sense not just for two users, but for N users where user i wants
to communicate source X;/ to user j to within a distortion Dij under a metric di, and
the distribution of the sources XiJ, 1 < i, j < N may be arbitrary

2. Various research directions come out of Chapter 2, some of which are discussed in Sec-
tion 2.19:

(a) We have proved the universal source-channel separation theorem for rate-distortion
where universality is over the channel. We believe, as stated briefly in Section 2.19
that the result should be generalizable to universality over the source, that is, the
source statistics are unknown.

(b) Carry out a proof for arbitrary stationary ergodic sources evolving in continuous
time, in the methodology of Section 2.14 and discussed further in Section 2.16.
Section 2.14 carried out the proof (except for the equality of R under various
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definitions), and the full rigorous proof for the i.i.d. X source was carried out in
Chapter 5. The operational proof in Chapter 5 is fairly technical and involved; we
wonder if we are missing something and the proof can be simpler.

(c) To research, whether universal source-channel separation holds for sub-additive dis-
tortion measures, as it does in [Han10] when the setting is not universal.

3. We have used the probability of excess distortion criterion instead of the expected dis-
tortion criterion. As we have said in Chapter 2, universal source-channel separation
does not hold with the expected distortion criterion. The example in Chapter 2 has a
highly non-ergodic channel. Amos Lapidoth pointed out to us, in a note, that universal
separation would hold with the expected distortion criterion for memoryless channels.
He also provided us with a proof which should possibly be generalizable to indecompos-
able channels. The proof used the standard information theory machinery of mutual
informations.

We would like to take another route (if possible). The question is: if the expected dis-
tortion criterion holds, then does that imply that the probability of excess distortion
criterion holds? A mathematical way of formulating this is the following: Let k E 4 be
a partially known channel such that each k e 4 satisfies some ergodicity requirements.
Suppose the set of channels k is capable of communicating i.i.d. X source to within a
distortion D with error w =< w" >(, w" o-- 0 as n - oo under the expected distortion
criterion. That is, there exist encoder-decoder < e",f" >7 such that end to end

E [dn(XnY") < c" Vk e 4 (6.1)

Then, is k also capable of communicating i.i.d. X source to within a distortion D with
some other error w' =< w'" >', ,'" -+ 0 as n -+ oo under the expected distortion
criterion? That is, do there exist encoder decoder < e'" ,f'n > such that end to end

Pr -dn(X",Yn)>D <40'" Vke4? (6.2)
(n

If this were the case, we would have reduced the problem with the expected distortion
criterion to the problem with the probability of excess distortion criterion. One way to
go about this would be to first assume that the set k consists of just one channel. In that
case, our guess is that this is true. Then, one would want to carry out the procedure for
a more general 4.

* 6.4 One final thought

Finally, I would like to add, to tie up with Chapter 1, that what is really needed is a more
holistic view, a more human view of the problem, than just a mathematical or engineering
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understanding of whether separation is optimal or not. Without a human perspective, any
technological or mathematical advances / understanding will only bring more negative con-
sequences and misery to this world.

9WP TR4 f rT T

Above, across or back again,

wherever one goes in the world;

let one carefully scrutinize,

the rise and fall of compounded things.

- Itivuttaka 4.111
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